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NoteNote  on terminology 

Theree are a variety of terms used in the literatur e to characterise preferential trade agreements. An 
attemptt  at consistency is made in this book according to the following conventions. The term 
"regionall  trade agreement"  or  "regional agreement"  wil l refer  to those arrangements that are 
contemplatedd by the provisions of GATT Articl e XXTV and/or  GATS Articl e V. These include for 
GATT ,, customs unions, free-trade areas, and interim agreements leading to the completion of either. 
Forr  GATS the term encompasses regional integration agreements. Although the term "regional trade 
agreement""  is not used in either  Article , the WTO has established a Committee on Regional Trade 
Agreementss to review notified agreements that fall under  the requirements of GATT Articl e XXI V 
andd GATS Articl e V. In this text the terms for  "customs union"  and "free-trad e area"  are intended to 
referr  to those formations as they are distinctly treated by GATT Articl e XXIV . The various 
abbreviationss for  regional agreements, including PTAs, RTAs, FT As, CUs, etc., are generally avoided 
inn the primar y text, but necessarily preserved in quotations as drawn from others. 

Usee of the term "preferential" , as in preferential arrangements or  agreements, is intended to 
encompassess all manner  of preference exchanges, those falling both within the scope of Articl e XXTV 
andd those which do not. It is hoped that the context of the surrounding text makes clear  what is being 
describedd in regard to the particular  arrangement. In addition, there is an effort made throughout Part 
Onee to distinguish between the various types of preferential systems employed prior  to the GATT. 

Thee use of the term "member"  should also be clarified. A number  of passages discuss in the same 
breathh members of both regional agreements and the Members of the WTO. To permit the distinction 
too remain clear  in the discussion, the term is capitalised when it refers to WTO Members. When the 
termm is not capitalised, it refers only to the members of a regional agreement. Therefore, the term 
'non-members''  refers to parties who are not members of a regional trade agreement. 

Europeann Community terminology. In this text the conventions applied to the EEC, EC, and EU refer 
too the historical period in which the reference is framed as according to the appropriate Treaty. 
However,, contemporary legal acts dealing with the external commercial relations of the European 
Communityy are designated as acts of the EC,, or  the European Community. 
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NoteNote  on sources 

Theree are several sources used in the text that are not traditionally identified with legal research. The 
authorr takes the view that the legal aspects of regionalism are not so easily disconnected from its 
politicall  and economic motivations. Even if this separation in the literature could be accomplished, 
thee point remains that, at various periods, economists and political scientists have been far more active 
inn a discussion of regional preferential systems, at least from a systemic view, than have trade 
lawyers.. Thus, for examples, the inter-war years' description is drawn from the writings of authors 
suchh as Hirschman (National Power and the Structure of Foreign Trade), from Keynes who made 
commentt on the Versaille arrangements, and from Gardner who recounted the history of the non-
discriminationn principle's revival in the Second World War. 

Priorr practice regarding the treatment of customs unions prior to GATT is illuminated by Jacob 
Viner'ss 1950 work. Besides its contribution to economic science, it retains a significant value for 
tradee law history regarding the descriptions of the legal regimes applied in customs union formations 
andd other preferential areas prior to the GATT. 

Onee source likely unfamiliar to lawyers is the collection of documents and writings on economic 
diplomacyy compiled by Kress in 1949. For the reader's information, this set was used for instructional 
purposess in the Georgetown University School of Foreign Service during this period. The author 
wouldd like to think that the extracts drawn from this compilation might well reflect the leading 
opinionss of the time regarding the use of trade discrimination in preferential agreements. 
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Introduction Introduction 

Thiss book is about one of the oldest "trad e and..."  problems, that being the issue of trade and 
discrimination.. From the perspective of the multilateral trading system, one asks generally how 
discriminationn against goods on the basis of their  origin may remain an effective strategy in the 
WTO?? Or, as more simply expressed, what are the remaining "loopholes"  in the WTO? The present 
studyy is identified as a sub-genus of the topic as it is located in the context of trade discrimination as 
employedd between members of regional trade agreements. 

Ann introductor y explanation of the term "discrimination "  as used here would be helpful. In trade law, 
thee term "preference"  is nearly, if not precisely, synonymous with that of discrimination.1 The 
literatur ee on regional trade agreements, or  regionalism, is primaril y dedicated to exploring, in theory 
orr  practice, the (diversionary) effects of preferential (discriminatory) trade agreements. The question 
iss well oriented to considering the resulting situation for  non-members.2 It is an economic question in 
largee part, and is often expressed in the economic parlance of trade creation or  diversion, even when 
onee may be seeking to address a political or  legal aspect of the problem. The common starting point is 
thatt  regional preferences resulting in overall (global) trade creation should be encouraged, or  at least 
tolerated,, as compatible with the trading system. Preferences resulting in trade diversion should be 
consideredd otherwise. 

Thatt  this economic formulation has had influence on the concept of legal compatibility can almost be 
takenn on notice. Certainly, much of the discussion of the legall  question has tended to follow the 
economicc rubric , suggesting accordingly that GATT rules should permit trade-creating regional 
arrangementss and should disqualify those resulting in diversion of trade. 

Inn point, if there were any theme common to the following chapters, it would be the intent to dispel 
thiss notion as legal criteria. In order  to validate this view, the possibility of both positive and negative 
preferencess within a regional setting should be considered.3 This consideration undermines the 
questionn as expressed above, for  if one only characterises the regionalism issue in terms of trade 
creationn or  diversion, there remains a strong presumption that only positive preferences are exchanged 
betweenn regional members. That this formulation is incomplete is validated by Jacob Viner' s own 
analysiss of the problem. He understood that given the freedom to select preferences, that regional 
memberss could select both those intended to divert external trade as well as ignoring those that 
actuallyy created regional competitive forces. An additional challenge to the traditional formulation of 
thee regionalism issue is found in trade law and policy generally. Examples include the selectivity of 
contingentt  trade instruments such as Anti-dumpin g and countervailing duties, those permittin g 

11 Webster's Seventh Collegiate Dictionary defines preference as, "the act, fact, or principle of giving advantages 
too some over others." 
22 Generally, for example, Patterson, Gardner, Discriminatio n in Internationa l Trade, The Polic y Issues , 1945-
1965,, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1966. In the modern context, Cottier, Thomas, The challenge of 
RegionalizationRegionalization and Preferential Relations in World Trade Law and Policy, European Foreign Affairs Review, V. 
2,1996,, pp. 149-167. 
33 The terminology of positive and negative preference is drawn from Snape, Richard, H., Discrimination, 
Regionalism,Regionalism, and GATT (cite not attributable), but see also Snape, Richard H., History and Economics of 
GATTsGATTs Article XXIV, in K. Anderson and R. Blackhurst, (eds), Regiona l Integratio n and the Globa l Tradin g 
System ,, Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1993,. pp. 273-291, at p. 276, regarding the use (or non-use) of MFN clauses 
withinn regional agreements. See also, Roessler, Frieder, The Relationship Between Regional Integration 
AgreementsAgreements and the Multilateral Trade Order, in K. Anderson and R. Blackhurst, Ibid., pp. 311-325. Roessler 
posess the possibility directly at p. 318: "(A) zero-tariff commitment incorporated in a regional agreement leaving 
broadd scope for the unilateral imposition of other import controls, or providing for no effective dispute settlement 
procedures,, may therefore generate less trade than a tariff binding at a moderate level under the GATT." 



emergencyy action for safeguards or balance of payments, and remedies against other "unfair" public 
andd private practices affecting trade.4 For all, there can always be a question whether the negative 
discriminationn being exercised is lawful according to the GATT rules, including most-favoured nation 
treatment.. Outside the regional context, the frequency and legality of negative discrimination is 
clearlyy a preoccupation of WTO Members. 

However,, in examining the applicability of GATT rules to regional systems, the underlying 
assumptionn seems rather that all preferences exchanged by regional members are positive. In those 
raree cases where a party has suggested that negative preference between regional members may be a 
featuree of some regional scheme, some certain confusion has then appeared to result. This includes 
suggestionss that that GATT rules are entirely unclear as to whether negative preferences are 
permissiblee between members, or more expansively, that regional systems and their members are 
immunee from the operation of GATT and WTO rules due to the operation of Article XXIV . 

Onee motive for taking the topic along these lines flowed from the author's attempts to reconcile 
certainn lecture points. In noting Viner's contribution that not all customs unions were per se positive 
forr world welfare, and in reviewing GATT Article XXIV requirements for customs unions, it became 
apparentt over time that a "fit " between economic objectives and the GATT rules should not be taken 
forr granted. From there, it was not difficult to locate the classic legal literature on Article XXIV , 
notablyy Dam's 1963 Chicago Law Review article on the Legacy of a Misconception. According to 
him,, to the extent that Article XXIV paragraph 8 requirements mandated a high degree of preferential 
exchangee between members, this could result in more trade-diversionary agreements being sanctioned 
underr the GATT rules. Article XXIV drafters conducted their tasks prior to Viner and appeared to 
misconceivee the precept that not all completed customs unions (or free-trade areas) would result in 
trade-creationn for the world as a whole. Dam's material confirmed the starting point of the literature 
suggestingg a functional amendment of the GATT rules to accommodate Viner's discovery. The 
solutionn suggested by Dam, and other since, was to "creatively re-interpret" the Article's paragraph 4 
requirementss (not to raise new barriers) so that resulting agreements would not divert external trade. 

Thiss insight squared the lecture points, but it raised more questions. If economists were correct that 
completedd regional arrangements could divert more trade than incomplete arrangements, then what 
conclusionn should be drawn for so many incomplete regional agreements that had been formed 
throughh the GATT years? Through the failure of GATT Parties to enunciate and apply Article 
XXIV' ss paragraph 8 criteria, were the resulting arrangements rendered more trade-creating as a result 
off  these limited exchanges? At least anecdotally this did not seem to be case. Rather, it appeared that 
muchh of the trade left "uncovered" between regional members was the same trade that should 
contributee to regional trade creation if it were also liberalised. Further, the instruments permitting 
suchh trade between members to remain uncovered did not seem to relate to most-favoured nation 
treatment.. Rather than referring to MFN duties for such trade, regional agreements could be found 
whichh placed trade on quantitative restrictions, tariff quotas, surveillance and licensing, specialised 
safeguardd regimes, and a host of other possibilities. Even the inherent necessity of preferential rules of 
originn suggested that trade between free-trade area members could be a raising of barriers to internal 
tradee where a severe criterion is adopted. 

Whilee regional parties clearly had the capacity through the GATT years to eliminate certain trade 
flowss from their arrangements, it was also apparent, although not empirically, that some of these 
omissionss likely reflected relative negotiation power between the members. Moreover, although the 

44 Referring to U.S. Section 301, see for examples, "Case Studies of Aggressive Unilateralism", in Bayard, 
Thomas,, and Elliott, Kimberiy, Reciprocit y and Retaliatio n in U.S. Trade Policy , Institute for International 
Economics,, Washington D.C., 1994, pp. 101-300. 
55 This was suggested by some of the "hub and spoke" literature which documented that even while larger areas 
weree being intended, that the establishment of such areas proceeded according to sequential bilateral 
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requirementss for  regional formations were being attempted to be expressed by working group 
delegates,, it also seemed that some of the greater  difficultie s were being encountered in large/small 
andd developed/developing arrangements. Thus, while the economic theory continued to refine its 
criticismm of the irrationalit y of Articl e XXTV: 8 requirements, the actual lack of stricter  application of 
thee requirements over  time could not lead to a conclusion that many regional agreements, incomplete 
ass they were regarding their  own internal trade coverage, had perhaps created very much trade after 
all. . 

Thesee considerations suggested a possible thesis. While Viner  and Dam may have been correct that 
Articl ee XXI V requirements were economically irrational , perhaps the intent of the drafters, in 
establishingg the scope of application of most-favoured nation by the regional exception provisions of 
Articl ee XXIV , was not to provide for  only an economic result. Perhaps the objective was considerably 
moree legal at the outset in attempting to affect the course of international economic diplomacy by the 
obligationss contained in the GATT. From GATT s 1947 preamble, perhaps the purpose of Articl e 
XXTVV in relation to Articl e I was not only to provide for  the expansion of world trade, but to do so 
accordingg to the overriding context of eliminating discrimination in international commerce. Perhaps 
thiss stated objective in the preamble also deserved attention without regardd to whether  economic 
objectivess were being met in its fulfilment . 

Thiss led to a more precise expression, that in spite of the economic irrationalit y of Articl e XXI V 
requirements,, the alternative to requirin g regional members to exchange a nearly complete set of 
preferencess might be even worse. Therefore, the question was raised: is MFN (and perhaps other 
GATTT rules) suspended by the operation of Articl e XXI V only as to non-members in regard to 
positivee preferences exchanged between members? To ask the reverse, to what extent do GATT rules 
applyy to the trade of members to a regional trade agreement? 

Thee early inquir y focused on the nature of preferences in the pre-GATT era and the relationship 
betweenn negative discrimination in commerce and the impending resuscitation of the MFN principle. 
I ff  it were found that the advocates of the multilateral most-favoured nation clause were cognisant of 
thee dangers of both positive and negative discrimination within preferential systems, then perhaps the 
drafterss also contemplated some prospects along these lines. This would justif y a high and mutual 
exchangee of preferences between members regardless of certain external economic effects. However, 
thiss historical strand, while present, was not easily distilled from the larger  history. The requirements 
couldd clearly be attributabl e to giving MFN a broad field of application to address partiall y 
preferentiall  systems, but not specifically in regard to protecting regional members from other  regional 
members.. Paragraph 8 requirements can be understood to reduce internal discrimination and at the 
samee time reduce the incidence of regional systems overall. Thus, both internal and external purposes 
couldd be being served by the substantially-all trade requirement. What was gleaned overall was that 
preferencess within partial regional systems were a central problem in international trade, but more 
emphasisedd from the viewpoint of excluded parties, like the United States as to the Imperial 
Preference.. This celebrated debate resulted in the GATT Articl e I compromise for  the standstill of 
certainn preferential systems. Nevertheless, the period immediately prior  to the Geneva negotiations in 
19477 were also witness to commentators who were critical of preference for  its effects on smaller  and 
weakerr  regional territories. Thus, one was left with the impression that nothing in GATT' s pre-history 
excludedd outright the possibility that the resulting agreement might have application to the continuing 
tradee relations between future regional members. 

Thee future use of preferential systems was of clear  concern for  the developing countries going on 
recordd during the Havana negotiations in 1948. For  them, the negotiated standstill at Geneva was an 
unfairness,, as they had not yet had opportunity to establish their  own regional systems and so could 
nott  avail themselves of the standstill provisions found in the MFN Article . The customs union 
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exceptionn was claimed impractical for them given its administrative complexities; and the specialised 
developmentt exceptions accorded in the Havana draft required a voting endorsement, as in the manner 
off  a waiver. The introduction of a free-trade area exception to accompany the customs union provision 
wass most likely the result of these concerns. However, this insight also did not illuminate the question 
off  MFN control over intra-regional trade, as the context for the new free-trade area exception also 
appearedd to be nearly wholly developmental in nature. This would merely provide an avenue for 
developingg countries to establish larger regional markets in order to obtain the possibilities of more 
competitivee scales of production, albeit by more comprehensive exchanges of preferences than those 
likelyy considered in pre-war arrangements. 

Itt was not until the GATT practice emerged that there was an apparent appreciation of the possibilities 
off  flexibility  offered by the free-trade area exception as between developed and developing countries. 
Startingg with the Overseas Association review in 1958, working party members commenced the 
processs of attempting to determine what "substantially all trade" should require. This and later 
reviewss revealed a pattern that the issue of trade coverage was most intractable in agreements between 
developedd and developing countries. Many commentators and review parties saw the condition of 
mutuality,, as suggested in the substantially-all trade requirement, as mandating the re-establishment 
off  colonial structures. The EC legal argument on the point was consistent with this view, that Part IV 
off  the GATT could also be "read in" to the list of articles permitted as exceptions to the trade 
coveragee requirements of paragraph 8 of Article XXTV. However, while the issue was often focused 
uponn the "right" or necessity of developing countries to re-impose trade measures as to their more 
developedd partner, not so much attention was paid to whether the EC was also reserving options of 
contingencyy in regard to its own trade opening commitments.6 This and later reviews indicated that 
flexibility ,, in the form of free-trade areas, was being sought by developed and developing members. 
Althoughh the coverage requirements for both customs unions and free-trade areas were identical in the 
coveragee provisions, the latter form emerged to provide the national instruments necessary for 
imposingg trade measures upon another regional member. 

Forr both the GATT-1947 and the WTO practice, there is an attempt made here to contrast the 
developmentss occurring in the process of dispute resolution to the positions maintained by the 
regionall  proponents in the working group reviews. While evolutionary, panels, and now the Appellate 
Body,, have tended to reject the view that Article XXIV has granted regional members a right to 
establishh self-autonomous regimes outside the framework of the GATT. However, the context for 
raisingg this central question has also developed over time. In GATT-1947, the right of a panel to even 
commencee an inquiry as to the characteristics of a particular regional agreement was firmly opposed 
byy regional respondents. They argued that mere notification of the existence of a regional agreement 
too the proper GATT authorities acted to secure the most-favoured nation exception outright, in the 
absencee of a negative or amending recommendation from the Council. Although unreported, the 
impactt of Bananas I and II (1993 and 1994) had certain legal reverberations in establishing that a 
panell  could not avoid at least some prima facie examination of a regional agreement when a member 
hadd chosen to invoke it as a defence to a GATT Article violation. This suggested that Article XXIV 
agreementss remained subject to GATT rules in some manner, and that the mere notification of an 
agreementt and invocation of the Article would not be sufficient to avoid dispute challenges for 
particularr Article violations, at least as to non-member complainants. 

Ass so muc h of the histor y of GATT regionalis m concern s the EC's arrangement s wit h othe r territories , one 
coul dd be led to conclud e tha t the stud y here is a one-side d critiqu e of the EC regiona l policy . It is, however , a 
poin tt  of fact that the EC and its regiona l partner s set the precedent s for free-trad e areas accordin g to Articl e 
XXIV,, and it is unavoidabl e tha t any revie w of the era woul d be mainl y concerne d wit h EC regiona l agreements . 
However ,, as the Unite d States has becom e regionall y activ e sinc e the late 1980s, the analysi s undertake n in the e 
boo kk is intende d to infor m thi s country' s regiona l perspectiv e as well . 
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Too date, The WTO Appellate Body has reversed dispute settlement panels in two cases raised 
concerningg Articl e XXIV. 7 The reversals on certain points appear  to affir m the trend from GATT-
19477 favouring the imposition of legal criteri a for  the qualification of regional agreements. Thus, the 
firstt  AB case rejected the panel's attempts to reconcile the provisions of paragraph 4 and 8 of the 
Article .. Paragraph 4 was found by the AB to be "purposeful"  but not expressing a legal obligation. 
Thiss holding may suggest that paragraph 8 requirements, even though unsettled, do express criteri a 
whichh must be met according to the provisions, and not through the lens of economic effects such as 
tradee diversion. The second panel found expressly that intra-regional safeguards were permitted 
accordingg to paragraph 8, although Articl e XIX was not listed as an article exception. This view was 
rejectedd by the Appellate Body (but without rulin g the opposite, i.e., that the listing of Articles was 
exhaustive).. Both AB reports established the notion of Articl e XXI V as a conditional exception. 
Partiess asserting its defence must affirmativel y demonstrate that the conditions of the Article' s 
provisionss in paragraphs 5 and 8 have been met, and that a measure violating a GATT article must be 
shownn as necessary between members in order  to excuse the violation. Thus, there appears to have 
beenn a clear  rejection of any so-called "autonomous regime"  theory for  regional trade agreements 
underr  WTO law. 

Thee question remains whether  such an interpretation might also apply in some measure to the trade 
betweenn regional members. For  this question, the WTO is an international organisation and its 
Disputee Settlement Understanding accords reference to the interpretation of its provisions according 
too the generally applied rules of international law. No provision appears to have a more significant 
bearingg on the question than that found in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) , 
Articl ee 41, providing for  modification between two or  more members to a multilateral treaty. Thus, 
forr  the WTO and its annexed agreements, the issue of negative preferences employed between 
regionall  members now appears to be framed within the boundaries of the VCLT provision regarding 
thee conditions by which bilateral modifications may be permissible or  not prohibited. The argument 
developedd here is that GATT Articl e XXI V is itself a negotiated and permissive expression for 
bilaterall  modification in the form of regional preferential trading systems. The terms of this Articl e 
requiree a certain degree of positive preference to be exchanged according to certain conditions. To the 
extentt  that the Articl e does not prescribe negative preferences between members, one may conclude 
thatt  negative preferences between members are not permitted modifications. Due to the disjunctive 
structuree of Articl e 41 VCLT , this interpretation may control even where a regional proponent can 
arguee that its modification does not otherwise affect the WTO rights of non-members to the regional 
agreement.8 8 

Wee conclude by noting that a broader  view of non-discrimination is advocated throughout the text, 
andd that this wider  scope of application of GATT rules has certain implications. On the level of 
practice,, a burden shifting akin to the "reverse-consensus"  concept could be seen to result de facto. 
Regionall  proponents failing to secure a recommendation for  the compatibilit y of their  arrangements 
appearr  to incur  a higher  risk in the process of dispute settlement. This may facilitate the establishment 
off  meaningful criteri a for  paragraph 8, as there has been previous littl e advantage to be obtained in 
failin gg to determine criteria. A result over  time could be that there would be fewer  regional 
agreementss formed, but those formed may be more complete preferential expressions. This should 

77 Turke y - Restriction s on Import s of Textil e and Clothin g Products , Repor t of the Panel , WT/DS34/R, Repor t of 
thee Appellat e Body , AB-1995-5 , WT/DS34/AB/R , adopte d 19 Novembe r 1999. Argentin a - Safeguar d Measure s 
onn Import s of Footwear , Repor t of the Appellat e Body , WT/DS121/AB/R , 14 December , 1999. 
88 Overall , one understand s that the issu e of negativ e discriminatio n betwee n regiona l member s mus t centr e on 
thee interpretatio n to be give n to GATT Articl e XXIV:8, and in respec t to the interna l trad e requirement s of sub -
paragraph ss (a)(i) for custom s union s and (b) for free-trad e areas . The two provision s found  in both sub -
paragraph ss that relat e directl y to the problem , are the substantially-all  trade  requiremen t for the eliminatio n of 
dutie ss and othe r restrictiv e regulation s of commerce , and the listin g of GATT article s permitte d to be applie d as 
exception ss betwee n regiona l members . 
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havee implications for multilateralism more generally. If GATT's non-discrimination objective 
includess the avoidance of a multi-polar trading system comprised of leading territories and their 
respectivee spheres of regional influence, a higher bar to regional formations must also be evaluated in 
lightt of such a goal. 

Althoughh this study is not intended to treat constitutional aspects, such considerations may also be 
considered.. If the WTO evolved to be capable of applying its rules to the conduct of regional 
members,, then some deeper source of legitimacy could also attach to the principle of most-favoured 
nation.. Non-discrimination in the WTO context is recognised as the fundamental principle underlying 
thee multilateral trading system. As such, the role and purpose attributed for it also tends to define the 
purposee of the WTO itself. Thus, if MFN's sole function is viewed to facilitate trade expansion as a 
"market-access""  instrument, then it perhaps deserves to succumb to a host of other "trade and...." 
considerationss that are directly raised by the process of global economic integration. In this narrow 
vieww of MFN, the WTO itself is set into opposition with these other global objectives. On the other 
hand,, if the principle is recognised for its purpose to eliminate discrimination in international trade, 
thenn there is also the possibility that a somewhat deeper notion of legitimacy for WTO and its rules 
mayy emerge. 
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Partt  One: Regionalis m Befor e the GATT - MFN Foundation s 

Partt  One of this book provides a discussion of the practice of regional preference prior  to the General 
Agreementt  on Tariff s and Trade (GATT) and the efforts made to bring into force a general rule of 
most-favouredd nation treatment (MFN, or  the MFN clause) to govern the conduct of international 
trade.. The history of legal developments commences in the inter-war  years and is taken through the 
Havanaa Charter  ITO sessions in 1948 and up through the final text settled for  GATT Articl e XXIV , 
thee Articl e providing for  the primar y regional exceptions.1 

Inn the modern era, one views the application of regional preferences between territorie s as an initia l 
violationn of the general rule of most-favoured nation treatment. However, for  nearly half of the last 
century,, discriminatory preferences exchanged by states were more the norm for  international 
economicc diplomacy. While MFN clauses existed in various bilateral trade agreements, there was no 
multilatera ll  framework for  its application and the clause, when in effect, was applied conditionally as 
welll  as unconditionally. As found in the later  GATT, The MFN clause incorporated draftin g aspects 
off  prior  bilateral treaties, but by its multilateral and unconditional nature, it did not express the prior 
customaryy practice between trading nations.2 Rather, GATT multilateral MFN was a decidedly radical 
departuree from the previous practice. 

Thee purpose for  the historical review conducted in this Part is to extract from the historical record and 
thee preparatory work the substantive elements that continue to tie the object and purpose of the MFN 
clausee to the GATT provisions accorded for  certain regional preferential exceptions. By this it is 
hopedd that certain themes wil l develop. One is that a primary purpose for  reviving MFN was to 
counterr  the injuriou s effects of preferential systems experienced by states during the inter-war  years. 
Ass to non-members, these injurie s included the loss of access to resources and to markets. 

However,, the documentation also raises a broader  context for  the application of MFN as it could also 
affectt  the commercial practices undertaken between members of a preferential system. This "internal " 
possibilityy for  the application of the GATT is also raised by examining the resulting relationship 
betweenn GATT Articl e 1:1 and GATT Articl e XXIV:8 , sub-paragraphs 8(a)(i) and 8(b). These are the 
provisionss which designate the so-called internal-trad e requirements for  the establishment of customs 

11 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, opened for signature, 30 October 1947,61 Stat A3, T.I A S . No. 
1700,555 United Nations Treaty Series 187; Protocol of Provisional Application of the General Agreement on 
Tariffss and Trade (1947), 55 U.N.T.S. 308. GATT Article I, paragraph 1 providing for most-favoured nation 
reads:: "With respect to customs duties and charges of any kind imposed on or in connection with importation or 
exportationn or imposed on the international transfer of payments for imports or exports, and with respect to the 
methodd of levying such duties and charges, and with respect to all rules and formalities in connection with 
importationn and exportation, and with respect to all matters referred to in paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article III, any 
advantage,, favour, privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party to any product originating in or 
destinedd for any other country shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like product originating in 
orr destined for the territories of all other contracting parties." 
22 MFN or similar obligations are found in a number of other GATT Articles, including Article lll:7, IV, V:2,5,6, IX:1, 
Xlll:1,, XVII:1, and XX:j. John H. Jackson (1969), World Trade Law and the Law of GATT, the Mitchie Company, 
Charlottesville,, Virginia, p. 255. Jackson has characterised MFN and National Treatment (GATT Article III) as 
"twoo types of 'economic-equality' norms..." Besides economic arguments for MFN, he describes the "political" 
policiess justifying the clause as, "Without MFN, governments could form trade cliques and groupings more 
readily.. These special groupings can cause rancour, misunderstanding and disputes, as those countries 'left out' 
off favours resent their inferior status." John H. Jackson, Equality and Discrimination in International Economic 
Law,Law, The Year Book of World Affairs, 1983, pp. 225 and 232. 
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unionss and free-trade areas. They require the elimination of duties and other restrictive regulations of 
commercee between regional members, and appear to govern the scope of application of the GATT 
most-favouredd nation obligation. The literature reviewed indicates that these coverage requirements 
weree imposed to eliminate "partially preferential" discriminatory systems from the new international 
tradingg system in order to provide the broadest possible application for MFN. It is well documented 
thatt this would inure to the benefit of non-regional members, by reducing the incidence of MFN 
deviationss in regard to their external trade to regional systems. 

However,, the inter-war period was also characterised by the use of positive and negative preferences 
betweenn regional members as a means of establishing regional spheres of influence. MFN, together 
withh a strict regional exception, could also have an impact on the use of commercial policies applied 
betweenn members. The General Agreement's preamble was drafted broadly enough to capture this 
possibility.. To accomplish their stated objectives, GATT parties would enter into mutually 
advantageouss arrangements directed, not only to the reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade, but 
also,, ".. .to the elimination of discriminatory treatment in international commerce." This recognition 
off  GATT's anti-discriminatory aspect overall also illuminates the legal architecture displayed in the 
finalfinal Article XXIV provisions in relation to MFN. 

Thiss permits one to suggest a view that GATT rules provide more than only a mechanism to achieve 
thee expansion of trade by way of market access. Rather, as an integral set of rules governing trade 
relationss between states, Article XXIV provisions emerge as coherent as they would act to frustrate 
nott only the so-called "beggar thy neighbour" policies practised by regional members against non-
members,, but also as practices between regional members themselves. 

Chapterr One identifies the strand of MFN history that addressed the use of negative discriminatory 
practicess between regional members. While the status of the British Colonial Preference and its 
allegedd exclusionary effects dominated the negotiations leading to the Havana Charter of the ITO, the 
samee planners who were responsible for post-war arrangements were well aware of the larger picture 
regardingg regional systems during the period. At least as declared in the Atlantic Charter (1941), the 
resurrectionn of non-discrimination was explicitly dedicated to curbing the abuses occurring within 
regionall  systems. Chapter Two provides an account of those elements as they were raised in the 
accessiblee preparatory work in Geneva and Havana, all of which had a bearing on the legal issues that 
weree presented in the drafting of the GATT Article XXTV in its final form. Particular attention is paid 
too the developments in Havana that introduced the free-trade area exception to the text. Although the 
sub-committeee reports are unavailable for this purpose, the larger Commercial Policy Committee in 
Havanaa held extensive discussions on the future of developing country preferential systems in relation 
too the Article I compromise that had already been settled in Geneva. 

Itt remains a ubiquitous feature of the literature to recount the various weaknesses and loopholes of 
Articlee XXIV regarding its interpretation in actual practice. However to the contrary, the record 
indicatess a secure intention to establish a narrowest possible avenue for future preferential systems, 
whilee recognising that developing countries would not easily cope with the administrative 
requirementss imposed by customs union formations. That the free-trade area provisions added in 
Havanaa mimicked those already established for customs unions, indicates that the new MFN clause 
wass not intended to be diluted by the inclusion of this new regional exception. Since the Geneva 
customss union provisions already reflected the proposals advanced by the most stalwart MFN 
proponents,, the final Havana provisions as extended to free-trade areas was not perceived to be an 
underminingg of this legal obligation. 
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11 The Inter-wa r Experience : MFN and Preferenc e 

"II  said...that it seemed to be imperative that we try to agree now upon the policy of 
constructivee sanity in world economics as a fundamental factor in the creation of a new and 
betterr world and that except through an agreement upon such a policy by our two 
governmentss there would be no hindrance whatsoever to the continuation later of the present 
Germann policies of utilizing trade and financial policies in order to achieve political ends." 
Sumnerr Welles, (1947) Where Are We Heading? 

1.11.1 Introduction 
Thiss chapter will lay the historical groundwork for the re-establishment of the multilateral most-
favouredd nation principle following the Second World War. The purpose of the investigation is to 
identifyy the legal objectives underlying the later regional provisions in the GATT as they provided for 
exceptionss from MFN. Thus the chapter outlines certain events regarding the use of preferences in 
internationall  trade during the inter-war period, and especially as these practices would eventually be 
eitherr permitted or proscribed by the emerging MFN provisions. In this, the notion of "economic 
nationalism""  was at the forefront throughout the decade prior to the outbreak of World War II. A 
primaryy device for executing this strategy was the employment of regional preferences, both positive 
andd negative. 

Ass a general most-favoured nation treatment was not applied during the period, the tension between 
existingg patterns of preference and the re-establishment of MFN emerged as a first distinct issue in the 
discussionss of the post-war planners. The motive of terminating preference by the use of MFN was 
attributablee to a mix of economic, political and legal concerns. Economically, much of the debate 
couldd be characterised in rather mercantilist terms as the external exclusionary effects of the British 
Imperiall  Preference came to the centre of the issue as far as the United States was concerned. 
However,, both countries also underpinned their discussions on the principle for the Atlantic Charter 
byy the political objective to not repeat the experience at Versailles and the resulting inter-war period. 
Thiss consideration reached through to the later drafting whereby the U.S. failed to terminate the 
Imperiall  Preference, but received the promise of a standstill arrangement. Conceivably, the larger 
politicall  construction was also reflected in the final provisions. By drawing the permitted regional 
exceptionss only for customs unions, the overall plan, as agreed, was initially dedicated to the 
eliminationn of preferential regional systems not resulting in customs territories. The objective was to 
establishh the credibility of MFN at the outset and to support the possibility of its coherent application 
overr time. 

1.21.2 The Paris  Convention  (1916) and inter-war  preferences 
Thee period of planning at the conclusion of the First World War did not find allies in any way united 
onn the question of installing an MFN principle. Rather, the tone at Versailles, and the conduct of the 
conferencee itself, has been described more as an exercise in the repudiation of MFN.1 Hirschman 
citedd the 1916 Paris Economic Conference preamble as evidence of the mood between the allies, as 

11 The practices at issue included, the rapid and targeted expansion of exports relative to other countries, the use 
off unfair competition in trade, notably predatory dumping of exports, the intent to destroy competitive industries in 
otherr countries to prevent them from industrialising, and the export of capital and personnel to obtain financial 
controll or dominance over key foreign enterprises. According to Hirschman, Germany was already arming for the 
nextt round of economic and commercial warfare, or was at least perceived to be so acting. Hirschman, Albert 0. 
(1945),, Nationa l Power and the Structur e of Foreig n Trade, University of California Press, Berkeley, 
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"(T)hee representatives of the Allied governments-declare that, after forcing upon them the 
militaryy contest in spite of all the efforts to avoid the conflict, the Empires of Central Europe 
aree today preparing, in concert with their allies, for a contest on the economic plane, which 
wil ll  not only survive the reestablishment of peace, but will at that moment attain its full scope 
andd intensity. 

Theyy cannot therefore conceal from themselves that the agreements which are being prepared 
forr this purpose between their enemies have the obvious object of establishing the domination 
off  the latter over the production and markets of the whole world and of imposing on other 
countriess an intolerable yoke."2 

1.2.11.2.1 Provisions regarding MFN at Versailles 
Thee recognition that an economic war would continue after suspension of the military conflict led the 
alliess to adopt many of the techniques allegedly employed by the German government. Hirschman 
concludedd that, 

"(O)nee after another we find enumerated all the fundamental policies of refined economic 
nationalismm with which we have become so well acquainted in the period between the two 
wars—restrictedd access to raw materials and resources, preferential treatments and 
discriminationsdiscriminations,, restrictions on the activities of aliens, antidumping legislation, differential 
transportt rates, autarky, not only with respect to key industries, but on a practically universal 
scalee by means of subsidies, tariffs, prohibitions, etc. Even a cursory view of this amazing 
Pandora'ss box raises doubts whether these measures were devised for defense only."3 

Thiss allied approach at Versailles conflicted with that envisioned by the United States as enunciated 
byy the third of President Wilson's Fourteen Points for a post-war system based on non-discrimination. 
Accordingg to Young, the two views became conflicting fountainheads of the economic sections of the 
finalfinal Treaty of Versailles. This was exhibited by the compromise demonstrated in Articles 264 and 
265,, according to Hirschman, whereby Germany was required to grant MFN to the allies, but, 
"withoutt stipulating anything with respect to the commercial policy of the Allies." The worst possible 
compromisee was said to have evolved, "combining as it did the principle of full economic sovereignty 
andd the practices of restriction and discrimination".4 John Maynard Keynes also located this point as 
centrall  in the context of the economic provisions. 

"Thee miscellaneous Economic Clauses commence with a number of provisions which would 
bee in accordance with the spirit of the third of the Fourteen Points,- if they were reciprocal. 
Bothh for imports and exports, and as regards tariffs, regulations, and prohibition, Germany 
bindss herself for five years to accord most-favoured-nation treatment to the Allied and 
Associatedd States. But she is not entitled herself to receive such treatment.5 

Expandedd edition, (1980), p. 54. 
22 A. 0. Hirschman, Ibid., at pp. 60-61, quoting from H. W. V. Termperly, A Histor y of the Peace Conferenc e of 
Paris ,, Vol. V, London, 1921, p. 367. Jacob Viner suggested that while the agreement in Paris was mainly 
directedd to the Central Powers, there was also a growing disillusion with the MFN principle. This was 
demonstratedd by the retention of preferential relations for a time between the European powers as to the Central 
andd neutral powers and to the United States. Viner, Jacob, The Custom s Union Issue , Carnegie Endowment, 
1950,, p. 24. 
33 A.O. Hirschman, Ibid., at p. 6-61 (italics added), making reference to "Resolutions of the Paris Economic 
Conferencee of the Allies, June, 1916, Transitory and Permanent Measures of the Allied Countries." The 
resolutionn text is reprinted in full in Hirschman, Ibid., at pp. 163-165. 
44 A. 0. Hirschman, Ibid., at 66. Point three of the Fourteen Points provided for, "The removal, so far as possible, 
off all economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations consenting 
too the Peace and associating themselves for its maintenance." 
55 Keynes, J.M., The Economi c Consequence s of the Peace, Harper and Row, New York, (1920,1971 
Edition),, pp. 62 and 102. However, Keynes did not assign the difficulties of the peace to the economic provisions, 
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1.2.21.2.2 The effect of Versailles provisions on German diplomacy 

Thus,, any preference granted by Germany to any party would inure to all the allied signatories. 
However,, the allied signatories could freely exchange or  obtain preferences between each other 
withoutt  extending any benefits to Germany. The effect of this imbalance is imprecise, but it has been 
claimedd to have led Germany, also relieved of its colonies, to evolve a distinct economic diplomatic 
strategyy of turnin g upon its small and weaker  neighbours for  the implementation of a bilateral and 
preferentiall  policy.6 Condliffe provided a later  description of the strategy that not only describes what 
wee would now call a "hub and spoke"  regional system, but also which frames the economic 
diplomacyy of the hub nation in terms of a dominant position and the abuse of monopoly power. 

"Theyy were, in fact, building a new trading system, the centre of which was the German 
militar yy economy~a bilateral system in which all the traffi c should flow to and from the 
centre.. This system was not designed to broaden into multilateral interchange in which there 
wouldd be room for  all the great trading countries to cooperate. It was designed to supplant and 
destroyy the world trading system that Great Britai n had built up and that the United States was 
tryin gg to revive. Its methods are best understood when compared with those by which great 
monopolisticc corporations have attempted, by horizontal and vertical integration to destroy 
thee trade of their  competitors."7 

Hirschmann made some effort to document why the allied parties failed to constrain this development 
off  economic nationalism between the wars, placing some significant share of the responsibility on the 
Unitedd States for  its unwillingness to reduce its own trade barriers. This was said to have placed the 
alliess in the difficul t position of waging America's "fre e trade war"  but without access to American 
markets.. Additionally , he cited the premature break-up of the war-time agencies; a failur e by the 
Americanss to appreciate the degree of fear  which had evolved among the allies concerning the threat 
off  economic domination; and finally,  the dismissal by free traders in England and the U.S. of the idea 
thatt  any state, "could use commercial relations for  ends of national power."8 

Michaell  Heilperin also provided reflective accounts of the responses of various countries confronted 
withh German bilateral policies. He quoted Howard Elli s who provided a description of the linkage 
betweenn "bilateralism "  and "preferentialism"  whereby, 

"I tt  should be sharply emphasized that this power  of the current-account debtor  in a given 
bilaterall  relation cannot be brought to bear  upon a particular  country unless the bilateral trade 
off  the two is separated from the rest of its trade."9 

butt to those concerned with reparations. Also contrary, Jacob Viner indicated a dual motive in the economic 
provisions,, to effect discrimination againstt the Central powers as well as to form a system of protection against 
thee neutral parties, particularly the perceived competitive position of the United States. J. Viner, Supra note 2 at 
pp.. 24-27. As such, inter war European preferences were also attempted to avoid U.S. commercial pressure and 
itss conditional MFN clause. 
66 As quoted in Isaacs, Asher, More Recent Commercial Policies in Europe, from Internationa l Trade, R.D. Irwin, 
Inc.,, Chicago, (1948), in Kress, Andrew J., (ed), The Economic s of Diplomacy , School of Foreign Service, 
Georgetownn University, Washington, D.C. (1949), pp. 360-407 at p. 377. 
77 A. Isaacs, Ibid., at 378, quoting Condliffe from a non-identified source. 
88 A. 0. Hirschman, Supra note 1 at 68. This is not to suggest that a similar lack of awareness governed policy at 
thee closing of the Second World War. 
99 Ellis, Howard S., Bilateralism and the Future of International trade, Essays in International Finance, No. 5, 
Princetonn University, (1945), p. 10, quoted in, Heilperin, MA., The Trade of Nations , Longmans, London (1945), 
andd New York, 1946, p. 114. 'The tactics of 'isolate and rule' are very applicable in this context." Heilperin, Ibid., 
att 115. 
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1.2.31.2.3 The rise of "economic nationalism " 

Withinn twenty years after the conclusion of the Versailles peace, the effect of the inter-war policies 
hadd risen to the level of alarm as the same policies were also being blamed for the cause of the great 
economicc depression. As William Culbertson wrote, 

"(W)ee have witnessed since the (first) World War an unprecedented revival of mercantilism. 
Fearr stimulated by economic losses, social disorders, the destruction of classes, war, and 
rumorss of war has revived mercantilistic policies as drastic as those of the age of Colbert, 
Frederickk the Great, and Cromwell..."10 

Nationalismm was a sufficient danger in any period, but it was rendered even more dangerous by its 
capacityy to capture commercial policy instruments for its service. It was this linkage between the two 
whichh raised the term "economic nationalism" to a common usage in the later inter-war period, and 
thatt period of time immediately proceeding World War II . 

Ann appreciation of the risks of connecting commercial instruments to the policies of greater national 
diplomacyy may not have been well appreciated at the conclusion of the First World War. By the 
commencementt of the Second World War, the unabated effects of the policies and their contribution 
too tensions between the powers could not have likely escaped notice by even the United States in its 
relativelyy isolated position. What was seen to emerge in the comparable period of post-war planning 
forr Second World War was a stronger proposition relying upon the original non-discrimination 
provisionss of the Fourteen Points. If economic nationalism required an environment tolerant of 
commerciall  discrimination, the corrective policy was to change this environment so as to eliminate 
thee conditions for discriminatory practices. 

1.31.3 MFN issues  prior  to  Geneva Negotiations  (1947) 
Thee challenge confronting the so-called post-war planners in the early 1940(s was understood to be 
similarr to that which confronted the Allies in 1916, as "the fear of economic aggression and the 
preventionn of its recurrence wil l be a major preoccupation of our future peacemakers."11 However, 
thee ultimate direction in which arrangements proceeded were markedly different from the outset of the 
process,, as the United States and Great Britain assumed a more activist role in framing the final 
conditionss even while the military conflict was in process. As such, much of the documentation 
availablee to identify the revival of multilateral conditions for trade is contributed from the American 
andd British commentary, most notably, Richard Gardner's Sterling Dollar  Diplomacy.12 The purpose 
off  this section is to only draw from this work, and others, those aspects of the negotiations and 
contemplatedd arrangements which were sought to address preferential systems in light of the 
emergingg principle of non-discrimination. 

1.3.11.3.1 Non-discrimination as the central objective 

Gardner'ss account demonstrates without difficulty that the American planners placed the revival of 
thee non-discrimination principle at the centre of their policy regarding post-war economic 
arrangements.133 Moreover, he attributed this motivation, at least in the earlier phases, to a desire to 

100 "My concern here is to emphasize that the problem of commercial policy today is, in a broad approach to our 
life,, a part of the problem of nationalism..." Culbertson, William S., Reciprocity , McGraw-Hill Co., New York, 
(1937),, reprinted in A. J. Kress, Supra note 6 at pp. 18-19. 
111 A. 0. Hirschman, Supra note 1 at p. 71. 
122 Gardner, Richard, N., Sterling-Dolla r Diplomac y in Curren t Perspective , Columbia University Press, New 
York,, 1980 edition. Since these countries were in a leadership position during the war, events focus on their 
negotiationss for the revival of normal trade relations, including the application of nondiscrimination. Gardner 
recountedd events leading through the Savannah and Bretton Woods conferences for both monetary and trade 
aspects. . 
133 Gardner quoted a number of commentators to establish this theme. "Pasvolsky warned that unwillingness to 
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curbb the practices of economic nationalism and the use of certain commercial instruments. As he 
concluded, , 

"Thee U.S. post-war planners were united in their determination to break completely with the 
legacyy of economic nationalism and economic isolationalism..."14 

Thee advocates of the policy could summon a long train of precedent for a U.S. position supporting 
non-discrimination.. This commenced as early as Washington's famous farewell speech "to hold an 
equall  and impartial hand, neither seeking nor granting exclusive favours or preferences." It was re-
statedd by John Hay's declaration of the open door in regard to China at the beginning of the 20th 
century;; and finally, to Wilson's third of Fourteen Points declaring, "the removal so far as is possible, 
alll  economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade conditions..."15 

Whilee the revival of a non-discrimination principle was pre-eminent and ascendant in U.S. policy, the 
desiree to return to a liberal trading system was also rising in the United Kingdom.16 There was 
howeverr a critical difference between the two, as the British considered that the first priority should 
bee placed upon the reduction of trade barriers between the major partners, and particularly upon a 
reductionn of U.S. barriers.17 As this division became more attenuated through the negotiations, it is 
suggestedd that the U.S. justification for asserting a non-discrimination appeared to become more 
mercantilist.. A contributing cause of this shift was the later tendency to view its major ally's colonial 
preferencee as the central object to be affected by the revival of non discrimination, particularly as this 
positionn became increasingly defensive on the question of U.S. trade barriers. 

1.3.21.3.2 The rise of the colonial preference issue 
Inn earlier times Britain's Imperial preference had been cited by Americans as a best indicator of an 
openn door policy. However, the Commonwealth system became a point of contention as preferences 
weree expanded by the Ottawa Agreements of 1932 in response to economic depression. As Cordell 
Hulll  has been singly identified with the American position on the resurrection of the MFN principle, 
hiss well-cited positions on the evils of the Commonwealth forged the linkage between the MFN 
principlee and termination of this particular preference system. According to Gardner, 

"(T)hee climax of this campaign against Imperial Preference came with Hull's appointment as 
Secretaryy of State. American producers, beset by the Great Depression, were looking 
anxiouslyy to foreign markets. In the midst of their difficulties they were met with the Ottawa 
Agreements,, which not only increased the preferences granted to Britain by the Empire but 
inauguratedd a comprehensive system of preferences in favour of the Empire by the United 
Kingdom."18 8 

abando nn policie s of economi c warfar e woul d constitut e 'the greates t dange r that can confron t us after the 
war.likewise ,, Whit e argue d that , '(J)us t as the failur e to develo p an effectiv e Leagu e of nation s has made 
possibl ee two devastatin g wars withi n one generation , so the absenc e of a high degre e of economi c collaboratio n 
amon gg the leadin g nation s will , durin g the comin g decade , inevitabl y resul t in economi c warfar e that wil l be but 
thee prelud e and instigato r of militar y warfar e on an even vaste r scale. ' R. Gardner , Ibid. , at p. 8. 
144 Gardne r indicate d that the goal of implementin g nondiscriminatio n was not the onl y componen t of 
multilateralis mm in U.S. planning , but amon g the othe r components , the reductio n of trad e barrier s and economi c 
(lending )) reconstruction , non discriminatio n was preeminent . R. Gardner , Ibid. , at p. 12. It woul d follo w that the 
polic yy woul d therefor e tend to suppor t a stron g non discriminatio n claus e and seek to narrowl y prescrib e any 
exception ss to it. 
155 R. Gardner , Ibid. , at pp. 16-17. 
166 "In the early years of the war-tim e Governmen t the reconstructio n of suc h a regim e becam e a majo r objectiv e 
off  Britis h no less than of America n planning... "  R. Gardner , Ibid. , at p. 27. 
177 The rational e was twofold , first , the preservatio n of specia l economi c ties betwee n the member s of the Britis h 
Commonwealth ,, and second , the practica l need to obtai n an increas e in Britis h export s afte r the war to make up 
forr  the loss of foreig n exchang e receipt s cause d by wartim e losses . R. Gardner , Ibid . 
188 To Hull , thes e agreements , constituted , "th e greates t injury , in a commercia l way , that has been inflicte d on 
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Thatt the Commonwealth became the central issue is clear if one examines the amendments introduced 
byy the Ottawa Agreements with which Hull was so intensely concerned. H. P. Whidden described the 
mainn changes implemented. 

"(I)nn return for new or increased preferences in the Dominions on British products, mostly 
manufacturedd goods, Britain bound itself to levy duties on foreign (non-empire) imports.. .to 
controll  by quotas the purchase of meats ...; not to reduce below 10 percent the recently 
imposedd British duties on foreign commodities; and to continue the duty-free admission of 
manyy products from the Dominions."19 

Accordingly,, the changes, 
"havee constituted a substantial addition to the network of tradee barriers restricting the free 
movementt of international commerce, and, if maintained in the postwar period, would 
providee a serious obstacle to the restoration of multilateral trade based on equality of 
treatment...""  Ottawa therefore, "...marked the passing of the open door in virtually all of the 
worldd dependencies..."20 

1.3.31.3.3 The distinction between protectionism and preference 
Althoughh the main change implemented at Ottawa was to raise protection against third-country goods, 
detrimentall  enough from the U.S. view, theree was perceived to be a difference between its own 
prohibitivee levels of protection and the use of preferences in international trade as exhibited by the 
Commonwealthh after Ottawa. An explanation of the relatively more evil nature of preferences as 
comparedd to mere protectionism was offered by Culbertson. 

"Protectionn of the home market for the benefit of national industries is an expression of 
nationalism.. Its object is to diversify a nation's economic life and to afford varied 
opportunitiess for the application of the genius of a people (citing Alexander Hamilton's 
ReportReport on Manufacturers, 1791). It is in no sense aggressive...Preference, on the other hand, 
iss an expression of modern imperialism. In contrast with the policy of protection it is 
aggressive.. In its extreme form as found in the French policy of assimilation, it seeks to 
extendd to new areas (e.g., Indo-China) the control of the economic system of the country 
whichh happens to have the political power to impose the preferential conditions...21 

thiss country since I have been in public life." R. Gardner, Ibid., at p. 19, citing Congressional House Ways and 
Meanss testimony, Hearings on H.J. Res. 407,76th Congress., "istsess. (1940), vol. i, p. 38. "The campaign 
againstt discrimination concentrated with particular intensity on preferential practices in the British Empire." R. 
Gardner,, Ibid., at p. 18. 
199 Whidden, Howard, P., Preferences and Discriminations in International Trade, Committee on International 
Policy,, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, New York, (1945), pp. 5-30, reprinted in A. J. Kress, Supra 
notee 6 at pp. 21-22. "In most cases the United Kingdom was one of the parties to the arrangement, and not all 
Commonwealthh countries granted all other Commonwealth countries preferences." Dam, Kenneth W., The 
GATT::  Law and Internationa l Economi c Organization , The University of Chicago Press, (1970), Midway 
Reprint,, 1977 p. 42. 
200 H.P Whidden, Ibid., at p. 19. The effect of Ottawa on U.S. trade during the thirties, and therefore its direct 
domesticc impact upon economic interests in the post war plan was also noted by him, "That the bilateral trend of 
tradee during the 'thirties was aggravated by the Ottawa Agreements is suggested, however, by the fact that 
Britishh imports from the United States continued to decline throughout the decade while imports from the 
dominionss and colonies continued to increase." Culbertson categorized the system previous to Ottawa as "open 
door".. Culbertson, William S. Internationa l Economi c Policies , D. Appleton, New York, (1925), p. 303, 
reprintedd in Kress, Supra note 6 at pp. 270-275. 
211 "(U)nfortunately, these two policies are often treated by some British writers and publicists as inseparable and 
equallyy entitled to praise or blame." W.S. Culbertson, ibid., at pp. 185-6, also quoted in Gardner, Supra note 12 
att 18. 
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Culbertsonn demonstrated a certain premonition for  the later  U.S.-British dispute. Also characteristic of 
aa later  American view, he also did not attempt a distinction between preferences applied to extend 
politicall  power  in the form of economic nationalism and those preferences interposed for  economic 
protection,, Britain' s view of its own Commonwealth arrangements.22 From the British view, the 
coloniall  preference after  1932 represented a similar  policy as the high American tariff , and was a 
necessaryy reaction to it. Both were intended to raise barrier s as a defence to the financial crisis of the 
earlyy 1930s. Nevertheless, perception is important too motive. Culbertson's 1925 statement likely 
summarisess accurately the U.S. view which emerged later  in the inter-war  period, that the difference 
betweenn protectionism and preference is that in the former, a country operates its autonomous policy 
viss a vis its own customs territory . In the latter, an international system is established which by its 
naturee is discriminatory to other  parties and therefore objectionable for  its exclusionary effects to 
third-countr yy markets. 

1.3.41.3.4 The Atlantic Charter debate (1941) 
Thee question of reintroducing non discrimination to international trade came to the centre of the U.S.-
Britis hh relationship in what Gardner  cited as "th e first definition of multilateralism" , as found in the 
Augustt  1941 Atlanti c Charter, the joint declaration of principles enunciated by President Roosevelt 
andd Prime Minister  Churchill. 23 

Thee issue over  the economic portion of the text for  the proposed declaration concerned the use of the 
phrase,, "access without discrimination on equal terms". This provision was drafted by Sumner  Welles 
whoo represented Cordell Hull and the Department of State in the negotiations. While his text was a 
responsee to Churchiir s initia l draft proposal, the Welles formulation was viewed with outright 
concernn by the British for  its implications for  the 1932 Ottawa convention and the Commonwealth 
preferencee system. Churchill' s counter-proposal was to drop the explicit reference to discrimination 
andd to tie the obligation subject to the phrase, "wit h due respect for  their  existing obligations."  Cordell 
Hull' ss recorded reaction to the Atlanti c Charter  provision indicates the importance he attached to this 
questionn on behalf of the State Department, 

"...sincee it meant that Britai n would continue to retain her  Empire tarif f preferences against 
whichh I had been fighting for  eight years. Mr . Churchil l had insisted on this qualification; 
Welless had argued for  a stronger  declaration...the President gave in." 24 

However,, Welles recollected a somewhat different view in that he made his case on a common theme 
intendedd to both the parties. This took aim at the predatory and political aspects of commercial policy 
practicess from the inter-war  years. 

"II  said...that it seemed to be imperative that we try to agree now upon the policy of 
constructivee sanity in world economics as a fundamental factor  in the creation of a new and 
betterr  world and that except through an agreement upon such a policy by our two 

222 An assimilatio n policy , lik e the exampl e Culbertso n cite s for Franc e in Indo-Chin a is argue d to be 
distinguishabl ee fro m the followin g exampl e he also provide d and whic h place s its emphasi s on the exclusionar y 
effects .. "An exclusiv e reciprocit y agreemen t betwee n Sout h Afric a and Australia , for example,  is open to the 
samee objectio n as an exclusiv e reciprocit y agreemen t betwee n the Unite d States and France . Exclude d nation s 
canno tt  be expecte d to accep t the fictio n of empir e in justificatio n of thei r exclusio n fro m extensiv e areas of the 
earth' ss  surface . Britis h contro l of larg e areas has been tolerate d becaus e of a libera l commercia l policy , and 
carefu ll  student s of internationa l relation s have watche d wit h muc h concer n the growt h of imperia l preference. " 
W.S.. Culbertson , Ibid. , at p. 192. 
233 Gardne r referre d to the "second "  expressio n of MFN as that provide d in Articl e VII of the Mutua l Aid 
Agreement ss of 1942 negotiate d betwee n the Unite d States and Great Britain , as "directed...t o the eliminatio n of 
alll  form s of discriminator y treatmen t in internationa l commerce , and to the reductio n of tariff s and othe r trad e 
barriers. ""  See generally , Gardner , Supr a note 12 at pp. 54-68. 
244 Hull , Cordell , The Memoir s of Cordel l Hull , Macmillan , New York , (1948), pp. 975-6. 
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governmentss there would be no hindrance whatsoever to the continuation later of the present 
Germann policies of utilizing trade and financial policies in order to achieve political ends."25 

Thiss recollection may be the last documented notation from an American policy maker connecting 
non-discriminationn to inter war economic nationalism. As the MFN clause evolved through 
preparationss of the Mutual Aid Agreements and onto the stage of the ITO preparatory work through 
Genevaa in 1947, U.S. policy appears from all documentation available to have became solely oriented 
uponn extinguishing the British Imperial preference. 

1.3.51.3.5 Why the U.S. policy shifted 

Thiss change was attributable to the domestic political situation in the United States. As the U.S. came 
outt of the war, the Truman Administration confronted a new protectionist Republican Congress. Non-
discriminationn continued at the centre of the policy, but the Administration's argument for it in the 
Congresss necessarily shifted to reflect the service of American economic interests, particularly as they 
weree excluded from British markets. As far as trade flows were concerned, the British system 
certainlyy presented greater barriers for the Americans than the far-away markets of middle Europe. 
Whateverr injuries had been promulgated by the Axis policies were rendered less important over time 
ass these countries were militarily defeated in any event. Likewise, the new threat of state socialism, 
thee "new economic nationalism" as Heilperin called it, was only beginning to emerge as a concern in 
thee formulation of the multilateral policy. 

Therefore,, while non-discrimination remained at the centre of U.S. policy, its only possible basis for 
retainingg post-war domestic support was for the administration to link the policy to the trading gains 
derivablee by its acceptance and implementation. This appeal would have to be based on the 
exclusionaryy effects of the British Commonwealth system, as this system would be sought to be 
ultimatelyy challenged by the new provisions. 

Nearr the end of the process of seeking legislative endorsement for the MFN principle, the emphasis 
onn dismantling the Commonwealth system became a conditional requirement for Congressional 
supportt of the ITO process itself. Not so ironically, linkage between MFN and the Commonwealth 
alsoo was a significant factor in the loss of support in the Congress for the process in Geneva. This was 
demonstratedd by the Administration's literal guarantee to Congress that U.S. negotiators would deal a 
fatall  blow to the Imperial preference at the negotiations in Geneva. If this blow could not be 
delivered,, the Administration admitted in open Congressional testimony that there would be littl e 
pointt in supporting the (resulting) ITO Charter. Since ultimately the British did not yield their 
position,, there was no retreat position for the Administration to stand upon other than to admit that the 
Charterr negotiations had failed in their expressed purpose.26 

255 "I said that it was not a question of phraseology, but that it was a vital principle which was involved. I said that 
iff the British and the United States governments could not agree to do everything within their power to further 
afterr the termination of the present war, a restoration of free and liberal trade policies, they might as well throw in 
thee sponge and realize that one of the greatest factors in creating the present tragic situation in the world was 
goingg to be permitted to continue unchecked in the postwar world..." R. Gardner, Supra note 12 at 45, quoting 
fromm Sumner Welles, Where are we Heading? , London, 1947, pp. 13-14. The final agreed upon clause read as 
follows:: "with due respect for their existing obligations, to further the enjoyment by all States, great or small, 
victorr or vanquished, of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world which are 
neededd for their economic prosperity..." R. Gardner, Ibid., at p. 46. To contrast, the earlier Welles draft read, 
"Fourth,, they well strive to promote mutually advantageous economic relations between them through the 
eliminationn of any discrimination in either the United States of America or in the United Kingdom against the 
importationn of any product originating in the other country; and they will endeavour to further the enjoyment by all 
peopless of access on equal terms to the markets and to the raw materials which are needed for their economic 
prosperity.. Ibid., at p. 43-44. 
266 Gardner, 1980, p. 349-350. Although Gardner was not attempting to treat the same issue as here. Thus, the 
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1.3.61.3.6 Conclusion on the Commonwealth Preference 

Ass a U.S. and British agreement was essential to forming a post-war  multilateral trading institution, 
thee rift  between them over  the status of the Colonial preference increasingly undermined their 
commonn interest in support of it. The shift of emphasis as the debate moved into the ITO phase was 
howeverr  unfortunate in another  respect, as the justification for  an MFN provision tended over  time to 
onlyy reflect the circumstances of this well-documented debate. It is not so difficul t to understand why 
commentatorss since have tended to equate the purpose of the principl e only with the trade objectives 
off  GATT parties in seeking the expansion of world trade. A conception of GATT MFN as it evolved 
cann be drawn from the latter  stages of this history in isolation to suggest that the principl e was 
intendedd to serve GATT parties only as a market-access instrument. The result is that the MFN 
principl ee is more often than not attributed with mercantilist intent. 

Thiss iss in contrast with a more comprehensive role for  the principl e as it functions to underpin the 
multilatera ll  trade system. Since such a system was intended to eliminate bilateral and preferential sub-
systems,, this conception of the principl e becomes relevant when the attempt is made to isolate the 
relationshipp between the final MFN clause and the exceptions that would eventually be settled for 
grantedd for  certain preferential exchanges. Thus, depending upon one's view of the purpose of MFN, 
thee regional exceptions provided in the later  GATT Articl e XXI V provisions could be seen to serve 
twoo perhaps conflicting purposes. They could have been intended to permit a great number  of 
preferentiall  systems as long as they did not generate exclusionary effects to the trade of other  parties 
orr  overall promoted trade. Alternatively , the provisions could have been dedicated to curtailin g the 
numberr  of such exchanges so that the MFN principl e itself would retain general applicability in its 
purposee of eliminating discrimination in international commerce. 

1.41.4 Categorising  Inter-war  preferential  systems 
Thee Commonwealth preference was not the only inter-war  system to be affected by a non-
discriminationn clause, as certain other  preferential exceptions to MFN were also a part of common 
practice.. Determinations on these systems were also in question as to which preference practices 
wouldd be either  discouraged or  endorsed by the emerging MFN clause.27 

1.4.11.4.1 Whidden 's preferential categories 

Inn attempting to reconcile an emerging multilateral MFN principl e with existing regional systems, H.P 
Whiddenn made a 1945 survey of preferential systems in use during the inter-war  period and then 
addedd an assessment as to which systems should be tolerated to derogate from MFN.28 Whidden 
designatedd these following categories. 

-Frontierr  traffi c - The U.S. and most other  trading countries commonly recognised a 10 mile 
zonee of exception along a border  area, where to deny the exception would cause hardship for 

conclusionn is drawn by negative inference. For his account, there is absent any indication from the domestic 
politicall debate a suggestion that the purpose of the clause would be to serve a larger political goal of re-
institutingg fair play in the trading system or an attempt to constrain the political use of commercial policy. While 
suchh an opinion might have well been retained by the planners, the public domestic argument for the principle 
appearss to have been purely a matter of what we would now refer to as a "market access" issue. 
277 Since MFN was contained as a provision in a large number of bilateral trade agreements, legal analysis would 
relatee to describing those conditions by which MFN could or could not be required to be exacted when a trade 
agreementt party extended a preference to a third territory. 
288 The question being, for which types of arrangements should outsiders be willing to forego a claim for equitable 
treatmentt in regard to their trade? Whidden, H.P., Preferences and Discriminations in international Trade, 
Committeee on International Policy, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, New York, 1945, pp. 5-30, 
reprintedd in the Economic s of Diplomacy , ed. A.J. Kress, Georgetown University, Washington, (1949). 
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borderr commerce. A simple example would be where a customs frontier passes through a 
city.29 9 

-Customss unions - recognising the standard U.S. practice in its bilateral trade agreements to 
acknowledgee exceptions in respect to advantages accorded in a customs union to which either 
signatoryy was (or would thereafter) be a party. MFN would be then accorded to the new 
formedd territory. 

-Tarifff  assimilations - in which the metropolitan area and its colonies are intended to be 
treatedd as a single unit. Whidden's example was the French system of incorporating its 
colonies,, particularly Madagascar, Guadaloupe, Martinique and Indo-china.30 

-Coloniall  Preference.31 

-Regionall  preferences and low tariff clubs - Whidden distinguished this group from the 
categoryy of colonial preferences by surveying in detail a number of inter-war declarations 
madee in Europe and various arrangements formed in Latin America. 

Inn attempting to isolate the British and U.S. attitude toward such arrangements, he concluded that no 
consistentt practice appeared to evolve in either recognising or refusing to recognise the granted 
preferencess as exceptions to the MFN clauses. However, he did determine that there was a tendency to 
endorsee arrangements when the countries concerned had some former historical relationship which 
wass more close in the past then during the present.32 In the inter- war period, three other examples 
weree noted by Whidden wherein a number of countries attempted to create a conventional formula for 
reducingg trade barriers and where other parties would recognise these preferences without invoking 
MFN.. As also recounted by Jacob Viner, these efforts generally grew out of the Geneva Economic 
Conferencee of 1927 and attempted to adhere to the principle contained in the 1929 report of the 
Economicc Committee of the League of Nations. This, "recommended the granting of exceptions to the 
most-favoured-nationn clause in the case of multilateral conventions of a general character".33 

1.4.21.4.2 Viner's preferential categories 

Ass an aspect of his study of Customs Unions published in 1950, Jacob Viner also reviewed the types 
off  preferential systems employed by territories in the inter-war years. He provided detailed discussion 
off  the relation between these preferences and the MFN principle as it was then applied in pre-existing 
bilaterall  agreements and as later included in the draft Havana Charter for the ITO. Viner was 

299 H.P. Whidden , Ibid. , p.9. 
300 Whidde n note d th e criticis m of Haigh t wh o describe d suc h system s as essentiall y preferentia l in divertin g th e 
regula rr  flow  of internationa l trad e to th e colonie s in favou r of the metropolita n area . H.P. Whidden , Ibid , citing , F. 
A.. Haight , A History  of  French  Commercial  Policies,  Macmillan , New York , 1941, Pg. 248. The cornerston e of th e 
criticis mm is in th e isolatio n of th e colon y fro m th e genera l flo w internationa l commerc e whic h woul d be otherwis e 
bee competitiv e wit h th e metropolita n area producers . 
311 As discusse d in th e previou s section . 
322 H.P. Whidden , Supr a not e 28, at pp . 14-15. For Europea n arrangements , he concentrate d on th e 1930 Osl o 
conventio nn and th e 1934 Balti c arrangement . A bes t exampl e recognise d by bot h power s was th e Balti c grou p 
whic hh exchange d preferentia l tarif f concession s betwee n 1924 and 1932. "In thi s cas e th e grea t power s wer e 
willin gg to accep t th e exemptio n fro m most-favoured-natio n treatmen t in commercia l treatie s signe d by member s 
off  a grou p of countrie s whic h had been lon g associate d historicall y throug h ethnic , economi c or politica l ties. " 
Alon gg simila r line s th e U.S. recognise d exchange d preference s as exception s to MFN in its 1937 Agreemen t wit h 
Czechoslovaki aa in regar d to th e Danubia n area claus e fo r preferentia l arrangement s in agricultur e products . 
333 H.P. Whidden , Ibid. , at p. 13-14, als o indicatin g tha t th e Osl o forma t was eventuall y doome d by th e 
disagreemen tt  resultin g fro m th e Ottaw a Conferenc e of 1932 amendin g th e Commonwealt h syste m preference s 
andd th e 1931 protectiv e Britis h Tariff . 
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primaril yy concerned with customs unions and his thesis remains widely cited for  the proposition that 
economicc considerations do not support a blanket exception from MFN for  customs unions. We do 
nott  treat this aspect of his work here at this time. Rather, Viner' s work is also valuable for  its 
descriptionn of the origins of certain preferential systems and particularl y how the traditional treatment 
off  customs unions in receiving an exemption form MFN should also relate to the later  exception 
providedd for  free-trade areas. 

Ass he explained, since a customs union by definition provides for  the elimination of tariff s between its 
members,, the question of compatibilit y with the MFN clause must always arise.34 

"I tt  came to be widely accepted, however, that the most-favored nation obligation did not 
coverr  the commercial relations inter  se of members of a customs union, since by virtu e of 
suchh union they had become for  tarif f purposes, even if for  no other  purpose, a single entity in 
thee relations with outside states.35 

Althoughh he cited several cases where the completeness of a formation was challenged or 
challengeablee as it was portrayed as a customs union, it was generally accepted in the practice 
betweenn nations that territor y formations would not invoke the MFN clause. From this practice, 

M(T)hee fact that customs union was generally regarded as compatible with most-favored-
nationn had the result that customs union was promoted whereas otherwise some other  form of 
preferentiall  arrangement would have been chosen.36 

Thiss would of course lead to a discussion of these other  forms of preferential agreements and the 
mannerr  in which they were treated according to MFN clauses. Viner  indicated that a desire to escape 
thee rigours of MFN, together  with an unwillingness to complete full customs unions, led parties to, 
"establishh the propriety of other  types of relaxations of, or  exceptions from, the most-favored-nation 
rule." 37 7 

Hee determined that there were three categories of preferences applicable to the inter-war  period. 
Thesee included the Imperial Preference characterised by political ties; regional agreements as 
characterisedd by propinquity-, and plurilatera l agreements characterised by the number  of 
participants.388 As to each, Imperial Preference developed as an MFN exception to the extent that 
territorie ss were subject to common sovereignty. In this, he noted that some authors included the 
conceptt  of tarif f assimilation, whereby, "th e rates of duty of the tarif f of the mother  country are 
enforcedd also in the colony, the trade between these two units being free...".39 Viner  did not full y 
equatee the two categories, noting that, 

344 Jaco b Vine r employe d a definitio n of custom s union s tha t include d th e following : 1) th e complet e eliminatio n o f 
tariff ss  as betwee n th e membe r territories ; 2) th e establishmen t of a unifor m tarif f on import s fro m outsid e th e 
union ;;  an d 3) an apportionmen t o f custom s revenu e betwee n th e members . Viner , Jacob , The Customs  Union 
Issue,Issue,  Carnegi e Endowment , 1950, p. 5, and citation s therein . 
355 J . Viner , Ibid. , at p. 6. 
366 J . Viner , Ibid. , at p. 14. 
377 A poin t late r applie d in th e principl e tex t to th e rol e o f free-trad e areas . J . Viner , Ibid. , at p . 15. 
388 J . Viner , Ibid , at p. 15. A thesauru s provide s th e followin g substitute s fo r "propinquity" : nearness , closeness , 
contiguity .. Thus , thi s categor y appear s to be mos t closel y associate d wit h th e moder n characterisatio n of 
"regional ""  trad e agreements . 
399 Citin g as examples , th e cas e of Franc e and som e of its colonies , th e Unite d State s and Puert o Rico , and of 
Japa nn and Formosa . "Fro m th e economi c poin t o f vie w ther e is littl e or no differenc e betwee n tarif f assimilatio n 
andd a custom s union , th e chie f differenc e bein g tha t whe n tarif f assimilatio n is introduce d withi n an empire , it is 
invariabl yy  impose d by th e mothe r countr y withou t havin g to be 'negotiated' , an d th e tarif f is frame d to sui t th e 
need ss and wishe s of th e mothe r country' s econom y withou t much , if any , referenc e to th e interest s o r wishe s o f 
th ee colonies. "  J . Viner , Ibid. , at pp . 16-17. 
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"(F)orr the most part, however, imperial preferences takes other forms than tariff assimilation. 
Theyy are in some cases the gradual product of several centuries of evolution, and even within 
ann empire the forms and degrees of preferences vary from colony to colony"40 

Vinerr separately categorised "regional agreements", whereby a trade agreement would provide for 
MFNN exemptions for specified countries. However, as such preferences would relate to MFN, 

"(T)hee inclusion of such clauses frequently reflected little more than a sentimental 
contemplationn of the desirability in the abstract of closer economic relations with countries 
withh which there were - or it was pleasant to think that there were, or could be developed -
speciallyy close ties of sentiment and interest arising out of ethnological, or cultural, or 
historicall  political affiliations."41 

AA final category of plurilateral agreements related to the League of Nations Economic Committee 
reportt of 1929, as mentioned above, which recommended the use of plurilateral tariff cutting 
conventionss in order to improve the world economic situation. In their final form, such conferences 
wouldd be open in principle to the adhesion of other interested states on the basis of reciprocal 
exchanges.42 2 

1.51.5 Chapter  Conclusion 
Inn calling for the Atlantic joint declaration in 1941, Gardner reported that President Roosevelt 
declaredd that the pronouncement was necessary to send a signal to both potential victors and the 
vanquishedd that post-war principles would not be a replay of the Versailles Treaty, that there was 
hopee that the cycle could be broken. In this sense, the decision to seek a joint statement in the first 
instancee related closely to a reflection of the parallel period of 1916-1917. Roosevelt felt that he 
neededd evidence that Britain was fighting for the same principles of freedom and justice that had been 
affirmedd as the objectives of U.S. policy.43 The leading press in England was also cited in viewing the 
Charter'ss declaration in this broader context. Thus, the Charter was said to forecast, "an integrated 
worldd economy and not a series of independent and mutually exclusive systems", and that, 

"Thee considerable number of people in this country who are already planning our post-war 
tradee in terms of barter, bilateralism, trade zones, clearings, exchange control, and by the 
conceptss of the 'between wars' era must begin at once to recast their ideas".44 

Withinn the larger frame of international economic relations, these statements appear to consistently 
reflectt a larger goal sought to be achieved. Perhaps Richard Gardner also sensed the loss of the 

400 His final comment on the relationship between the two indicated that tariff assimilation can be seen as a most 
severee form of colonial preference, a point he believes was lost on American legislation which, permitted 
sanctionss against colonial preferences, but not tariff assimilation. He attributes this to the U.S. bias in favour of 
customss unions. J. Viner, Ibid., p. 17. 
411 J. Viner, Ibid., p. 19, citing for example the "Balkan", "Nordic" or "Central American" arrangements. 
422 League of Nations, Monetary and Economic Conference, Draft Agenda, Geneva, 1933, cited in J. Viner, Ibid., 
notee 30 at p. 34. "In the plurilateral clause, on the other hand, the emphasis, express or implied, is always on the 
nonexclusivenesss of the arrangement and on the substantial number of countries contemplated as members of a 
prospectivee arrangement. J. Viner, Ibid., at p. 22. Whidden varies from this as he bundled both the plurilateral 
andd regional categories together. Viners treatment presents greater legal accuracy if one considers that a 
plurilaterall low tariff club would be open to non-members on the basis of reciprocity, while a regional agreement 
wouldd not. A modern term "open regionalism" appears to be a contemporary application of the concept of a low 
tarifff club. 
433 "No doubt he remembered the unfortunate experience of Woodrow Wilson, who had drafted a unilateral 
statementt of American war aims during the first world war in ignorance of the secret treaties already concluded 
betweenn America's allies." R. Gardner, Supra note 12 at p. 41. 
444 R. Gardner, Ibid., at p. 50, citing the Banker and News Chronicle respectively. 
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identityy of this greater objective in concluding that it was rather unfortunate that an issue like Imperial 
preferencee was raised in direct form, and that "the controversy about it became such a celebrated part 
off  the history of the Atlantic Conference."45 For the purposes of understanding MFN's later 
applicationn to preferential systems, it may also be unfortunate that the issues surrounding Imperial 
preferencee came to dominate an understanding of what the non-discrimination clause sought to 
achieve. . 

R.. Gardner , Ibid. , at p. 53. 
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22 Proposal s for a Regiona l Exception : Geneva and Havana 

2.12.1 Introduction 
Thiss chapter relates the origins of the GATT principle of most-favoured nation to the exceptions 
providedd for free-trade areas, as found in GATT Article XXIV . The chapter is not intended to be a 
discussionn of all of the legal elements presented in the Article. It will rather be limited to aspects that 
wouldd serve to disclose the intent of the drafters in including the free-trade area exception, and in its 
relationn to the MFN clause. 

Completee regional formations in the form of customs unions territories had long received exemption 
fromfrom the MFN principle in bilateral arrangements. This treaty practice was carried forward before 
Genevaa and was retained through the Havana Conference and the final ITO Charter. Partially 
preferentiall  systems, whether Imperial/colonial structures or otherwise, were sought to be challenged 
byy the emerging MFN principle. We will see that Havana parties also sought to retain certain 
prerogativess for future preferential agreements between developing countries. This was a significant 
commerciall  policy issue in Havana that likely gave rise to the provisions for free-trade areas in order 
too complement the provisions that were also being settled for economic development and 
reconstructionn preferences. Thus, the debate over which preference systems would be permitted to 
continuee after MFN came into force, and which new systems would be permitted to be established, 
wass essentially a negotiation over the scope of application of the MFN provision itself. The result in 
Havanaa displayed a hierarchy for Members to engage in future preferences, with differing levels of 
organisationall  oversight to be exercised, depending upon the degree of preferences exchanged and the 
purposess for which they were to be enacted. The chapterr concludes with an overview of the Article 
XXIVV provisions as incorporated in the GATT. 

2.2. LI  Relating inter-war categories to the Geneva provisions 
Neitherr Whidden nor Viner referred to any system under the terminology of a "free-trade area", and 
onee is left to determine which systems described by them, if any, might have been contemplated by 
laterr drafters in providing a GATT MFN exception for free-trade areas. To this, the viewpoint of each 
authorr should be taken into account. Whidden's purpose was to outline the pre-existing arrangements 
andd then to argue that most of them should not be granted an MFN exemption. Viner's purpose was to 
buildd an economic argument that customs unions were not per se positive for world welfare as a 
wholee and therefore should not receive a de facto MFN exception on economic criteria alone. As 
such,, he did not pass any explicit judgement on the qualifications of lower-order systems as to the 
emergingg requirements. However, he did maintain an overall conclusion that the draft Havana Charter 
hadd accorded too many exceptions from MFN for regional agreements on too many counts. He 
acceptedd as only partially valid the claim that the Charter would have serious impact on the future 
coursee of preferential systems.1 

Whidden'ss more strict conclusions were similar to what was later identified as the U.S. State 
departmentt proposals for exceptions to MFN in the Geneva negotiations as, 

11 Viner, Jacob, The Customs Union Issue, Carnegie Endowment, 1950, p. 120. He referred to MFN exceptions 
forr partial customs unions (absent a requirement for revenue allocations and treatment of non-origin products), 
freee trade areas, and regional agreements in the interest of economic development, as per Article 15 of the 
Charter,, titled "Preferential Agreements for Economic Development and Reconstruction." In the absence of this 
Article,, the regionall possibilities would include only customs unions, free-trade areas, interim agreements leading 
too them, and the 2/3 waiver provisions of the General Agreement, 
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"Itt seems clear that the principle of equality of treatment would involve the elimination of 
tradee preferences between neighbouring countries where they do not automatically lead to 
completee customs unions."2 

Whilee Whidden contemplated a possible role for preferential systems in a post-war Western European 
Union,, he favoured only complete customs union formations, which he described as advancing a more 
soundd economic justification. In this, Whidden anticipated the economic objections to any completed 
preferencee system in addressing a London Economist editorial of March of 1944. This claimed that 
damagee to outsiders was higher in a customs union than in a regional arrangement, since 
"discriminationn against outsiders reaches its limit in the former". From Whidden's view, a customs 
unionn was seen to benefit outsiders in regard to its increasing purchasing power obtained through 
moree efficient production.3 While one would say that Viner's work, which appeared later in time, was 
intendedd to dispel this opinion, it does not follow in any respect that Viner was arguing for a broader 
MFNN exception to be applied for partial regional preferences. 

2.22.2 Arrangements  and discussions  in  Havana 
Thee U.S. and British proposals for the most-favoured nation clause followed the lines of agreement 
thatt had been settled between them in preparation for the UN Conference on Trade and Employment 
(1946).44 This compromise provided for a standstill for listed annexed preferences, including the 
Commonwealthh preferences, as provided and finally incorporated into GATT Article I:2.5 All future 
preferencess within the annexed systems would be subject to MFN. Li addition, the U.S. submitted 
draftt proposals for what would later become GATT Article XXIV . These clauses followed the pattern 
establishedd according to its own bilateral MFN agreements formed according to the U.S. Reciprocal 
Tradee Agreements Act. As such, the U.S. opening position recognised a granted exception from MFN 
forr customs union territory formations.6 

Bothh Kenneth Dam and John Jackson stated that a primary goal which the United States sought to 
accomplishh in the ITO Charter and the GATT was the dismantling of trading preferences and 

22 Whidden, HP., Preferences and Discriminations in International Trade, Committee on International Policy, 
Carnegiee Endowment for International Peace, New York, 1945, pp. 5-30, reprinted in the Economic s of 
Diplomacy ,, ed. A.J. Kress, Georgetownn University, Washington, 1949, at p.18; and citing, Haberler, G., The 
Politica ll  Econom y of Regiona l or Continenta l Blocks "  (ed. Seymour E. Harris), McGraw Hill, New York, 1943. 
Hee thereby proposed that, aside from customs unions, that an international commercial policy organisation would 
applyy the following minimum criteria where necessary to permit preferential arrangements on a temporary basis 
andd in exceptional cases: 

-too be effected by duty reductions and not by increases in duties to outsiders; 
-thatt margins of preference not to be bound (no prejudice to reduction of duties to outsiders; 
-thatt preferences be confined to important supply commodities; 
-thatt preferences be designed to achieve more efficient production and better balanced economies. 

33 H.P. Whidden, Ibid., p. 18. A point challenged by Viner. An open membership concept for preferential systems, 
suchh as contained in the Montevideo agreement, was also not considered by Whidden as possibly consistent 
withh MFN. Later U.S. negotiating proposals did not include an exception for open reciprocity arrangements. 
44 The following four documents may be cited in this chapter 1) the original American draft (September 1946) 
"Suggestedd Charter for an International Trade Organization of the United Nations"; 2) draft charter revised at the 
Londonn meeting of the preparatory committee of the International Conference on Trade and Employment, 
October-November,, 1946, "London Draft, 1946"; 3) further revised by the Committee to the Conference, April-
Augustt 1947 in Geneva, "Geneva Draft, 1947); and 4) Charter as revised in Havana, November 1947 - March 
1948,, Havana Charter. 
55 Koek, Karin, Internationa l Trade Polic y and the GATT, 1947-1967, Almqvist & Wiksell, Stockholm (1969), p. 
114.. In the Havana charter, The MFN clause was titled under chapter IV as Article 16. 
66 Dam, Kenneth W., The GATT: Law and Internationa l Economi c Organization , The University of Chicago 
Presss (Midway Reprint) (1970), p. 274. 
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preferentiall  systems, particularl y the Commonwealth system established by the 1932 Ottawa 
arrangement.77 Viner  suggested that the American goals were multiple: to obtain rehabilitation of the 
MFNN principle, to promote the reduction of tariffs , to eliminate intra-imperia l preferences via a 
multilatera ll  framework, and to renounce official trade barrier s other  than duties.8 He suggested that 
thesee goals were well reflected in the initia l drafts. While certain existing preferences were listed and 
acknowledgedd as permitted exceptions to the general MFN rule of Articl e I of the GATT, the original 
Genevaa Final Act did not acknowledge the possible exception from MFN for  any regional 
arrangementss other  than those to facilitate frontier  traffi c or  for  customs unions. As according to Dam, 
thee U.S. proposals constituted only a short paragraph permittin g a customs union exception.9 Jackson 
likelyy caught the appropriate flavour  of the exception overall as intended by the U.S. drafters. As he 
putt  it, "...even the United States recognized the legitimacy of an exception for  customs unions.1'10 

AA significant exception to this viewpoint at this point in time in the draftin g would have been the 
paragraphh included in the London Draft Charter  (1946), providing for  a 2/3 majorit y vote, whereby, 
"(T)h ee members recognize that there may in exceptional circumstances be justification for  new 
preferentiall  arrangements requirin g an exception to the provisions of (the chapter  dealing with 
customss unions)". According to Viner, as the Geneva Draft (1947) introduced the concept of interim 
agreementss leading to customs unions, a sufficient degree of flexibilit y was obtained by those added 
provisionss (presumably), and the paragraph as quoted was dropped from the customs union chapter. It 
didd however  later  emerge in a modified and far  more comprehensive form in a new Havana Charter 
chapterr  dealing with "Economic Development".11 This chapter  Articl e should also be considered for 
anyy light it can shed on developments in the customs union chapter, especially for  its later  provisions 
regardingg free-trade areas. The Development Articl e also permitted preferences and was a subject of 
debatee in regard to the overall compromise formed regarding the role of future preferences and the 
MFNN obligation. 

2,2.2,2. J Havana Charter, Chapter III,  Article 15: Economic Development and Reconstruction 
Thee proposal for  the Geneva Draft (1947) was the first  to provide a chapter  on Economic 
Development.. This retained the requirement of a majorit y 2/3 vote for  approval of, 

"preferentia ll  arrangements between two or  more countries, not contemplating a customs 
union,, in the interest of the programmes of economic development or  reconstruction of one or 
moree such countries."12 

Thiss Articl e was expanded in the Havana Draft , Articl e 15, titled "Preferential Agreements for 
Economicc Development and Reconstruction".13 While retaining the concept of pre-approval by a 2/3's s 
votingg procedure as above, a new section was added that provided the possibility for  self-declaratory 
preference.. This was to be available to contiguous territorie s or  those belonging to the same 
"economicc region"; and as necessary, 

77 K. Dam, Ibid., at p. 42; Jackson, John H.f World Trade Law and the Law of GATT,, the Mitchte Company, 
Charlottesville,, Virginia, (1969), p. 577. 
88 J. Viner, Supra note 1 at p. 110. 
99 K. Dam, Supra note 6 at p. 274. 
100 J. Jackson, Supra note 7 at p. 577, italics added. 
111 J. Viner, Supra note 1 at 115, his note 21. 
122 J. viner, Ibid., at p. 116. Free-trade areas were not yet introduced to the customs union chapter until the later 
Havanaa Draft. Thus, the paragraph quoted refers only to customs unions. 
133 "The Members recognize that special circumstances, including the need for economic development or 
reconstruction,, may justify new preferential agreements between two or more countries in the interest of the 
programmess of economic development or reconstruction of one or more of them." Proposed redraft, Article 15:1, 
E/CONF.2/C.8/26,177 March 1948. According to the interpretive note, "The Organization need not interpret the 
termm "economic region" to require close geographical proximity if it is satisfied that a sufficient degree of 
economicc integration exists between the countries concerned." Ibid., Ad Article 15. 
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"too ensure a sound and adequate market for a particular industry or branch of agriculture 
whichh is being, or is to be, created or reconstructed or substantially developed or substantially 
modernized."14 4 

Neitherr reciprocity nor reduction to zero-duty levels was required. However, a provision was made 
forr the adherence of other members that would also be able to qualify as parties to the preference 
agreementt and the preferences permitted were not intended to exceed ten years. Article 15 did not 
specifyy that the parties to such preferences were required to be least or lesser developed countries, 
althoughh the conditions of the preference activities permitted can be said to resemble an infant 
industryy type of justification and the title of the Article refers to development. Although the two-thirds 
votingg provisions did not apply, organisational control was not abandoned for the contiguous-party 
exceptionn in Article 15:4, as the exception continued to be subject to the provisions of paragraphs 5 
andd 6 of the Article. Paragraph 5 indicated that the Organisation may, 

"ass a condition of its approval, require a reduction in an unbound most-favoured-nation rate 
off  duty proposed by the Member in respect of any product so covered, if in the light of the 
representationss of any affected Member it considers that rate excessive."15 

2.2.22.2.2 Havana's resulting hierarchy of preferences 

Thee apparent intended effect of the self-declaratory provisions of the Article was to permit an industry 
orr agriculture sector to be expanded between contiguous parties or economically integrated parties, 
assumedlyy in order to provide for an expanded market within some larger regional context. It does not 
appearr that this portion of the Article contemplated granting authority for preferential systems in the 
largerr sense of regional integration, but rather to accommodate the special items for a limited period 
off  time as beneficial between developing countries, or at least economically or geographically related 
parties.. Thus, Article 15 would not be seen as an overlapping provision with the later free-trade area 
exception,, at least where the latter would contemplate a more complete and permanent system of 
exchangess by the parties. 

Whatt is also observed is that both sections dealt with preferences and both were intended to become 
provisionss of the Charter in its final form. One should therefore consider that the provisions of the two 
Articless were intended to be complementary in that they would not overlap in coverage but would be 
usedd to address distinct situations. Therefore, it may be concluded that Article 15 was viewed as a 
meanss of providing limited preferences between developing countries while the inclusion of a free-
tradee area exception was intended to service the notion of more complete regional entities. As 
developedd in some detail below, an important distinction between the two Articles as they emerged 
fromfrom Havana, was that Article 15 retained the requirement of a waiver from MFN to be approved by a 
2/33 vote of the Charter Members, except for these contiguous sector preferences as noted. For regional 
groupingss meeting the substantially-all trade definition in the customs union chapter, a less rigorous 
approvall  process was established, but with the consideration that a consensus of the Members could 
alwayss impose modifications upon an agreement. Thus, there appeared to emerge overall a type of 
hierarchyy of institutional oversight and control for the preferential systems. The most complete 
systemss to be contemplated provided for the lowest degree of voting control as prior authorisation was 
nott required, but these formations imposed the strictest conditions upon coverage. The Economic 
Developmentt and Reconstruction preferences required pre-approval by two-thirds of the Members 
present.. The least complete exchanges also required no voting authorisation, but these exchanges 
couldd not be closed to other qualifying Members and preferences exchanged were to be temporary in 
nature. . 

144 Havana Charte r (1948), Articl e 15:4, (a)-(f). Other condition s are state d in the Articl e whic h are not mentione d 
here . . 
155 E/CONF.2/C.8/26,17 March 1948, Supra , not e 29, page two . 
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2.2.32.2.3 The Havana debate regarding future preferences 
Ass further  recounted by John Jackson, the provisions for  free-trade areas and the other  provisions of 
whatt  we now understand as Articl e XXI V were included in the Havana (1948) ITO Charter  as Articl e 
444 of Part IV , titled Commercial Policy. These provisions replaced the earlier  Geneva Charter  (1947) 
textt  by a special protocol.16 According to F.A. Haight, the new text, including for  the first time the 
provisionss for  the free-trade area exception, was recommended by the subcommittee and was 
approvedd without any substantive debate.17 

However,, prior  to the referral of the full committee to the subcommittee, an extensive discussion 
concerningg the role of future preferential systems in relation to the MFN clause was held in Havana. 
Thesee reported discussions by the Commercial Policy Committee (Committee HI) extended over  four 
meetingss held in early December  of 1947. Provided under  the titl e of a "General Discussion"  of 
Chapterr  IV (Commercial Policy), most of this commentary was dedicated to recording the positions of 
thee parties regarding the unconditional MFN clause (Articl e 16) together  with its negotiated standstill 
provisionss for  annexed (pre-existing) preferential systems. The issue raised was the manner  in which 
thesee Geneva provisions had provided for  a standstill for  the existing preferential arrangements, but 
subjectedd futur e regional arrangements to a voting approval. Thus, at the centre of discussion was the 
relationshipp between the MFN Articl e on the one hand, and the development preferences provided by 
Articl ee 15 and the customs union Articl e (Articl e 42) on the other.18 

Inn reviewing the country-representative comments made during these meetings, it is apparent that 
manyy Havana parties were unsettled by the MFN compromise that hadd been reached at Geneva. 
Particularl yy controversial for  the members was whether  future preferences should be encouraged or 
discouraged,, and if permitted, whether  they should be subject to voting pre-approval by the 
organisation.. This difficult y applied to both preferences that could be characterised as either 
"development""  or  "regional"  in orientation. Thus, from the first meeting, the Syrian representative 
indicatedd the country's support for  most-favoured nation treatment, 

"bu tt  pointed out that exceptions had been admitted which would permit the continuation of 
existingg preferential arrangements representing vested interests. However, there were certain 
countriess within the same economic area, having traditional relationships which should not be 
overlookedd even though these had not been formalized. His delegation had submitted 
amendments,, both in Geneva and here, which would permit the conclusion of new 
preferentiall  tarif f agreements for  such economic areas.19 

Likewise,, the representative of Iraq noted that, 
"H ee believed that preferential arrangements between small producing areas having 
complementaryy trade would not cause the dislocation which Articl e 16 was designed to 
prevent.. Customs unions, although permitted under  Articl e 42, required a long time to 
establishh and involved administrative difficulties. Therefore preferential arrangements should 

166 J. Jackson , Supr a note 7 at p. 578, citin g at note 14, "Specia l Protoco l Relatin g to Articl e XXIV of the GATT" , 
19488 (Agreemen t No. 7 in App . C). However , durin g the Havana process , the Articl e was referred  to as Articl e 
42,, "Territoria l Applicatio n of Chapte r IV, Frontie r Traffi c and Custom s Unions" , rathe r than Articl e 44, its 
numbere dd Articl e in the fina l Havana Charter . This reflecte d the Charter' s divisio n of Articl e 42 into thre e 
separat ee Articles . 
177 F.A. Haight , 1972, p. 393, citin g E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.44 and 47. This poin t is often cited to suppor t the 
propositio nn that the free-trad e area exceptio n was not particularl y well considere d in the drafting , and 
occasionall yy  to reflec t upon the qualit y of the draftin g itself . 
188 Summar y Recor d of the Commercia l Polic y Committe e (Committe e III). These meeting s were reporte d at 
Havanaa betwee n 3 and 11 Decembe r 1947 as meeting s Four Throug h Eight . E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.4 throug h SR.8. 
199 E/CONF.2/C.3.SR.4. 
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bee permitted as well as customs unions and supported the Syrian, Lebanese and Turkish 
proposalss in this respect."20 

Thee representative of Lebanon referred his comments directly to a proposal for the inclusion of 
provisionss for preferential arrangements other than customs unions as he, 

"... .felt that one solution for the handicap (sic) of small countries with limited markets was 
regionall  co-operation through customs unions, free trade agreements, or preferential tariff 
agreements.. His country knew the difficulties of customs unions and it was doubtful if many 
wouldd be formed. He would present amendments to Articles 16 and 42 to allow free trade and 
preferentiall  agreements for economic regions. He saw no reason why the smaller countries 
shouldd not exchange preferences in order to compete with highly developed countries which 
didd not need them or which might not be ready to reciprocate.21 

Itt is evident that the development preferences provided in Article 15 were not considered by these 
partiess to be sufficient, either because of the voting waiver required, or because of a desire to create 
largerr regional markets, or as necessary to take into account more comprehensive development 
approaches.. It is likely that many objecting parties blended all of these aspects in their orientation to 
seekk a broader avenue for future regional systems. 

Thee argument to include provisions for regional preferential systems other than customs unions 
appearedd also to turn in part on the view that the negotiated standstill for certain pre-existing 
preferences,, as provided in Article 16, was simply unfair to territories that were contemplating future 
systems.. Thus, while the representative from Australia indicated that development preferences were 
alreadyy possible by Article 15 of thee Charter (upon prior approval), the Venezuela representative 
indicatedd that, "he could not understand why the prior approval of the Organization was required for 
somee and not for others."22 Likewise, from the following meeting, Argentina expressed the concern 
thatt the MFN clause, "included exceptions for the benefit of certain countries and perpetuated 
discriminatoryy practices condemned elsewhere. Those exceptions should be made more equitable by 
thee inclusions of complementary economic regions."23 These comments suggest that the necessity of 
thee MFN compromise reached in Geneva had its ramifications for the issue of future preferences in 
Havana. . 

Itt is helpful to note at this juncture that there was no reason to believe that Article 15 would not 
survivee and be finally incorporated in an adopted and ratified Havana Charter. The inference to draw 
fromfrom this fact is that the later drafting of a free-trade area provision was not then contemplated to be a 
replacementt for the Development Article's provisions. Since there was opposition to the pre-approval 
requirementss contained in Article 15, it is at least likely that members, seeking an expanded 
possibilityy for future preferences without pre-approval, also found common ground with those who 
soughtt a regional grouping exception with lesser administrative severity than posed by the customs 
unionn requirement. A comment from the Chilean representative during the third meeting suggests as 
muchh as he, 

"... .stated that his delegation would advocate general provisions for preferential arrangements 
onn a regional basis rather than the specific provisions of paragraph 2, Article 16, for the 
reasonn that, within the purposes of the Charter, provisions should be made for all, and the 

200 Ibid. , at p. 1-2. 
211 Ibid. , at p. 3. This commen t contain s the firs t reporte d referenc e fro m thi s debat e to "free-trad e agreements. " 
Nott  onl y were thes e thre e middle-easter n countrie s supportiv e of the concept . A later note by Hait i indicate s that 
thee twelv e countrie s in the Centra l Americ a trad e zone also sough t a preferentia l system , althoug h the term free-
trad ee area is not used in that reference . Ibid. , at p. 4. 
222 Ibid. , at p. 6.. Furthermore , "h e strongl y supporte d the need for preferentia l arrangement s for such group s of 
countrie ss as the near East , Central  America , othe r Latin-America n countrie s and othe r geographi c regions. " 
233 E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.5, at p. 2. 
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presentt  preferential arrangements including those of his own country, were too limited to 
attainn the expansion of trade envisioned by the Charter. It was possible to use the same 
argumentss for  establishing preference for  economic regions as for  customs unions.24 

Thee conference record indicates generally that there was a large number  of countries committed to 
Charterr  additions which would permit less strict criteri a for  the creation of future preference systems, 
notwithstandingg the unconditional MFN clause as incorporated in Articl e 16. As the representative of 
Ecuadorr  noted, "I t was significant that forty of the countries represented at the conference considered 
thee system of preferential treatment indispensable to profitabl e world trade." 25 

Thee argument against new preference systems was not however  neglected on the record, as indicated 
byy the comments of Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States. Thus, the Australian 
representativee indicated opposition to regional arrangements (other  than customs unions), but saw a 
needd for  small countries seeking to develop industries in inadequate markets to have access to certain 
preferences,, but rather  upon an individual article or  commodity basis and with prior  approval. From 
hiss view, the provisions already made in Articles 15 and 42 were quite adequate for  this purpose.26 

Thee UK representative indicated that while existing preference systems were granted a standstill, 
"neww preferences were not to be established and the existing ones were subject to a progressive 
reductionn or  elimination...If the creation of new preferences were not subject to examination by the 
Organization,, the position would have to be examined."27 

Althoughh comments by the United States are not prominent in these reports, the representative (Mr . 
Leddy)) did express the position that, 

"(E)conomicc regional preference arrangements were not a promising device for  economic 
development.. Special circumstances justifyin g such an arrangement should be submitted to 
thee Organization for  its decision as to the net gain to world trade, otherwise the whole object 
off  eliminating preferences would be undermined."28 

Fromm these reports, one can begin to see the outline of how a free-trade area exception could have 
providedd an avenue for  compromise to meet the various positions. First, the waiver  for  new 
preferencess would not be required, but waiver  would remain necessary for  partial or  individual sector 
preferences.. The desire for  regional formations to create larger  markets could be respected where the 
proponentss intended to exchange a sufficiently high number  of preferences so as to emulate the 
regionall  trade characteristics that were already acknowledged for  customs unions. With this higher  bar 
inn place, MFN might have a chance to establish itself, first  through the standstill provisions for 
existingg systems, and second, by requirin g a more rigorous exchange for  new systems. By providing 
thee developing parties a means of bypassingg the 2/3's voting requirement for  more complete future 
regionall  systems, the perceived unfairness of the standstill permitted for  pre-existing systems was less 
att  issue. For  partial or  sectoral exchanges, the existing Development chapter  would continue to apply. 

Givenn the extensive debate and differences of opinion recorded prior  to the referral , it is possible that 
thee subcommittee report granting the new free-trade area exception reconciled the various objections 

244 E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.6 at p. 3. Paragrap h 2 of Articl e 16 provide d for specifi c permitte d preferences . In 
response ,, the Franc e representativ e indicate d concurrenc e wit h the notio n of regiona l organisations , "bu t wit h 
thee prio r approva l of the Organization , as a means of protectin g thir d parties. "  Interestingly , this was oppose d by 
thee representativ e of Syria , whic h state d that it was unabl e to agree wit h Franc e on the questio n of prio r 
approval .. Ibid at. p.4. 
25E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.7,page1 . . 
266 Ibid. , at p. 3. 
277 Ibid. , and apparentl y suggestin g that the pric e paid for a standstil l whic h woul d restric t the Commonwealt h 
preferenc ee in the futur e was a syste m of pre-approva l for new preferences . 
288 Ibid. , at p. 4. 
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thatt were already on record. Thus, to only add to Haight's comment above, the record may well 
disclosee that there was a good reason why the new free-trade area provisions were passed without any 
needd for significant further debate. 

2.2.42.2.4 The introduction of a free-trade area exception 

Thee debate recounted above also indicates that the question of future preferences was central to the 
considerationn of the MFN obligation in the Havana forum. This was reflected by the terms of 
referencee made in the referral to the drafting subcomittees, which was charged, 

"Too consider and submit recommendations to both Committees regarding Articles 15, 16 (2) 
andd (3) and 42...with a view to finding a solution of the question of new preferential 
arrangements." " 

Thee Report of the Joint Sub-Committee of Committees II and m on Articles 15,16 and 42" was 
reportedd on March 7, 1948 as E/CONF.2/C.3/78. A working party of this subcommittee held 29 
meetings,, the results of which formed the basis of the report. Since the subcommittee was charged 
withh viewing three Articles, changes to the proposed Article 15 were also forwarded to the Co-
ordinatingg Committee of the Congress, and described in a separate report for which no citation is 
available.. For the Article 42 provisions, according to the subcommittee report, 

"Thee text of Article 42 has been redrafted on the basis of proposals by the French delegation, 
thee main change being to extend to free-trade areas the provisions relating to customs union, 
ass requested by the delegations of Lebanon and Syria.30 

Ass far as the inclusion of free-trade areas, an explanation of Article 42B stated that, 
"Thee second paragraph, providing for the establishment of customs unions, is based upon 
paragraphh 2 (b) of the Geneva draft, but there has been added to it a new provision covering 
thee establishment of free-trade areas. An amendment proposed by the United Kingdom 
(C.3/11,, Item 10) has been incorporated, and it is felt that the new text of the Article largely 
coverss an amendment proposed by Chile (C.3/11, item 11)" 31 

Finally,, the report indicates that, 
"(I)nn paragraph 4 the definition of a customs union, which was contained in the second 
sentencee of paragraph 4 of the Geneva draft, has been amended and a definition of a free-
tradee area has been added. This describes a free-trade area as a group of two or more customs 
territoriess within which tariffs, etc. (except where necessary, those permitted under section B 
off  Chapter IV and under Article 43) are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the 
constituentt territories or at least on substantially all the trade in products originating in such 
territories."32 2 

2.2.52.2.5 Havana conclusion 

Thee Havana Article 15 provisions, as referred from the subcommittee, retained its pre-approval 
conditions.. These were already opposed on record by a fair number of participants. It must be 
consideredd therefore that the inclusion of a free-trade exception in Article 42 was posed as an 
alternativee solution which would permit regional preferences within wholly formed systems rather 
thann partial systems, but absent customs union administrative formalities and the requirement of a 2/3 

299 The workin g group' s repor t is containe d in E/CONF.2/C.2&3/A/134, unavailable . 
300 C.3/11, Item 13."  E/CONF.2/C.3/78, page 5, italic s added . "{T)hi s subjec t was considere d to be of sufficien t 
importanc ee to requir e its separatio n from the othe r matter s dealt with in Articl e 42, and accordingl y the Sub-
Committe ee recommend s a separat e articl e devote d exclusivel y to custom s union s and free-trad e areas."  Ibid . 
311 Ibid. , at p. 6, para. 23. 
322 Ibid. , at p. 7, para. 27. 
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approval.. As such, the inclusion of the free-trade area exception may well have reflected a 
compromisee whereby pre-approval for  sectoral preferences was retained, but then also granting a 
simplifiedd construction to those parties seeking to form complete regional entities but without the 
customss union requirements to establish territor y treatment. Overall, such an inclusion might have 
servedd to rebalance the Geneva arrangements in light of the larger  group of developing participants 
whoo were not parties to the earlier  round and flowed in part as a consequence of the compromise 
reachedd in Geneva. 

I ff  this is correct, this conclusion at Havana reflected a substantial departure from the position of the 
drafterss during the process in Geneva. The Geneva Charter  itself was modified from the U.S. State 
Departmentt  proposals for  customs union and frontier  traffi c exceptions only by the inclusion of 
permittedd interim agreements. Since the commentators cited agreed that the purpose of the entire ITO 
exercisee from the U.S. view was to terminate the use of preferences in international trade, then one 
wouldd conclude that the U.S. either  acquiesced in the compromise, did not become aware of it, or  had 
alreadyy determined that the ITO process was doomed. The first  suggestion seems the most likely. 

Whil ee this author  has not been successful in locating the subcommittee reports, one point remains 
persistent.. The Havana provision for  free-trade areas in Articl e 42 introduced this term for  the first 
timee into the commercial policy lexicon. As drawn from both Whidden and Viner  regarding inter-war 
systems,, the various terms for  preferential systems in the period did not employ any formation known 
ass a free-trade area. Since such a regional instrument was simply unknown in the pre-GATT practice, 
Vinerr  drew the conclusion, which retains a certain relevance now, that 

"Thi ss term is introduced, as a technical term, into the language of this field by the Charter, 
andd its meaning for  the purposes of the Charter  must therefore be sought wholly within the 
textt  of the Charter." 34 

Threee ramifications are considered. First, the GATT Articles themselves must form the primar y 
sourcee as to what would constitute the nature of the requirements. Second, to the extent that the free-
tradee area provisions are identical to those for  customs unions, any previous practice developed to 
customss unions does have an informativ e role in determining the meaning of terms applied to free-
tradee area requirements when ambiguity occurs. Third , in the absence of experience with a free-trade 
areaa exception, where the functioning of such an area could not be compared to customs unions 
practice,, then the implications of including the exception were not likely to be able to be appreciated 
att  the time of the drafting. What is developed below is that within a short time after  the Articl e 
becamee effective, that the inclusion of the free-trade area exception necessarily compelled an attempt 
too make a new legal distinction in practice between such an "area"  and the previously condemned 
notionn of partiall y preferential arrangements. This problem may have been exacerbated by the loss of 
thee Development Article , which arguably would have served as a text providing demarcation. 
Whetherr  or  not that is the case, drawing any consistent line across this terrain would prove to be a 
mostt  troublesome endeavour  for  GATT Parties, and one which even continues to trouble the review 
processs of regional agreements in the contemporary practice. 

2.32.3 The effect  of  Havana provisions 
Ass indicated, pre-existing margins of preference between particular  countries were negotiated to be 
subjectedd to identification and a standstill obligation according to Articl e 1:2 of the GATT (Havana 
Charterr  Articl e 16:2). Preferential systems introduced thereafter  were not to have been easily installed 
andd qualified for  MFN exceptions. Dam emphasised the restrictive nature of the new Articl e XXI V 
gatewayy and the structural link between the provisions of Articl e I and Articl e XXI V as, 

333 See Central Drafting Committee, "Proposed redraft of the Final Text of Chapter III - Article 15", 
E/CONF.2/C.8/26,177 March 1948. 
344 J. Viner, Supra note 1 at p. 124. 
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"...thee principal objective in the drafting of the customs union and free-trade area provisions 
becamee to tie down, in the most precise legal language possible, the conditions that such 
regionall  groupings would have to fulfi l in order to escape prohibition under the most-
favouredd nation clause as preferential arrangements..."35 

Jackson'ss view of the relationship between the two provisions was similar in part as, 
"...thee fear of some countries that the regional exception could be abused to allow the 
introductionn of detrimental preference systems otherwise inconsistent with MFN was the 
motivee power behind the elaborate draftsmanship that went into the other clauses of the 
regionall  exception."36 

Inn point, both comments present a revealing view of the intent of the drafters as it reflected two 
compromisess reached, the first being the standstill arranged in Geneva and the second being the 
inclusionn of the free-trade area exception in Havana. However, the elaborate draftsmanship suggested 
byy Jackson was mainly settled at Geneva, since customs union provisions were essentially extended to 
free-tradefree-trade areas at Havana. When that first compromise had been reached, the criteria that would 
eitherr secure it or permit it to be degraded by future commercial practices would likely have received 
aa fair degree of attention by the drafters in regard to any language to be employed for other 
exceptions.. Whatever exceptions are made possible by Article XXIV would serve as the primary 
gatewayy to offer or accept a preference outside the parameter of Article I MFN. Therefore, in the 
absencee of the "the most precise legal language possible", the value of the negotiated standstill for 
existingg systems would have provided for littl e additional meaningful restraint on the introduction of 
neww preferential systems. This could not have been the intent of the drafters, even in consideration of 
thee compromise reached in Havana for free-trade areas. 

2.3.12.3.1 Extending customs union requirements to free- trade areas 

Suchh a view of the restrictive interpretation for Article XXTV finds support from an often- quoted 
summaryy of the American justification for advancing the customs union exception. From Clair 
Wilcox, , 

"AA customs union creates a wider trading area, removes obstacles to competition, makes 
possiblee a more economic allocation of resources, and thus operates to increase production 
andd raise planes of living. A preferential system, on the other hand, retains internal barriers, 
obstructss economy in production, and restrains the growth of income and demand...A customs 
unionn is conducive to the expansion of trade on a basis of multilateralism and 
nondiscrimination;; a preferential system is not"37 

Thee Wilcox statement is most often cited now for its failure to appreciate the possibility of Viner's 
tradee diverting customs unions. However, the quotation also retains validity on its own merits by 
disclosingg how parties may have viewed a free-trade area requirement in contrast to other types of 
preferentiall  systems. This is to view the phrase not from its economic implications, but how it might 
informm a legal view of the hierarchy established for preferential systems, and how free-trade areas 
shouldd be placed within such a hierarchy. Thus, one notes the difference above between the two types 

355 Italics added. K. Dam, Supra note 6 at p. 275. Considering that Kenneth Dam adhered to the view that Article 
XXIV:44 should be re-interpreted to accommodate a more Vinerian approach in qualifying regional systems, that 
hee would also identify the strict linkage between the Article I compromise and the provisions for Article XXIV, as 
contemplatedd by the drafters,, is noteworthy. See also, J. Jackson, Supra note 7 at p. 602, and citing therein K. 
Dam,, (1963), at p. 663. 
366 Although, several paragraphs later, he states that, "...the conclusion can be drawn that the compromise of the 
GATTT draftsmen was intended to retain for GATT parties a considerable amount of the existing latitude to enter 
intoo regional arrangements of various types." J. Jackson, Supra note 7 at p. 600 and 602. 
377 Clair Wilcox, A Charte r for World Trade, Macmillan, New York, 1949, pp. 70-71, quoted in Dam, Supra note 6 
att pp. 274-275, italics added. 
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off  preferential systems. This appears to turn upon the quality of internal free trade to be attained by 
thee parties, as a preferential system "retains internal barriers" between the members. A customs union 
admittedlyy would have the legal capacity to eliminate such internal barriers. Although the Wilcox 
statementt was generated before the free-trade area provisions were introduced at Havana, query how 
U.S.. policy makers would have treated the exception as extended if they applied these criteria. If one 
assumess that the final result was compatible with the U.S. position, then a conclusion can be formed 
thatt free-trade areas were permitted upon the understanding that they would also eliminate internal 
barrierss to trade in a manner similar to a customs union. Otherwise, and in light of Dam's notation 
above,, there would be an absence of a legal basis to make any distinction between free-trade areas and 
disfavouredd partially preferential systems. The intent of the drafters as to MFN would be overall 
underminedd in the absence of such a distinction. Regional formations eliminating internal barriers to 
tradee would therefore be supported as an MFN exception.38 

Perhapss the strongest evidence in support of this view is the parallel textual identity of the 
requirementss for the removal of barriers to trade for both legal forms, as both require that duties and 
otherr restrictive regulations of commerce... are eliminated on substantially all the trade."39 In the 
absencee of documentation to the contrary, it follows that the simple correlation of the provisions 
indicatess an expressed intent to equate the internal trade requirements for both forms. Since customs 
unionss already benefited from a practice of receiving exceptions from the various bilateral treaties 
employingg MFN clauses, a regional free-trade area agreement that met the same conditions internally 
couldd also be exempted, even in the absence of a common external tariff. 

Inn support for this view, the requirement for the removal of barriers to trade remained consistent from 
Genevaa through Havana, even as the free-trade exception was brought forward. The Geneva text 
providedd that, 

"AA customs union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs territory 
forr  two or  more customs territories, so that all tariffs and other restrictive regulations of 
membersmembers of the union are substantially eliminated and substantially the same tariff s and other 
regulationss of commerce are applied by each of the members of thee union to the trade of 
territoriess not included in the union."40 

Too compare, the final Havana text portion of Article 44 provided as follows: 
"AA custom union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs territory for 
twoo or more customs territories, so that duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce 
(exceptt where necessary, those permitted under Section B of chapter IV and under Article 45) 
areare eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade between the constituent territorie s of 
thee union (or at least with respect to substantially all the trade in products originating in such 
territories)41 1 

Theree are two differences between the versions. One is a change in placement of the term 
"substantially'**  from the first draft's reference to tariffs and regulations (i.e., substantially all tariffs 
eliminatedd on the trade), to the second draft's position in reference to trade (i.e., duties eliminated on 
substantiallyy all the trade). The other change is the addition in the second version of a listing of 
specificc Articles designated as exceptions from the primary stated requirement. In the larger context, 
wee know that the free-trade area provisions were also added. The question to raise is whether the 

388 One can onl y speculat e into whic h categor y Wilco x woul d have place d free-trad e areas , as the term appeare d 
later .. Given the element s supplie d in the statement , one coul d sugges t that free trad e areas eliminatin g all 
interna ll  barrier s to trad e woul d have been favourabl y viewe d as simila r to custom s unions . 
399 Articl e XXIV 8(a)(1) for custom s unions , Articl e XXIV(8)(b) for free-trad e areas . 
400 Articl e XXIV:4, Final Act adopte d at the Conclusio n of the secon d sessio n of the preparator y committe e of the 
Unite dd Nation s conferenc e on Trade and Employment , Geneva , 1947, italic s added . 
411 Italic s added , subparagrap h indicator s omitted . 
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changee in placement of the term "substantially" might have any relation to the inclusion of a free-
tradee area provision, and if so, what? Robert Hudec and James Southwick have suggested the 
connectionn of the change in the placement of the term to the addition of the exception Articles listing. 
Thiss would allow the second version to contemplate with more ease the notion that not all sectors 
needd be covered to meet the requirement. The exceptions themselves as listed point to the possibility 
thatt some traded sectors may not be covered under the obligation.42 

Thiss is plausible even while the change might have also accommodated the free-trade area exception. 
Onn this point, one would consider the position of the drafter in attempting to delineate the new 
categoryy of free-trade areas from other partially preferential arrangements. To draw a line for which 
non-customss unions arrangements would pass under Article XXIV , it may also have been the case 
thatt the placement was shifted to emphasise that partial rollbacks in duties and quantitative 
restrictionss across a broad range of trade would not suffice for the requirements. Even while the 
secondd version more easily contemplates the elimination of coverage for sectors, at least according to 
thee listed Articles, the requirement is arguably overall strengthened in designating that the elimination 
off  duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce is a requirement. In this sense, the change in 
placementt could also have reflected the introduction of free-trade area provisions as necessary to 
reflectt a demarcation that was being intended between free-trade areas and lesser forms of partial 
preferencee systems. 

Vinerr noted an additional change. This is shown for customs unions whereby the elimination is to be 
effectedd for "all trade in products originating in such territories", rather than all the trade between such 
territories.. According to Viner, this change reflected the circumstance that arose by an absence of a 
traditionall  definitional requirement that would have provided for allocations of customs revenues 
amongg members.43 However, this change also can reflect an intent to make more parallel the 
requirementss between free-trade areas and customs unions, since in the former arrangement the non-
harmonisationn of external commercial policy would necessitate a requirement that only goods of 
originn to each free-trade area member would be covered. While this is a softened requirement as 
comparedd to the Geneva Draft, it also indicates a closer alignment between the two situations that 
weree under contemplation for the exception.44 

2.3.22.3.2 Conclusion on the Havana provisions 

Whetherr the changes made as discussed above were consciously enacted in order to align the existing 
provisionss with those of the new free-trade area is a matter of speculation in the absence of 
subcommitteee drafting reports. However, what is disclosed from the face of the provisions resulting in 
Havanaa is that the difference between the two forms is not found in any of the provisions regarding 
thee internal trade requirements to be met by either. The only difference between the two forms that is 
identifiablee in the text itself is that which relates to the external policies required to be adopted, since 
aa customs union is required to substitute a common external tariff and a free-trade area may retain its 
individuall  member tariffs. 

Thee intent of the drafters is therefore apparent from the provisions viewed overall. While an exception 
wass being recognised for a new "regional" formation which did not create a customs territory, this 

422 R. Hudec and J. Southwick, Regionalism and WTO Rules, in M. Rodri'guez, P. Low, B. Kotschwar (Eds.), 
Tradee Rules in the Making , Organization of American States and the Brookings Institution, Washington D.C., 
1999,, pgs 47-80 at pgs. 62, note 34. 
433 "(A) customs union set up without provisions for such allocation would need the benefit of this relaxation unless 
itt was prepared to accept assignment of revenues according to place of collection." J. Viner, Supra note 1 at p. . 
114,, his note 15. Viner considered this to be a meaningful diminution of the traditionally accepted requirements. 
444 This also suggesting that the elimination of "other restrictive regulations" was not intended to reach to the 
eliminationn of internal administrative checks for either customs unions or free-trade areas as would be necessary 
too determine the origin of the goods. 
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free-tradefree-trade area would nevertheless be required to meet the same test as a customs union, whatever  that 
testt  might be, in regard to the elimination of its internal barrier s to trade. 

Althoughh subcommittee documentation is scant, this conclusion is well-supported from the identity of 
thee provisions themselves, and not least, from the referral comment made by the subcommittee itself. 
Ass quoted above, the main change was, "...to extend to free-trade areas the provisions relating to 
customss union..."  Such an extension would have reasonably served to retain the legal hierarchy that 
wass being established. This allowed for  a distinction between formations which fell under  the customs 
unionn and free-trade area Article , those which fell under  the Development chapter, and those that 
wouldd not be permitted to be entertained by Organisation Members in deference to the new MFN 
obligation. . 

Thee final section will review Articl e XXI V requirements imposed upon regional parties in regard to 
thee quality and degree of their  internal trade to be liberalised and make an examination of the 
sequencee of the Article' s paragraphs to be applied. 

2.42.4 Overview  of  Article  XXIV requirements:  sequence  of  conditions 
GATTT Articl e XXI V imposes two primary sets of requirements for  the formation of a regional trade 
arrangementt  to operate as an exception from its Articl e I Most-favoured Nation obligation. One set is 
definitionall  in nature as it outlines the categories of arrangements that fall within the provisions of the 
Article .. The other  set of requirements establishes certain implementation conditions whereby 
agreementss otherwise qualified by definition, may nevertheless be denied the Article' s application 
wheree the external trade affects of the agreements raise new barrier s overall to other  GATT Parties. 
Thee logical way to approach a reading of the Articl e is to commence at the point where definitions are 
applied.. This determines the scope of the Articl e in respect to the types of arrangements possibly 
exemptedd from GATT Articl e I. 

2.4.12.4.1 The first test: paragraph 8 definitional requirements 

Articl ee XXTV: 8 (paragraph 8) is the first  to consider  in any evaluation as it acts to identify the 
characteristicss of those regional trade agreements which must be present in order  to qualify for  an 
exceptionn to the MFN principle. Thus, either  a free-trade area or  a customs union, 

". .. .shall be understood to mean an area (or  territory ) where duties and other  restrictive 
regulationss of commerce are eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade between the 
constituentt  territories." 45 

Thiss provision provides a definition for  the two types of regional formations in terms of the amount of 
tradee upon which action is to be taken (substantially all) and the actions that are to be taken regarding 
itt  (elimination of duties and other  restrictive regulations of commerce). As drafted, an initia l 
definitionall  requirement is imposed, since if a preferential arrangement would fail to eliminate the 
designatedd barrier s on the appropriate amount of trade, then according to the paragraphs' own terms, 
suchh a formation shall not be understood to constitute either  a free-trade area or  a customs union. 
Therefore,, the Article , and whatever  exceptions it may accord, is expressly not intended to be 
applicablee for  an arrangement that does not fulfi l these requirements, no matter  its declared form or 
titl ee as designated by its members. What is suggested is that some affirmativ e act of factual 
qualificationn is to be undertaken in order  to determine that any particular  arrangement meets the tests 
describedd so that it may be concluded that a free-trade area or  customs union is being created. The 
subjectt  of this qualification relates to the intra-regional or  internal trade of the area or  union. The 

«« GATT Article XXIV:8(a)(1) for customs unions, and GATT Article XXIV:8(b) for free-trade areas (emphasis 
added).. At this point we are not interested in the listed Article exceptions stated in paragraph 8(a) and (b). The 
completee text of the Article as provided in GATT-1947 is attached by Annex. 
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paragraphh requires that in order to be characterised as either a free-trade area or a customs union, that 
thee trade to be considered is the trade between the members for their goods of origin.46 

Otherr provisions support the proposition that the Article requires this definitional qualification. The 
provisionss of paragraph 10 provide the additional mechanism whereby the Contracting Parties may 
approvee proposals that do not qualify with the Article's other requirements by a 2/3 majority vote. 
Thiss waiver is explicit however in only being available where, "such proposals lead to the formation 
off  a customs union or a free-trade area in the sense of this Article."47 Thus, even Article XXTV's 
waiverr provision makes a requirement that a paragraph 8 free-trade area or customs union must 
inevitablyy result. Further confirmation is found in the obligation imposed by paragraph 7 of the 
Articl ee for proponents to submit a plan and schedule to demonstrate that the arrangements made are 
sufficientt to meet the definitional test. Thus, 

"If ,, after having studied the plan and schedule...the Contracting Parties find that such 
agreementt is not likely to result in the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area 
withinn the period contemplated...the CONTRACTING PARTIES shall make 
recommendations.... The parties shall not maintain or put into force...such agreement if they 
aree not prepared to modify it in accordance with these recommendations." 

Inn this context, the principle reason why the Article would require a plan and schedule should be 
understoodd to provide the material for the Contracting Parties to review agreements proposed in order 
too apply the tests as stated in paragraph 8. On this basis, the Contracting Parties can then fulfi l their 
statedd obligation to make recommendations in those cases where an agreement does not result in 
eitherr of the recognised forms. Thus, the Article requires an action by the Contracting Parties to 
distinguishh between free-trade areas and customs unions on the one hand, and all other preferential 
arrangementss on the other, and as a matter of fact. 

Theree is a second aspect of the internal trade requirement that can be considered at this point. This 
requiress that the removal of duties and other barriers be done so on a mutual basis. For customs 
unions,, this is indicated by Article XXIV:8(a)(i) which refers to".. .trade between the constituent 
territoriess of the union..." For free trade areas, the comparable requirement is found in Article 
XXIV:8(b) ,, which refers to, "...trade between the constituent territories in products originating in 
suchh territories."49 

Forr customs unions only, there is an additional element of a definitional character that relates to the 
externall  aspects of the formation. This is found in Article XXIV:8(a)(ii ) whereby, "substantially the 
samee duties and other regulations of commerce are applied by each of the members of the union to the 
tradee of territories not included in the union." This flows from the nature of a customs union as 

466 The term "free trade" is applied in this context to refer to the elimination of tariffs and quantitative restrictions. 
Forr now, the Article's term "other restrictive regulations of commerce" is applied here to indicate the removal of 
quantitativee restrictions. 
477 The paragraph 10 provision is applicable for customs unions and free-trade areas between GATT parties and 
non-parties.. GATT, Analytica l Index , Guide to GATT Law and Practice , Geneva (6th Ed), 1994, p. 770. An 
Articlee XXV waiver, requiring for GATT-1947 for 2/3 majority "of the votes cast" would serve as the appropriate 
avenuee for any formation which would not result in either a customs union or a free-trade area. The voting 
requirementt is more strict than that provided by GATT Article XXIV: 10, since the final formation, although not 
complyingg with other Article XXIV conditions, does eventually meet the definitional requirement of Article XXIV:8. 
488 GATT Article XXIV:7(b), emphasis added. A discussion of the effect of "non-decisions" concludes chapter 5. 
«« Emphasis added. It may be that the obligation would be better expressed as a "mutuality" requirement rather 
thann that of reciprocity. The latter term is however consistently used to designate the requirement. Over the 
periodd of implementation there is no stated requirement that duties be reduced between the parties at the same 
rate.. The inference is that within the time contemplated by the plan and schedule, a result shall be reached 
wherebyy both parties have eliminated their respective barriers to trade. 
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expressedd by paragraph 8(a), "as it is understood to mean the substitution of a single customs territor y 
forr  two or  more customs territories..."  Although this requirement relates to the external aspects of a 
customss union, it is a requirement that yet remains definitional in nature in defining the character  of a 
union'ss regime which must be present in order  to qualify for  any exception under  Articl e XXIV . 

2.4.22.4.2 The second test: paragraph 5 requirements regarding external effects 

Afterr  meeting the definitional tests required by Articl e XXIV : 8, then a consideration of how the 
formationn wil l affect other  GATT parties in implementation is made as according to Articl e XXIV:5 . 
Thiss paragraph grants the exception accorded by Articl e XXI V for  customs unions and free-trade 
areas,, provided that the effects of the implementation of the regional trade agreement do not impose 
higherr  barrier s to trade upon other  GATT Parties. Thus, it is required, that in respect to the trade of 
otherr  contracting parties, that the duties and other  regulations (maintained or  imposed), "shall not on 
thee whole be higher  or  more restrictive"  than "prio r  to the formation". 50 

Anyy elimination of an internal barrier  to trade between two parties is a preference and equivalent to a 
raisingg of the relative barrier s to non-members. However, Articl e XXIV : 5 does not require nor 
suggestt  an interpretation that the overall effect of a qualified formation must leave the external trade 
inn exactly the same position as prior  to the formation. Otherwise, a partiall y preferential agreement 
couldd be more qualified for  an Articl e XXI V exception where its effect overall was to raise fewer 
relativee barrier s to non-members. Any such reading would negate the Articl e XXIV: 8 trade-coverage 
requirementt  outright . 

Thiss consideration reinforces the intended sequence to be applied to the Article' s provisions. First, the 
proponentss submit a plan and schedule which contains sufficient elements to demonstrate that a free 
tradee area or  a customs union can be realised. Second, they then provide sufficient evidence according 
too the plan and schedule that they will not implement this otherwise qualified formation in any 
mannerr  that would raise new trade barrier s to the other  GATT parties. Therefore, the second test, 
whilee certainly not incidental, must nevertheless be undertaken only in regard to actual changes which 
occurr  in the external trade regimes of the regional parties and only for  arrangements which are already 
qualifiedd according to the definitional requirements of paragraph 8. 

2.52.5 Chapter  Conclusion:  opposing  views  of  regional  integration 
Ass we wil l see throughout the next Part, the interpretation and sequence of applying paragraphs 5 and 
88 have formed primar y fault lines for  GATT Parties to disagree over  the requirements of Articl e 
XXTV .. As the first requirement outlined above requires regional parties to establish free trade between 
them,, and since these benefits wil l not be granted to non-members, the GATT Articl e most directly 
affectedd by a regional formation is Articl e I, the Most-favoured Nation provision. But for  the 
exceptionn provided in Articl e XXIV , MFN would require that any preference offered by one regional 
partyy to another  be likewise unconditionally granted to all other  Contracting Parties.51 

Understandably,, the motives attributed to support or  oppose regional formations are also typically 
viewedd in the same dichotomous frame as is presented by the objectives of paragraph 8 and paragraph 
5.. As Richard Snape has described the two positions, 

"(O)n ee is that preferential discrimination permits countries to liberalize further  than 
otherwise,, by engaging in reciprocal reduction of barrier s in agreement with like-minded 
countries.. The other  is that discrimination permits governments to raise, selectively, barrier s 

500 GATT Article XXIV:5{a) for customs unions, GATT Article XXIV:5(b) for free trade areas. There is a difference 
forr free-trade areas where the higher duties shall not be "maintained". For customs unions, they may not be 
"imposedd at the institution". 
511 GATT Article I, reciting in relevant part, "...any advantage, favour, privilege, or immunity granted by any 
contractingg party to any product originating in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately 
andd unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for the territories of all other contracting parties." 
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againstt 'troublesome1 exporting countries - and thus to bow to domestic protectionist pressures 
-- in a manner in which they could not if the barriers had to be raised against all exporters, 
friendss as well as foes.52 

Thiss statement summarises the two tests to be applied, and if they were applied in a manner consistent 
withh the stated terms of the Article itself, it is likely that the objections on both sides would be met. 
Forr the first, paragraph 8 would require that parties do in fact liberalise further than otherwise. For the 
second,, paragraph 5 would act to eliminate selective barriers from being raised against "troublesome" 
exportingg countries. 

However,, it might yet be suggested that it is paradoxical for Article XXTV to require a high degree of 
internall  free trade in the first instance, as this would certainly appear to aggravate the possible effects 
off  discrimination. However, this is precisely what the Article appears to require, and no less. Since all 
preferencess are discriminatory and raise relative barriers to trade, non-members can always support 
incompletee formations that wil l discriminate against less of their trade overall. If the provisions of 
paragraphh 5 constituted the sole criteria for the Article, or were capable of overriding the definitional 
requirementss of Article XXTV: 8, then the result would be to increase the number of partial preference 
agreementss operating under a claimed exception to MFN. Although any one such partial agreement 
mayy be causing less damage to the trade flows of non-members, the sum total of more such 
agreementss may cause more damage overall. As one proceeds to examine the application of the 
Articl ee through GATT practice, a conclusion can be drawn that this is precisely what has occurred, 
perhapss even to the point of constituting GATT's legacy for the common practice according to the 
Article. . 

522 Snape, Richard H. History and Economics of GATT's Article XXIV, in K. Anderson and R. Blackhurst, (eds), 
Regiona ll  Integratio n and the Globa l Tradin g System , Harvester Wheatsheaf, (1993), pp. 273-291, at p. 278. 
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Partt  Two : Regionalis m in the GATT 

Partt  Two continues the story of legal developments occurring for  free-trade areas under  Articl e XXI V 
fromfrom  the establishment of the General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade (1947). Chapter  Three e 
discussess the application of GATT Articl e XXI V in its first  major  application between developed and 
developingg territorie s in the working group review of the EEC-Overseas Association (1958). The 
legall  issues raised in this review set a pattern for  most of the later  GATT free-trade area reviews 
withi nn which it became routinely difficul t to apply the trade-coverage requirements for  free-trade 
areass between territorie s exhibiting unequal development levels. This is demonstrated in the chapter 
byy notation to a number  of later  GATT reviews, mainly dealing with EC external regional formations 
throughh the 1960's and early 1970's. Many of the issues raised in the Overseas' Association remain 
unresolvedd by the practice of reviewing formations to the present time. 

Thee following Chapter  Four  discusses a number  of "systemic"  issues that have been raised in GATT 
practicee when attempting to apply Articl e XXTV to particular  types of regional trade agreements. Not 
alll  identified issues are treated by the chapter. Rather, the selection is limited to those which are 
viewedd as having had a bearing on the failur e of the GATT working groups to make recommendations 
disqualifyingg regional agreements notified for  review according to Articl e XXTV. These include 
definitionall  issues, such as what constitutes sufficient coverage for  the regional members. However, 
moree emphasis is placed upon the types of arrangements, particularl y for  regional formations between 
developedd and developing territories. This raises the so-called "reverse preference"  problem of 
exactingg high coverage requirements for  developing country members. Institutional aspects of 
workingg group reviews in the GATT are also discussed, particularl y in regard to the consensus 
requirementt  and the conflict of interest posed to reviewing parties who are charged with applying the 
Articl ee XXI V to particular  agreements. 

Chapterr  Five turns to the GATT dispute panel jurisprudence concerning Articl e XXIV . This considers 
inn chief two unreported 1990s GATT dispute panel cases concerning the legal qualification of the 
Lomé''  Convention. These two panels serve as the primar y source of judicial interpretation for  Articl e 
XXTV' ss free-trade area provisions prior  to the WTO. Although not official, they established the 
processs whereby judicial action would gradually bring the use of Articl e XXI V under  a more 
meaningfull  legal control. They retain importance for  their  implications for  the qualification of free-
tradee areas between developed and developing countries, and the legal effects of GATT review 
proceduress which fail to result in recommendations or  decisions affirmin g or  denying the 
compatibilit yy of regional arrangements with the Articl e XXI V requirements. 

Thee Conclusion of this Part contains two components. The first  addresses an economic issue that is 
characterisedd here as systemic. This is to critiqu e Articl e XXI V from an economic perspective to 
determinee whether  economic welfare considerations of trade creation and diversion are an existing 
componentt  of the Article' s requirements, and if not, whether  they should be? The position here is that 
thee imposition a trade creation or  diversion analysis contradicts the Article' s provisions, at least as 
thesee considerations could conceivably be imposed upon the trade coverage requirements of Articl e 
XXIV:8 .. Part Two concludes with a summary of the arguments that have been made to justif y an 
Articl ee XXI V requirement imposing a higher  standard of internal trade coverage for  regional 
members.. The conclusion is made here that the old problem of national prerogative, as exhibited in 
thee selective exchange of preferences, remains an issue in contemporary international economic 
diplomacy.. While MFN retains the authority to reduce the incidence of partiall y preferential 
agreements,, the absence of agreement on coverage criteri a and the institutional mechanism to provide 
forr  a more rigorous application of Articl e XXI V remains a primar y loophole in the GATT/WT O legal 
system. . 
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33 The Overseas Association : Articl e XXIV in Practic e 
"(B)u tt  how many delegates could have foreseen that these provisions would be used also for 
forgingg closer  Commercial ties between developed and developing countries? Such a 
colonial-typee pact was surely a thing of the past." 

F.A.F.A. Haight, Journal of World Trade Law, 1972. 

3.13.1 introduction 
Havingg reviewed draftin g history and some of the requirements contained in GATT Articl e XXIV , we 
turnn now to its application in early practice in order  to survey the interpretation issues raised by the 
Article .. Although the EEC Association of Overseas Territorie s was not the first  free-trade area 
agreementt  to be submitted to the GATT for  review according to Articl e XXIV , it remains a most 
importantt  agreement reviewed in the GATT, and for  a number  of reasons. Besides the size of the 
arrangementt  encompassing eighteen separate free-trade areas between former  colonies of the original 
sixx member states and the declared European Economic Community, the review parties were required 
too directly confront the most difficul t issues regarding the requirements of Articl e XXI V in respect to 
free-tradefree-trade area formations. 

Complicatingg the issues presented in the Review was the nature of the parties to the Association, this 
beingg the developed economies of the European Economic Community on one hand, and a large 
numberr  of lesser  or  least developed territorie s on the other. Certain issues raised in the review are 
distinctt  to this type of formation, especially the question of whether  the reciprocity requirement for 
formingg free-trade areas between countries at vastly differin g development levels should be imposed 
att  all. This aspect of the Association made resolutions of the legal issues more difficult , particularl y at 
thiss junctur e of the early GATT practice. Since the EEC continued through the 1960's and 1970's to 
invokee Articl e XXTV for  a number  of Associations and agreements with developing countries, this 
Revieww remains a most valuable precedent as it established the pattern. 

Thee approach taken in this chapter  wil l be to address the legal questions in the order  they were raised 
byy the Workin g Group report and then to summarise the positions of the parties. Commentary is 
providedd with each section following the parties' positions. 

3.23.2 Overview  of  the Association  issues 
Off  interest to the free-trade area requirements of Articl e XXTV was the work of Sub-Group D. This 
wass established to examine the Association of Overseas Territories,1 as arrangements were submitted 
too establish a number  of bilateral free-trade areas between the Community as a single territor y and the 
individuall  territories.2 The plan was contested. As the report indicated, "most"  of the Workin g Group 
memberss did not consider  that the Overseas Association provisions of the Rome Treaty were 

11 The Overseas Association, The Treaties Establishing the European Economic Community and the European 
Atomicc Energy Community, 1958 BISD, Sixth Supplement, Reports 29 November, 1957, L/778, BISD p. 70. 
22 Several arguments advanced by Working Group members have been long recognised as unsustainable under 
aa current understanding of the Article's requirements. Except for passing reference a discussion of these 
questionss is omitted. This includes particularly the question raised as to whether Article XXIV could condone the 
simultaneouss establishment of a customs union (the EEC) and a free-trade area with the Association parties (the 
Ceylonn note). The argument has a slight relevance in its bearing on another issue that was central to the review, 
thatt being whether the volume of trade between the parties could add intra-EEC trade. This is discussed below. 
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compatiblee with the requirements of Article XXIV . Therefore the territories involved should not be 
entitledd to a deviation from the Article IMFN requirement of GATT.3 

Thee following reasons were listed in the report. First, the EEC Treaty provisions failed to contain an 
indicationn that such an association would constitute a free-trade area.4 According to the reported EEC 
position,, whether the Rome Treaty did or did not call the association a free-trade agreement would not 
alterr the nature or legal structure of the resulting formation. Other matters such as investment were 
alsoo to be covered in the association and the limitation of the terminology to that of a "free-trade 
area",, as applied to these associations, would not be appropriate.5 

Second,, the internally restrictive aspects of the association were contrary to Article XXTV:4, which 
statedd that the purpose of regional arrangements should be to facilitate trade between the constituent 
territories.. This GATT Article requirement was contrary to EEC Treaty Article 134 authorising the six 
too take measures in respect to association member duties on imports.6 

Third,, Paragraph (8)(b) of Article XXIV required that a free-trade area formation must be 
accompaniedd by the elimination of the duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce on 
"substantiallyy all the trade". This GATT sub-paragraph authorised where necessary the maintenance 
off  certain regulations of commerce which were otherwise permitted under the GATT (from Articles 
XI-X VV inclusive, and Article XX). These restrictions on commerce which were permitted between 
GATTT parties generally according to certain requirements, were also therefore permitted between the 
partiess to a free-trade area. However, this did not authorise other restrictions of commerce between 
free-tradefree-trade area parties that were not listed in the paragraph. The EEC association appears to have 
deviatedd from these GATT requirement in several respects as enumerated:7 

a)) Association countries were not required to eliminate export duties on goods bound for the 
EECC six; 

b)) EEC Article 133(3) granted the overseas territories a latitude to install new duties, either 
forr fiscal requirements or for purposes of meeting development goals;8 

c)) prior international obligations did not permit certain members of the EEC six to reduce 
dutiess discriminatorily in reference to the trade of particular association territories; 

d)) no provision was included in the Treaty for a complete and permanent elimination of 
quantitativee restrictions on exports from the six to the association countries. 

Inn view of the points made above, the construction was viewed by "most" of the Working Group 
memberss as a preferential agreement or an agreement to extend existing preferences, rather than as an 
agreementt for the formation of free-trade areas.9 In this view, existing preferences between several of 

3L/778,page91,para .. 9. 
44 Ibid. , para. 10. 
55 Dam has suggeste d that the arrangemen t was not initiall y conceive d of as a free-trad e area by the EEC, and 
thee seekin g of qualificatio n unde r Articl e XXIV actuall y emerge d as somethin g of a "legalisti c afterthought "  Dam, 
Kennet hh W. Regional  Economic  Arrangements  and the GATT, the Legacy  of  a Misconception,  Universit y of 
Chicag oo Law Review , V. 30, No. 4, pp. 615-665 (1963), at p. 648. 
66 EEC Articl e 134 permitte d measure s by the Communit y to avoid trad e deflection . There is no identificatio n in 
thee repor t of a respons e particula r to thi s concern . 
77 L/778, para. 15. 
88 EEC Articl e 133 stated , "Th e countrie s and territorie s may, however , levy custom s dutie s whic h meet the needs 
off  thei r developmen t and industrializatio n or produc e revenu e for thei r budgets" . 
99 Accordin g to Dam, "(O)nl y two member s of the EEC were member s of the Workin g Party : Franc e and the 
Netherlands .. Excep t for the Unite d States and Greece, whic h apparentl y remaine d neutra l throughou t the 
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thee EEC six and certain associated countries should be permitted to be continued in force, but should 
nott be permitted to be expanded according to GATT Article 1:2. This Article and paragraph 
committedd certain preferential arrangements to a standstill provision. The provisions of the 
Associationn necessarily extended the preferences on behalf of all of the six in the customs union 
contraryy to the Article 1:2 requirement.10 

3.33.3 Issues  regarding  'permitted  exceptions' 
Inn the Overseas Territories report, the issues raised by the substantially-all trade requirement were 
central.. For a more comprehensive treatment, they can be further divided for discussion. 

3.3.13.3.1 Permitted internal restrictions and the "exhaustive list" 
Articlee XXIV (8)(b) provides a list of GATT Articles that outline the restrictions to internal trade that 
aree permitted to be retained in a free-trade area.11 The primary exceptions contemplated by these 
listedd Articles include, 1) export restrictions to prevent shortages of foodstuffs or other essential 
products;; 2) restrictions connected with the classification, grading and marking of commodities; 3) 
restrictionss necessary to safeguard the country's external financial position in balance of payments and 
relatedd exchange control restrictions; and 4) the general exceptions to protect human, animal or plant 
lifee or health, etc. 

Byy permitting the re-introduction of duties on behalf of the association territories for the purposes of 
development,, some Working Group members took the position that the EEC was invoking an 
applicationn of the GATT's development Article XVm to the Associations. Since the development 
provisionss of Article XVII I were not included in the listing of GATT excepted Articles permitted to 
bee applied by regional partners under Article XXIV : 8(b), it was argued that the re-imposition of 
dutiess for the purposes of development could not be entertained in a free-trade area. 

3.3.1.11 The argument for  a non-exhaustive listing 

Damm singled out this line of argument particularly for his criticism of the "highly legalistic" nature of 
thee report.12 However, the passage of time has also revealed that the failure to reach a determination 
off  the status of the listed articles as either exhaustive or non-exhaustive has remained a key element in 
thee difficulties of applying Article XXTV. On a number of occasions it has also been a source of 
grantingg a degree of flexibility for regional members that may have extended well beyond what was 
contemplatedd by the drafters. 3 

Thee EEC's response to the objection also had a significant bearing on later developments regarding 
thee qualification of free-trade areas. According to the EEC view, Article XXIV:8(b) requirements 
couldd not have been intended to be exhaustive in enumerating the only restrictions that could be 
permittedd between members of a free-trade area. This was demonstrated a contrario by the fact that 
Articlee XXI, GATT's basic exception for national security measures, was also not listed under Article 
XXIVV (8)(b). Given the omission of this important GATT exception from the listing, 

discussions,, the remaining members of the Working Party formed a solid front against the Six on most issues: 
Brazil,, Ceylon, Chile, Dominican Republic, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Federation of the Rhodesias and 
Nyasaland,, and the United Kingdom." K. Dam, Supra note 5 at p. 649, his note 101. 
1oL/778,para.20. . 
111 "...duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce {except where necessary, those permitted under Article 
XI,, XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XX) are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the constituent territories in 
productss originating in such territories." Article XXlV:8(b). 
122 K. Dam, Supra note 5 at p. 649, his note 98. 
133 The EC would affirm its 1958 position on the role of the development Articles as late as the first and second 
Bananaa panel cases in the 1990's, discussed in a following chapter. 
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"(it)) would be difficult ...to dispute the right of contracting parties to avail themselves of that 
provision.... and it must therefore be concluded that the list was not exhaustive."14 

Thee report does not indicate that other Working Group members raised any effective rejoinder to the 
EECC position regarding the omission of the security exception. By implication, the EEC position that 
thee Article XXIV : 8(b) listing was not intended by the drafters to be exhaustive appears to have been 
tacitlyy accepted. 

Inn addition, according to the EEC position, any restrictions that regional parties decided to impose 
uponn their mutual trade that did not cumulatively detract from the substantially-all trade requirement 
shouldd be permitted in any case. The GATT Article exceptions under XXIV:(8)(b), according to this 
view,, could only then have been intended as an indicative listing.15 The importance of this question is 
demonstratedd when one considers that the Article XXIV:8(b) listing, if understood to be exhaustive, 
wouldd provide the basis for a leading interpretation that other GATT exceptions to MFN could also 
notnot be applied between regional parties. Thus, as between regional parties, Article XXIV would not 
authorisee the use of contingent measures such as anti-dumping and countervailing duties under Article 
VII  and, although certain additional considerations would apply, the use of safeguards between 
regionall  members under Article XIX.16 None of these Articles are listed in GATT XXIV : 8(b). Thus, 
iff  the EEC's understanding of Article XXIV:8(b) would hold, this would also have significant 
implicationss for future practice, as it would necessarily follow that regional parties would have the 
flexibilit yy to engage in any practice to restrict the trade of their partners, as long as some overall 
cumulativee criteria of meeting substantially-all of the trade was met. Effectively, if the listing of 
GATTT Article restrictions provided in the Article would be understood to be non-exhaustive, then 
theyy also must be considered to be essentially redundant. 

Völkerr also visited this question, but followed a somewhat different line of reasoning to reach a 
conclusionn similar to that advanced in part by the EEC in the report.17 He noted that GATT Article 
XXII  is prefaced by the phrase, "Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent..." This 
suggestss that nothing in Article XXIV shall prevent the operation of the basic security exception, 
whichh would infer that there would have been no need to include Article XXI in the listed Articles 
operatingg as exceptions under Article XXTV. However, since Article XX, which is listed as an 
exceptionn in Article XXIV : 8(b), also contains this same preamble language, one would reasonably 
concludee that the Articlee XXTV (8)(b) listing was not intended to be exhaustive. 

3.3.1.22 Interpretatio n supporting an exhaustive listing 

Anotherr reading contrary to the EEC conclusion is possible, although it was neither raised in the 
Reportt nor in later commentary. This results from the conversion of the Havana Charter to the GATT. 
Thee Havana Charter contained separately titled chapters, including a commercial policy chapter, but 
alsoo a separate chapter for general provisions. This general provisions chapter included the security 
exceptionn which applied to all of the Havana Charter. The resulting GATT contained consecutively 
numberedd Articles. Article XXIV' s predecessor in the final Havana Charter was numbered as Article 
44.. The restrictive regulations of commerce permitted between free-trade area partners in the Havana a 

144 L/778, para. 26. The issue is still raised in the WTO. "With regard to the list of exception in Article XXIV:8t his 
delegation'ss position...was that the fact that Article XXI (security exceptions) had not been included indicated that 
thee list was not exhaustive..." Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, comment by Japan representative, 
(CRTA)) WT/REG/M/15, para. 18, p. 6. 
1515 As though the clause was intended to read that duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce were to 
bee eliminated on substantially-all trade, except where necessary in cases, such as Article XI, etc. 
166 For now we do not raise the question of whether such restrictions would be permitted in the interim period to 
formation. . 
177 E.L.M. Volker, Barrier s to Externa l and Interna l Communit y Trade, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1993, p. 27. 
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Articl ee as those, "under  Section B of Chapter  IV and under  Articl e 45". Chapter  IV of the Charter  is 
titledd "Commercial Policy"  and is that part of the Havana Charter  that later  became the GATT. 
Sectionn B of this Chapter  IV contains Havana Charter  Articles 20 through 24. These Articles match 
GATTT Articles XI  through XV and recount them in the same sequence. 

Articl ee 45 was also a part of the Commercial Policy Chapter  IV and was titled, "General Exceptions 
too Chapter  IV."  With some other  changes to the text, this Articl e later  came to be incorporated as 
GATTT Articl e XX, the General Exceptions Articl e for  the General Agreement. In its original Havana 
position,, this Articl e operated as an exception only to one part of the Havana Charter, the chapter  on 
Commerciall  Policy, and, by its placement in the Commercial Policy Chapter, was not intended to 
operatee as an exception to the ITO Charter  provisions generally. 

However,, the GATT security exception of Articl e XXI , the non-listed Articl e that was raised by the 
EECC as the basis of its argument for  a non-exhaustive interpretation, was not a part of the original 
Havanaa Chapter  IV dedicated to Commercial Policy. Instead, the security exception was located under 
Chapterr  IX of the Havana Charter  and numbered as Articl e 99. It was titled there as "General 
Exceptions".. The rationale for  its location outside the commercial policy chapter  is quite clear  from its 
preamble,, as, "Nothin g in this Charter shall be construed..."  (emphasis added). Thus, within the 
Havanaa draftin g context, this exception was not likely placed before the Workin g Group of the sub-
committeee considering the provisions for  free-trade areas and for  customs unions. Nor  would it likely 
havee been placed before the Commercial Policy Committee after  referral of the draft by the sub-
committee. . 

Ass Havana Charter  Articl e 44 resided within the Commercial Policy chapter, it was reasonable that it 
wouldd list only those articles within its own chapter  which were intended to be excepted by its 
operation.. Given the overall structure of the Charter, it would have been redundant for  the Articl e to 
recitee exceptions which were provided outside the Chapter  on Commercial Policy and which in any 
casee applied to the entire Havana Charter, as did Articl e 99. The most plausible interpretation is 
simplee mistake. In transferrin g the provisions from the ITO Charter  to the GATT, the security 
exception,, now also brought within the GATT as Articl e XXI , was simply omitted by oversight in 
failin gg to make a reference to an exception that was not originally found within the confines of the 
Commerciall  Policy Chapter. 

Inn point, a referral by the draftin g sub-committee at Havana that would have included the security 
exceptionn from the general provisions would have been incongruous as the customs union chapter 
exceptionss were drafted within the context of the Commercial Policy Chapter. This would have had 
thee effect of stating the exception two times. Thus, as recited form our  earlier  chapter  on the Havana 
drafting ,, the referral to the larger  Committee stated the following: 

"(I) nn paragraph 4 the definition of a customs union, which was contained in the second 
sentencee of paragraph 4 of the Geneva draft, has been amended and a definition of a free-
tradee area has been added. This describes a free-trade area as a group of two or more customs 
territorie ss within which tariffs , etc. (except where necessary, those permitted under  section B 
off  Chapter  IV and under  Articl e 43) are eliminated on substantially all the trade between the 
constituentt  territories... or  at least on substantially all the trade in products originating in such 
territories." 18 8 

Theree would have been no reason for  this listing of articles to include any of the provisions that would 
governn as exceptions to the Havana Charter  as a whole and found outside the parameters of the 
Commerciall  Policy Chapter. 

188 As cite d in Chapte r two of the text . 
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Sincee Article 99 referred to the entire Charter in its preamble, Völker's point that it would have 
precedencee over Article XXIV remains valid. If one were to interpret the exceptions listed in the 
Havanaa Charter Article 44 as though operating under the original Havana Charter, we would certainly 
concludee that the security clause must also be viewed as an additional exception to the requirements, 
evenn though it was not listed. However, since the listing in Article 44 only referred to those articles 
withinn its own Chapter that were to be permitted between regional partners, one would finally 
concludee that the Articles listed in the exceptions were intended to be exhaustive for all those Articles 
determinedd applicable by the process of decision making in the subcommittee in reference to Articles 
off  the Commercial Policy Chapter. 

Thiss interpretation leads one to a somewhat stronger conclusion that other GATT Articles, notably 
Articlee VI and Article XDC, (antidumping and safeguards) were not listed in Article XXIV:8(b) 
becausee they were not intended by the drafters to be permitted as exceptions to the restrictions under 
Articlee XXIV . This view admittedly serves as a legal basis for a far more restrictive interpretation of 
thee Article than was advanced by the Overseas formation proponents and most regional proponents 
thereafter.. However, a strict view which would require the elimination of commercial defence and 
generall  safeguard measures for completed formations does derive support from the conclusions in the 
previouss chapter in regard to the alignmentt of provisions between customs unions as these were 
extendedd to free-trade areas. 

Iff  we understand that free-trade areas and customs unions under Article XXIV were to be generally 
equatedd in their requirements regarding the substantially-all trade requirement, then a more restrictive 
butt more coherent view of Article XXIV : 8(b) is presented. The argument for preserving such 
measuress in a completed customs union is questionable, as it appears inherently inconsistent with the 
formationn of an external common tariff and supposedly, a common commercial policy.19 In a 
completedd customs union acting as a substitution for other customs territories, members would be met 
withh inconsistency in employing continuing trade measures against goods originating in the other 
members,, just as trade measures would be difficult to effect between provinces in a single national 
customss territory. 

Inn a free-trade area where a constituent territory retain its sovereign commercial power, the possibility 
off  directing trade measures between members remains real unless all the members are compelled by 
treatyy law to suspend their use, or otherwise agree to do so. As noted in the previous chapter, there 
wass no prior pattern of practice before the GATT for any agreements known as free-trade areas. 
Therefore,, it cannot be assumed that just because other pre-GATT preferential systems retained the 
usee of contingent measures, that such a retention of country prerogative was also consciously 
envisionedd for the free-trade area exception. To the contrary, if a difference was intended to have been 
recognisedd between customs unions and free-trade areas, it would have been easy for the drafters to 
simplyy provide a different list of exception Articles for free-trade areas. Such a list would have 
acknowledgedd that these formations preserved commercial policy to other members. Instead, the 

Whil ee it is not inconceivabl e that member s woul d retai n interna l authorit y whil e relievin g themselve s of externa l 
authority ,, suc h a situatio n woul d be not be easy to sustai n beyon d a transitiona l period . Jus t as deviation s in the 
externa ll  applicatio n of a commo n tarif f woul d caus e the raisin g of interna l trad e measure s to avoi d trad e 
deflection ,, the applicatio n of interna l measure s woul d lead to a failur e of free circulation . Origi n determinatio n 
woul dd then be require d for good s crossin g interna l border s in orde r to distinguis h thos e subjec t to interna l 
measures .. In the EEC regime , Articl e 115 provide d for suc h derogations , but restricte d in applicatio n to problem s 
incurre dd by the membe r state s in referenc e to trad e fro m thir d countries . As for interna l trade , EEC Articl e 12 
eliminate dd the use of custom s dutie s and charge s of equivalen t effect , and EEC Articl e 30 eliminate d quantitativ e 
restriction ss and measure s of equivalen t effect . EEC Articl e 91 only authorise d the Commissio n to redres s 
dumpin gg withi n the commo n marke t durin g the transitio n period . The placemen t of thi s Articl e in the Treaty' s 
competitio nn polic y chapte r indicate s that the possibilit y of re-exportatio n of good s in a complete d commo n marke t 
woul dd alleviat e the need for individua l member-stat e anti-dumpin g remedies . 
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provisionss regarding customs unions, including its listed article exceptions were "extended"  to the 
casee of free-trade areas. 

I ff  Articl e XXTV:8(b ) exceptions had been determined by decision at the time of the Overseas 
Associationn review to have been exhaustive, a rather  strict equivalency between the internal 
requirementss for  the two types of formations would have been obtained at the outset. Neither  type 
wouldd have found a legal basis under  paragraph 8 of the Articl e to apply internal contingent measures 
too other  members for  originating goods. Although GATT party practice according to the Articl e has 
nott  respected this line of interpretation in any manner, under  different circumstances of review, 
Articl ee XXIV(8)(b ) could have been interpreted to deny the re-introduction of restrictive regulations 
off  commerce other  than those necessary as provided in GATT Articles XI  through XV, the general 
exceptionss according to Articl e XX recognising legitimate national objectives, and of course, the 
generall  security exception of Articl e XXI . This interpretation would have applied to the resulting 
formationss after  the completion of interim periods. Under  what conditions certain transitional 
measuress would have been permitted would have been addressed on a case by case basis in reviewing 
thee plan and schedule of the parties.20 

3.43.4 Issues  regarding  "Substantially-all  trade" 

3.4.13.4.1 Internal-duty adjustments 

AA second issue relating to the internal trade requirement was discussed in The Workin g Group 
regardingg permitted restrictions between regional partners. In response to the question of whether  the 
GATTT Articles listed in XXIV : 8(b) were exhaustive or  not, the reported EEC position was that, 

"L ii  any case, the only question at issue was whether  the protective duties that were authorized 
appliedd to a proportion of the trade of the area consistent with the requirement that duties 
shouldd be eliminated on substantially all the trade" 21 

Thiss opinion was elaborated in more detail as, 
"...thee representatives of the Six pointed out that the elimination of duties within the area - as 
requiredd by paragraph 8(b) - could not be interpreted as meaning that a duty could not be 
reimposedd or  introduced. In the absence of any precise provision to that effect, such a 
restrictiv ee interpretation could not be accepted.. .The General Agreement merely provided 
thatt  the duties in force at a given moment should not affect more than a fraction of the trade, 
soo as not to jeopardize the requirement that substantially all the trade should be liberalized." 22 

Thee net effect of providing for  such flexibility  for  a completed free-trade area, would be that, 
"...i ff  the percentage subject to protective duties reached 20 percent, the institutions of the EEC 
wouldd then, but only then,...apply for  such waivers as they deemed necessary."  23 

Itt  is unfortunate that the issue of re-balancing sectors within a completed free trade agreement was not 
resolvedd by the Workin g Group at this juncture. However, an implici t EEC argument was also not 
addressed.. This suggested that the substantially-all trade requirement only applied to the question of 
protectivee duties. Although the report indicated earlier  that concern was expressed regarding the use 
betweenn the regional parties of quantitative restrictions, the narrow question at hand during the 
discussionn above was the matter  of re-establishing protective duties relative to fiscal charges. In this 

Non-memberss have tended to strenuously object to any interpretation of Article XXIV which would permit 
regionall members to take measures against third country trade which would not likewise apply internally. This 
vieww is inconsistent with Article XXIV requirements as they are outlined here. 
211 L/778, para. 26, italics added. 
222 Ibid., at para. 28. 
233 Ibid., at para. 32. 
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regard,, the EEC appeared to be making an interpretation of the substantially-all trade test that would 
limitt its scope only to the question of duties to be employed between parties, without consideration of 
thee cumulative effects of other restrictive regulations of commerce. 

Thus,, even if one adopted a strict position that only those Articles listed as exceptions under 
paragraphh 8(b) could be employed between the parties, the sum total of these restrictive regulations of 
commercee would also not be included in calculating the substantially-all trade requirement. Since the 
EECC had already determined that the list of Article exceptions were non-exhaustive, one can only 
concludee that a qualified free-trade area would permit the use of duties between parties and the 
adjustmentt of duties up or down to re-balance and exclude sectors as necessary within the parameter. 
Inn addition, whatever other restrictive regulations advisable to be applied between the members would 
nott have any bearing on the substantially-all trade test. 

3.4.23.4.2 The scope of the requirement as to duties and/or measures 
Thiss EEC position presented the Working Group with a question regarding the scope of the 
substantially-alll  trade requirement. Shall it be read to permit flexibility for the partners for both duties 
andd measures, for duties only, or for measures only? The EEC view in the report can be read to 
supportt the notion that the requirement was being applied only to duties. 

Commentatorss have not been active in setting a response to the question of the scope of the 
substantially-alll  trade requirement. One can be reminded of Jackson's suggestion that the term 
"substantially""  was not accidental but reflected the result of careful consideration in the negotiation 
andd drafting of the text.24 At the same time, Dam left us with a somewhat more cryptic definition of 
"substantial""  in suggesting that it must refer to something less than "all of thee trade", but certainly 
somethingg more than "some of the trade". Neither offered an opinion as to whether the requirement is 
too be imposed upon only duties or only measures or both. This, however, was the concise issue that 
wass presented by this aspect of the formation as a result of the EEC position taken. 

Thee most restrictive interpretation that can be offered would state that duties are to be eliminated on 
alll  of the trade. Then, other restrictive regulations as measures would be entertained according to the 
Articlee XXIV(8)(b) listing of excepted Articles and as applied according to those provisions. In this 
readingg the SAT requirement grants flexibility for listed restrictive regulations but does not permit the 
continuingg application or re-imposition of any duties after the interim period. 

AA "middle" view would permit duties together with other restrictive regulations to be counted together 
inn determining whether substantially-all trade was being covered by the agreement. This would appear 
too coincide most closely with the punctuation of the text, which provides that, "duties and other 
restrictivee regulations... are eliminated." However, this construction, as does any other permitting 
maintenancee of duties after formation, also forces the question of what exactly is an appropriate 
quantityy of coverage to satisfy the SAT requirement. While the stricter view above does not provide 
flexibilityflexibility  for any duties, it does resolve the definitional problem of coverage by permitting only those 
measuress that would be permitted between GATT parties as listed exceptions in any case. Although 
moree rigorous, the stricter reading is easier to apply and confers a higher degree of legal certainty 
regardingg the nature of the obligation to be imposed upon regional members. 

Itt is not clear from the report whether the Working Group appreciated that the EEC was advancing the 
"leastt strict" interpretation. It is possible that the question of the scope of the SAT requirement was 
passedd over by the group due to the overriding problem as to "how much" trade would be required to 
bee covered in order to qualify for the Article XXIV exception. 

244 Jackson, John H. World Trade Law and the Law of GATT, the Mitchie Company, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
1969,, p. 608, citing UN doc. (1946) EPCT/C.II/PV.7, at 20. 
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3.4.33.4.3 The extent of coverage required by "substantially-all trade " 

Thee EEC stated the position that, if the Workin g Group was not able to advance a clear  fraction of 
whatt  constituted "substantially all the trade", then it was likewise not in a position to determine that a 
smalll  volume of trade still operating by duties would violate the SAT requirement.25 The EEC argued 
thatt  only a small percentage of total trade (1.5%) would be affected by such duties. However, as noted 
inn the report, this volume of trade appeared to include intra-EEC trade flows, a notation that was 
understoodd by the Workin g Group to be inconsistent with the formation of the customs union which 
wouldd function as a single party to the Associations. 

Whenn challenged to present a better  calculation to permit an analysis of how much trade was being 
covered,, the EEC note indicated a refusal to provide such data unless the Workin g Group was 
preparedd to first  present its definition of substantially-all the trade.26 Although it was somewhat 
disingenuouss to attempt to apply the SAT standard to internal EEC trade, the EEC concern in 
revealingg the actual bilateral trade between territorie s was that once revealed, the Workin g Group 
wouldd retroactively determine that the volume of trade covered was inconsistent with the SAT 
requirement.. Thus, the Workin g Group should "go first"  in enunciating the percentage standard to 
apply,, and then the EEC would supply the data.2 Without such a definition being first  provided, the 
EECC was prepared to consider  (unilaterally) that a free-trade area covering 80% of the trade between 
thee parties should be considered as a qualified agreement.28 

Inn this exchange it is apparent that both parties were confronted with the problem of enunciating a 
quantityy test which would then provide the other  an opportunity to tailor  the associations to the 
requirement.. For  the EEC's part, bilateral trade flows were not going to be disclosed since the 
Workin gg Group could then set the fraction of trade at a level which would disqualify the association. 
However,, given the inconclusive form of the agreements being reviewed with their  lack of a clear 
plann or  schedule showing reciprocity, and their  retained right to re-impose future duties, one can also 
conjecturee that the actual bilateral trade covered by the agreement might not have reached the 80% 
thresholdd advanced by the EEC. Later  reviews of the Associations do tend to suggest that 80% may 
neverr  have been reached. Moreover, given these other  problems, one could also argue that coverage 
shouldd have been the last thing to actually consider, and perhaps not considered at all until the other 
difficultie ss were addressed to the satisfaction of the Workin g Group. That however  suggests a process 
thatt  was not in application during this or  later  GATT Workin g Group reviews. 

3.4.43.4.4 Reverse flexibility 

Whil ee the Overseas Association review concentrated on the subject of reverse preferences, perhaps an 
impressionn has thereby been left that only the developing countries were granted flexibilit y in the 
preferencess they were required to make. This is likely incorrect, and although the flexibilit y granted to 
thee EEC as a party to the arrangements is not considered in the review, this aspect is also relevant to 
thee legal criteri a and forms a part of the necessary story that is to be disclosed in a review process. 

Whyy there is such an absence of attention to the EEC's obligations under  the Association is not clear 
fromfrom  the review, but it is apparent that no adequate data to assess the EEC's market opening 
commitmentt  was ever  forwarded by the proponents. The EEC assertion that only 1.5% of the trade 
betweenn the parties was uncovered by the commitment was correctly rejected outright not only for  its 

255 L/778, para 29. 
266 Ibid. , at para 31. 
277 Ibid . 
288 Ibid. , at para 30. This is the firs t referenc e in a GATT Workin g Grou p revie w repor t of the so-calle d 80% 
requirement .. It has been occasionall y applie d in commentar y to sugges t that som e typ e of findin g was made in 
thi ss  Workin g Grou p that thi s percentag e level met the requirement . There was no suc h findin g in thi s review . 
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inclusionn of infra-Community trade flows. In this figure there was also the likelihood that "covered" 
referredd to partial reductions of duties as well as to duty levels committed to be taken to zero. In the 
EEC'ss refusal to table the bilateral trade data the degree of trade affected by restrictive measures was 
alsoo necessarily undisclosed.29 

Ass we know, the result of this exchange was the proponents*  self-declared 20% designation, but how 
wouldd review parties ever determine the meeting of that requirement in the absence of disclosure? 
Fromm the EEC position, it appears that the proponents would apply for a waiver as necessary 
accordingg to Article XXV if this 20% threshold were ever breached. Although not taken up by the 
Workingg Group, three ramifications are apparent. First, the EC never did concede that the 20% 
parameterr would exclude intra-community trade. If the trade between member states was factored, 
thenn substantially all of the trade between the EC and the Association parties could be subjected to 
measuress without breaching the 20% limit. Second, flexibilit y was intended by the 20% limit in 
regardd to substituting one measure for another, or one sector for another. The EC made it clear that the 
partiess intended to be free to open and close as they wish within the percentage parameter. This would 
supposedlyy apply to both measures invoked by the EEC and to measures invoked by the other 
partners.. Third and related, the blanket limit as set made no allocation in regard to the limit to be 
appliedd by each party. If the 20% restriction referred to overall bilateral trade, The EC could avail 
itselff  of 19% of the limit , granting the partners 1%, or perhaps the limit could relate to 20% of each 
party'ss trade to the other. 

3.53.5 Chapter  Conclusion:  'commitment'  as a standard  for  review 
Itt is conceivable that in a Review presented with different facts, that some progress toward 
formulatingg the application of Article XXI V to a free-trade area might have been realised. It is hard to 
imaginee a worse set of facts to challenge the Article, devoid as it was of any previous interpretive 
frameworkframework for the tests to be applied. However, the Overseas Association Working Group did attempt 
too isolate the various standards to be applied to a submitted formation, and at least sought to 
determinee whether or not the formation was compatible with the Article. One might suggest that but 
forr the proponent's opinions, the balance of the Group might have well voted a resounding 'nay' on 
thee Associations. Nevertheless, from this review forward, commentary has been normally quick to 
commencee its criticism of the process by reference to the imprecision of the drafting of the Article and 
lackk of clarity of the legal terms to be applied. After summarising the review, one is more inclined to 
layy fault on the lack of transparency in disclosure and upon certain institutional weaknesses in the 
process,, an argument we wil l develop in the next chapter. 

Forr now, to demonstrate that the Working Group was in control of an appropriate line of analysis 
whichh could have led to the development of meaningful criteria over time, the following report 
statementt is offered: 

"(M)anyy members of the Sub-Group said that each case of a proposed customs union or free-
tradee area had to be considered on its merits and that it was, therefore, inappropriate to fix a 
generall  figure of the percentage of trade which could be subjected to internal barriers without 
runningg counter to the definition in paragraph 8 (b) of Article XXIV . A matter to be 
consideredconsidered was whether the provisions of a free-trade area pointed towards a gradual 
increaseincrease of barriers affecting the trade between the constituent parties or a gradual reduction 
ofof such barriers.,{2a 

Thee comment poses the foundation for a workable test in that it calls for a demonstration of whether 
regionall  members intend to reduce barriers over time. Absent documentation to support such a 
commitment,, it is hard to imagine why Article XXI V should be available to grant an exception from 
GATT'ss other obligations. As indicated by paragraph 7 of the Article, this demonstration is required 

L/778,, para. 30-32. 
19588 BISD, Sixth Supplement, Reports 29 November, 1957, para. 34, (italics added). 
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too be made by the submission of a plan and schedule. With reasonable disclosure, an initial 
determinationn can be exacted and examined in combination with the declaration of parties and the 
provisionss of the applicable agreement. 

Thee key element required to apply such a test is that of "commitment". The inquiry should be seen to 
revolvee on the question of whether the parties have demonstrated a quality of commitment sufficient 
too pass the interim period with a gradual decrease of barriers. If the provisions of an agreement are 
silentt on this point, or actually point to a possible gradual increase of barriers over time, then the 
qualityy of commitment is low. The chances of completion are diminished and the agreement should 
nott be supported according to the terms of the Article.31 As minimal as this test is in imposing any 
precisee criteria, arguably the Overseas Association did not even reach this first rung on the ladder. As 
aa number of regional plans submitted after the Overseas Association also failed to exhibit qualities of 
commitmentt as suggested, it is not so difficult to understand why so many reviews failed to reach any 
consensuss in support of the regional proponents. It is to a number of systemic problems that flowed 
fromfrom these later reviews that the discussion will now turn. 

311 Articl e XXIV:8 togethe r wit h Articl e XXIV:7 is an indicatio n that GATT Contractin g Partie s are entitle d to 
receiv ee a credibl e demonstratio n of commitment . 
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44 Systemi c Issue s Presente d by GATT Review s 

4.14.1 Introduction 
Thiss chapter discusses some issues that have been identified to describe why the internal trade 
requirementt for Article XXTV has not found a basis for a more strict coverage application. An 
impressionn that can be derived from the later dispute panel cases is that if only a legal interpretation of 
thee qualification requirement in Article XXTV: 8 had been adopted, then the problem of proliferation 
off  agreements would be resolved to the benefit of the MFN principle. However, besides the question 
off  legal certainty, there are also political, institutional and economic factors that would likely have an 
impactt on whether the criteria could be applied in the actual practice. The point of this chapter is to 
raisee these constraints in order to address the question of whether a more consistent application of 
Articlee XXIV requirements could be reconciled with these factors. 

Thee chapter first carries forward through a number of other GATT Working Group reviews in order to 
establishh the pattern of flexibility that was demanded by various regional proponents through the 
yearss of the GATT, now GATT 1947. Excerpts are drawn to document the absence of commitment by 
regionall  members to make a reduction of trade barriers in the execution of their regional agreements. 
Thee questions raised particularly in regard to the degree of coverage required and the reservation of 
contingentt trade measures (safeguards and anti-dumping) between regional members remain largely 
unresolvedd in the current WTO legal practice. 

Thee chapter then discusses the unique problems presented for Article XXIV when confronted with 
regionall  parties at widely different developmental levels. Many of the reviews in GATT practise 
encounteredd the difficulty of applying the Article in the face of colonial history. Even where such 
historyy was not a factor, the demand upon parties to make complete preferential exchanges between 
developedd and developing economies raises a certain conflict for the Article. Likewise, the 
institutionall  difficulties that surround the review of formations, even as this process has evolved in the 
WTOO are well known to be problematic irrespective of the condition of the criteria to be applied. 
Thesee institutional issues are reflected here by reference to what is known as the Article XXIV 
paradox,, whereby review parties are being called upon to approve regional agreements which 
discriminatee against all of their external trade and to reject those that do not. 

4.24.2 Coverage  issues  raised  by later  reviews 
Thee flexibility demanded by the EEC and its Overseas Association partners established a precedent 
forr an increasing leeway overall in the EEC's approach to free-trade areas. This flexibility, nearly 
alwayss directed to the internal trade requirement, became a mainstay of later reviews. For example, in 
thee 1972 Yaounde* II review, some Working Group members suggested that safeguard, budgetary and 
developmentt measures, which were all capable of restricting trade between the parties, should be 
reportedd upon in the interim review in order to determine whether substantially-all trade was being 
accorded.. The EEC responded that it was up to the regional parties and not to the Contracting Parties 
too determine if later-introduced measures degraded trade coverage below the substantially all trade 
level.. The parties to the Convention promised to report to the GATT if such a lowering of trade 
occurred.. It was, therefore, asserted that GATT parties should have no basis to conduct any 
independentt determination of the requirements. 

119722 BISD, L/3465, para. 11 and 12. 
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Fromm this perspective, one might conclude that having invoked Article XXTV, the EEC saw the 
exceptionn as granting something of a free hand to the regional members to conduct the agreement 
accordingg to their design without any meaningful oversight by the GATT Contracting Parties. As 
evidence,, a call in this Yaounde review to have the Secretariat prepare an independent report to 
determinee the status of restrictions imposed between the parties was also rejected by the EEC and 
thereforee not permitted.2 

Alsoo from 1972, in the EEC-Israel trade agreement, another mark of coverage flexibilit y was achieved 
wheree a conclusion was advanced by some in the Working Group that there was really no point in 
discussingg the coverage of the agreement, since the agreement did not in any case provide for the 
eliminationn of duties, but only for their reduction.3 The inference made was that free-trade areas may 
bee formed in the absence of a declaration of regional free trade. Similarly, in the 1972 report on the 
EECC Association with Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya, trade coverage before and after the Agreement 
wass reported to be almost insignificant, perhaps affecting only 6-7% of the trade. The net effect was 
claimedd to have simply accorded some preferences (one-way) without any commitment undertaken 
forr reciprocity.4 

Inn the EEC-Cyprus Association, a new concept of "provisional" agreement was introduced to 
distinguishh between "interim" agreements permitted by Article XXTV. The EC indicated that, "the 
agreementt was not interim in the sense that it could be reversed." This inferred that no binding 
commitmentt was made at all between the parties, a point supported by the fact that although Cyprus' 
agriculturee exports to the Community comprised 63% of all of its exports to the EC, agriculture trade 
wass excluded from the Agreement's coverage.5 In the Egypt report, which was engaged after the GSP 
systemm was instituted and within which a complete alternative for granting developing country 
preferencess had been created, duty free commitment was yet stated to be applied to only 45% of the 
bilaterall  trade.6 

Thesee samples indicate that whatever meaning the term "substantial" might hold for paragraph 8, it 
heldd littl e bearing over the regional proposals of the EEC through at least the early 1970s. 

Itt also emerged more clearly over time that the EC intended to reserve the right to impose safeguards 
onn the trade of its regional partners, which safeguards would not necessarily be extended to other 
GATTT parties unless and until the EC invoked the provisions of Article XDC. This gesture was 
universallyy applauded by reviewing parties since Article XDC offered certain procedural and 
compensatoryy guarantees for their trade. However, the reverse implication of the policy is also 
germane.. For safeguards directed to the regional parties, the EC did not intend to be bound by GATT 
ruless to invoke Article XIX as to them, even where such regional members were also GATT 
Contractingg Parties. This apparent conflict between GATT rules and the scope of the exception 
permittedd by Article XXI V has escaped the attention of a number of Working Groups, at least as 
documentedd from the reports throughout the GATT-1947 era.7 Rather, while the question of 
safeguardss has been raised on a number of occasions within Working Groups, the discussion has 
tendedd to focus upon whether non-members' external trade would be detrimentally affected by the 
possiblee cessation of safeguards between members. 

Non-memberss have remained understandably concerned that safeguards directed toward them would 
alsoo be applied on a non-discriminatory basis to regional partners. Thus for the GATT, the issue has 

22 Ibid. , at para. 28. 
33 1972 8130,1/3581, para 22-24. 
44 1973 BISD, U3721, para. 16. 
519755 BISD, L/4009, para. 10-12 and para 21. 
66 1975 BISD, L/4054, para 16. 
77 For example , 1975 BISD, L/4054, para 19. 
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beenn whether  or  not regional partners would be relieved of safeguards, not whether  safeguards 
imposedd against regional members would be duly notified and treated under  GATT Articl e XDC 
rules.88 From a flexibility  perspective, the free trade area plans would offer  the EC the capacity to 
executee selective safeguards in reference to the trade of its own regional partners (and vice versa). As 
aa possible justification , one review discloses that the EC, in noting that such safeguards would not 
necessarilyy be extended to non-members, indicated that the special safeguard language was necessary 
inn order  to adjust to certain "distortion s of competition"  that could occur  under  the free-trade area.9 

4.34.3 Developed-developing  territories  and reverse  preferences 
Manyy of the formations causing difficult y for  review parties on the coverage issues were those being 
establishedd between developed and developing countries, combinations attempted by territorie s at 
occasionallyy extremely different levels of economic progress or  national wealth. As noted earlier, the 
notionn of a free-trade area did not pre-exist the GATT. While the inclusion of an exception for  free 
tradee areas was considered at Havana, the discussions, according to Haight, centred on their 
applicationn either  in the context of developing countries (Lebanon-Syria) or  perhaps as to developed 
countriess in reference to European integration. His reflection on events as they had transpired by 1972 
iss telling in this regard: 

"(B)u tt  how many delegates could have foreseen that these provisions would be used also for 
forgingg closer  commercial ties between developed and developing countries? Such a colonial-
typee pact was surely a thing of the past. For  a backward territor y to give better  treatment of 
import ss of manufactures from one or  more industrialized countries than to those from other 
andd possibly cheaper  sources of supply was an arrangement sometimes imposed by colonial 
powers.. One would not expect independent developing countries to enter  voluntaril y into such 
aa new-colonial arrangement, thereby limitin g their  freedom to protect their  own industrial 
development."10 0 

Jacksonn also tended to support the view that for  free-trade areas, the exception was understood to be a 
meanss of facilitatin g co-operation between developing countries as a method for  assisting 
industrialisation.111 Dam only ascribed the provisions to a mix of interest in European integration and 
thee interests of less-developed countries.12 Haight's opinion suggests that re-combinations of colonial-
typee trade arrangements within the frame of a new free-trade area exception were possibly not 
consideredd in the draftin g of the Article.13 This opinion finds some concurrence by Workin g Group 

88 For example, EC-Austria report, 1974 BISD, L/3900, para. 30-32. 
99 EC-Norway Report, 1975 BISD, L/3996, para. 31, but the agreement in question does not provide for such a 
criteriaa for the imposition of safeguards. 
100 Haight, F.A. (1972), Customs Unions and Free Trade Areas Under GATT, Journal of World Trade, V.6, No. 4, 
p.. 394. 
111 Jackson, John H. World Trade Law and the Law of GATT, the Mitchie Company, Charlottesville, Virginia, 
HH 969), p. 603, but not citing to a conference report or document. 
122 Dam, Kenneth W., The GATT: Law and Internationa l Economi c Organization , The University of Chicago 
Press,, (1970), (Midway Reprint, 1977), p. 274. One could suggest that the customs union aspect certainly held 
interestt for European governments interested in integration, as customs union formation had already 
commencedd in the Benelux. 
133 There is some support that the free trade area inclusion related also to European integration interests, 
althoughh not so clear as to distinguish between the prospective employment of free-trade areas between 
Europeann countries, or the maintenance of post-colonial systems within the context of possible future European 
integration.. Thus, Haight notes that it was a French Representative, "who was credited with having thus 
developedd and refined the Lebanon-syria proposal, said it would be of great interest to Europe, and so it proved 
too be." F.A. Haight, Supra note 10 at p. 394. He also appears to raise the post-colonial aspect for Europe in 
notingg a possible French interest in reserving the capacity to match in its own post war relations to the type of 
standstilll treatment that was obtained by the British Commonwealth system. A free trade area exception could be 
seenn to provide such an avenue. However, the Overseas Association provisions of the Rome Treaty, and the 
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memberr comments in later reviews which asserted that the Article could not possibly have been 
intendedd to be applied in any manner that would require developing countries to offer reverse 
preferencess to the developed regional partner.14 

Thee question raised above by Haight was clearly at issue in the GATT Working Group review of the 
EEC'ss Overseas Association. If the Article was to be applied as it appeared to be written, the 
developingg countries in the Association would be required to provide a full measure of reverse 
preferencess to the EC as a condition for the free trade area formation. The result of these reverse 
preferencess would be seen necessarily however to undermine the attributed motive of seeking to 
restrainn colonial preference systems in the first place. GATT drafters may have viewed the role of the 
Generall  Agreement to address (in part) the external discrimination posed by preferential colonial 
systemss and thereby sought to constrain formations by raising the requirements. However, the free 
tradee area exception together with its reciprocity provisions when invoked by developed-developing 
countriess was likely seen to open the possibility for the reconstruction of these same disfavoured 
arrangements. . 

Whetherr or not the drafters contemplated limiting this aspect of the Article to developing country 
formations,, the Article itself made no distinction between development levels of the parties, however 
requiringg regional members to remove barriers between the parties, i.e., the reciprocity or mutuality 
requirement.. However, in the context of developed-developing country relations, by requiring reverse 
preferencess on behalf of former colonies, one can imagine a level of exasperation rising where 
Workingg Group parties were challenged to argue for the inclusion of these reciprocal exchanges 
betweenn previous colonial formations. This would occur with the addition that combinations would be 
sanctionedd in the context of GATT Article XXTV. To some of the parties, the use of the free-trade 
areaa exception in combination with reverse preferences between developmentally dissimilar territories 
mustt have appeared as though a colonial Trojan horse had been re-introduced to the GATT system. 

Ass indicated earlier, there was objection by the review parties to the formation as presented. Most of it 
centredd on the problem of reverse preferences not being required of the developing association 
countries.. It is not difficult however to appreciate the dichotomous position that would have to be 
assumedd by any non-member who would attempt to insist on a full measure of reverse preferences as 
aa condition to these formations. This sentiment would be present whether taking the view of 
developingg or developed non-members. Developing countries would understand that an extension of 
EECC member-state preferences to the wider Community diminished their market access.15 Developed 
countriess would also suffer exclusionary effects from developing country members as a result of any 
completedd reverse-preference formation. For such objectors, exacting a full measure of mutuality 
betweenn the EEC and itss various regional partners must have been seen as a total contradiction, at 
leastt to the spirit of the GATT system rules, as suggested by Haight. Further, exacting such 
reciprocityy would probably have seemed damaging to their own direct interests in trade to the 
Europeann market as well as the other regional members. In this context, one recalls Jackson's 
summaryy of the effects of the Overseas Association and its review: 

Agreement ss themselve s did not specif y the formatio n of free-trad e areas . 
144 For examples , Yaounde ' (first ) Convention , 1966 BISD, 1/2441, para . 13 and 25; Yaounde ' II, 1972 BISD, 
L/3465,, para . 20. Perhap s Haigh t and Jackson' s understandin g of the Articl e is consisten t wit h othe r concession s 
mad ee at Genev a on behal f of developin g countries , includin g the draf t Articl e 15 whic h woul d gran t a 2/3 waive r 
forr  under-develope d countr y regiona l preference s whic h woul d fall shor t of the mor e stringen t free trad e area 
requirements .. Howeve r contra , Dam considere d the issu e as raised betwee n industrialise d and materia l 
producin gg countrie s in the Oversea s Associatio n revie w to be spurious . K. Dam, (1963), at p. 648, his not e 97. 
155 This proble m was deal t wit h in part by the resolutio n of the Workin g Grou p to provid e a secto r by secto r stud y 
too determin e if injur y to thi s trad e was bein g caused . 
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"Indeed,, the EEC overseas territor y arrangements were considered by many GATT members 
too be simply a continuation of the colonial preference schemes described in Articl e I annexes 
BB and C of GATT, with the preferences expanded in the EEC setting."16 

Whatt  is not clear from his statement or  the reviews is whether  the reverse preference problem would 
havee also arisen in a situation whereby a trul y complete exchange of reciprocity would have been 
createdd by all the partners. In other  words, should one determine that an objectionable extension of 
colonial-typee systems was being effected because preferences were being exchanged by developed 
andd developing countries representing former  colonial arrangements, or  because the exchanges made 
weree selective by nature and therefore partiall y preferential? The shading between these different 
possibilitiess is relevant if one considers that within a completed exchange the capacity of the 
developedd territor y to exercise a form of negative internal discrimination, i.e., to selectively offer  and 
withdraww preferences as to its developing partner, is also markedly constrained. In a more flexible 
arrangement,, the capacity to engage in selective internal discrimination is heightened. Thus, on the 
onee hand we can argue that complete exchanges would have re-instituted a colonial arrangement in 
exactingg a 100% positive preference in favour  of the developed country. On the other  hand, in 
exactingg such a complete exchange, the developed country's discretion to deny market access to the 
developingg country's trade is also eliminated. 

Itt  would seem that the more partial and tentative declarations between unequal partners would be the 
arrangementss more likely to be associated with the effects of the colonial past. In this sense Haight 
andd Jackson correctly summarised the opinions expressed by Workin g Groups toward the problem of 
reversee preferences, but perhaps did not go far  enough in asking how these reverse preferences would 
havee been viewed if exchanged for  a full measure of access to the EEC market. Beneath the 
characterisationn of colonialism, the underlying legal issue to raise may have not been only whether 
developingg countries should have been granting reverse preferences, but rather  whether  they would be 
ablee to obtain fair  value in return. 

Thee manner  in which this question was dealt with over  time is also telling. Although later  periodic 
reportss by the participants projected the opinion that Association members were making progress 
towardd establishing reciprocity, ultimately the illusion of reverse preferences was simply dropped in 
thee reformation of the Association in the ACP-EEC First Convention of Lomé'. By this time, it was 
reportedd that only one Workin g Group member objected to the disbanding of the formal reciprocity 
requirementt  as contained in the earlier  Convention. As discussed in the following chapter, this 
decisionn to abandon the textual provision of the mutuality requirement of paragraph 8 of Articl e 
XXI VV would provide the basis for  a serious legal challenge to the Lome's GATT status twenty years 
hence,, at least as it was claimed to fall within the free-trade area exception of Articl e XXIV . 

Whyy would there be so littl e attention paid to the quality of the EC's own commitments in these 
variouss developed-developing or  large-small country free-trade areas? It seems logical after  all, that 
forr  each agreement which did not call for  a high degree of reverse preferences, that the EC was also 
nott  being held to a very high standard of internal free trade. By reducing the obligations on the part of 
thee developing countries, the EC was also implicitl y relieved from market opening commitments. One 
explanationn by way of conjecture is that no one really cared if the EC did not open its market. The 
regionall  members themselves could hardly object to their  lack of market access when they themselves 
weree not granting it. The developing country non-members could retain their  trade from any 
incompletee formations as any absence of opening on behalf of the regional members would preserve 
thee status quo. The developed country non-members may have gained the most from attempting to 

166 "Perhap s no case is mor e revealin g of the dange r of preferentia l arrangement s contrar y to Most-Favoure d 
Natio nn creepin g into GATT throug h the ambiguitie s of Articl e XXIV"  J. Jackson , Supr a not e 11 at p. 609. 
1719777 BISD, L/4369, para. 10. EEC-Impor t regim e for Bananas , 3 Jun e 1993 and 11 Februar y 1994, 
unreported . . 
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blockk incomplete formations, as this would preserve their MFN rights to developing markets in 
accordancee with the GATT provisions. However, complete exchanges might also have been 
detrimentall  to their access to the EC market. 

Nevertheless,, critical remarks concerning EEC regional developments did became more accentuated 
overr time. For example, from EC-Israel, "(t)he growing network of discriminatory agreements, many 
off  which were not consistent with Article XXIV weakened the MFN trading system on which GATT 
wass based."18 From EC-Egypt, one Working Group member noted that most of the Working Group 
memberss supporting the particular formation were already in similar arrangements and that virtually 
alll  such arrangements were by the EC with some other party.19 

4.44.4 Institutional  factors  in  the review  process 
Besidess the problem of attempting to review agreements that were never intended to comply with 
Articlee XXIV terms in the first place, the weakening of the internal trade requirement was 
compoundedd by institutional deficiencies in the practice of GATT reviews. It may be the case that the 
absencee of independent control over regional formations has contributed more to the slackening of the 
requirementss than has the interpretive problems associated with the provisions. This institutional 
deficiencyy also came to the surface in the Overseas Association review, particularly in light of the 
previous,, albeit brief, Working Group review practice. Regarding this practice, GATT had reported in 
BISDD three other regional formations. The first two were reported in 1952 BISD, the first for the 
Customss Union between South Africa and Southern Rhodesia,20 and the second for the Free trade area 
betweenn Nicaragua and El Salvador.21 The third review was published in 1957 BISD, concerning the 
Participationn of Nicaragua in the Central American Free Trade Area.22 

4.4.14.4.1 The earliest decisions 
Alll  three of these reviews resulted in Contracting Party decisions and, as Sampson has noted, this 
groupp of decisions constituted the first and last group of agreements to ever receive a finding of 
conformityy according to Article XXIV in the GATT 1947 by a consensus of the Contracting Parties.23 

Inn the Nicaragua-El Salvador review and decision, the Contracting Parties provided a decision 
memorandumm for the first free-trade area considered after the conclusion of the General Agreement. 
Thee decision required that the regional members were to file an annual report and declared a reserva-
tionn to review the positive decision at any time if found that the arrangement was not resulting, "in the 
maintenancee of a free trade area in the sense of Article XXIV of the General Agreement".24 This 
conditionn was accompanied by an unequivocal decision by the Contracting Parties that the 
governmentt of Nicaragua was entitled to claim the benefits of Article XXIV relating to the formation 
off  this free trade area. 

Inn the second decision relating to Nicaragua, the notification for this formation was not based upon a 
completedd treaty, but upon the country's decision to conclude a treaty with other countries in the 
region.. As such, no plan or schedule was submitted. Therefore, the decision, while taking note of the 
intentt of the country to form the free-trade area within ten years, also noted the intent of Nicaragua to 
seekk a plan and schedule for submission to the Contracting Parties within four years. On this basis, the 
Contractingg Parties concluded that the country was entitled to claim the benefits of Article XXIV , 

188 EC-Israel, 1977 BISD, L/4365, para. 23. 
199 EEC-Egypt, 1975 BISD, L/4054, para. 11. 
200 1952 BISD p. 29. 
211 Decision of 25 October 1951. 
222 Decision of 13 November, 1956. 
233 G, Sampson, Regional Trading Blocks and World Economy, (mimeo), Address for Queen's University of 
Belfast,, 2 June, 1994, p. 11. 
244 Decision of 25 October 1951,1952 BISD p. 30. 
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howeverr  subject to a requirement that there would be a later  review of the decision. This later  review 
wouldd take place if, based upon the filed plan and schedule, it was determined that the formation in 
thee sense of Articl e XXI V was unlikely to be established within the ten year  period. In this case the 
Contractingg Parties seemingly provided flexibilit y for  Nicaragua, but certainly due to the fact that the 
countryy made a notification prior  to the completion of an actual agreement. A plan and schedule 
wouldd constitute a declaration of the party's intentions, and would then provide a basis for  review and 
bee subject to review. The ten-year  rule was clearly stated as not being waived for  this formation. 

4,4.24,4.2 The power to make decisions and the power to block 
mm both of these reviews there is a distinct inference in the decisions that the Contracting Parties had 
thee power  to determine whether  or  not free- trade area members could avail themselves of the 
provisionss of Articl e XXIV . This suggests that the Contracting Parties would also have had the power 
too determine that a Contracting Party would not be entitled to avail itself of the Articl e XXI V 
exception.. The components of the decisions which reserved the right  to later  deny the Articl e XXI V 
benefitss if the regional agreement was not successfully completed can be cited to support the potential 
availablee under  Articl e XXI V for  the Contracting Parties to exercise control over  free-trade area 
formations.. The filing  of an annual report, also dictated by the decisions, would assumedly provide 
thee material necessary to determine whether  such a later  review was necessary. 

However,, Jackson appears to have disagreed at least in part with this characterisation. His 
interpretationn was that authority for  the Contracting Parties to declare the applicability of Articl e 
XXI VV to a particular  arrangement is valid only in those circumstances where a GATT party forms an 
arrangementt  with a non-Contracting Party. This is based upon his reading of paragraph 5 of Articl e 
XXTV ,, which limit s the provisions of Articl e XXI V to the formation of regional arrangements to the 
territorie ss of Contracting Parties. Both of the Nicaragua decisions involved arrangements with non-
Contractingg Parties. In the absence of this circumstance, Jackson concluded that the review of the 
operationn of Articl e XXTV provided for  an automatic exception, whereby no special action is required 
off  the GAIT . In this manner  Articl e XXIV , in the absence of affirmativ e Contracting Party action, 
hass been interpreted byy him to be essentially self-declaratory in nature.25 

Itt  is not so clear  that this was the prevailing view at the time of the Overseas Association report. There 
iss no indication in the review that the Workin g Parties did not believe that they had an obligation to 
renderr  a recommendation. Assumedly this recommendation would find its final expression as a 
Contractingg Party decision. Given that the two earlier  reports resulted in Contracting Party decisions, 
theree may have been an understanding, or  at least an anticipation, by the Workin g Group, that a 
decisionn either  affirmativ e or  negative would also result for  this arrangement. In this first "contested" 
review,, it is conceivable that arguments made for  full preferences to be exchanged were done so with 
thee intent to establish a basis for  a Contracting Party decision along the earlier  lines. Accordingly, 

"Somee members of the Sub-Group pointed out that the Committee should be informed that a 
majorit yy had advanced the view that the association...was not consistent with the provisions 
off  Articl e XXI V of the General Agreement...The representative of the Six stated that in his 
opinion...thee Treaty could only be examined (or  reported upon) as a whole by whatever  body 
wass instructed to carry out that examination."26 

Thee EEC position was that consensus was required at each and every level of the process in order  to 
passs any conclusion on to the next level. Recalling that paragraph 7 of the Articl e prohibit s regional 
memberss from implementing a regional agreement in light of Contracting Parties recommendation for 

J.. Jackson , Supra , not e 11 at p. 582. However , paragrap h seven of the Articl e does reserv e to the Contractin g 
Partie ss the right  to make recommendations , and the proponent s shal l not plac e the formatio n into effec t withou t 
adaptin gg the agreemen t to the recommendations . This woul d seem to provid e for the powe r of revie w outrigh t 
266 U778, para 45, italic s added . 
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changes,, the implications of the EEC view are clear. If no recommendations can advance from the 
Sub-Groupp level without the proponent's consent, then regional members exercise a true veto power 
overr any possibility of receiving recommendations. In this sense, there is truth to Jackson's 
characterisation.. As long as regional members hold the power to block a recommendation, the process 
iss inherently self-declaratory overall. However, this view would only hold in the absence of any other 
processs that could challenge measures undertaken by regional members in the course of 
implementation.. As we shall see, the EEC did not perhaps factor the possibility of dispute resolution 
ass a function of the process into these implementation acts. 

4.4.34.4.3 The requirement of consensus 
Whilee it was understood that the examination of the Rome Treaty and its association could not have 
beenn completed within a single session, it became clear by the following session that an attempt to 
obtainn a decision on the larger question of Article XXTV consistency would not be forthcoming. By 
thee first report of the Intersessional Committee on the Treaty Establishing the European Economic 
Community,, the attempt to form some criteria for compatibility under these circumstances was 
abandonedd outright; as, 

"...thee Committee felt that it would be more fruitful if attention could be directed to specific 
andd practical problems, leaving aside for the time being questions of law and debates about 
thee compatibility of the Rome Treaty with Article XXIV of the General Agreement"28 

Evenn though a significant majority of the sub-committee had determined that the Association did not 
meett the qualifications of the Article, the lack of consensus even at this level prevented the larger 
committeee from attempting to consider the majority opinion in the making of a recommendation. 

Sincee any final Contracting Party decision would require a consensus in any case, and since those 
committeee members in minority also were Contracting Parties for the purpose of a recommendation 
byy the Contracting Parties, the heart of the institutional difficulty regarding non-complying regional 
agreementss must be laid to rest on the requirement of consensus itself. Within this institutional 
contextt one should also consider the often-cited opinion that the term "substantially" has been the 
causee of the problem with the proliferation of non-complying agreements. Thus, one may consider the 
resultt obtained if the Article had been drafted absent the term, thereby leaving no possible doubt that 
coveragee of all trade was required for the exception. Even in this hypothetical case, and with the 
processs as described above, there would yet be a continuing absence of any recommendation or 
decisionss disqualifying the compatibility of particular agreements with Article XXIV . By acting to 
rejectt a majority recommendation, regional members would continue to derive the "self-declaratory" 
basiss to implement non-complying agreements regardless of the text of the Article. 

AA review of early Working Groups tends to confirm that the difficulty of application arose more from 
thee absence of a more supra-national review mechanism that could make recommendations without 
regardd to the position of the regional members. Such a mechanism could have developed a pattern of 
practicee providing meaning over time for terms such as "substantially." Perhaps the absence of such a 
decision-makingg procedure was necessary at the outset to retain the underlying GATT political 
compromisee between the principle of most-favoured nation and the pre-existence of preferential 

2 7 19599 BISD, Sevent h Supplement , pg. 69. 
288 Ibid. , para . 3 at p. 70. The Contractin g Partie s did make the followin g conclusio n at page 71. Relatin g that 
postponemen tt  of fina l examinatio n was calle d for as ther e was not sufficien t informatio n to enabl e the partie s to 
complet ee an examination , pursuan t to para . 7 of Articl e XXIV, that Articl e XXII procedure s remaine d availabl e for 
individua ll  partie s to addres s question s arisin g fro m the Rome Treaty , and that EEC member s agreed to furnis h 
informatio nn unde r Articl e XXII consultation s in the future . Finally , notin g othe r norma l procedure s availabl e to 
Contractin gg Parties , "(l) t bein g open of cours e to suc h countr y to invok e the benefi t of Articl e XXIV insofa r as it 
considere dd that thi s Articl e provide d justificatio n for any actio n whic h migh t otherwis e be inconsisten t wit h a 
provisio nn or provision s of the Genera l Agreement" . Ibid. , para , f, at p. 71. 
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systems.. Nevertheless, it is also a common feature of the these Workin g Groups that regional 
memberss showed littl e inclination to amend formation plans to take into consideration Workin g 
Groupp considerations that were directly related to the Article' s requirements. 

4.54.5 Chapter  Conclusion:  The Article  XXIV paradox 
Relatedd to the lack of an institutional grounding to impose the internal trade requirement is that aspect 
characterisedd by Haight as the Articl e XXI V paradox. This is the delicate point where legitimate non-
memberr  concern for  trade flows confronts the internal trade requirement directly and the role of the 
partiess in its enforcement. As the paradox is explained, Workin g Group members are said to be 
placedd in the problematic position of objecting to a formation when it discriminates against only a 
portionn of their  external trade, but nevertheless be compelled to support it when discriminating against 
substantiallyy all of their  trade.29 

Whatt  the paradox discloses is a divergence between the interests of non-members serving as GATT 
Contractingg Parties as contrasted with their  individual positions as trading countries, with issues 
beingg pressed regarding the sectoral concerns of proposed formations. This suggests that what is 
presentedd for  consideration is not so much a paradox but rather  a straight-forwar d conflict of interest. 
AA possible resolution would acknowledge individual country interests and to provide a channel to 
expresss these positions which was separate from the process of compatibilit y determinations with the 
Articl ee provisions. It could be suggested that reviewing parties should be relieved of the responsibility 
off  simultaneously advocating on behalf of the GATT system. This would suggest establishing a 
separatee mechanism to review the trade issues resulting from the implementation of formations that 
havee been already qualified according to Articl e XXI V provisions. This would be in contrast to a 
revieww mechanism that takes up sectoral trade diversion issues at the outset of the process prior  to any 
determinationn that legal qualifications according to Articl e XXTV have been or  can be met by the 
regionall  members. 

However,, it has also been suggested earlier  that the structure of GATT Articl e XXI V already 
accommodatess this bifurcation. This is found in the provisions whereby a formation must first be 
determinedd to be either  one leading to a free-trade area or  customs union according to paragraph 8. 
Onlyy after  such a finding can be installed is there any necessity to proceed to the question of whether 
thee qualified regional trade agreement raises new barrier s to the trade of non-members. Thus it 
appearss that the conflict of interest is resolvable by calling a forward a distinct two-step analysis as to 
paragraphh 8 and then paragraph 5. 

Theree are other  aspects of the Overseas Association and the other  early reviews that retain relevance 
forr  the interpretation of Articl e XXIV . At this juncture, what is learned from these reviews of the 
GATTT era that free-trade areas and customs union contained parallel restrictions in regard to the 
internall  trade requirement. When presented with a large association concerning a number  of linked 
developed/developingg country preferential agreements, all of which presenting a conflict of requirin g 
reversee preferences on the part of developing countries, the internal free trade requirement was 
disarmed.. At the core of this action lay the EEC's continuing insistence that reciprocity would not 
applyy for  the developing parties of the Association. 

Whil ee the most important legal questions posed by the Association and its successors remain 
unresolvedd to this very day, the cumulative effect of the arrangements brought forward during 
GATT' ss first fifteen years should not be underestimated. In order  to ameliorate the problem of 
institutionall  control, the problem of reverse preferences in developed/developing country 
arrangements,, and the "Articl e XXI V paradox", a diminution of the requirement of mutual reciprocity 
coveringg a sufficient degree of trade was implemented as a matter  of course. This flowed certainly 
fromfrom  demands of regional proponents to institute their  arrangements as declared. 

F.A.. Haight, Supra note 10. 
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Whilee these systemic problems continued in the GATT and was reflected by many of its Working 
Groupp revues, the dispute resolution process was eventually called into play, and slowly began to 
havee bearing upon GATT parties' own impressions of the Article and the extent of the obligations 
imposedd by it. The initial forays into this territory indicated at the outset that the legal provisions of 
thee Article did in fact convey meaning in the form of actual legal requirements. 
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55 Articl e XXIV GATT Panel Practice 

5.15.1 Introduction 
Thiss chapter discusses the GATT-1947 legal challenges that were made to certain aspects of regional 
tradee agreements. As such an occurrence has been a rarity in GATT legal practice, the material is 
necessarilyy drawn exclusively from two (unreported) GATT dispute panel cases from the early 1990's. 
Althoughh unreported, the recommendations of the panels and the legal reasoning applied to the 
interpretationn of GATT Article XXIV , particularly its relation to GATT Article IMFN, serve as 
importantt benchmarks in the development of a more restrictive interpretation for the qualification of 
free-tradefree-trade areas. The implications of the panel findings are discussed in the light of previous Working 
Groupp review practice, which leads to a discussion of review criteria to examine regional 
arrangements.. The test to be applied centres in large part upon a upon a free movement determination 
ass it is exhibited by regional proponents. The alternative of other multilateral means to achieve 
developmentt goals is also a feature of the cases. 

Twoo unreported GATT panels (EC Bananas, I and U) have ruled that where a regional party attempts 
too invoke the Article XXIV exception as a basis for extending selective preferences, that this defence 
iss subject to some capacity for legal review according to dispute settlement procedures provided by 
GATTT Article XXIII . This is the case at least where the text of the agreement by its own terms fails to 
establishh a requirement of legal reciprocity according to Article XXIV requirements. What is provided 
byy these cases is that between the special procedures provided for review of regional formations, 
GATTT Article XXIV:7, and the general consultation procedures provided by GATT Article XXIII , 
theree is some basis to require a prima facie review of an agreement to determine if it qualifies for the 
typess of Article XXIV formations permitted to be exceptions to the MFN, and possibly other GAIT 
provisions.. Although this holding can be applied narrowly to certain factual aspects presented by the 
formationn in question, the implications are significant for future practice if one assumes that the 
panels'' recommendations and the underlying reasoning could be applied in a later WTO proceeding. 
Thiss flows from the burden placed upon the respondent party who has chosen to invoke Article XXIV 
too demonstrate that the arrangement is a qualified free-trade area agreement. This overturns the 
previouss practice whereby, in the absence of Article XXIV Working Group decisions, regional 
memberss were of the operable belief that their non-conforming regimes were successfully exempted 
fromfrom GATT MFN obligations. Thus, although regional formations may be "self declaratory" in nature, 
theyy are not necessarily self-qualified by declaration. A second implication drawn from the panels is 
thatt there is now provided a substantive ruling that reciprocity between regional parties is a 
requirementt of GATT Article XXIV : 8(b) in order to be qualified as a free-trade area. This 
qualificationn as it must be contained in the parties' declarations is a pre-condition to securing an 
Articlee XXTV exception. This may resolve the so-called reverse preference problem raised in the 
Overseass Association and later regional agreements between developed and lesser-developed 
territories. . 

Finally,, the panel's interpretation has set a foundation for more advanced challenges to regional 
formationss in their treatment of sectors and the use of internal market closing measures. While these 
developmentss will be incremental as to the particular facts presented in a dispute, there are indications 
fromfrom these panels that the failure to exchange a complete preference in an otherwise declared sector 
couldd be the basis for raising a claim. It is not difficult to extract from this the possibility of action for 
sectorss where there is either a partial preference only being conveyed, or where a complete preference 
iss provided for some commodities within a sector but where other commodities within the same sector 
aree being denied zero-tariff coverage. A result could be that entire sectors would have to be excluded 
fromfrom declarations at the outset. This would result in a principle that "coverage" does not include 
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exemptedd items. Agreements would then have more difficulty initially qualifying under paragraph 8 
off  Article XXIV . 

5.22 EEC - Member  States'  Import  Regimes  for  Bananas,  DS32/R, 3 June  1993 

5.2.15.2.1 Factual elements and terms of reference 
Consultationss leading to this panel were raised in 1992 by Columbia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, 
Nicaraguaa and Venezuela.1 The panel was requested in February of 1993. The following factual 
aspectss regarding the EC import regime are noted. Since 1963, the EEC had maintained a common ad 
valoremm 20% tariff for importation of bananas. However, discrimination in favour of Lomé bananas 
wass granted by the Lomé Convention granting duty free treatment for these commodities. Protocol 5 
off  the Fourth Lomé Convention stated that the EC was committed to maintaining the traditional 
advantagee of ACP suppliers on the EC member state markets. In addition, individual EC countries 
maintainedd certain national restrictions on non-ACP bananas. These were listed and reported to 
GATTT as an annex to Regulation 288/82, the EC Regulation for Common Rules for Imports.2 

Thee core of the complaint raised against the EC related to the restrictions imposed on the importation 
off  Latin American (non ACP) bananas by the individual country regimes that were in operation at the 
endd of 1992.3 Four of the complainants requested a panel finding that the country regimes were 
inconsistentt with GATT Article I, II, XI, XIQ and Part TV of the General Agreement.4 The EC, aside 
fromm certain procedural objections, requested a finding that the regimes were in conformity with 
GATTT as interpreted according to subsequent practice of the Contracting Parties. In addition, 
quantitativee import restrictions were justified according to Article XI:2(c) and Article XXIV , in 
conjunctionn with Part IV of the GATT.5 

Fourr countries raised Article II bindings in noting that the EEC had bound a 20% ad valorem import 
dutyy for bananas in 1963.6 It was asserted by the moving parties that the concession held no 
reservationss and therefore must be understood to be an unconditional concession which could not be 
impairedd or changed for the worse without violating Article II of the GATT. The binding was 
thereforee a contractual obligation by Article 11:7 and the EC was obliged to refrain from applying any 
measuree which impaired the concession.7 

11 Besides these parties, permitted participation in the panel was agreed for meetings and submission of several 
countriess of the Lomé' Convention, particularly Cameroon, Cote d'lvoire, Jamaica, Madagascar, and Senegal. A 
requestt to participate by Belize was made (ate and not granted by the parties. 
22 All individual EC member state import regimes were scheduled to expire on June 30,1993, as in February of 
1993,, the Council adopted Reg 404/93 to establish a common market organisation for bananas and a new import 
regimee to be effective July 1,1993. (DS32/R, para 13-16). Individual EC countries maintaining national 
restrictionss included France, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the UK. 
33 National import regimes effective in the EC at the end of 1992 included, tariff free quota applied in Germany; -
20%% duty on non ACP bananas in Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands; various quantitative 
restrictionss and licensing in France, Greece; Italy, Portugal and the UK; outright de facto prohibition of imports in 
Spain. . 
44 Columbia raised Articles I, III, VIII, XI, XIII, XXXVI and XXXVII. 
55 The panel discussion, for our purpose, is limited to the interpretation made of Article XXIV and its relation to 
otherr provisions of the GATT. Thus, Article XI, XIII, III, VII discussion is ommitted. It is not clear from the Panel 
reportt why the challenge to the EC members' import restrictions were being advanced on the basis of the regime 
existingg in 1992, when those rules had been passed on for a common import regime to be effective July 1,1993. 
66 This schedule had been resubmitted in 1973-4 on the accession of Denmark, Ireland and the UK to the EEC. 
Thee EEC schedule subsequently was restated on the accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal. 
77 DS32/R, para 105. The EC indicated that the question of Article II had not been raised during the consultation 
andd good offices and the panel should therefore refrain from ruling on this question. Two other arguments are 
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5.2.25.2.2 Party Arguments, Articles I, XXIV and Part IV8 

Thee application of 20% tariffs on non ACP bananas were claimed to be in contravention of Article I, 
sincee ACP like products were admitted on the basis of preferential tariff treatment, and as Article I 
appliedd to "customs duties and charges of any kind". Neither part IV nor Article XXIV could be used 
too justify the deviationn from Article I. Part IV contemplated the granting of preferential treatment to 
developingg countries as contrasted to developed contracting parties, but could not be interpreted as 
permittingg any differential treatment between one group of developing countries and another. Article 
XXIVV relieved Article I obligations in the case of customs union and free-trade area formations, but in 
thiss case there was present a "unilateral and non-reciprocal relationship". The parameters of Article 
XXIVV precisely prevented the trade treatment in question (Lomé) from falling under the scope of 
Articlee XXTV. The EC responded that preferences for France and UK followed from the explicit 
grantt in Art 1:2 together with its A and B annexes.10 Preferential treatment to the whole territory was 
accordedd by the Lomé IV and predecessor conventions in their establishment of a free trade area 
accordingg to Article XXTV:5(b) and XXIV:8(b) in conjunction with Part IV of the GATT.11 

Thee EC considered that this case was not merely directed to a market access issue, but rather 
constitutedd an attack on the contractual scheme of preferential arrangements made in the Lomé 
Convention.. This discussion would necessarily be drawn beyond the panel's terms of reference, 
particularlyy as a working group was established to review Lomé IV and previous working groups that 
hadd reviewed earlier Conventions. Citing in support an earlier and unadopted panel report, the EC 
arguedd in the present instance that, 

"Thee legal certainty with respect to international contractual relations duly notified to the 
GATTT would be severely affected, if many years after the coming into effect of an 
internationall  convention which was examined by the appropriate GATT bodies, its 
conformityy with the general agreement could be questioned anew".13 

Accordingg to the EC, this re-examination of well-established practice would breach the legitimate 
expectationss of the parties to be able to maintain their trade agreements without modification.14 

Onn the question of reciprocity, the EC position was that as between developed and developing 
countries,, reciprocity was not only not required, but if it was required, "this would mean that it would 

passed-overr in this summary, for now: subsequent practice, acquiesence and estoppel, Ibid., para 124, and 
Existingg Legislation, Ibid., para 147. 
88 Generally, from DS32/R, para 207. 
9DS32/R,para210. . 
100 The original negotiated exemptions for MFN. According to the EC, upon accessions to the EEC, these 
preferencess were still covered by Article XXIV:9, at least while other member states during transition could collect 
thee differences in rates at the internal borders of the EEC. (see annotation to ad Article XXIV:9, DS32/R, para 
216).. The EC did not claim that this coverage continued on the same basis after the extension of these 
preferencess to the entire territory of the EEC. Since formation of the EEC, it was not possible to collect internal 
dutyy differentials. 
11DS32/R,para217. . 
122 "EEC-Tariff Treatment of Imports of Citrus Products from Certain Countries in the Mediterranean Region", 
(L/57766 of Feb. 7,1986), para 4.16. As reporting the conclusion of the Panel, "(G)iven the lack of consensus 
amongg contracting parties, there had been no decision by the CONTRACTING PARTIES as to the conformity 
withh Article XXIV of the agreements under which the EC grants tariff preferences to certain citrus products 
originatingg from certain Mediterranean countries, and therefore the legal status of the agreements remained 
open."" Quoted in GATT, Analytica l Index , Guide to GATT Law and Practice , 6th Edition, 1994, p. 762. 
l ii Recited in DS32/R, para 220. 
144 Citing for support the last sentence of Article XXlV:7(b). 
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bee nearly impossible to create a free-trade area between developed and developing countries."15 As 
such,, both the preferential duty treatment and the use of preferential quantitative restrictions were 
justifiedd under Article XXIV , as XXIV : 5 contained an exception to Article I and to the XXTV:8(b) 
(permitted)) restrictions which otherwise would contravene Article XI. Thus, restrictive measures in 
forcee prior to the establishment of the free-trade area could be maintained. The establishment of the 
free-tradefree-trade area neither created nor reinforced those pre-existing measures.16 

Thee EC argument also raised the legal effect of Article XXTV:7(b). The position taken was that the 
lastt sentence of the Article permits a free-trade agreement with its notified features to be maintained 
andd immune from later challenge as long as no recommendation to modify it had been addressed to 
thee parties to the agreement. Relying upon the First Lomé working group review,17 the EC 
emphasisedd at that time that the Lomé complied with the obligation to eliminate duties and other 
restrictivee regulations of commerce with respect to substantially all the trade with the ACP. However, 

"Inn light of their development needs and the principles of Part IV of the General Agreement, 
thee EEC had not demanded reciprocity in its trade with the ACP."18 

Thee reference made to part IV was specifically intended to refer to GATT Article XXXVI : 8. Other 
Loméé working group reviews were cited to support the EC position that a free-trade area could be 
formedd according to Article XXI V without a reciprocity requirement, all in light of Part IV of the 
GATT.19 9 

Thiss argument requires some clarification at this juncture. Prior to the Lomé review cited above, the 
predecessorr Overseas Associations and the Second Convention differed from the Lomé Convention at 
issuee in that the EEC had previously maintained that reciprocity was a feature of those earlier 
agreements.. This was refuted by other working group members, first on the merits, asserting that no 
reciprocityy was being provided, and second, on the undesirability of requiring exchanges as between 
developedd and developing countries. This issue has been characterised here as the "reverse 
preference""  problem. Although Part IV did not exist in the first review for Overseas Association, the 
ECC did then argue that the development Article of the GATT could be applied to expand the listing of 
restrictedd Article exceptions permitted according to XXIV : 8(b). This was made as a part of an 
argumentt on behalf of the Overseas Territories to permit them to re-impose duties after formation. 

Thus,, the EC argument also reflected the fact that, when the reciprocity requirement was dropped 
outrightt in the first Lomé Convention, many members of the Working group applauded this deletion, 
althoughh some other members noted that the requirements for Article XXIV were not being met 
withoutt a stated reciprocity requirement. As discussed below, the EC argument might therefore have 
beenn successful if the "fiction" of reciprocity that was provided in the earlier formations had been 
simplyy retained within the Lomé provisions. If this had occurred, the panel would have been in a 
positionn to determine under what circumstances, if any, the veil of a free-trade declaration could be 
piercedd to determine whether reciprocity between parties was being applied de facto. 

Thee complaining parties' response was directed to these elements. Lomé did not qualify as a free trade 
areaa according to Article XXIV , which required a binding commitment to establish a plan and 
schedulee to eliminate the duties and other restrictive regulations on substantially all the trade. Part IV 

1 5DS32/R,para221 . . 
166 It is not clear whethe r the restrictiv e measure s were externa l as to outsid e partie s or interna l as to Lomé ' 
parties .. If external , the argumen t is somewha t out-of-bounds . The XXIV:8(b) restriction s refer to permitte d 
restrictiv ee measure s to be employe d betwee n partie s to an FTA, not referrin g to thos e that woul d be continue d or 
establishe dd as regardin g non-members . 
177 BISD 23S/46, page 48, para. 4, July 15,1976. 
188 Ibid . 
199 DS32/R, paras 227 & 228. 
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couldd not be interpreted to permit deviation from the reciprocity requirement of Articl e XXIV , as ad 
XXXVI ::  8 listed specific GATT articles permitted to be excepted by this provision. Articl e XXI V was 
nott  listed among these. In general, Part IV could not be relied upon as a means to discriminate against 
somee developing countries in favour  of others since, according to Part IV, benefits to be applied were 
too be available to all developing countries on an MFN basis.20 Moreover, it was not the intent of the 
complainantss to challenge the legall  contractual structure of Lomé, rather  only to challenge the banana 
regimee preferences. It was after  all, the EC and not the complainants that had raised an Articl e XXI V 
justification .. The EC, having raised it as a defence to violating Articl e I, the panel was now obliged to 
rul ee on whether  Lomé complied with Articl e XXI V in order  to fulfi l its terms of reference.21 

Complainantss also noted that reviews of the various Lomé Conventions all contained statements that 
somee working group members considered it doubtful that compliance with XXI V was being effected. 
Further , , 

"(i) tt  was also understood then in these working parties that these conventions would in no 
wayy be considered 'as affecting the legal rights of contracting parties under  the General 
Agreement.'"22 2 

Columbiaa also raised a legal question on interim agreements. If an interim agreement was intended by 
thee Lomé Convention, then the EC could have filed a plan and schedule which would have shown the 
arrangementt  leading to a free-trade area to be completed within a reasonable time. If the EC, however, 
intendedd to form a one-way reciprocal agreement, it could have also followed the US example in the 
Caribbeann Basin and have submitted it for  a waiver  under  GATT Articl e XXV. 23 

5.2.33 Panel findings on the Article XXIVIssues. 

Thee panel first  responded to the EC argument that restrictions under  Articl e XI  were consistent if 
adoptedd according to an arrangement qualifying under  Articl e XXTV. The panel interpreted XXIV : 5 
andd XXIV : 8 to meann that Contracting Parties could deviate from their  obligations under  the General 
Agreementt  for  the purpose of forming a customs union, a free-trade area, or  interim agreement, "but 
nott  for  any other  purpose."24 Articl e XXI V did not provide a basis for  justifyin g import measures as 
such,, but only a basis for  relieving another  party to a trade agreement from those measures that were 
otherwisee permitted under  the General Agreement. In other  words, XXI V could not be used as a basis 
forr  imposing quantitative restrictions on thir d parties that otherwise would not be lawful under  Art XI 
orr  one of its exceptions. On the issues of subsequent practice and estoppel, the mere fact that parties 
didd not exercise rights in the past did not modify those rights and did not prevent them from invoking 
thosee rights at this time.25 

Ass for  the relationship between GATT Articles I, XXIV , and Part IV of the GATT, the general 
questionn was first  raised as to the relationship between GATT' s consultation provisions, Articl e 
XXIII ,, and other  GATT procedures. The Contracting parties had discussed this aspect in the past, but 
hadd not reached definitive conclusions. Specifically in regard to the previous (unreported) Citru s 
panel,, where that panel concluded in the absence of a specific Council mandate that it would abstain 
fromfrom  an overall examination of bilateral agreements otherwise subject to special review procedures, 
thiss previous panel rulin g could now be read to mean that either  Articl e XX m was applicable to all 
disputes,, or  that Articl e XX m was not applicable to any matters upon which the Contracting Parties 

200 DS32/R, para 230-234. 
21DS32/R,para235. . 
22DS32/R,para236. . 
233 DS32/R, para 240. As for differentia l treatmen t between developin g countries , also citin g "Norway , restriction s 
onn Textil e Products , BISD 27S/119 para. 15,18 June 1980. 
244 DS32/R, para 358. 
25DS32/R,para362. . 
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hadd the power to take decisions. If the latter interpretation were to be accepted, Article XXTV could 
prevaill  over XXI H only in those cases where Article XXIV was invoked prima facie for the type of 
agreementt covered by the Article, "ie., on its face capable of justification under the Article" The 
resultt of this interpretation would be that, 

"I ff  preferences granted under any agreement for which Article XXTV had been invoked could 
nott be investigated under Article XXIII , any contracting party, merely by invoking Article 
XXTV ,, could deprive other contracting parties of their rights under Article XXIII." 28 

Therefore,, the current panel would review the agreement to find out if it was prima facie an Article 
XXTVV type agreement. Naturally, this would lead to a panel discussion as to the required elements of 
Articl ee XXTV necessary to meet this test, at least in the context of the agreement in question. 
Continuing,, XXIV : 8(b) clearly defined a free-trade area as one in which duties and other restrictive 
regulationss of commerce were eliminated on substantially all the trade between the parties, meaning 
nott merely upon imports into only one of the territories. The panel noted that the EC also agreed with 
thiss interpretation by its invocation of Part IV provisions which would, if applicable, operate to amend 
thiss requirement. 

Thee issue then presented for the panel was whether Part IV, read in conjunction with Article XXIV , 
providedd a cover for agreements that liberalised imports into only one of its parties.29 The conclusion 
wass reached that, 

"Legall  justification for the tariff preference accorded by the EEC to imports of bananas 
originatingg in the ACP countries could not emerge from an application of Article XXI V to the 
typee of agreement described by the EEC..but only from an action of the CPs (contracting 
parties)) under XXV." 30 

Beforee commenting on this ruling, the facts and legal arguments of the second panel case wil l be 
introduced. . 

5.35.3 The second  case:  "EEC-Import  Regime  for  Bananas",  DS38/R, 11 Feb. 1994.31 

Thiss complaint examined the consolidated EC banana import regime introduced on July 1, 1993.32 In 
somee respects this panel replayed identical considerations raised above for the first panel. However, 
theree are also differences, which wil l be the subject of this summary. 

5.3.15.3.1 Party arguments 

Forr the Article XXI V and Part IV issue, an argument distinct from the first panel was made where the 
complainantss characterised the EC's invocation of Part IV as inconsistent with certain other of its 
previouss declarations.33 The EC argument in response is also somewhat amended. Although a basis 

266 DS32/R, para 366, citing Citrus Panel, Supra, para 4.16. 
277 DS32/R, para.. 367. 
288 Ibid. 
299 This may be a somewhat interesting expression of the issue to be treated, since for the sector concerned, 
bananas,, no issue was being raised regarding as to whether or not reciprocal trade was provided. The panel is 
lookingg instead to the general reciprocity provisions of the agreement in question. 
300 DS32/R, para 372. 
311 DS38/R, 11 Feb. 1994, Panel established 16 June 1993. 
322 Regime under Reg. 404/93, which established external treatment for categories of suppliers: traditional 
importss from ACP, duty free up to maximum quantity; non-traditional imports from ACP; and imports from non-
ACPP subject to tariff-quota; EEC bananas. DS38/R, para 29. 
333 DS38/R, para 34. If the Part IV had a political and non-binding character (citing citrus panel, para. 3.24), the 
ECC could not have the interpretation both ways. Also noting in the Yaounde review that the EC had declared that 
Partt IV did not aim to modify Article XXIV provisions. BISD14S/106, para 14, adopted 4 April 1966. 
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couldd be found in Part IV for  the Lomé preferences, "...i t was XXIV:8(b ) alone, not Part IV or  Articl e 
XXXVI ::  8 which in derogation from Articl e I permitted preferences granted in accordance with the 
Loméé IV Convention."34 For  the complainants however, the non-reciprocity requirement of Articl e 
XXXV II  was inherently inconsistent with free-trade areas or  customs unions under  Articl e XXIV , as 
"(T)h ee very concept of non-reciprocity was fundamentally irreconcilable with the notion of a free 
tradee area or  customs union" 35 

Thee EC also submitted that the panel had no jurisdictio n to examine the overall Lomé Convention in 
connectionn with Articl e XXI V of the GATT. Articl e XXIV : 7 had a special procedure requirin g expert 
evaluationn of a trade agreement. Individual measures could be challenged as reservation of rights, but 
nott  possibly in such a manner  as to call into question an agreement "as a whole".36 The specific 
proceduress applied in Articl e XXTV: 7 should be seen in a hierarchy of norms that stood above the 
consultationn provided in Articl e XXm. Further, the duplication of procedures was contrary to the 
GATT .. Thus, 

"(B) yy notifying the Lomé IV Convention to the GATT for  examination by a working party, 
thee parties to the Lomé IV convention had done all that was necessary and possible for  them 
inn order  to obtain GATT clearance for  this Convention"37 

Clearancee for  an agreement is not possible to be either  provided or  denied under  Articl e XXI Q 
proceduress since this article only arises in a dispute over  a particular  measure. Permitting 
considerationn according to an ArticleXXH I procedure rendered the agreement made between parties 
challengeablee in regard to its constituent elements. By way of example, a tarif f preference granted 
underr  XXTV:8(b ) should not be challengeable under  XXIII . 

Complainantss stressed the legal insecurity that would result without a recourse to an Articl e XXII I 
review.. In the face of nullificatio n of a GATT right,  a party would be left without the dispute 
resolutionn avenue to obtain any remedy. The panel need not engage comprehensive examination of 
Loméé to conclude that the EC's claimed Articl e XXI V exception was inapplicable to this dispute 
becausee the panel in any case was not being presented with an agreement that prima facie met the 
Article' ss test. In any event, an Articl e XXI V procedure should not be interpreted to be a replacement 
forr  the GATT dispute settlement process.38 

5.3.25.3.2 Second Panel findings 

Thee Lome's external trade regime was generally validated, including the use of tarif f quotas. The 
nationall  treatment issues raised under  Articl e II I  were found against the EC. The issue left to resolve 
wass not the question of imposing higher  barrier s to external trade, but the preferences to ACP that 
weree not likewise extended to thir d parties. The panel recalled that duty-free tariff s were applied by 
thee EC to ACP countries and that this treatment was not granted immediately to like products 
originatingg from territorie s of complainants. This established the need for  the Articl e XXI V exception 
too be reviewed.39 The EC had invoked Articl e XXI V as it claimed that even if duties were due to be 
accordedd to thir d parties on the basis of MFN, they were not required to be extended to others due to 
thee establishment of a free-trade area under  Lomé TV,40 

344 DS38/R, para 37. The EC also said that GATT had accepted other non 
Papuaa New Guinea (BISD 24S/63). 
3535DSZQIR,paTdi37. DSZQIR,paTdi37. 
36DS38/R,para45and46 . . 
37DS38/R,para49. . 
300 DS38/R, para 50. 
39DS38/R,para155. . 
40DS38/R,para156. . 

-reciproca ll  free trade areas citin g g 
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First,, what aspects could the panel examine? The EC argued that only specific measures were 
reviewablee since Article XXTV:7 had its own procedure for evaluating free-trade areas in general. The 
panell  noted on this that working groups for the various Lomé Conventions had not explicitly decided 
thee issue of compatibility with the General Agreement. Notification of the Lomé arrangements made 
byy the EC had not specifically invoked Article XXTV, and the terms of reference for the working 
groupss had not referred to Article XXTV, instead, they were called upon to examine "relevant GATT 
Articles".. No report had adopted a decision that Lomé was under the terms of Article XXTV because 
noo conclusion was ever reached. Likewise, there were no Contracting Party decisions at hand 
establishingg that ArticleXXIV: 7 procedures applied at all to the Lomé Conventions.41 Further, 
whateverr the nature of the relationship between Article XXQI and Article XXTV, XXTV: 7 could only 
applyy to recommendations made for customs unions, free-trade areas, or interim agreements. 

Articlee XXIV : 7 does not therefore apply by its terms to any agreement notified, only to those 
providedd for in Article XXIV . Therefore, before determining whether the special review procedure of 
Articlee XXTV:7 pre-empted Article XXIQ, it must first be decided whether the agreement was of a 
typee to be qualified for XXIV: 7 treatment, i.e., that it was a customs union, a free-trade area, or an 
interimm agreement leading to either. Thus, the following holding was made, 

"(T)hee Panel could not accept that tariff preferences inconsistent with Article 1:1 would, by 
notificationn of the preferential arrangement and invocation of Article XXIV against the 
objectionss of other contracting parties, escape any examination by a panel established under 
Articlee XXIII...The Panel concluded therefore that a panel, faced with an invocation of 
Articlee XXIV , first had to examine whether or not these provisions applied to the agreement 
inn question"42 

Turningg to examining the Lomé Agreement as to whether or not it was of a type of agreement falling 
underr special review procedures of Article XXTV:7, the definition of XXTV: 8(b) was recited. The 
termss "between" and "originating in constituent territories" made it clear that trade was to be 
liberalisedd in products from all the constituent territories. Then, citing Lomé Article 168 and 174 for 
productss originating in ACP countries, these provisions indicated that the agreement "shall not 
comprisee any element of reciprocity for those States as regards free access".43 Since the Convention 
didd not provide for a requirement of reciprocity between the territories, 

"Thiss lack of any obligation of the sixty-nine ACP countries to dismantle their trade 
barriers...madee the trade arrangements set out in the Convention substantially different from 
thosee of a free trade area, as defined in the Article XXTV:8(b) (cite paragraph) 

Thee next issue addressed was the EC argument that Article XXIV:8(b) requirements had to be read in 
lightt of Part IV, particularly Article XXXVI : 8. This reiterates the Part IV analysis done from the 
earlierr panel, except the second panel noted that Part IV history did not originally authorise the 
grantingg of preferences on a non discriminatory basis to developing countries. This came much later 
withh GSP (1971) which were now carried by the GATT under the enabling clause of 1979. This led 
thee panel to conclude that, 

"Hadd non-reciprocal agreements between developed and developing parties been considered 
justifiablee under Article XXIV and Part IV, the decisions of the CP (contracting parties) on 
thee GSP and the Enabling Clause would have been largely unnecessary. Developed countries 
couldd simply have formed a "free-trade area" with selected developing countries by reducing 
barrierss unilaterally on imports from those countries"44 

411 This aspec t of the rulin g suggest s that a decisio n by the workin g grou p that an agreemen t fel l unde r the 
provision ss of Articl ee XXIV woul d eliminat e the inquir y that followed . However , onl y a handfu l of all the notifie d 
agreement ss coul d possibl y be place d into thi s category . 
4 2DS38/R,para158 . . 
433 DS38/R, para 159. 
444 DS38/R, para 162. As above , the EEC's own declaratio n on Yaound e was also raised , whic h state d the Part 
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Finally,, even if Lomé was to be covered by XXTV: 8 in conjunction with Part IV, XXIV ::  5 must also 
bee applied to consider  whether  discriminatory preferences could extend to non GATT members, 
whichh were also in the Lomé group. Here, Articl e XXIV : 10 should apply with its draftin g history to 
clearlyy indicate the appropriate procedure for  permittin g non member customs unions and free-trade 
areas. . 

5.45.4 Chapter  Conclusion:  the legal  effect  of  non-decisions 
Veryy few of the agreements submitted for  review have terminated in a decision by the working group 
orr  by the Contracting Parties that an agreement is qualified according to the terms and provisions of 
Articl ee XXIV . However, a number  of agreements submitted, unlike the Lomé, did ask for  review 
accordingg to the Articl e and not just to the application of GATT Articles in general. However, few of 
thesee resulted in decisions. Where a decision was obtained that a declared agreement qualified under 
Articl ee XXIV , the panel would not likely assert a basis to review the elements of that decision to 
determinee whether  or  not the agreement was of a type to be subject to the exceptions provided by 
Articl ee XXIV . A special procedure resulted in a determination and this would be recognised by the 
panell  and inserted as a finding. Thus, a first  effect of the rulings here is that an agreement submitted 
whichh was intended to seek the Articl e XXTV exception should clearly state the elements off  Articl e 
XXIV: 88 intended to be met by the arrangement, i.e., that a free-trade area or  customs union was now 
beingg declared to be formed. This would clearly rebut earlier  practice such as the Overseas 
Associationn for  example, wherein the EEC had argued that declarations omitted from the agreement 
wouldd not void a finding of a free-trade area formation, since the course of practice under  the 
agreementt  could indicate the creation of the free-trade area. 

Forr  agreements specifically seeking to be covered according to Articl e XXTV:8 , the panel holdings 
alsoo suggest that the working group procedure according to Articl e XXTV: 7 should first determine 
whetherr  an agreement was of a type to be subject to Articl e XXIV , and that the proponent parties 
shouldd seek to reach a positive decision on this point in order  to prevent the type of challenge made 
here.. This suggests that review parties first  apply Articl e XXTV: 8 before considering external effects 
providedd in Articl e XXIV : 5 as argued previously. This approach would serve to reconstruct somewhat 
thee dividing line intended between partiall y preferential agreements and qualified Articl e XXTV 
formations. . 

However,, what about the great majorit y of cases where an agreement claimed to fulfi l the Articl e 
XXIV ::  8 conditions were notified, but where no positive decision was reached? According to previous 
practice,, the self-declaratory aspect of the review procedure would appear  to have not prevented the 
partiess from engaging in the preferences provided according to their  plan and schedule. As expressed 
byy the European Community in regard to the legal status of its own successive accession treaties, 

"i tt  did not share the view that these earlier  treaties constituted an open question or  that their 
legall  status was unresolved in GAI T since the Contracting Parties had formulated no 
recommendationn under  Articl e XXIV:7(b ) for  any modifications to those arrangements."45 

Whatt  may have changed in light of the panels discussed above, is that preferences could be subject to 
challengee in the absence of a compatibility finding by the working group or  Contracting Party 
decision.. In this sense, the second panel's finding that Lomé was defective because it sought review 
onlyy according to GATT Articles (generally) is not really material to the issue, for  if a positive 
decisionn were obtained according to Articl e XXIV:7 , then a panel would at least operate from the 
presumption,, possibly irrebutable, that the preferences accorded by the agreement were secured by 

IVV could not modify XXIV. BISD14S/100, para. 14, Ibid., para 162. 
455 "It was, however, always possible for any country to seek to resume discussions of these questions in another 
moree appropriate context." L/5453, adopted on March 1983,30S/175, para. 18, as quoted in GATT, Analytica l 
Index,, Guide to GATT Law and Practice , 6th Edition, 1994, p. 761. 
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Articlee XXTV. If a negative decision were obtained, then Article XXI V could not be invoked in any 
event.. In the absence of any decision by Contracting Parties, it would seem, as a result of these panels, 
thatt the regional proponents assume the entire risk of having to extend to all parties on an MFN basis 
anyy preferences they have exchanged according to their plan and schedule. Although this may not 
negatee the inherent self-declaratory nature of preferential trade agreements, it does appear to 
significantlyy shift the burden to proponents to establish that agreements declared are of a type to 
qualifyy under the definitional elements of Article XXTV:8. This is taken up later. For now, since the 
workingg group review process is still governed by consensus, it would seem that a result would follow 
wherebyy the proponents would need to satisfy all parties in the review in order to obtain a positive 
recommendationn upon which a WTO Council decision could be obtained. 

Onee can point out that the case before the panels was specialised on its facts as there was a clear facial 
defectt in the declaration, since Lomé parties were expressly exempt from removing barriers to EC 
trade.. However, a variation of the claim can be constructed where a declaration is not defective, meets 
thee Article XXIV: 8 requirements according to its declared notification, but there is still no positive 
Contractingg Party decision affirming the agreement's provisions with Article XXIV . Complainants 
wouldd then assert, that in the absence of a decision, that a panel should go beyond the parties' 
declarationn to review the sufficiency of a plan and schedule according to the definitional elements. 
Thiss would present a question of whether the above rulings turn upon the facially defective attributes 
off  the arrangement considered, and therefore limit a panel review to the "prima facie" presentation of 
thee arrangement, or whether the decisions actually turn upon the absence of an affirmative decision 
madee according to the Article XXTV:7 procedure. A cautious interpretation of the panels should 
suggestt that the failure to obtain a decision according to an Article XXIV: 7 procedure retains the 
burdenn upon regional proponents to later justify their preferences. For, if a working party was unable 
too agree to qualify the arrangement overall, then the panel likewise has no finding or decision to apply 
too its deliberation other than the declaration and assertion of the regional parties. On this point, the 
secondd panel above rejected the EC's assertion that all that was required to be done had been done to 
qualifyy the agreement. Note again the panel's rejoinder on this point with italics added: 

"(T)hee Panel could not accept that tariff preferences inconsistent with Article 1:1 would, by 
notificationnotification of the preferential arrangement and invocation of Article XXI V against the 
objectionss of other contracting parties, escape any examination by a panel established under 
ArticleXXIII.." ArticleXXIII.." 

Att the core, one must accept the possibility of a broader ruling from panels that the specialised 
proceduress applicable to Article XXI V reviews are not sufficiently invoked by mere notification and 
invocationn of Article XXTV by regional proponents. That while an affirmative decision according to 
Articl ee XXI V would be sufficient to raise the Article's MFN exception, the absence of any decision 
retainss the burden upon the regional parties in the event later preferential measures are challenged. In 
thiss case the regional members have chosen to proceed with preferential exchanges without the legal 
coverr of a decision. In the absence of a decision, a panel can also defer to the special procedure and 
indicatee that it would be unwilling to make a finding that an agreement is qualified where the 
Committeee had been unable or unwilling to do so. 

Iff  the panel does not choose to refrain from examining the agreement for its compatibility, then the 
qualityy of the plan and schedule is likely to arise. At such a juncture, the panel would be presented 
withh the difficulty of qualifying the agreement itself on the technical aspects that should have resulted 
inn a decision in the working group. This could lead to a panel forming a ruling as to the meaning of 
"substantially-alll  trade" and the beginning of a judicial interpretation for this legal test. While this 
mayy also be a positive development, it seems as likely that a future panel faced with the choice of 
engagingg a technical review would exercise self-restraint and simply rule that the absence of a 
decisionn under Article XXTV:7 is equivalent to a refusal of the Contracting Parties to qualify the 
regionall  formation. Thereby, exchanged preferences would not be exempt from MFN. This again 
wouldd place the burden on the regional parties to arrange Article XXTV:7 procedures in a manner 
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wherebyy decisions would be forthcoming. In either  scenario, the holding of the second panel that self-
declarationn does not invoke the Articl e XXI V exception significantly rebuts the pattern of practice 
allegedd to have been established since GATT' s foundation. 

Ann additional aspect of pre-WTO practice has also been affected, that being the failur e of proponents 
too disclose sufficient information to working groups in order  to conduct a review analysis. Now, if the 
proponentss fail to provide the raw material sufficient for  a meaningful review, as they have done in so 
manyy previous reviews, then those parties wil l not be in an easy position to argue that Articl e XXIV : 7 
hass been sufficiently invoked to hold any promise to later  exempt their  preferences from Articl e 
XXi nn and Articl e I. This suggests that a consensus from a working group must also be obtained in 
regardd to the quality of the notification of the plan and schedule from the outset, and prior  to any 
substantivee review of the other  Articl e requirements. 
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66 Interna l Trade and Economi c Theory 

6.16.1 Introduction 
Thiss second part of the book has reviewed some of the elements of GATT Articl e XXI V as to its 
provisions,, to the practice established by Workin g Group review parties charged with examining 
regionall  agreements, and in the unadopted GATT dispute panel reports. The application of the Articl e 
inn practice through the Overseas Association and other  early reviews raised a number  of the 
significantt  systemic issues that remain unresolved in the practice as it has developed through the early 
yearss of the WTO. Prior  to GATT-1994, the Banana dispute panel decisions established, albeit 
withoutt  the effect of legal adoption, a core principl e that parties invoking Articl e XXI V exceptions 
couldd not claim an immunity from review according to Articles XXQ and XXI Q of the GATT. The 
effectt  of these rulings, while tentative, appeared to limi t the availabilit y of the regional exceptions at 
leastt  in those cases where a facial review of the agreements indicated that a free-trade area within the 
meaningg of paragraph 8 of Articl e XXTV was not being established. 

Too conclude this Part, a different type of systemic issue is raised for  consideration. This is the 
influencee of economic theory regarding the trade creating or  diversion effects of regional trade 
agreements.. The issue addressed is whether  economic welfare criteri a should be applied to the 
questionn of legal compatibilit y of an assessment of Articl e XXTV agreements. This aspect deserves 
somee extensive treatment in recognition of the role that economic theory has played in framing the 
debatee on the question of compatibility . Viner' s influence on the treatment of regional formations in 
thee GATT is pervasive. Besides establishing the field of economic studies relating to regional 
economicc integration since 1950, his work became seminal for  a generation of legal analysis on the 
regionall  compatibilit y issue. Any argument made for  institutin g a definitional criteri a of the Articl e 
leadingg from paragraph 8 effectively suggests that there is a rebuttal at hand of this impressive line of 
legall  and economic scholarship. Accordingly, this section concludes with the proposition that trade 
creation/diversionn analysis for  compatibility purposes forces a reversal of the appropriate examination 
sequencee as advanced by the author  here. 

Thee Part wil l conclude by drawing upon some general literatur e to outline in greater  detail the 
possiblee justifications for  a higher  internal trade requirement for  Articl e XXTV. These traditional 
justification ss are then compared with a preservation of trade test, as raised in the first  section. Since a 
modernn economic test along the lines of a Kemp/Wan theorem can address the traditional 
justifications,, an additional justification is submitted relating to actual territoria l differences. This 
finallyfinally  returns us to a brief examination of most-favoured nation. If MFN operates in practice to 
reducee certain disparities between large and small countries, then the stricter  requirements of the 
regionall  exceptions may also be validated in this light. 

Thiss assists in establishing a more ambitious theme that is drawn through to the next Part. This thesis 
iss premised on the notion that one's understanding of the scope of application for  MFN, and other 
GATTT rules, may be subject to evolution over  time. It is possible to outline an interpretation of the 
GATTT generally, which suggests that regional members remain legally bound by GATT rules in 
regardd to their  internal policies. The MFN principl e as outlined within the GATT framework may 
welll  have been drafted from the outset to accommodate this more expansive application for  non-
discrimination.. This view would suggests that Articl e XXTV does not establish an avenue for  regional 
memberss to establish autonomous regimes, but rather, it is a limited exception permittin g the 
exchangee of certain positive preference according to particular  conditions. As such, regional members 
mayy be under  the continuing legal authority of the GATT Agreement and its rules as they may apply 
too the conduct of intra-regional trade, even while members exchange their  positive preferences. Much 
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off  the text through the next Part of the book will examine this thesis and attempt a determination as to 
whetherr GATT MFN, as now found in the WTO, has evolved or cann evolve to such an application. 

6.26.2 The Divergent  views  of  law and economy 
Thee question of how the requirements of the Article XXIV should be interpreted in light of economic 
theoryy considerations has been an ongoing concern since GATT's origin. As theory has evolved to 
outlinee the application of customs union theory to Article XXTV requirements, it is fairly evident that 
conflictt also arose as to whether the Article's legal requirements respected these theoretical 
developments.. If not, then considerations have been raised whether the Article should be formally 
amendedd to validate the economic considerations, or in the alternative, should be applied in practice to 
amelioratee the defects in the provisions. This conflict is simply demonstrated by suggesting that 
Articlee XXTV provisions require the imposition of a high internal trade-coverage requirement. Since 
anyy agreement so qualified may be more trade diverting than a more partially-preferential 
arrangement,, a type of divergence between one interpretation of the legal text and the economic 
objectivess is presented. To the extent that regional proponents have argued that trade creation is the 
finall  objective to be reached by the process of applying the requirements of the Article, they have also 
implicitlyy argued for a structured order for the provisions. This would weaken the definitional 
requirementt of paragraph 8 in respect of more emphasis being placed upon the effects of trade barriers 
ass according to paragraph 5, and perhaps paragraph 4 as this has also been argued upon occasion to 
constitutee a distinct legal requirement. The economic considerations, raised regarding whether a 
regionall  trade agreement is trade creating or trade diverting, supports a view of the Article which de-
emphasisess the role of the qualifying definitional requirements of paragraph 8, as these coverage 
provisionss are directly affected by any argument to loosen the Article's constraints. That this interplay 
betweenn legal and economic considerations has become an aspect over the correct interpretation of the 
Articlee establishes the question as a systemic issue. The conclusion asserted here is that trade creation 
iss not a component of the Article's requirements, and that the legal considerations arguing for more 
completee regional formations override the ancillary considerations of economic welfare. 

6.2.16.2.1 Viner's Customs Union Theory 
Thee economic approach to the question of regional preferential trade formations has been to adopt a 
balancingg approach in order to favour regional formations which would finally create rather than 
diminishh global economic welfare.1 In its most pure form, the result to be achieved by a wholly 
complementaryy arrangement is that each relatively efficient producer or source of supply, whether 
internall  or external to the arrangement, shall be finally positioned to expand its production as a result 
off  the formation. As such, preferences should only be permitted which reward regional producers who 
aree more efficient than external producers. This presents a conflict with the legal requirements, as any 
suchh arrangement, while maximising welfare, is also likely to be incomplete in regard to its regional 
tradee coverage. This result stands in conflict with an internal trade requirement imposed to cover 
substantiallyy all of the trade between the regional parties. 

Ass such, it has been the position of a number of economic theorists and legal commentators, as 
indicatedd below, that GATT Article XXTV is economically irrational. This follows from the central 
pointt that an agreement which covers all the trade can result in a higher degree of trade diversion, 
resultingg in the shifting of production from efficient to lesser efficient producers, than one which 
coverr only a portion of the trade. Likewise, regional trade agreements which are only partially 
preferential,, and therefore unqualified according to a more severe Article XXTV test, may also result 

11 This is not to suggest that economic theory would favour a partial arrangement over either unilateral 
liberalisationn or multilateral liberalisation. For a short but contemporary review of the evolution of economic 
theoryy regarding preferential trade agreements (customs union theory) see, J. Bhagwati and A. Panagariya, The 
TheoryTheory of Preferential Trade Agreements: Historical Evolution and Current Trends, The American Economic 
Review,, V.86, No. 2, May 1996, pp. 82-88. 
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inn lesser  diversion of trade than a complete exchange of preferences. Simply stated, an incomplete 
formationn may, in a given case, be economically superior  to a complete formation.2 

Itt  is generally agreed that the origin of this dichotomy rests with Viner  and his 1950 treatise, The 
Customss Union Issue. Prior  to his insight that customs unions were capable of diverting more trade 
thann they created, it wass assumed for  the most part that all customs union were economically 
beneficial,, and further , that Articl e XXI V arrangements reflected this by requirin g completed 
formations.. Viner  illustrated the reasoning behind his argument by pointing out the absurdity of 
retainingg a legal distinction between the minimal difference of a 100 percent preference and lesser 
marginall  preference. Thus, 

"Free-trader ss sometimes in almost the same breath disapprove of preferential reduction of 
tariff ss but approve of customs unions, which involve 100 per  cent preference, and this is the 
positionn at present of the United States Government and the doctrine of the Havana Charter. If 
thee distinction is made to rest, as often seems to be the case, on some supposed virtu e in a 100 
perr  cent preference, which suddenly turns to maximum evil at 99 per  cent, the degree of evil 
taperingg off as the degree of preference shrinks, it is a distinction as illogical, the writer 
believes,, as this way of putting it makes it sound."3 

Thiss follows from Viner' s identification of the economic issue arising in determining the effects of the 
changess in "th e national locus of production of goods purchased."  As the shifting of purchases either 
too the higher  or  lower  cost sources of supply is engaged by union formation, then such a shifting in its 
nett  effects is either  positive or  negative, 

"(a)) for  each of the customs union countries taken separately; (b) for  the two combined; (c) 
forr  the outside world; (d) for  the world as a whole." 

Thus, , 
"I ff  the customs union is movement in the direction of free trade, it must be predominantly a 
movementt  in the direction of goods being supplied from lower  money cost sources than 
before.. If the customs union has the effect of diverting purchases to higher  money-cost 
sources,, it is then a device for  making tarif f protection more effective."4 

6.2.26.2.2 Dam's interpretation of Article XXIV requirements 

Thee juxtaposition of the GATT legal requirements with the 1950 economic analysis is often attributed 
too poor  historical timing as Viner' s contribution to the theory post-dated the draftin g of the GATT 
Articl ee responsible for  the qualification of regional agreements. The position was shortly taken 
thereafterr  that Articl e XXIV , together  with its substantially-all trade requirement, was more or  less 
hopelesslyy outdated shortly after  arrival . 

Thee major  legal contribution which applied Viner' s theory to the Articl e XXI V requirements came 
fromfrom  Dam in 1963, as he made a most extensive examination of the GATT reviews taken to date, and 
inn light of Viner' s proposition. Dam concluded that the Articl e was wanting in a most important 
respect, , 

"Sincee the tarif f reduction inherent in such a preferential arrangement might be considered to 
bee a movement toward free trade, albeit not so dramatic as that produced by a customs union 
orr  free-trade area, and since such a preferential arrangement by definition involves less 

22 "The primary purpose of a customs union, and its major consequences for good or bad, is to shift sources of 
supply,, and the shift can be either to lower - or to higher - cost sources, depending on circumstances." Viner, 
Jacob,, The Custom s Union Issue , Carnegie Endowment, (1950), p. 44. 
33 J. Viner, Ibid., at pp. 49-50, and his note 6. 
44 J. Viner, Ibid., at 42. "None of these questions can be answered a priori, and the correct answers will depend 
onn just how the customs union operates in practice. All that a priori analysis can do, is to demonstrate, within 
limits,, how the customs union must operate if it is to have specific types of consequences." Ibid., at 43. 
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discriminationdiscrimination against nonmembers than a customs union or free-trade area, the justification 
forr proscribing such arrangements absolutely is not clear."5 

Dam'ss prescription was to conclude that the Article required revision.8 Barring the practical 
difficultiess of accomplishing a negotiated amendment to the Article, he recommended instead, a 

"'creativee reinterpretation' of its provisions to emphasise that aspect of Article XXIV: 4 which 
calledd upon the parties "...not to raise barriers to the trade of other Contracting Parties."7 

Thiss was in effect a call to raise paragraph 4 to the status of an independent legal requirement that 
wouldd supersede the coverage requirements of paragraph 8. This would also suggest an implicit 
reversall  of the examination sequence in order to impose paragraph 5 as the leading factor for 
qualification,, since the emphasis would be placed by his construction upon the final structure of 
barrierss to outsiders, rather than upon the quality of internal free trade to be obtained by the regional 
partiess at the outset. Amended in this way, qualified regional groupings would then serve the 
movementt toward freer world trade by being individually rendered as trade creating. 

6.2.36.2.3 Implications for the review process and for MFN 

Withoutt regard to the merits, this view has also since then tended to dominate the framework by 
whichh regional agreements are argued to be compatible with the GATT requirements.8 Moreover, 
oncee it was understood that a strict internal trade requirement could do more damage to world trade 
thann a less strict requirement, the requirement's objective of supporting a broader application of most-
favouredd nation treatment was also placed into consideration. As Johnson succinctly stated in 1976, 
thee MFN principle, 

"hass absolutely nothing to recommend it on the grounds of either economic theory or the 
realitiess of international commercial diplomacy...The speciousness of the principle of non-
discriminationn is only exceeded by the irrationality of permitting nothing less than 100 per 
centt discrimination in the case of customs unions and free trade areas" 9 

However,, Johnson did recognise in the same instance that the justification for the MFN principle was 
nott within the economic sphere at all: 

"(T)hee principle has an important point and function, which can be loosely and inaccurately 
statedd as the principle that if you pay your membership dues to a club you are entitled to 
decentt treatment as one of the paid-up members.." (Therefore),".. .it seems the wiser course 
nott to devise further exceptions to the principle or rewrite it, but instead to improve the 
frameworkframework of international economic relations within which countries receive non-
discriminatoryy most-favoured-nation treatment."10 

Thiss recognises that the rules of the club provide an agreed-upon notion of "fair play" as between its 
members,, and that this consensus reached, defining what is "fair" between these members, is not 

55 Dam, Kennet h W. (1963), Regional  Economic  Arrangements  and the GATT, the Legacy  of  a Misconception, 
Universit yy  of Chicag o Law Review , V. 30, No. 4, pp. 615-665, at p. 633, italic s added . 
66 K. Dam, Ibid. , at p. 635. 
77 K. Dam, Ibid. , at p. 663. 
88 Articl e XXI V:4, "Th e Contractin g Partie s recogniz e the desirabilit y of increasin g freedo m of trad e by the 
development ,, throug h voluntar y agreements , of close r integratio n betwee n the economie s of the countrie s 
partie ss to suc h agreements. "  Only in the WT01994 Understandin g on the Interpretatio n of Articl e XXIV is the 
"steppin gg stone "  theor y raise d in , "(R)ecognizin g the contributio n to the expansio n of worl d trad e that may be 
madee by close r integratio n betwee n the economie s of the partie s to such agreements... " 
99 Johnson , H. J. , Trade Negotiations  and the New Internationa!  Monetary  System,  Leiden : A.W. Sijthoff , for the 
Graduat ee Institut e of Internationa l Studies , Geneva , and the Trade polic y Researc h Centre , London , (1976), at p. 
30,, quote d in R. Snape , 1993, p. 273. 
100 H. Johnson , in R. Snape , Ibid. , at p. 31. 
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equivalentt to a consideration of welfare efficiency. To place Johnson's point in a more legal 
construction,, the coherence of the principle rule of the club is obtained by its consistent application. 
Wheree efficiency considerations may argue for a more flexible set of exceptions in order to attain a 
higherr welfare objective for the world as a whole, such flexibilit y also carries a certain risk. If 
memberss do not believe that the core rule of the club is going to be applied consistently, then the 
valuee of membership is openly put into question. 

Unfortunately,, the trend in economic theory regarding compatible regional systems has failed to take 
Johnson'ss prescription into account. A major addition to Viner's proposition was introduced by Kemp 
andd Wan, also in 1976. This demonstrated that any regional integration agreement could (in theory) be 
madee to be welfare enhancing. Under certain conditions the external tariff for a customs union could 
bee reduced overall to avoid the effects of trade diversion.11 

6.2.46.2.4 The modern test 

Kemp-Wann provided the foundation for a prescription that "compatibility" can be provided by a 
balancingg test methodology to accomplish a "trade neutral" regional exception. McMillan offered a 
detailedd expression of this view that relates precisely to the Article XXTV* requirements. His opinion 
wass that regional formations should be assessed in practice by an examination of the resulting position 
off  non-members in regard to the preservation of their trade flows. Thus, 

"(I )) have suggested that the best test forjudging whether a RIA (Regional Integration 
Agreement)) is harmful is the simplest possible: does the agreement result in less trade 
betweenn member countries and outside countries? If the answer to this question is no, then the 
RIAA is consistent with open trade...."12 

Whilee such a status quo approach presents obvious appeal for non-members, it is an extreme 
divergencee from the approach adopted by the provisions of Article XXTV. A complete removal of 
internall  barriers between regional members wil l always present a greater difficulty for the resulting 
tradee position of the non-members. This however was addressed directly by McMillan in his 
considerationn of the value of the internal trade requirement: 

"(T)his,, also, is not in general in the interests of either the member countries or the rest of the 
world.. A zero intra-union tariff usually causes unnecessarily large amounts of trade diversion, 
ass Meade (1955) showed."13 

Itt would follow that a proposed agreement providing for 100 percent tariff reductions upon all of the 
members'' trade, while clearly in compliance with Article XXIV' s paragraph 8 coverage provisions, 
shouldd be substituted by a more partial agreement that is demonstrated not to harm the trade of non-
members.. The question raised by such a test is whether the GATT could accommodate such a change 
andd still retain any basis of legitimacy for MFN? 

111 M. Kemp and H. Wan, (1976) An Elementary Proposition Concerning the Formation of Customs Unions, 
Journall of International Economics, V.6, No. 1, pp. 95-97, at p. 95. According to Bhagwati and Panagariya, the 
Kemp-Wann contribution consisted of showing, as a "possibility theorem" that, "one could always construct a 
welfare-improvingg CU (customs union) among any subset of countries while the non-members were left at their 
initiall welfare." Bhagwati and Panagariya, Supra note 1 at p. 83. 
122 McMillan, John, (1993), Does Regional Integration Foster Open Trade, in K. Anderson and R. Blackhurst, 
(eds),, (1993), Regional Integration and the Global Trading System, Harvester Wheatsheaf, pp. 292-310, at p. 
306. . 
133 J. Mcmillan, Ibid., at note 8. McMillan acknowledges that there are "broad systemic reasons" for the internal 
tradee requirement, but as indicated in his conclusion above, the final test to be applied should refer first to the 
positionn of non-members regardless of whether or not internal trade is made free. 
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6.2.56.2.5 Does GATT Article XXIV accommodate an economic test? 
Whatt becomes evident from this brief review of the economic considerations is that there is a 
disagreementt as to what "compatibility" of a regional agreement should be intended to mean. This 
conceptt is clearly not the same for economists as it was for the drafters. For economists, the concept 
appearss to be focused upon trade creation, or at least upon the avoidance of trade diversion. Whether 
thiss would be a good idea or not, it is clear, as Dam pointed out, that economic considerations were 
nott elevated to a primary position in setting the original parameters of the regional exception. Thus, 
Articlee XXIV: 4 only provides that while the Contracting Parties, 

"recognizee the desirability of increasing freedom of trade by the development...of closer 
integrationn between the economies of the countries parties to such agreements. They also 
recognizerecognize that the purpose of a customs union or of a free-trade area should be to facilitate 
tradetrade between the constituent territories and not to raise barriers to the trade of other 
Contractingg Parties with such territories." (italics added.) 

Thee drafters may well have suffered under a primitive illusion that completed regional trade 
formationss might contribute in all cases to an expansion of world trade, the very point invalidated by 
Viner.. However, the italicised provision above also establishes the purpose of the exception as stated 
byy drafters. That is to prefer those agreements that actually facilitate trade between the constituent 
territories.. Just as Article XXIV provides a type of exception to the operation of other GATT rules, so 
mayy it also be an exception to the GATT objectives that are sought to be served by those other rules, 
likee the expansion of world trade. While the paragraph recognises the desirability of increasing the 
freedomfreedom of trade, it does not place this objective in any context decidedly global or regional. In point, 
thee paragraph only accomplishes one small task, and this establishes no relation to global trade. That 
iss to simply declare that the exceptions are intended to be available for agreements which are intended 
too facilitate trade between their members, as contrasted with those which are intended to raise barriers 
too non members. As such, it is only stating the reason for granting the regional exception. It is not 
posingg as a legal requirement in itself. It is indicating what is desirable rather than what is mandated. 
Itt does not suggest that agreements undertaken should pass any additional test of contributing to 
globall  trade.1 

Iff  GATT-1947 missed the emerging economic theory in establishing a welfare test for the exception, 
thee drafters to the Uruguay Round also passed upon an opportunity to realign the provisions to the 
economicc theory. Instead, the original goal of permitting regional formations subject to an internal 
tradee requirement was not only restated by the GATT-1994 Understanding on the Interpretation of 
Articlee XXIV , but arguably strengthened from the original text. Although the Understanding does 
noww refer to the idea that regional agreements may contribute to the expansion of world trade, such a 
contributionn is also said to be decidedly increased, 

"... .if the elimination between the constituent territories of duties and other restrictive 
regulationss of commerce extends to all trade, and diminished if  any major sector is 
excluded...excluded...(and)(and) (R)eaffirming that the purpose of such agreements should be to facilitate 
tradee between the constituent territories...' 

144 The Genera l Agreemen t preambl e can be raise d for consideratio n as it woul d infor m the objective s provide d in 
Articl ee XXIV:4. Here, the relevan t text provide s that relation s shoul d be conducte d wit h a view to "expandin g the 
productio nn and exchang e of goods "  by enterin g into arrangement s directe d to the "substantia l reductio n of tariff s 
andd othe r barrier s to trade..."(GAT T 1947 Preamble) . However , the preambl e does not establis h a basi s to 
accor dd or not accor d MFN on the criteri a of whether  or not trad e is expanded . 
155 Understandin g on the Interpretatio n of Articl e XXIV of the General Agreemen t on Tariff s and Trade 1994, 
preamble ,, OJ No L 336/16,23.12.94. The Understandin g modifie s aspect s concerne d wit h Articl e XXIV:5,6,7,and 
12.. Articl e XXIV:8, whic h state s the definitiona l interna l trad e requirement , was left entirel y untouche d from the 
origina ll  text of 1947. It is not suggeste d here that the preambl e is raisin g a new legal standard . It does howeve r 
enunciat ee a Members ' consensu s that mor e complet e formation s are compatibl e wit h the purpos e of the 
exception . . 
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Althoughh Viner's insight has had years of development in the economic and policy literature, even to 
thee point dominating the analytical framework by which we place regionalism in the multilateral 
context,, a criterion for trade creation has yet to find its place in any provisions of the Article, as 
amended.. One can only conclude, that given a choice between an MFN principle relegated in each 
casee to a "preservation of trade" test, that the club members have rather decided to reinforce the bar to 
MFNN deviations rather than lower it. 

Thee confusion between the economic and legal objectives occasionally traps even the staunchest 
opponentss of regional free-trade trade agreements. Thus, as Bhagwati comments by way of footnote, 

"(A)sidee from the fact that NAFTA has its own holes,...Ambassador Eisenstat has nothing but 
assertionn on his side when he claims that full preferences are better than partial preferences. 
Indeed,, some economic arguments suggest the opposite."16 

Perhapss most economic arguments would suggest otherwise, but this remains beside the point. What 
iss more germane to the question is the manner in which the economic argument has come to frame the 
questionn of legal compatibility. Further, whether at this juncture there is any possibility of placing this 
vieww into its proper position, which is outside the considerations of paragraph 8 of the Article. That 
thiss development needs to occur is nicely indicated by the following characterisation by Jackson 
regardingg the use of contingent trade measures between regional members: 

(A)) similar argument, or problem, arises with regard to unfair trade rules (anti-dumping and 
countervailingg duty rules), but a practice has developed of tolerating preferential agreements 
asas long as they do not eliminate such unfair trade rules between the preference parties.17 

Onee can understand how non-members would apply the customs union argument to make the case 
thatt regional members should never be accorded a right under Article XXTV law to suspend the use of 
tradee measures between them, since certainly trade diversion will almost always result. However, 
fromfrom the legal view one would consider that the retention of such trade devices between members 
wouldd have a direct bearing upon whether a regional formation could sustain sufficient trade coverage 
ass required by paragraph 8 at the outset. 

6.2.66.2.6 Paragraph 8 requires a legal construction 
Thesee examples are not raised to criticise the value of customs union theory for its concept of trade 
creation,, but rather to indicate how the theory has become gradually aligned with a view that denotes 
thee concept of compatibility from the position of non-members. What has evolved is a more "outsider 
directed""  perspective regarding the value of regional formations and the direct equation of this 
perspectivee with the larger interests of the multilateral system itself. In this environment, it is entirely 
possiblee to conclude that the highest-level regional integration schemes, like a completed customs 
territoryy formation establishing internal free circulation and disposing of internal trade measures, 
shouldd be viewed as the most potentially diverting and therefore the most incompatible of all possible 
arrangements. . 

Inn contrast, the more flexible form of a free-trade area where countries retain their individual 
commerciall  policies, as in Jackson's example above, can be tailored so that they better serve the goal 
off  net trade creation. Where sectors can so easily be omitted from internal coverage, this enhanced 
flexibilityflexibility  should permit outsiders a greater opportunity to preserve (or re-establish) their trade flows. 
Flexiblee organisational structure provides a better instrument, which, if properly applied could better 

Bhagwati ,, Jagdish , Preferential  Trade Agreements:  The Wrong  Road,  Law and Polic y in Internationa l 
Business ,, Vol . 27, No. 4, pp. 865-872, at p. 868, his note 5. 
177 Jackson , Joh n H. Perspectives  on Regionalism  in  Trade Relations,  Law and Polic y in Internationa l Business , 
V.. 27, No. 4, (1996), p. 873-878, at p. 876, italic s added . 
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meett the "no harm done" test as enunciated by McMillan. Partially discriminatory groupings suggest 
att least the possibility of creating a final result that is trade creating and therefore more compatible 
withh the multilateral system. 

Thiss line of reasoning approaches a nearly absurd result when pursued to its logical endpoint. 
Considerr together these two provisions from paragraph 1 and 8 of Article XXIV : 

"1 .. .. .(E)ach such customs territory shall, exclusively for the purposes of the territorial 
applicationn of this Agreement, be treated as though it were a Contracting Party... 

8(a)) .. .A customs union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs 
territoryy for two or more customs territories..." 

Thus,, we are reminded that a customs union complying with the coverage requirements of paragraph 
88 is a customs territory. Further, GATT's legal provision for territorial application requires that such a 
unionn shall be treated as though it were a Contracting Party. In this light, it must be viewed as ironic 
thatt a qualified union could be relegated as the "least compatible of all" possible formations, as 
suggestedd by an economic viewpoint. As a completed customs union is to be considered a Contracting 
Partyy as a matter of law, then one can only conclude that a trade creation or diversion criteria cannot 
possiblyy be imposed in disregard of this accorded legal status, by the express provisions. 

6.2.76.2.7 Paragraph 5 accommodation of economic criteria 

Wheree economics does play a role for Article XXTV determinations is in regard to the performance 
requirementss dictated by paragraph 5. Although only formations already qualified according to 
paragraphh 8 should be passed along to consideration under paragraph 5, the preamble of that 
paragraphh does state that the exception accorded by the Article is only granted provided that certain 
criteriaa subject to economic measurements shall be met. To the extent that the general incidence of 
dutiess and regulations of commerce shall not be higher or more restrictive on the whole, this suggests 
thatt economic evidence is relevant to this assessment. It does not however suggest that there is a 
determinationn to be made that the formation must be, on balance, trade-creating. Moreover, a finding 
thatt a customs union was trade diverting on balance would not raise a presumption that paragraph 5 
requirementss were not being met. It is not difficult to compose a hypothetical union composed of 
high-tarifff  constituent members. The resulting common tariff could be significantly lower than the 
previouss individual tariffs to non-members. However, this could yet be trade-diverting overall due to 
thee complete elimination of internal barriers to trade. 

Whatt one concludes is that whether a customs union or free-trade area is trade-diverting may well 
havee a negative implication for economic welfare and for the expansion of world trade. But, this 
considerationn should not force a conclusion that a similar negative implication will be drawn for the 
worldd trade system. The multilateral trading system is not merely a reflection of world trade flows. 
Thee latter is concerned with the expansion of trade and the enhancement of welfare, or at least with 
thee desire to not see overall welfare degraded. The former as we explore below, is concerned 
intrinsicallyy with issues of providing a basis for equitable treatment between the parties contracted in 
thee GATT in regard to the origins of their goods. 

6.2.86.2.8 The implications of a flexible approach 

Wee have suggested that, by reducing the regional question only to its external welfare effects, any 
rationalee for a higher internal free-trade requirement is necessarily disregarded. Again from 
McMillan, , 

"Inn practice it is possible that some member countries wil l not benefit from a RIA. But it 
seemss reasonable to have a hierarchy of concerns: to put preventing harm to third countries 
aheadd of preventing members from harming themselves."18 

Joh nn McMillan , Supra , not e 12 at p. 295. 
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Thiss hierarchy of concern equates the interests of non-members with that of the multilateral system 
itselff  as though the multilateral system does not say nor  should say anything regarding the conduct of 
partiess within preferential arrangements. In practice, the equation of non-member interests with mat of 
thee trading systems itself has influenced the discourse concerning regional trade agreements. For  an 
example,, the following European Commission statement responded to the charge that a rise in the 
numberr  of regional agreements poses a threat to the WTO system. 

"WT OO Secretariat analysis confirms the EU's view that, on the whole, the effect of regional 
integrationn agreements concluded since 1947 has been to create rather  than divert trade, and 
hass therefore tended to reinforce the benefits of the multilateral system rather  than undermine 

Thee EC has relied upon this argument before. In the 1970 Workin g Group Report of the EEC 
Associationn with Tunisia and Morocco, Workin g Group members attempted to draw a linkage 
betweenn the proliferatio n of developed/developing country regional agreements and the larger 
frameworkk of international trade and development. The EEC's response at that time was that previous 
similarr  agreements had not led to any finding of damage to non-members, that a majorit y of the 
Contractingg Parties had entered into such agreements over  the previous twelve years, and that 
(nevertheless)) world trade had expanded.20 

Thee gist of the argument is that as long as world trade expands, then non-members are not negatively 
affectedd by regional formations. Therefore, regional agreements, partial or  otherwise, are inherently 
compatiblee with the trading system. There are several points with which to contest this reasoning, not 
thee least of which is to ask what would have been the growth of world trade by MFN in the absence of 
anyy such regional agreements? One may also pose the reverse inference for  consideration. If there 
wouldd occur  a period in which world trade failed to expand overall, would non-members then have a 
basiss to conclude that preferential agreements were no longer  compatible with the multilateral 
system? ? 

Foremostt  however  is the persistent assumption that trade creation is the context within which the 
questionn of compatibilit y should be determined. This is asserted without any reference to the 
particularr  quality of the agreements themselves, as though all regional agreements were formed 
accordingg to similar  criteri a and intended to meet a uniform set of goals. 11f one accepted the EC 
declarationn at face value then one should also entertain some of the more problematic implications 
thatt  follow. For  example, if only more regional preferential agreements had been concluded since 
1947,, the resulting effects for  the multilateral system would have been even more positive, since, "on 
thee whole, the effect of regional integration agreements concluded since 1947 has been to create rather 
thann divert trade." 

Too follow this reasoning along, the GATT' s failur e to require a higher  threshold of internal trade 
coveragee between members has been a fortunate accident of history. If institutionalised by an 
amendmentt  to paragraph 8 provisions, Articl e XXTV could be reformed in order  to drop the 
definitionall  requirements free-trade areas and customs unions altogether. This would permit a sector 
byy sector  examination of all notifications and permit all preference agreements between members for 

Europea nn Commission , (1997), "Brittan  Memorandum"  on European  Union  Preferential  Agreements,  Europ e 
Documents ,, No. 2025,27 Feb. 1997, p. 3. 
2 019722 BISD, L/3379, p. 149, para 5-11. 
211 For examples , how muc h of the expansio n was cause d by custom s union s as compare d to free-trad e areas , 
andd how muc h was cause d by free-trad e areas in thei r differin g varieties ? Was mor e or less expansio n cause d 
byy free-trad e areas that omitte d agricultur e and textil e coverage ? Was mor e or less expansio n caused by free-
trad ee area plan s betwee n develope d territorie s or betwee n developin g territories , or betwee n develope d and 
developin gg territories ? 
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thosee sectors that do not interfere with the existing flows of trade to non-members. This is essentially 
thee preservation-of-trade flow test proposed by John McMillan. In point, it complements well 
Kennethh Dam's original prescription to address the Overseas Association problem on a sector by 
sectorr basis.22 

6.36.3 Justifying  internal  trade 

6.3.16.3.1 A first justification: avoiding trade-diverting preferences 
Itt was suggested above that trade creation is not a part of the legal test required for compliance with 
Articlee XXIV . However, there is a long thread of commentary regarding the internal trade 
requirementt of paragraph 8 that does express a type of internal trade creating intention as drawn from 
thee provisions. This follows from a recognition that there is a tendency within more flexible 
preferencee agreements for regional partners to seek to exchange only those preferences which serve to 
divertt external trade. The higher internal trade requirement restricts this flexibility . Haddock identified 
thiss justification in response to those who, "charge that the present all-or-nothing rules are 
economicallyy unsound..." 

"(I)nn addition, once governments are allowed to select some products and not others, political 
forcess will inevitably exert enormous pressure to choose trade-diverting preferences first. 
Trade-divertingg preferences are the ones that result in the greatest net political gain for 
governments;; the political gains arise from pleasing local producers who displace third-
countryy producers, while political losses are entirely avoided because third-country producers 
doo not vote."23 

Jacobb Viner also recognised this problem, and even appeared to suggest that this was a meaningful 
exceptionn to his own assertion that a 100% preference was economically irrational. Thus, 

"(T)heree is one ground only on which it can consistently be held that preferences are 
economicallyy bad and are increasingly bad as they approach 100 per cent.„Customs union, if 
itt is complete, involves across-the-board removal of the duties between the members of the 
union;; since the removal is non-selective by its very nature, the beneficial preferences are 
establishedd along with the injurious ones, the trade-creating ones along with the trade-
divertingg ones. Preferential arrangements, on the other hand, can be, and usually are, 
selective,, and it is possible, and in practice probable, that the preferences selected will be 
predominantlyy of the trade-diverting or injurious kind."24 

Althoughh requiring 100 per cent preferences may be economically inferior to partial exchanges that 
selectt only trade-creating preferences, in actual practice such a beneficial partial exchange is not at all 
likely.. Therefore the all-or-nothing approach installs the good with the bad, as contrasted to only 
installingg the bad. Roessler recounted this same justification for the stricter requirement in suggesting 
thatt formations dedicated to the purpose of diverting external trade can be avoided by such an 
applicationn of GATT Article XXIV : 

"(D)omesticc protectionist pressures will tend to favor trade diversion over trade creation, and 
governmentss negotiating RIAs will therefore be under pressure to avoid preferences in those 
sectorss in which they are likely to increase imports. If the GATT were to permit governments 
too accord preferences selectively for certain products only, trade-diverting preferences would 
tendd to prevail."25 

222 Sectoral examination was endorsed by Dam (1963) for the Overseas Association, in reference to the Haberler 
Report.. Supra note 5 at p. 652. 
233 R. Haddock, (1993) at p. 155. 
244 J. Viner, Supra note 2 at p. 51. 
255 Roessler, Frieder (1993), The Relationship Between Regonal Integration Agreements and the Multilateral 
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Roessler'ss comment also suggests that, but for  such a requirement, regional parties would have no 
inclinationn to exchange any preferences that would trul y create regional competitive conditions. This 
inferss that there is inherent in the requirement also an accommodation for  the possibility that regional 
tradee creation should also occur  as a result of the preferences. Paragraph 4 of the Articl e suggests as 
muchh in indicating the purpose of customs unions and free-trade areas should be to facilitate trade 
betweenn the regional members and not to raise barrier s to other  contracting parties. 

Althoughh this limited view of trade creation may not be optimal from a global perspective, it may be 
preferablee to the absence of any other  liberalisation. Although the efficient external producer  offers 
thee best trade creation potential if it attains access to the market of the regional members, this point 
alsoo begs the question if there is no market presence for  such a producer  prior  to the regional 
formation.. Viner  also entertained this prospect as a condition, since, 

"(T)her ee wil l be commodities, however, which one of the members of the customs union will 
noww newly import from the other  but which it formerly did not import at all because the price 
off  the protected domestic product was lower  than the price at an any foreign source plus the 
duty.. This shift in the locus of production as between the two countries is a shift from a high-
costt  to a lower-cost point, a shift which the free-trader can properly approve, as at least a step 
inn the right  direction, even if universal free trade would divert production to a source with still 
lowerr  costs."28 

Thiss scenario should be more scarce over  time due to the results of tarif f cutting in the successive 
multilatera ll  rounds, but it probably remains a trade policy feature in a number  of sensitive sectors, and 
evenn in regard to the developed country markets. These are also those sectors where developing 
countriess claim comparative advantage. 

Inn these examples, it appears that the internal trade requirement of Articl e XXIV : 8 applied stringently 
actuallyy does appear  to serve a trade creating goal, albeit one formulated from a view basedd upon the 
realityy of conduct of regional members and their  natural inclinations to only select diverting 
preferences,, if given the chance. 

6.3.26.3.2 A second justification: preventing proliferation 
Roesslerr  has also suggested that the purpose of the requirement is to reduce the number  of regional 
agreementss overall, as, 

"...(t)h ee political forces behind RIA' s that cover  substantially all trade are such that a quasi-
universall  organization such as the GATT must permit them lest it lose its members. RIAs 
coveringg a small portion of trade are unlikely to have as strong a political support. The 
substantially-all-tradee requirement can therefore be seen as a requirement that helps 
differentiatee between politicall y unavoidable and containable deviations from the most-
favoured-nationn principle..." 27 

Heree it is suggested that GATT parties wil l be more inclined to accept the deviations from MFN when 
thee regional parties are themselves serious enough to consider  meeting the internal trade requirements. 
Thiss suggests that GATT can limi t proliferatio n by proscribing those regional endeavours that would 
nott  carry significant political support anyway. This suggests an additional systemic interest that inures 
too non-member's interest. If permittin g agreements to form with a lower  threshold of coverage means 
thatt  a greater  number  of agreements wil l be formed overall, then the net result for  all parties is that 

Tradee Order , in K. Anderso n and R. Blackhurst , (eds) , Regional  Integration  and the Global  Trading  System, 
Harveste rr  Wheatsheaf , (1993), pp. 311-325, at p. 314. 
266 J. Viner , Supr a not e 2 at p. 43. 
277 F. Roessler , Supr a note 25 at p. 314. "RIAs "  refer s to regiona l integratio n agreements . 
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lesserr international trade is governed by the MFN principle. In this context, the internal trade 
requirementt can be understood to prevent proliferation of regional systems. 

6.3.36.3.3 Challenging the traditional justifications 
Thee justifications described above appear to reflect well-established views supporting the 
substantially-alll  trade requirement. They are, however, also addressed by a Kemp/Wan or McMillan 
approach.. As to the first justification, in the absence of internal trade requirements, it is suggested 
abovee that parties would only exchange preferences that do not provide for internally competitive 
openings.. However, while such minimal exchanges would not lead to regional trade creation, they 
wouldd also not diminish external welfare to any particular degree. If such exchanges are economically 
neutral,, i.e., if they do not hurt anyone, then there is no particular reason why GATT should be in the 
businesss of preventing them from occurring. For the cases where meaningful preferences are 
exchangedd and regional trade creation is occurring, then the older pre-GATT environment described 
byy Viner where non-members did not have market access in the first place, is not really so applicable 
now.. Non-members are more likely to have had established trade in the modern era. Where bilateral 
preferencess are exchanged, real market access is diminished and the preferences are therefore trade 
diverting.. Thus, as barriers have come down overall, completed preferential exchanges may be more 
likelyy to divert external trade. As for the point raised by Haddock regarding the regional selection of 
onlyy externally trade-diverting preferences, McMillan's approach would seem to confront this 
problemm directly by simply requiring the preservation of pre-existing levels of external trade for the 
benefitt of non-members.2^ 

Thee proliferation argument is more secure but is also challenged by a contemporary economic 
approach.. If within this proliferation environment, trade flows for non-members were preserved on an 
agreementt by agreement basis, then external trade diversion would be in check. This result would 
permitt regional parties to advance integration when actual trade creation resulted, and would prohibit 
themm from advancing regional integration when world external trade was harmed. This seems to go to 
thee point of the Kemp/Wan construction, that it is possible to acknowledge the benefits of regional 
integrationn without reducing world welfare. In order to respond, one returns to the question raised in 
thee first chapter of the book regarding the character of national prerogative as expressed in regional 
commerciall  diplomacy. 

6.3.46.3.4 A third justification: containing national prerogative 
Beyondd considerations of welfare gains or losses generated by regional trade arrangements, a 
persistentt point remains that some countries and territories have a greater power to initiate regional 
exchangess than others. The largest of the trading countries, upon which most other territories rely for 
markets,, are in a most advantageous position to derive the benefit from a less stringent regional 
exception.. In a more flexible system they are given an enhanced capacity to select among a larger 
numberr of potential partners who may be competing with each other to be favoured by preference, or 
perhapss to regain the balance lost by the granting of preference to others.30 Among all of these 
potentiall  candidates, it is also apparent that some countries are simply more desirable regional 

Thiss consideratio n was nicel y expresse d by a membe r of the workin g grou p in the revie w of the EEC-
Agreemen tt  wit h Egypt , who considere d that the additiona l expansio n of the EC networ k of regiona l agreement s 
woul dd rende r the few remainin g outsider s "leas t favoure d nations" . 1975 BISD, L/4054, para 11. 
299 However , attemptin g to accor d MFN on the basi s of quantit y is historicall y problematic . See, Tasca , Henry J. , 
WorldWorld  Trading  Systems,  Internationa l Institut e of Intellectua l Cooperation , Leagu e of Nations , 1939, Paris , p. 25. 
300 Regiona l agreement s may be subjec t to a domin o effect . For examples , recipient s of the US preference s in 
thee Caribbea n Basi n Initiativ e have sough t to redres s superio r preference s grante d to Mexic o in the NAFTA. The 
EC-Turke yy custom s unio n completio n was sough t in part by Turkey to redres s the new preference s bein g 
grante dd by the EC to the countrie s of centra l and easter n Europ e in the Europ e Agreements . 
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partnerss than others. For both the largest players and the most favourable regional candidates, a 
considerationn of a more flexible non-trade diverting regional exception could be favourable. More 
agreementss could be formed with more partners and under less restraint from GATT's more rigid 
substantially-alll  trade requirement.31 

However,, once one considers the possibility that country and market differences actually exist, then it 
alsoo becomes more clear that the GATT most-favoured nation clause also operates as a restraint as it 
hass a tendency to level the playing field of action between these unequal actors.32 From this it is 
suggestedd that the core justification for non-discrimination treatment is not primarily economic. It 
mayy rather reflect the recognised political imbalances between countries in addressing an historical 
problemm of economic diplomacy by the use of a legal rule. 

Thee Article XXI V internal trade requirement is an element in this GATT MFN construction as it 
restrictivelyy prescribes the conditions for its exception. As indicated above by Roessler, lesser 
desirablee regional partners have some basis to curtail the regional plans of others by delineating those 
withh strong political support and those without. Further however, if one examines the manner in 
whichh preference functions in the regional setting, there is also the possibility that the non-
discriminationn principle is not only capable of protecting the position of non-members. There is a 
distinctt possibility that the principle can be extended to also level the playing field between regional 
members.. In order to explore this possibility, we return to Hirschman and examine his thesis, as raised 
priorr to the commencement of the GATT. 

6.3.56.3.5 Positive and negative regional preferences 

Thee instruments employed to affect the internal trade flows between regional partners are those which 
havee the capacity to select preferences not only for opening trade but also for closing it. We can refer 
too preferences as either positive or negative as between the members. In the absence of a regional 
exception,, and where the MFN obligation is effective, any strategy by a regional member to establish 
preferencess positive or negative is impossible to effectuate. Any positive preference sought too be 
givenn must be extended to all non-members. Likewise, any threat of a negative preference against one 
memberr must also be threatened against all non-members. Where a regional exception permits 
preferentiall  activities, positive or negative, within certain parameters, the capacity to tailor 
preferencess between members is either enhanced or reduced depending upon the degree of flexibilit y 
accordedd by these parameters. Where a strict internal trade requirement requires complete positive 
preferencess and does not permit the use of any negative preferences, the power of any one large 
memberr to affect its regional trade with other members by opening and closing trade should be 
curtailedd absolutely. 

6.3.66.3.6 Preference and dependency 

Hirschman'ss 1942 thesis demonstrated the need for such a requirement in isolating what he named the 
"influencee effect" of trade, He offered the case of Germany and Bulgaria. In 1938 this bilateral trade 
representedd 52 and 59 per cent of Bulgaria's total imports and exports respectively. However for 
Germany,, Bulgarian trade represented less than 2 percent of its total trade for bom imports and 
exports.. Even while the trade was monetarily balanced, Hirschman raised the obvious proposition 
that, , 

Somee countrie s specialis e in accumulatin g regiona l attachments . For one example , Chil e is a membe r of the 
Asia nn Pacifi c Economi c Cooperatio n (APEC), a free-trad e area part y wit h Canada , a subjec t for NAFTA 
extension,extension,  an ofte n mentione d candidat e for an EU bilatera l agreement , and a declare d associat e membe r of the 
Mercosur . . 
322 GATT Articl e I applie s to thos e lik e products , "originating  in  or destine d for the territorie s of ali othe r 
contractin gg parties. " 
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"...itt will be much more difficult for Bulgaria to shift her trade with Germany to other 
countriess than it will be for Germany to replace Bulgaria as a selling market and a source of 
supplies."33 3 

Too Hirschman the granting of a positive preference by one territory to another served a first purpose 
inn inducing the conditions of trade dependency. This strategy required an initial deviation from MFN 
andd was a prerequisite to exercising influence. However, once dependency was established by the 
inducementt of trade generated by these positive preferences, a second application of discrimination 
thenn became possible whereby the dominant territory could dictate additional terms by exercising, or 
threateningg to exercise, the termination of this dependent bilateral trade. This second act would 
requiree the application of a negative preference, but would also require a deviation from MFN since 
otherwise,, a threat to terminate the trade of one party must also be threatened against all.34 As 
Hirschmann summarised, 

"Thee idea could come to its full fruition only after commercial policy had been provided with 
thee weapons necessary to influence the geographical distribution of foreign trade. As long as 
thee most-favoured-nation clause was prevalent in commercial treaties and trade was regulated 
mostlyy by tariffs, governments had relatively little influence upon the geographical course of 
trade,, or, at any rate, were not fully conscious of possessing this influence." 

Therefore,, the restoration of an MFN clause for international trade would contribute to the solution. 
"...Ann argument a a fortiori  applies to the simple abolition of discriminating treatments such as 
quotas,, preferential or discriminating duties...This program is much less ambitious than that 
off  universal free tradc.it admits general tariffs and outright prohibitions. The most-favoured 
nationn clause is one of the typical expressions of this system which is generally implied in 
suchh phrases as "equality of trading opportunity..."36 

Hirschmann would say that MFN was intended to diminish the power of a nation's economic 
diplomacyy apparatus from being exercised to capture economic and/or political control of smaller 
states.. In the modern era, we do not tend to conceptualise MFN in these terms. This may be because 
wee view regional economic integration only in terms of a group of members exchanging a series of 
positivee preferences. We look at MFN accordingly for its task to protect the non-members from the 
moree negative external effects of these positive preferences made between members. However, there 
doess not appear to be anything inherent as to the principle of most-favoured nation itself that suggests 
thatt its application should be necessarily so limited. To the contrary, to the extent that non-
discriminationn is intended to fulfi l the GATT's objective of eliminating discrimination in international 
commerce,, it is possible that this objective extends to the relationship between regional members as 
welll  as to the relationship between GATT parties generally. Thus, one concludes by inquiring of MFN 
whatt precisely is the source of its legitimacy in the international trading system, and as it is found in 
thee primary provisions of the WTO Agreements. 

333 Hirschman, Albert 0., Nationa l Power and the Structur e of Foreig n Trade, University of California Press, 
Berkeley,, (1945, expanded edition, 1980), p. 31. If all countries were created the same, this would not be an 
issue. . 
344 In Hirschman's words, "...the power to interrupt commercial or financial relations with any country, considered 
ass an attribute of national sovereignty, is the root cause of the influence or power position which a country 
acquiress in other countries..." This served as the definition of trade policy for him. A. 0. Hirschman, Ibid., at 16. 
Hee also distinguished this strategy from mercantilism or autarchy, as the influence effect of trade cannot be 
achievedd without engaging in trade. 
355 A. 0. Hirschman, Ibid., at p. 8. 
366 A. 0. Hirschman, Ibid., at p. 76. His prescription went beyond MFN to call for the re-organisation of 
internationall trade to eliminate the power of national sovereignty as, "...the exclusive power to organize, regulate, 
andd interfere withh trade must be taken away from the hands of single nations. It must be transferred to an 
internationall authority able to exercise this power as a sanction against an aggressor nation." Ibid., at pp. 79-80. 
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6.46.4 Part  Two Conclusion:  the basis  ofMFN legitimacy 
Franckk suggested that the MFN rule finds a basis for  legitimacy as a function of its own inherent 
coherency.. As summarised, 

"(GATTs )) most basic provision is the most-favoured-nation (MFN) clause which (contrary to 
itss name) seeks to preclude favouritism. It prohibit s members from giving benefits to some 
butt  not all trading partners. As long as this rule is applied consistently, it appears to be 
coherentt  and thus legitimate."37 

Ass Franck's statement raises the notion of favouritism, there is arguably an implici t assumption that 
differencess between states in their  capacity to exercise power  (to grant favouritism or  demand it) is 
affectedd by the MFN rule, m regard to. selecting or  de-selecting goods for  entry on the basis of their 
countryy origins, MFN appears to have the capacity to level the playing field as between the different 
sourcess of supply. To the extent that the capacity to effect this discrimination may also be a reflection 
off  a country's political or  economic diplomacy, MFN appears to act to separate this power from the 
fieldfield  of commercial policy application, at least in regard to MFN' s scope of application. As MFN acts 
too eliminate discrimination by precluding favouritism, the advantages which confer  certain economic 
andd political power  advantages, as held by some territorie s as a matter  of course, can be understood to 
bee contained by principle. Otherwise favouritism, which is implemented in the legal setting by the use 
off  discrimination, positive and negative, would certainly tend to be employed by those territorie s most 
likelyy to employ it successfully. 

Itt  seems to follow that incumbent to any notion of fairness in international economic law, as Franck 
hass sought to define the term in this context, is an underlying idea that the powerful should, by 
operationn of the principle, be restricted from extracting more favourable treatment from the weak.38 If 
so,, then it can also be suggested that the principl e should apply across a range of preferential 
activities.. These would include protecting a thir d state "C"  from the preference extracting activities of 
Statee "A "  as directed to "B "  This is a traditional understanding of what the MFN rule is intended to 
remedyy in the GATT. It also seems plausible that the principl e would also apply between two 
territorie ss "A "  and "B "  in reference to the quality of their  own exchanged preferences and in light of 
thee paragraph 8 requirements of Articl e XXTV. If paragraph 8 were to require only a low threshold of 
exchangee between the parties, then "A "  could pursue the extraction of preference from "B "  without 
mutualit yy from "B "  or  legal recourse from "C" . By requirin g a high degree of exchange and 
mutuality ,, "A's "  capacity to control the terms of the schedule of preferential concessions as to "B "  is 
reduced.. In the strictest interpretation, only an "al l or  nothing"  exchange between the two parties can 
foreclosee a challenge by "C" . This suggests a purpose of paragraph 8 of Articl e XXI V that is directed 
too the relationship between the regional members, and not just to the effects of this relationship as to 
non-members.. If so, then the substantially-all trade requirement, in light of the MFN rule, may also 
prohibi tt  negative preferences between regional members. 

Franckk also considered another  requirement as the principl e retains coherency only, "as long as the 
rul ee is applied consistently."39 Arguably, the record on Articl e XXTV through thee years of GATT-

377 According to Franck, "a rule is coherent when its application treats like cases alike and when it relates in a 
principledd fashion to other rules of the same system." Franck, Thomas, M. (1995), Fairness in International law 
andand Institutions, Clarendon Press, Oxford, pp. 38 and 39. 
388 Franck goes beyond this position in arguing that fairness also requires a corrective equity in trading 
arrangements.. For MFN, "(A)fter it became clear that such a regime would produce further erosion of the 
developingg world's share of world trade, GATT parties agreed to the GSP." (General System of Preferences) T. 
Franck,, Ibid., at 58. However, unlike bilateral preferences, GSP may well respect the coherency of MFN since 
GSPP is also intended to treat all cases of like-developing countries alike. 
39Thuss raising the question of institutional power to enforce the rule. 
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19477 is poor on this account. That occasional periods have seen proliferation of regional preferences 
wouldd seem to suggest that there have been times when the MFN rule has been honoured only in the 
breach.. However, a consideration of coherency in regard to GATT MFN may also argue that the 
consistencyy of its application should also be viewed as to its application between members as well as 
thatt between members and non-members. As between regional members, one could suggest that the 
MFNN rule is not characteristically found to be incorporated in treaty provisions as a base level of 
protectionn within regional systems. In addition, the subject matter has not actually been identified as 
onee which falls within the legal scope of application of the principle as a matter of GATT law. 

However,, this also does a disservice to the role that GATT has played in bringing forth the rules and 
thee means by which their application may evolve. Throughout the GATT years, the working group 
revieww forum permitted statements to be made on record as to what the elements of the GATT 
provisionss appeared to require and whether or not any particular agreement was perceived to be 
meetingg these requirements. As WTO dispute settlement practice has come to the fore, these 
statementss have found a new venue to refute the notion that the old GATT practice constituted 
acquiescencee and an established pattern of subsequent practice. Although it has taken years, one can 
noww see the possibilities emerging whereby application becomes more consistent with the expression 
off  the rule. Interestingly, the groundwork is also laid for a view of the rule not so inconsistent with 
thatt of Hirschman's. As we turn to the next Part, we will see that the issue continues to turn upon the 
meaningg of the requirements of paragraph 8 of Article XXTV and as this internal trade requirement 
effectivelyy dictates the scope of the MFN obligation as to regional preferences. It remains a possibility 
inn regard to later legal developments that GATT/WTO MFN may find its final interpretation, and its 
legitimacy,, in the original concept of the "open door". This would acknowledge that the competition 
betweenn great powers for influence in third markets is governed by the rule of MFN as it seeks to 
eliminatee discrimination in international commerce. 
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7 7 Partt  Three : Regionalis m in the WTO 

7.17.1 Introduction:  a question  for  modern  regionalism 
Thee resurrection of MFN in the GATT era can be claimed to have had the effect of reducing the 
powerr  of any one country to control the geographical distributio n of its trade. Necessarily, where an 
exceptionn to this rule was granted by GATT Articl e XXIV , the restrictions imposed by the Articl e can 
alsoo be seen in this same context. In this view, the purpose of the Articl e would be to require such a 
highh degree of trade coverage between regional proponents that the opportunities to exercise the 
controll  of geographic distributio n would be reduced. For  those which would occur  in meeting the 
higherr  thresholds for  coverage, the capacity to exercise a power  to close dependent territor y trade 
wouldd be minimised. 

AA straightforwar d objection to revisiting Hirschman's thesis in the modern trading environment must 
bee that while GATT has already installed MFN on a multilateral basis, it has therefore already served 
too rid  the trading system of these onerous geographic strategies. This should be a given, except that 
thee validit y of the argument depends not only upon the quality of the legal criteri a which has been 
provided,, but also the capacity of the system to require adherence to it. This is the coherency aspect. 
Onn this point, it has already been noted that much of the modem criticism of Articl e XXI V has been 
advancedd not only from the perspective that its application has lacked enforcement capability, but also 
thatt  the underlying legal criteri a was economically irrelevant in the first  place. 

Ass it was attempted to show in Part Two, the question of "compatibility "  between regional formations 
andd the GATT system has been promulgated primaril y from the perspective of GATT parties who are 
excludedd from the regional formation in question. It has been this interest in loss or  gains for  external 
tradee that appears to be most closely associated with any idea of a "GAT T system"  interest. Limitin g 
thee perception of MFN to this concern only appears to narrow the framework within which MFN 
mightt  have been intended to operate overall. 

7.1.17.1.1 The character of the new regionalism 

Thee legal and political setting within which Hirschman described the potential for  the influence effect 
off  trade must certainly be different after  45 years of MFN application within the GATT. Large and 
developedd countries are not prohibitivel y closed. In the old setting, selected positive preferences could 
quicklyy induce dependency where the recipient's production was expanded to seize export 
opportunitiess in otherwise closed markets. GATTAVT O not only has a low-tarif f environment but one 
whereinn measures other  than duties, i.e., quantitative restrictions, are also prohibited and actionable. 
Wheree these occur  by exception they are nowhere as dominant as in the inter-war  practice.1 

However,, there still are a large number  of regional formations being established even after  the 
conclusionn of the Uruguay Round, and given the above factors, one must wonder  as to what 
constitutess the motivation for  the continuing persistence of regional trade agreements. A number  of 
commonn possibilities are suggested. For  examples, some say that the increase is a response to the risk 
off  GATT failur e to liberalise international trade at a sufficient pace. Of course, the developing and 
transitionn country regional partners should probably not recite this reason, since many also complain 

11 The Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, including the 
Agreementt Establishing the World Trade Organization, MTN/FAII, signed in Marrakesh, 15 April 1994, reprinted 
inn 1994 OJ L 336/1; 331.L.M. 13 (1994); The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, 
TheThe Legal Texts, GATT Secretariat, Geneva, 1994. 
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thatt they need more time to enact the Uruguay Round obligations. These are assumedly enforcing 
liberalisationn at a slower pace. Related, regional endeavours are also said to seek to stimulate GATT 
progress.. This made sense in the frustrating eight years of the Uruguay Round but then, why would 
thee number of regional agreements accelerate even after the Round concluded? Some say that that 
regionalismm allows countries to achieve new thresholds of integration or to experiment with new 
liberalisationn approaches without having to obtain the larger GATT consensus. However, examples of 
advancedd integration are few and arguably, at least in respect of treatment of non tariff barriers, the 
free-tradefree-trade area models generated by the NAFTA or the Europe Agreements are not that impressive. 
Somee regional formations are claimed to also "lock-in" the process of economic transformation. Even 
beforee WTO however, GATT rules arguably succeeded also in this task, at least if one considers that 
thee economic miracles of Asia through the 1970s and 1980s were promulgated in the absence of 
regionall  agreements. Finally, regional formations are said to reinforce traditional geographic and 
culturall  linkages. Geography is a given of course, but the cultural implications of regional agreements 
appearr as often to be a point raised in opposition to further regionalisation rather than as a basis for its 
appeal. . 

Commonn to all of these explanations is the absence of any expression by the proponents that any 
memberr is seeking to assert control over the geographic distribution of its trade. At least on the 
surface,, the motivation suggested by Hirschman is not apparently a feature of our era. 

7.1.27.1.2 Modern regional dependency 

However,, maybe a dependency motive in our non-autarchic world is not necessary anyway. For a 
numberr of important arrangements between developed and developing or transition market territories, 
intensivee trade dependencies are evident in any case. For example, even before the NAFTA was 
formedd the U.S. market absorbed 81% of Mexico's exports and acted as the origin for 80% of 
Mexico'ss imports. For the U.S. however, Mexico received only 7% of U.S. total exports and only 
providedd 6% of its total imports.2 For the EC, so-called asymmetrical trade flows to central and 
easternn Europe countries (CEECs) have so characterised the development of trade that that the matter 
wass raised as a political problem at the European Summit level. Thus, 

"(S)incee 1989 trade patterns between the Union and the associated countries have changed 
radically.. Although the European Union now absorbs over 50% of the associated countries, 

exportss they still only account for 4.2% of total European Union imports. In spite of the rapid 
riserise in their exports to the Union, the Union's exports have risen even faster causing concern 
aboutt the large trade deficit (5.6 billion ECU in 1993)3 

Forr the more advanced of the CEECs, 1995 exports to the EU comprised 62% of their total exports. 
Theirr imports from the EU equalled 61%, of which Germany generated 26%.4 Thus, trade 
dependencyy is a fact of lif e for new regional members regardless of any strategy intended to foster it. 
Ass Hirschman indicated, in the absence of the regional agreements MFN would control and territories 
wouldd not have the ability to exercise any influence over the geographical orientation of their trade. 

22 Director y of Trade Statistic s Yearbook , 1991, for the year 1990. Cited in Akman , M., and Darton , M., (1997), 
TheThe Political  Economy  of  Regionalsim  in  World  Trade,  Marmar a Journa l of Europea n Studies , V. 5, No. 1-2, p. 
30. . 
33 Accordin g to Eurosta t in 1993, the tota l of all CEEC export s as a portio n of tota l import s to the EU was unde r 
4.5%.. CEEC import s as a shar e of all EU export s was 5.3%. Recited in Europea n Commission , Com (94) 361 
Final ,, 27-04-94, ANNEX II, and at p. 7. However , also in the case of the CEECs, thi s trad e did not pre-exis t the 
free-trad ee area agreements . Whethe r or not dependenc y was the poin t of the exercise , dependenc y resulted . 
44 Source , Commerzbank  Focus  on German  and European  Economic  Issues,  The Economist , (Europ e Edition ) 23 
Augg 1997, after p. 47. The summar y data include s six CEEC countries , Poland , Czech and Slova k Republics , 
Hungary ,, Bulgaria , Romania . 
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Thee manner in which trade and investment would flow to and from the other territories would be the 
resultt of the natural patterns of trade. 

7.1.37.1.3 The influence of investment 
Anotherr difference from Hirschman's era might be the changed role of capital and investment across 
borders.. The 1930's world was dominated by exchange controls whereas now the cost of relocating 
capitall  has decreased enormously. There is claimed to be a great competition between developing and 
transitionn countries to attract inward flows from the primary source territories, mainly the United 
Statess and Europe, but also Japan. Perhaps regional agreements relate to this process of attracting 
investmentt by guaranteeing the free-trade channels for the inputs and outputs of located production 
andd by providing certain legal guarantees to secure investment or the treatment of investors. It is the 
casee that a number of regional agreements in the modern times are hybrid in nature and encompass 
investmentt provisions of various sorts. 

Inn this setting, positive preferences are not an end in themselves but rather serve as a means of 
facilitatingg the process of development. However, even while this explanation is more in tune with the 
realityy of globalisation, it also does not say very much about the condition of dependency within 
regionall  settings, except to suggest that it may be more comprehensive across a range of traded factors 
otherr than just products. Occasionally the relationship between these elements is raised. As the 
Europeann Commission noted the view of some of the Europe Agreement parties, 

"Thee use by the Union of these commercial policy instruments (anti-dumping and safeguard 
actions)) is perceived by the Europe Agreement countries as both a political and an economic 
problem;; they believe that the existence of these instruments is likely to have a dampening 
effectt on trade and inward investment." 5 

7.1.44 The remaining trade barriers 
Thee margin of preferences granted relative to MFN is also not completely irrelevant in the modern 
setting.. The large and developed territories bound rates of duties are historically low overall, 
suggestingg that their capacity to re-direct trade from one partner or another is limited. However, the 
externall  trade regimes of many of developing or transition-market regional partners may not exhibit 
suchh low tariffs nor be as comprehensively bound as their more developed partners. They can grant 
positivee preferences that might have the power to favour the trade of a member relative to other 
suppliers.. This could suggest the possibility of an increasing dependency upon the developed territory. 

7.1.57.1.5 The political factor 
AA conclusion is still possible that the new regionalism differs too much from the era of Hirschman to 
alloww any comparisons to be drawn. In the 1930's, regional political hegemony was in vogue and 
tradee policy was an instrument of national power, allegedly used to relegate the small and neutral to 
onee regional zone of influence or another. In the modern era the reality is supposed to be global and 
moree economic than political. Thus, much attention is drawn to the global nature of competition 
betweenn multinational firms as they are seen to compete in all markets, each other's as well as upon 
thirdd markets. However, this also belies a different truth as support for new regional agreements also 
tendss to be identified with proposals generated and then lobbied by the multinational firms 
themselves.. If competitive life for them is global, then query what is the role of regionalism in the 
processs of globalisation? The answer to this may lie in the fact that large developing and transitional 
marketss are important growth markets. Regional preferences together with the investment factor 
providee the possibility for developing a meaningful competitive edge. Thus, while firms may compete 
globallyy they may do so by also enacting regional strategies. Likewise, they may defend markets 
regionally. . 

55 Europea n Commission , Com (94), 361 final , at p. 8. 
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7.1.66 The factor of size 

Inn assessing the consequences of regional arrangements for international trade, Pomfret appeared to 
rejectt the risk of emerging trading blocks as the primary threat. Rather, the proliferation of agreements 
betweenn a large country and smaller clients caught his attention. 

"Individuallyy such PTAs may be of minor significance, but collectively they undermine the 
non-discriminationn principle. The threat is more serious because the small country enjoys 
analloyedd economic benefits even if the scope of the scheme is unilaterally restricted by the 
largee country, while the large country sees unquantifiable (and hence difflcult-to-challenge) 
politicall  benefits for which it is willin g to pay small economic costs. Such arrangements 
proliferatee because they face no checks and they tend to take the hub-and-spoke form which is 
leastt economically justifiable.6 

Whateverr other difference may describe the difference between the trade diplomacy environment of 
thee 1930's and the 1990's, Hirschman would have likely recognised the elements set forth in 
Pomfret'ss statement. The large/small factor also appears to have played a role in raising a WTO 
criticismm of the new regionalism. 

7.27.2 A WTO 'wake-up'  call 
Whilee the new wave of regionalism in the later years of the Uruguay Round emerged in force, the 
GATTT Secretariat was otherwise occupied with the problems of concluding the Uruguay Round, and 
thenn later, with the administrative difficulties of establishing the new WTO as an organisation. The 
firstfirst Secretariat statement on the issues did not surface until 1995. The conclusions were tentative but 
tendedd to emphasise the potential for compatibility of regional arrangements with the multilateral 
tradingg system while noting that certain aspects might undermine compatibility.7 

7,2,17,2,1 Committee on Regional Trade Agreements (CRTA) 

Institutionall  developments followed. The Singapore Ministerial Meeting (1996) called for an end to 
thee ad hoc Working Party Review system of the GATT practice by establishing a standing review 
committeee for regional agreements, the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements.8 The terms of 
referencee made for the CRTA included the examination of new agreements and the reviewing of the 
operationn of existing agreements, to improve the examination process and, 

(d)) "to consider the systemic implications of such agreements and regional initiatives for the 
multilaterall  trading system and the relationship between them, and make appropriate 
recommendationss to the General Council..."9 

Overr the first years of the Committee's operation, there was solid progress made in outlining the 
systemicc issues. However, while the parties could identify which aspects required clarification, they 
neverthelesss continued to disagree on the substance of the answers that would free the process of 

66 Pomfret, Richard, The Economic s of Regiona l Tradin g Arrangements , Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1997, p. 
358-9.. Pomfret does not accept the proposition that the rise of trading blocks is a significant problem. Rather, 
'(T)hee danger sign for GATT in the 1980s lay in the diminishing number of important trading nations that 
acceptedd its principles as applying to their own trade policies." Ibid, at 367. 
77 See Overview and Conclusion, pp. 1-3, WTO, Regionalism and the World Trading System, Geneva, April 
1995.. Aspects of the study were drawn from Anderson, Kym and Blackhurst, Richard, (eds) (1993), Regional 
IntegrationIntegration and the Global Trading System, Harvester Wheatsheaf, London. A number of the contributions are 
citedd throughout. 
88 Decision of the General Council of 6 February 1996, WT/L/127,7 February 1996. The CRTA convened its first 
meetingg on the 21st of May, 1996. Minutes reported as WT/REG/M/1. 
99 Drawn from the 199 report of the CRTA to the General Council, WT/REG/8,11 October, 1999. 
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evaluatingg particular  agreements. Thus, while a large number  of agreements continued to be notified, 
onlyy one, the Czeck-Slovak customs union was able to receive an affirmativ e recommendation.1 

7.2.27.2.2 The focus on U.S. and EUregional activities 

Thus,, it appeared that aside from a bit more clarity as to what was at issue for  interpretin g Articl e 
XXIV ,, one could reasonably have assumed by 1999 that WTO practice would fairl y imitate the 
patternn set in GATT-1947. However  for  observers it came as some surprise when a far  more critical 
WTOO viewpoint was expressed in 1997 in a Rome speech delivered by the Director-General of the 
neww Organisation, Runato Ruggiero. As he addressed the participants of the Transatlantic Business 
Dialogue,, his comments revolved around the same question posed above as he asked, "(I) f the logic of 
regionalismm often makes less economic sense in an era of globalisation, why are we witnessing such a 
dramaticc expansion of regional initiatives?"  As he responded, 

"(P)erhapss part of the answer  could be that in some cases these initiatives are less about 
advancingg regional economic efficiency or  cooperation.. .and more about securing regional 
preferences,, even regional spheres of influence, in a world marked by growing competition 
forr  markets, for  investment and for  technology. This, in my view, is potentially the most 
worryin gg feature of the new regionalism we see unfolding around the world today." 

Hiss reference to a world of regional spheres of influence is strikin g in its resemblance to the lexicon 
off  the 1930's, and certainly not how the economic superpowers of the modern age would choose to 
seee their  role characterised in the WTO. However, the behaviour  of the U.S. and the EU was central to 
thee critique, as 

"(W)ha tt  makes this competition more worrisome is that at its heart lies the world' s two major 
economicc players - the United States and the European Union. What we see when we look at 
thee pattern of regional expansion in the world today is essentially two focal points with 
concentricc circles of preferential trade arrangements radiating outwards - almost as if they 
weree competing to see who can establish the greatest number  of preferential areas the fastest. 
I ff  it is true that the strength of the multilateral system for  fifty  years rested on the strength of 
thee transatlantic partnership, it is also partly true that the sudden proliferatio n of regional 
arrangementss reflects a certain inabilit y of the transatlantic community to co-ordinate its trade 
interestss and vision.11 

Thee MFN implications of these regional developments were also considered. Thus, 
"(F)irst ,, we must ensure that the foundation of the trading system remains non-discrimination 
ass embodied in the two fundamental principles of National Treatment and Most-Favoured-
Nation.. Regional agreements which are preferential by nature represent an exception to the 
most-favouredd nation treatment."12 

Thee manner  in which MFN acts to delineate the distinction between liberalisation undertaken within 
thee regional preferential setting as compared to the multilateral system does provide the key to 
framingframing  the question of the compatibilit y of regional endeavours with the rules of the multilateral 
tradingg system. It may seem remarkable for  the WTO, as keeper  of the non-discrimination rule, to 
havee taken so long to initiat e a response to the new regionalism. But considering the inherently 

Accordin gg to the Synopsi s of "Systemic "  Issue s Related to Regiona l Trade Agreements , Note by the 
Secretariat ,, WT/REG/W/37,15 February , 2000, p. 10. Accordin g to the 1999 CRTA Report , 118 RTAs have been 
notifie dd to the GATT/WTO. 
111 Runat o Ruggiero , Regional  Initiatives,  Global  Impact:  Cooperation  and the Multilateral  System,  Addres s to the 
3dd Conferenc e of the Transatlanti c Busines s Dialogue , Rome, 7 Novembe r 1997, reporte d by NAFTA & 
Inter-America nn Trade Monito r - Vol . 4, Numbe r 24, Novembe r 28,1997, citing , "Ruggier o Says U.S., EU Driv e for 
Influenc ee Fuels Regiona l Initiatives" , Insid e U.S. Trade , Novembe r 21,1997. 
122 Ruggier o address , Ibid . 
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diplomaticc and intergovernmental nature of thee organisation and the important role the U.S. and EU 
playy within it, it is perhaps surprising that any criticism from the Director General was made at all. 
Sincee the commentary was directed to the two economic superpowers, and since these territories were 
foundingg parties of the GATT, they should most of all appreciate the value of MFN. So then, what 
possiblee changes occurred in this relationship to permit the promotion of regionalism and the apparent 
expensee of the principle? The answer to this question may have a bearing upon the question of 
whetherr Hirschman's world is one behind us or ahead. 

7.2.33 Large-country diplomacy: what constraints remain ? 
Whilee GATT 1947 imposed only a weak form of institutional restraint, real constraints on national 
prerogativee were relaxed only as the conclusion of the cold war has translated into new political and 
economicc realities. According to Drestler, 

"Thee global geopolitical transformation has left three economic power centres - America, 
Europe,, Japan - with no common adversary to bind them. This does not necessarily make 
themm enemies to one another - indeed, continued global well being depends on their continued 
cooperation.. But the security imperative no longer constrains them; the United States is no 
longerr motivated to mute its economic demands to strengthen its alliances, and our allies are 
noo longer driven to yield economically because they are dependent militarily."13 

Thee establishment of the GATT in 1947 coincided with the initiation of this period of imperative 
constraint,, or perhaps more accurately, with the economic version of it, in being portrayed at that time 
ass necessary to defend the market economies against the growth of state socialism. That GATT was 
eventuallyy viewed in this manner was demonstrated by the arguments made by Cortney to reject its 
moree conciliatory predecessor, the Havana Charter for the International Trade Organisation (ITO): 

"(T)hee Havana Charter attempts to reconcile fundamentally conflicting ideas or objectives. It 
claimss to make possible normal business relationship between countries dominated by state-
socialismm (and using planning for 'full employment') and countries where the individual 
competitivee capitalism is prevailing. The Charter hopes to promote at the same time 'full 
employment'' and free multilateral trade."14 

Iff  the GATT and itss non discrimination rules derived any legitimacy from the imperative to defend the 
markett system from the rise of Communism, then the demise of the Soviet model could also suggest 

131.M.. Drestler, America n Trade Politics , 2d edition, Institute for International Economics, 1992, Washington, 
pp.. 210-212. An example of the role for governments in competition for global markets is the implementation of 
markett opening strategies in both the U.S. and the EC. In both, firms are provided a streamlined and 
administrativelyy assisted access to complain of foreign market barriers. This type of assist is arguably healthy 
wheree the national procedures are required to invoke GATT/WTO rules for dispute resolution determinations. For 
thee EC, Council Regulation No 3286/94 of 22 December, "Laying down Community procedures in the field of the 
commonn commercial policy in order to ensure thee exercise of the Community's rights under international trade 
rules,, in particular those established under the auspices of the World Trade Organization", a/k/a the New Trade 
Barrierss Regulation. 1994 OJ L 349, p. 71. 
144 Cortney, Philip, The Economic Munich, Philosophical Library, New York, 1949, p. 23. The ITO charter and its 
provisionss made reference to accommodating full employment policies that were not carried over to the GATT. 
Ann anti-Soviet argument did not succeed to create support for the later attempts to upgrade GATT to full 
organisationn status. By this time, other activities which related more directly to the Soviet threat were also set in 
place,, notably the Marshall Plan and NATO. Gardner, Richard, N., Sterling-Dollar Diplomacy in Current 
Perspective,Perspective, Columbia University Press, New York, 1980, p. 73. Much later in the 1970's, the U.S. administration 
activelyy viewed the GATT and its MFN clause as a political instrument in the policy known as "differentiation", 
undertakenn to promote the GATT accessions of several central European countries. See generally, Huis, Leah, 
GlobalizingGlobalizing the GATT, The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C. 1992. 
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thatt  a re-examination of this legitimacy would also be set into motion.15 On reflection, one can 
suggestt  that the multilateral MFN principl e over  this last century has not yet been tested for  its 
capacityy to bind the major  actors in an economic environment other  than that of the cold war 
exigency.. That such a re-evaluation commenced in the closing years of the cold war  is also shown by 
aa number  of commentators who claimed that the GATT and its principles had already outlived their 
usefulness.. Bhagwati summarised their  critiqu e in 1991 as, 

"(T)h ee facile views of GATT' s impotence are fashionable in the United States among several 
lobbiess and in Congress. They principall y reflect panic at the payments deficit and at the rise 
off  Japan. Quick fixes on the trade front,  using American muscle to extract trade concessions 
unilaterall yy and quickly from others, regardless of the impact on the world trading regime, 
thereforee have a superficial but compelling appeal."18 

Byy the mid-1990s however, the Japan "problem"  had also outlived its usefulness.. Absent the 
competitivee Japan threat, Bhagwati's categorical concerns about US policy for  its obsession with 
unfairr  trade, managed trade, aggressive unilateralism, and regionalism could all have been fairl y 
claimedd to have been only episodic events.17 If Japan was no longer  a popular  threat to the United 
States''  economic power, then one could have safely concluded that the era of U.S. disillusion with the 
GATTT should also have been at an end. However  if as Bhagwati suggested, the GATT 1947 was 
beingg subjected to a strong challenge during the period when imperative constraint controlled U.S. 
behaviour,, then what factor  would serve as a constraint on U.S. policy upon the conclusion of the cold 
war?18 8 

7.37.3 New-world  regionalism 
Thee case for  developing a critical view of regionalism in the WTO should rest upon factors other  than 
thee sheer  volume of agreements notified to the GATT/WT O during and after  the conclusion of the 
Uruguayy Round.19 Rather, the focus should be placed upon the legal nature of the agreements being 

Forr definitional purpose, "When it is asserted that a rule or its application is legitimate, two things are implied: 
thatt it is a rule made or applied in accordance with right process, and therefore that it ought to promote voluntary 
compliancee by those to whom it is addressed. It is deserving of validation." Franck, Thomas, M. (1995), Fairness 
inin International law and Institutions, Clarendon Press, Oxford, p. 26. 
166 Jagdish Bhagwati, The World Trading System at Risk, Harvester Wheatsheaf, New York, London, 1991, p. 6; 
citingg as examples, Michael Finger (1989), Picturing America's Future: Kodak's Solution of American Trade 
Exposure,Exposure, The World Economy, V.12, No. 4, pp. 377-80; Rudiger Dombusch, et al., Meeting World Challenges: 
UnitedUnited States Manufacturing in the 1990's (pamphlet written for Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.; and 
Lesterr Thurow's declaration at the 1988 Davos Symposium that the "GATT is dead". Bhagwati, ibid., at p. 7. 
177 This is shown by Bhjagwati's equation of the US situation to the position of Britain at the end of the nineteenth 
century,, as both were victims of the "diminished giant syndrome". "Fair trade' and 'reciprocity' were the buzz 
wordss in Britain then, and they are in the United States now." J. Bhagwati, Ibid., at 16. "Perhaps the most 
importantt factor, responsible in particular for the American conversion to neurosis on this front, has been the 
relativee decline of the United States within the world economy, leading to what I christened some years ago the 
diminishedd giant syndrome." Ibid, at 15-16. 
188 To trace the evolution of a position in favour of US bilateralism, see Dornbusch, Rudiger, W., The Case for 
Bilateralism,Bilateralism, in Salvatore, D., (ed.) Protectionism and World Welfare, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1993,, pp. 180-199, "The case made here for bilateralism in no way questions the usefulness, past, present and 
futuree of the GATT system. Rather it advocates that there is room for, and indeed a good reason for a parallel 
trackk (to) move on to a bilateral basis." Ibid., at p. 181. 
199 The European Commission reported that of the 69 preferential trade agreements notified to the GATTT since 
1947,, and currently in force as of the end of 1996,39 of these agreements were notified since 1990. EU 
Commission,, 1997(a). According to the Director-General of the WTO, "Since the entry into force of the GATT in 
1947,1633 regional trade agreementss were notified to the GATT or the WTO. In the period 1986-1991 only five 
agreementss were notified to the GATT; the equivalent number for the period 1992-1996 is 77. Of these 163 
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entertainedd and upon the goals sought to be achieved by the proponents in contrast to their rights and 
obligationss within the multilateral system. For this purpose, it is noteworthy that many of the regional 
tradee agreements notified under the WTO appear either as initiatives of the U.S. and the EC, or as a 
typee of response to their earlier initiatives. 

7.3.17.3.1 The focus on transition economies 
Thee focus of regional attentions is also evident as many parties to the agreements appear to be 
transitionn market economies.20 Not every country in market transition has become a signatory to a 
regionall  trade agreement with one of these leaders. But, free-trade area agreements, together with 
servicess and investment provisions, do appear to have become the primary legal mechanism applied to 
relatee the former centralised economies to the market system.21 Not all of these agreements retain 
geographicc proximity. Examples of out-of market initiatives include the EU-Mexico free-trade area 
andd the increased preferences being granted to certain African countries by the U.S.22 Both the U.S. 
andd EC are active in negotiating free-trade agreements in South America. The FTAA hemispheric 
constructionn is inherently a U.S. conception and the EC negotiates for a free-trade area with the 
MERCOSUR. . 

7.3.27.3.2 EC in itiatives 
Regionall  formations are not new for the European Community and the increase in EC regional 
agreementss over the last decade does seemm to reflect the changes in the European landscape. This is 
associatedd with the demise of Soviet authority over the Central and Eastern European Countries 
(CEECs),, specifically, the demise of the COMECON system over individual state external relations, 
andd the resulting openings to the west. The primary reference point for these changes is the Europe 
Agreementt (Association Agreements) framework for the establishment of free-trade areas with ten of 
thee Central and Eastern European countries.23 The choice of regional trade arrangements in this 

agreements ,, aroun d 60 per cen t are currentl y in force . Thus over thre e quarter s of the operationa l regiona l 
agreement ss in existenc e toda y have entere d into forc e in the last fou r years. "  Ruggier o Speech , 7 Novembe r 
1997,, Supra , not e 11. 
200 Define d here as territorie s formerl y close d to trad e or investmen t due to governmen t ownershi p of productio n 
orr  restrictiv e governmen t control s upon trad e and foreig n exchange . The WTO Committe e on Regiona l Trade 
Agreement ss (CRTA) of the WTO, organise d to repor t on notifie d agreement s poste d its wor k schedul e for 1996. 
Off  32 reviewe d for that period , the 20 followin g notification s are suggeste d here to fit thi s characterisation : 
NAFTA,, good s & services ; EC agreement s wit h the Czech Republic , Slova k Republic , Hungary , Poland , 
Romania ,, Bulgaria , Latvia , Estonia , Lithuania , Turkey ; EFTA agreement s wit h Poland , Hungary , Romania , 
Bulgaria ,, Slovenia ; Switzerlan d agreement s wit h Estonia , Latvia , Lithuania . Source , WTO Focu s Newsletter , 
June-Jul yy  1996, No. 11, p. 10. The 1999 Annua l Repor t of the CRTA to the Genera l Council , WT/REG/8,11 
Octobe rr  1999, provide s a later listin g of notifie d agreement s and is attache d as an annex . 
211 Neithe r Russi a nor Indi a is in a preferentia l trad e agreemen t with eithe r the U.S. or the EU. Accordin g to Fred 
Bergsten ,, regiona l trad e agreement s forme d or formin g constitut e 60% of tota l worl d trade . He provide s the 
followin gg summar y tabl e for 1994 showin g each arrangement s shar e of tota l worl d trade : APEC (exclusiv e of its 
subregiona ll  agreements ) -23.7%; Europea n Unio n - 22.8%; NAFTA - 7.9%; {othe r arrangement s not shown) . 
Intra-E CC trad e shoul d probabl y be omitte d fro m his account . His lis t does not includ e the FTAA, Free Trade for 
thee Americas . Accordin g to Bergsten , Indi a and Russi a have both applie d to the APEC (Asia n Pacifi c Economi c 
Co-operation) .. Chin a is alread y an APEC member . Fred Bergsten , Open Regionalism,  The Worl d Economy , 
Augus tt  1997, pp. 545-566, at p. 555 (Table 1) and 551. 
222 "EU-Mexic o updat e on declaratio n for negotiatio n principles" , Institut e for Agricultur e and Trade Polic y (IATP), 
Bridges ,, 10 Augus t 97; Prospect s for Congressiona l passag e of the Africa n Growt h and Opportunit y Act (AGOA) , 
"Republican ss see Afric a floo r vot e in July" , Insid e US Trade , Insid e Washingto n Publishers , Vol . 17, No. 26,2 
Jul yy  1999. 
233 The Europ e Agreement s evolve d fro m the contex t of cold war relation s betwee n the EEC and thos e countrie s 
withi nn the Sovie t spher e of influence , and in the contex t of the GATT, See, A. M. Van den Bossche , GA7T: The 
IndispensableIndispensable  Link  Between  the EEC and Hungary?,  Journa l of Worl d Trade , V. 25, No. 3,1991, pp. 141-155; D. 
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contextt  is justified by reference to the endpoint of European integration by accession to the European 
Union.. This movement has set in motion a number  of revisions and demands for  revisions to the pre-
existingg universe of EC regional agreements. By now, most have been either  upgraded, the EC-
Turkeyy and Mediterranean Agreements for  examples, or  are in the process of re-negotiation (EC-
Loméé Convention). The pattern of upgrading these relations to reflect the EC's new approach of 
utilisin gg free-trade areas with investment and services provisions is apparent.24 

7.3.37.3.3 U.S. initiatives 

Thee United States also employs free-trade areas as its primar y legal regional vehicle, but unlike the 
EC,, the U.S. is a new regional actor. Although the projection of a consistent regional trade policy has 
mett  with difficultie s in Congress and in the public domain, a commitment to a regional strategy has 
remainedd steadfast for  the Executive Branch over  the last three presidents.25 Early justifications for 
thee US to become a regional actor  were often based on the case for  pressuring the European 
Communityy and others to make settlements in the Uruguay Round. However, the policy in favour  of 
regionall  agreements has continued since the conclusion of the Round and the entry into force of the 
WTO.. Thus, by accident or  otherwise, the end of the cold war  has coincided with the emergence of 
thee United States as a purveyor  of the free-trade area model.26 Two of the US regional proposals 
deservee note. The countries of Central and South America have formed a continental centre of 
regionall  attention even while they have set upon unilateral and conventional market reforms. For  this 
regionn the U.S. and Canada act as developed-market anchors within the Free Trade for  the Americas 
(FTAA). 277 More ambitious, at least geographically, is the promotion of a free-trade area to be 
concludedd within the framework of the Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). By its 1994 
Jakartaa Declaration, the governments comprising nearly all of the countries which border  the Pacific 

Horovitz ,, "The  Impending  'Second  Generation'Agreements  Between  the European  Community  and Eastern 
Europe-SomeEurope-Some  Practical  Considerations,  Journa l of Worl d Trade , V. 25, No. 2,1991, pp . 55-80. Existin g Europ e 
Agreement ss are in forc e wit h Estonia , Latvia , Lithuania , Poland , The Czeck Republic , The Slovak Republic , 
Hungary ,, Romania , Bulgaria , Slovenia . Likewise , individua l membe r countrie s of the Europea n Free Trade 
Associatio nn (EFTA) have also initiate d free trad e area agreement s wit h mos t of thes e countries . In addition , a 
numbe rr  of CEECs have entere d into the Centra l Europ e Free Trade Area (CEFTA). In ail , the CEEC connecte d 
agreement ss accoun t for a goo d portio n of the agreement s notifie d to the GATT sinc e 1990. 
244 Arrangement s wit h Turke y are historicall y boun d in the custom s unio n framework , but the transitio n marke t 
aspec tt  is apparen t as the renewe d EC-Turke y custom s unio n formalises , primaril y on Turkey' s part , an inten t to 
openn its highl y protecte d marke t to the EC and to appl y a numbe r of essentia l EC interna l marke t legal regimes . 
Thee formativ e proposal s for a new Europea n Unio n approac h to the Mediterranea n also have the aspec t of 
upgradin gg the relationshi p by encouragin g (or requiring ) thes e territorie s to open to each othe r and to the EC. 
Proposal ss for Lom é at thi s writing , appear to encompas s a numbe r of free-trad e areas for the more develope d 
Member ss of the Convention . 
255 President s Reagan , Bus h and Clinton , two Republican s and one Democrat . The Offic e of the Unite d States 
Tradee Representativ e is withi n the Executiv e branc h of governmen t and hold s the rank of Ambassador . The 
USTRR serve s by appointmen t of the Presiden t and upon Congressiona l approval . 
288 Durin g the col d war , the U.S. refraine d fro m suc h agreement s and acted as a primar y criti c of othe r territor y 
formations .. The Unite d States did not oppos e the formatio n of the EEC. This formatio n was presente d to the 
GATTT as a custom s unio n plan and met mos t of the traditiona l element s maintaine d as consisten t wit h GATT 
territor yy formation . Objection s were made regardin g membe r stat e preservatio n of quantitativ e restriction s and 
agricultur ee provisions . U778,1958 BISD, 6th Supp. , pp 68-89. 
22 Summi t of the Americas : Declaratio n of Principle s and Plan of Action , Decembe r 11,1994,341.LM . 808. Al l 
butt  one of 35 countrie s of North , Centra l and Sout h Americ a are include d in the initiative . Canada and Chil e have 
commence dd a bilatera l arrangemen t alon g the line s of the NAFTA model , for now withou t the participatio n of the 
U.S.. The U.S. progra m as of thi s writing , is awaitin g renewa l of executiv e fast trac k authority . This authorit y for 
thee Executiv e to obtai n Congressiona l approva l withou t amendment s attache d was rejecte d in 1997. Whethe r or 
nott  the US Congres s finall y endorse s suc h authority , the regiona l plan s are indicate d to remai n an aspec t of the 
Administration' ss  foreig n economi c diplomacy . 
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Ocean,, including the U.S., Japan and China, have indicated a ministerial commitment to establish free 
tradee on the Pacific Rim by the year 2010.28 

7.3.47.3.4 Regional competitions 

Betweenn the United States and the European Union, although EU-related arrangements form the 
largestt number of individually notified regional agreements to the WTO, the cause of concern for the 
upsurgee in regionalism is viewed by some to be mainly attributed to the entry of the United States. 
Accordingg to Bhagwati, 

"Thee main driving force for regionalism today is the conversion of the United States, hitherto 
ann abstaining party, to (GATT) Article XXIV...(T)he conversion of the United States is of 
majorr significance. As the key defender of multilateralism through the postwar years, its 
decisionss now to travel the regional route (in the geographical and preferential senses 
simultaneously)) tilts the balance of forces at the margin away from multilateralism to 
regionalism.29 9 

Inn the same exchange, Baldwin agreed with the implications raised by the change in U.S. policy, but 
dreww a wider picture by noting the rise of U.S. non tariff measures and the use of its unfair trading 
lawss during the 1980's. Together with its interest in regional trade agreements, these, 

"...aree all efforts aimed both to bring pressure on GATT members to change the rules as the 
Unitedd States wishes and to explore whether the country can do better outside of the GATT 
multilaterall  framework."30 

Pomfrett noted that the EC was first in the accumulation of its "special cases" and recited Patterson's 
earlierr predictions on the fundamentals of discriminatory preferences. As he summarised Patterson, 
eachh new discriminatory trade policy weakened the international system based on non-discrimination 
byy eroding the share of world trade carried out under MEN conditions; by increasing conflicts among 
beneficiariess of complex preferential systems; by encouraging dissatisfaction in countries sticking to 
thee non-discriminatory policies (because other countries were seen as stealing a march on them); and 
byy undermining the legitimacy of GATT.31 For Pomfret, the shift in U.S. policy in the early 1980's 
wass an important step along this course as it had been the bulwark against discrimination since the 
latee 1930s. 

Withh extensions to 2020 for developing members. Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation Forum (APEC), 
Declarationn of Common Resolve, November 15,1994,341.L.M. 758. See also, Achieving the APEC Vision, 
Secondd Report of the Group of Experts, 1994. According to the WTO, APEC comprises 40 per cent of the world's 
population,, some 54 per cent of the world's GDP, and 42 per cent of its trade. Ruggiero speech, 7 November 
1997,, Supra note 11. A difference between FTAA and APEC is that the former is intended explicitly to qualify as 
aa free-trade area under GATT Article XXIV. While APEC members have made tariff-cut commitments, the 
treatmentt of any cuts in excess of Uruguay Round bindings is not settled. There does remain some concept in 
APECC that further cuts would be used to leverage other GATT parties either multilaterally or conditionally. If the 
latterr would occur, the agreement would have to be qualified first by Article XXIV. 
299 Jagdish Bhagwati, Regionalism and Multilateralism: an Overview, in De Melo, J., and Panagariya, A., New 
DimensionsDimensions in Regional Integration, Center for Economic Policy Research, Cambridge University Press, (1993), 
pp.. 22-51 at p. 29. 
300 Discussion by Robert Baldwin, Ibid., at p. 53. According to Baldwin, these policies are responsive to the 
increasedd foreign competition facing import competing industries (textiles, apparel, steel, autos) as well as by the 
demandss of export-oriented sectors such as computer chips and other high technology products. Contrary in 
part,, Richard Blackhurst takes the view that the Bhagwati opinion regarding the U.S. conversion to regionalism 
understatess the country's commitment to a successful Uruguay Round completion. Discussion by Richard 
Blackhurst,, Ibid., at p. 55. 
311 R. Pomfret, Supra note 6 at p. 367, citing, Patterson, Gardner, Discriminatio n in Internationa l Trade - The 
Polic yy Issues , 1945-1965, Princeton Universtiy Press, 1966, at p. 356. 
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"Symptomaticc of the erosion of the MFN principle's standing was the cavalier manner in 
whichh US officials talked of exploring new trade policy paths in the early 1980s; even after 
thee CVERA and USA-Israel free trade area had been finalized, they were referred to as 
'tentativee tests' of a new approach."32 

Whilee the United States has received some attention for its shift in policy, the transition-market 
elementss of the new regionalism have not received much treatment even from those who ascribe 
political-economyy factors as primary to the phenomena. For example, Krugman attributed the rise of 
tradingg blocks (his term) to four factors: the excessive number of participants in the GATT; the 
difficultyy of the negotiation space and the absence of reliable monitoring tools (grey area measures); 
thee institutional differences between countries, especially Japan where tariff reductions are not 
perceivedd to actually open markets; and finally, an American position no longer preoccupied with 
trade,, "as a binding agent in a political and military struggle". According to him, regional trading 
arrangementss became favoured as a means to reinstate the bargaining environment where all of these 
problemss could be diminished.33 

Whatt is also evident in only the few years since Krugman's summary is that these factors have 
becomee less relevant, except for perhaps the last one. Monitoring orderly marketing arrangements is 
expresslyy required by GATT Article XDC as revised. If anything, unsupervised safeguards measures 
mayy now pose more of a problem when applied between regional members. The view of Japan's trade 
policyy may continue to be an issue, but perhaps not a very important aspect as its economy and global 
competitivenesss have slumped through the 1990s. The desire to negotiate in smaller groupings can 
alwayss be cited as a valid motive, but then again the diversity of the APEC and the FTAA groupings 
alsoo do not suggest that the United States is seeking smaller pools of like-minded parties. 

Krugman'ss final factor does remain persistent in suggesting that the United States no longer views 
itselff  as the party primarily responsible for the multilateral system and its MFN clause, or if it does, 
thatt it no longer associates this task with restraint upon its regional agenda. If so, then the idea that 
thiss change has also generated a new regional competition for spheres of influence between the US 
andd the European Union should not be so surprising. That the end of the cold war opened the 
prospectss for new competitions also seems to follow. 

7.3.57.3.5 The question of "open regionalism " 

Thee role of MFN as it applies to regional preference represents an old issue that apparently requires 
periodicc revival. As such, a first mythology that is confronted by recalling the role of MFN is the 
notionn that regional overtures are always compatible with the goals of the trading system merely 
becausee both processes reduce trade barriers. As stated, since free trade is a good thing, a free-trade 
agreementt with a particular territory (Mexico, Chile, South Africa, etc...) is likewise also good and 
shouldd therefore be promoted by government policy. Unfortunately for the multilateral system, the 
samee reasoning is also adopted for the reverse and the WTO is jeopardised as a result. Thus, the 
dislocationn effects of a particular free-trade arrangement are bad, free trade is therefore bad and WTO 
mustt also be bad.34 

R.. Pomfret , Ibid. , at 368. "Th e languag e coul d not be in starke r contras t to Cordel l Hull' s zeal for a non -
discriminator yy trad e regime. "  Ibid. , and citin g Weintrau b (1986) for the absenc e of reactio n in the U.S. regardin g 
thee polic y change . 
333 Paul Krugman , Regionalism  Versus  Multilateralism:  Analytical  Notes,  in De Melo , J. , and Panagariya,  A., 
Supra ,, not e 28 at pp. 74 and 75. 
344 That thi s reasonin g is amis s is demonstrate d by the positio n of thos e in the U.S. who oppose d both the 
passag ee of NAFTA as wel l as the Urugua y Roun d implementin g legislation , even thoug h the GATT/WTO set of 
ruless acts as the onl y multilatera l legal limitatio n on regiona l formations . 
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Thee GATT/WTO is probably accurately attributed with maintaining as a goal the formation of an 
integratedd global economy. This objective should be open to debate on the value of its own merits. 
However,, whether or not one supports this goal, it is also clear that the GATT/WTO system of legal 
ruless seeks to impose upon the process a condition that developments should occur according to the 
non-discriminationn principle. Thus, GATT's purpose is all about the matter of not permitting special 
advantagess to accrue between territories, except according to certain excepted circumstances. To 
contrast,, regional formations are really all about the business of developing special relationships and 
advantagess by one territory one behalf of another, no matter the degree of historical or cultural 
propinquityy that may be raised to validate them. 

AA number of new regional endeavours openly hedge the MFN problem as they are self-dedicated to 
thee support of the multilateral rules via the expressed concept known as "open regionalism". While 
thiss innovative term remains wholly undefined in GATT legal practice, it can not be presumed that 
thiss theory of open preferences will find endorsement as compatible with the Article XXFV rules if 
andd when it is ever tested. Historically, the notion of a "low tariff club" appears to be analogous.35 In 
thosee systems, members exchanged preferences and then offered them to other territories on the 
conditionn that they would also reduce their barriers. While low-tariff club models were known to the 
GATTT drafters to examine for their possible application in a new multilateral system, they were never 
adoptedd as a legal model for the exception provisions. Instead, Article I MFN was settled to be an 
unconditionall  obligation. Article XXIV also makes no accommodation for a conditional open 
regionalismm approach, unless of course a grouping would first be validated as either a free-trade area 
orr customs union. Only then may members choose to offer positive preferences to non-members on a 
reciprocall  basis as they may choose. However, MFN will also apply to the reductions made by any 
outsidee party who has determined to reciprocate. So, they too must grant their new tariff cuts on an 
MFNN basis to all other WTO Members or alternatively, formally accede to the grouping by the use of 
aa free-trade area or customs union. This "rolling" form of trade liberalisation was passed-over in 
favourr of provisions for multilateral negotiation rounds intended to include all Members. One may 
offerr as a reason, that the low tariff club concept permits groupings of parties to form together to 
dictatee the terms of liberalisation to be adopted by the other Members. MFN becomes a conditional 
obligationn rather than one unconditional. 

7.47.4 Extending  GA TT rules  to  regional  members 
Thee new regionalism is certainly not conducted in the same legal environment as that described in the 
1930'ss and 1940's. While Hirschman's thesis was brought forward prior to the restoration of MFN in 
thee GATT, his view was retrospective to the era when MFN was not predominant, and when 
applicable,, was often attempting to be applied to the allocation of quantitative restrictions in an 
environmentt of nearly prohibitive tariff duties. In the GATT era, MFN has been installed as a point of 
legall  reference for regional endeavours. The results of the Uruguay Round also show that MFN has 
beenn reinforcedd throughout the annexed Agreements, both in the detailing of legal regimes and for 
tradedd sectors such as agriculture and textile products. Thus, where new regional agreements fail to 
accommodatee MFN as a form of minimum treatment between partners, a major difference posed by 
thee WTO is that the resulting levels of treatment between them may now fall below a level which has 
evolvedd to potentially provide for actual market access. As Roessler has noted, 

"AA zero-tariff commitment incorporated in a regional agreement leaving broad scope for the 
unilaterall  imposition of other import controls, or providing for no effective dispute settlement 
procedures,, may therefore generate less trade than a tariff binding at a moderate level under 
thee GATT"36 

Recallingg Whidden's terminology from section four of chapter one. 
366 Roessler, Frieder, The Relationship Between Regonal Integration Agreements and the Multilateral Trade 
Order,Order, in K. Anderson and R. Blackhurst, (eds), Regional Integration and the Global Trading System, 
Harvesterr Wheatsheaf. (1993), pp. 311-325 at p. 318. 
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Thiss comment confronts the conventional wisdom that regional agreements are only instigated to 
providee for  deeper  liberalisation than that able to be accorded by the GATT/WTO . Rather, what is 
suggestedd directly by Roessler's statement is that instead of instigating "WT O plus"  regimes, regional 
memberss may be able to develop a formidable means of avoiding them. As the WTO develops to 
providee less flexibilit y for  discrimination in regard to national policies generally, the regional solution 
mayy offer  an escape avenue for  the continued exercise of national prerogative that can be directed at 
thee regional level. Although this result is inconsistent with our  understanding of the legal security 
understoodd to be provided for  the members of the WTO, it is also evident through the period of GATT 
1947,, that the MFN principl e has never  been determined authoritatively to govern intra-regional 
regimes.. Rather, the record is full of references to the nature of regional formations as lex specialis. If 
thee major  parties view Articl e XXI V as a type of waiver  from GATT obligations generally, then who 
iss to say that quality of treatment lesser  than MFN may not be accorded between members? 

Al ll  can agree that the multilateral system has matured and that large country actors are now 
constrainedd in a manner  that would have appeared Utopian to Hirschman. The WTO's integrated 
disputee system now permits the small to challenge the large with an increased certainty that the effort, 
whenn successful, wil l not be merely blocked. Powerful unilateral selective instruments, like the U.S. 
sectionn 301, have been subject to challenge, even if there remain constraints upon the smaller 
territorie ss to raise such challenges on their  own behalf. The other  instruments traditionall y cited for 
theirr  unilateral, discriminatory and non-compensatory characteristics have also been tightened in the 
WTO.. A new safeguards understanding for  Articl e X K appears to expressly prohibi t grey-area 
measuress and requires notification and multilateral supervision of safeguards by an established WTO 
Committee.. Injur y and conditions for  compensation are clarified, by and large to the benefit of the 
smallerr  parties. Even anti-dumping procedures are said to have become more regular  and transparent, 
eliminatingg certain troublesome accounting regimes that were alleged to have led to inflated injur y 
margins.. The concept of de minimis has been imposed and sunset rules are now coming into force to 
retir ee older  antidumping actions. 

Inn light of these and other  improvements to the system, one could argue that for  the purpose of re-
establishingg selective discrimination, Articl e XXI V formations present one of the last great system 
loopholess for  national prerogative. Thus, it is posited here that while many of the conditions have 
beenn greatly altered over  the years, that the motive for  regional formations in this era may not be so 
muchh different than that of the pre-GATT era. What appears to finally be common to both is the 
presencee of intent to affect trade flows along geographic lines by the use of preferences, positive for 
sure,, and possibly negative as well. 
Thee chapters contained in this next Part represent an attempt to document some of the mechanisms 
thatt  may be applied to exercise internal negative discrimination within modern regional groupings. 
Thiss investigation is inherently anecdotal by nature, but is also governed with an eye to the applicable 
WTOO regimes that are arguably invoked to support these preferences. 

7.4.11 Chapter outlines for Part Three 

Thuss we establish the following sequence for  study. Chapter  Eight considers the choice of a legal 
formm at the outset as free-trade areas are ubiquitous and possibly constitute a more receptive vehicle 
forr  employing negative preferences between regional members. One problem unique to free-trade 
areass is the requirement of rules of origin. While it has long been argued that the formulation of such 
ruless can divert external trade and should therefore be examined in formations according to GATT 
Articl ee XXIV:5 , this chapter  is oriented instead to viewing origin rules as they might fall under  an 
examinationn according to GATT Articl e XXIV:8 . We also raise the issue of cumulation as a result of 
multipl ee free-trade agreements with a single party. 

Chapterr  Nine wil l address the legalityy of trade restrictive measures applied between regional 
members.. The analysis first  considers whether  modifications suspending GATT obligations between 
anyy two GATT parties are permitted (or  not prohibited) according to the General Agreement. If there 
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iss a conclusion that such bilateral arrangements are not lawful under GATT, except as they may be 
validatedd according to an Article exception or GATT waiver, then the question of whether Article 
XXI VV can serve to validate such measures is undertaken. The conclusion of the chapter is that Article 
XXI VV does not establish any conditions for the application of a general waiver under GATT law. 
Thereforee trade restrictive measures incorporated into free-trade area plans do not derive an exception 
byy the operation of Article XXIV . 

Chapterr Ten considers especially the situation of regional safeguard measures. This appears to be a 
primaryy area of consideration for the application of negative preference between members. While 
mostt free-trade areas employ lex specialis regimes to address the problem of increased imports and 
injury,, the position taken here is that GATT Article XIX and the WTO Agreement on Safeguards has 
legall  control and is not likewise waived or modified by regional safeguard regimes. Therefore a non-
complyingg regional safeguard that is applied selectively against another regional member is a 
violationn of GATT Article XI. Examples of safeguard measures avoiding MFN and notification 
employedd in both Europe Agreements and the NAFTA are provided for illustrations. 

Chapterr Eleven brings the topic into the contemporary situation with the conclusion of two WTO 
panell  and Appellate Body reports in regard to certain aspects of Article XXIV . These cases are 
viewedd as building upon the unreported panel cases from the GATT era, discussed in chapter 5. 
However,, in going beyond that jurisprudence, the power of panels to address the compatibility of a 
regionall  trade agreement with the conditions of Article XXIV is asserted in the Appellate Body 
Reportt regarding the Turkey-EC customs unions on the questions of textile quotas. There is also a 
clearr ruling on the position of Article XXTV paragraph 4, in that it expresses 'purposive' language 
ratherr than a distinct legal obligation. The second WTO case is that of the matter of Argentina 
safeguardss on footwear products. While the Appellate Body in that case does not rule on the question 
off  whether safeguards may be prohibited between regional members, there is a clear outcome that 
Articlee XIX and the Safeguards Agreement continues to apply to the external applications of 
safeguardss by regional members. We draw from this the possibility that the test enunciated for 
permittingg the violation of GATT rules as to non-members may also be applicable to members. 

Thee book will conclude with Part IV, Chapter Twelve, returning to the systemic issues as they have 
beenn identified in the modern practice of the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements. For those 
thatt fall within the subject matter of this discussion, the rulings and reasoning of the WTO dispute 
casess is applied to determine how much resolution on these issues can be suggested by these 
developments.. This establishes the basis for concluding the book on the prospects for additional 
developmentss in the CRTA. 
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88 Origi n Requirement s and Articl e XXIV 

8.18.1 Introduction:  the choice  of  a iegal  framework 
Thee potential for  establishing a heightened trade dependency is high in any regional preferential trade 
arrangement,, since the point of a trade agreement should be to increase the trade between the parties 
byy the removal of trade barriers. It is also evident that an increase of trade dependency can just as 
likelyy be observed between countries that are evenly matched in size and development, (developed as 
welll  as developing countries), as it would be observable between countries of different sizes or 
developmentt  levels. Without some reference to country differences, there is no particular  reason to 
findd that heightened dependency resulting from a regional trade agreement should inure to any one 
memberr  relative to another. Likewise, neither  party would derive any superior  position to threaten the 
terminationn of trade or  otherwise act to affect the bilateral terms of trade.1 

Forr  the GATT, there are three possibilities offered for  regional trade agreements according to Articl e 
XXIV ::  customs unions, free-trade area formations, or  the possibility of an interim agreement leading 
too either.2 In comparing the two completed forms, it is not difficul t to conclude that both can establish 
higherr  levels of trade dependency between members. The customs union form may however  go 
forwardd to create the conditions of free circulation between members, suggesting that an even higher 
dependencyy can be realised by this form.3 

AA more significant distinction between the two forms may refer  to the degree of discretion left to the 
memberss to terminate or  threaten to terminate the trade of other  members. Here, the same elements 
referredd to above, that appear  to heighten trade dependency between members, operate in reverse to 
restrictt  the capacity of any one member to restrict the trade of another. Thus, where a customs union 
providess for  a common external tariff , the power  to exercise internal trade measures by single 
memberss can only be given effect if the internal policy is somehow divorced from the external policy. 
Thiss means that members must retain a commercial policy separate from that of the customs union, or 
thatt  the custom union must somehow authorise individual member actions. Either  way, there would 
bee two sets of commercial policies. This may not be an impossible arrangement within the context of 
aa customs union plan, but it is not a very likely occurrence in a completed customs union, given a 

11 "Terms of trade" in this context refers to the rate at which the territory's exports exchange for the imports which 
survivee the tariff. "The greater the economic area of the tariff-levying unit, the greater is likely to be, other things 
beingg equal, the improvement in its terms of trade with the outside world resulting from its tariff." J. Viner, (1950), 
att p. 55. 
22 Interim agreements are recognised by the rules to be a distinct form and have been necessarily treated as such 
duee to the tendency of a number of them to have failed over time to be resolved into completed formations. Since 
theyy are transitional by definition, there are a number of opportunities for flexibility possible in an interim 
arrangement.. See generally, Schoneveld, F., (1992), The EEC and Free Trade Agreements, Stretching the 
LimitsLimits of GATT Exceptions to Non-Discriminatory Trade?, Journal of World Trade, V. 26, No. 5, pp. 59-78. 
33 The conclusion above is subject to the caveat that a customs union formation is not required to create free 
circulation.. GATT Article XXIV;8 requires a common tariff be provided for customs unions, but elimination of 
dutiess only as to goods originating in constituent territories. The key difference that is presented by the concept 
off free circulation benefit is that the origin of the goods need not be established as goods cross borders between 
memberr countries. Also, a free-trade area can act to align the members' external tariffs and create similar 
conditionss permitting free internal circulation. The EEC Treaty provided for free internal circulation as according 
too EEC Article 11, stating that third-country goods shall be placed into free circulation after the common duty is 
paidd and other formalities of importation have been met. Individual members may yet impose marketing 
requirementss and maintain certain inspections on the passage of goods where such requirements have not been 
harmonised. . 
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resultt that the internal trade regime could be potentially more restrictive than the external trade 
regime.4 4 

Thee free-trade area by its legal form provides for a reserve of national commercial policy, that policy 
governingg the measures employed to provide for economic protection. Since each territory in a free 
tradee area has the capacity to retain separate commercial policies externally, this power wil l also be 
residentt as to other members unless it is affirmatively restricted by some express provision of the 
agreementt or by other decision of the members. Therefore, sectors already liberalised, or declared for 
freefree trade, may later fall in treatment according to the exercise of the individual commercial power of 
anyy of the members. This need not happen in the free-trade area context, but a commitment between 
thee parties to not apply their individual commercial policies to the trade of other members would be 
required.. While there are examples of free-trade area formations that exhibit such characteristics, they 
aree the exception rather than the rule. By adopting certain commitments however, any free-trade area 
couldd be elevated to suspend the commercial policy of its members in regard to internal trade. Thus, 
onee should avoid generalisation in drawing distinctions between the two forms. In theory it is possible 
too design a free-trade area which provides for a high degree of internal free movement which is 
legallyy bound, as it is also possible to design a customs union that fails to obtain free circulation and 
retainss member to member commercial policies. It is also difficult to generalise from the practice, 
sincee the number of completed customs unions in the modern era are few. 

Forr the EC, the common (external) commercial policy shall be based on uniform principles as 
accordingg to EC Article 133 (ex. Article 113). For this customs union, there are two possible 
exceptionss to the principle. The first would occur in any situation where the external regime for 
admissionn of goods fails to be uniform. If uniformity is not obtained or retained, then internal controls 
wouldd likely result to compensate for the varying conditions of entry to the larger territory.5 A second 
situationn raising the requirement of internal barriers to trade can also be identified where there is no 
difficultyy in the application of external uniformity for the admission of goods. However, for some 
reasonn or another, a member state has acted to restrict the trade of the goods from another member. 
Wheree the enforcement mechanism would fail to sanction this member action, internal controls upon 
thee trade of members would occur as a result whether "legal" according to the agreement or not. 

Inn actual practice, the conditions required for establishing internal free movement of goods do suggest 
thatt a free-trade area is a somewhat weaker form of integration in this regard and upon several counts. 
First,, without the requirement to apply substantially the same duties and other regulations of 
commercee as to the trade of third parties, it is more difficult to imagine by what circumstances free-
tradee area members would commit to align their external provisions, and thereby permit truly free 
internall  circulation for goods covered. More to the point, as long as members retain national 
commerciall  policies generally, the quality of internal-trade coverage must always be dynamic as it 
remainss a function of individual member behaviour in regard to other members' goods. Even while a 
free-tradefree-trade area may attempt to impose a common external regime by harmonising tariff lines, any later 
variationn in the application of individual territories' instruments wil l necessarily result in new internal 

44 An Intergovernmenta l custom s unio n coul d obtai n thi s result . The partie s coul d agree on a commo n externa l 
tariff ,, but then fai l to reach interna l free movemen t via the reservatio n of thei r individua l territor y control s in 
respec tt  to each other . As a supranationa l authorit y represent s a passag e of sovereig n powe r to a commo n 
institutiona ll  structure,  smal l member s coul d tend to favou r thi s aspec t as it woul d tend to cur b practice s by the 
large rr  member s in regar d to interna l trade . 
55 This also necessaril y impede s free circulatio n as confirmatio n of origi n of good s woul d be required . Although , 
thi ss  requiremen t woul d not undermin e the legal statu s of the custom s union . For the EC, thi s proble m has been 
reflecte dd by EC Articl e 115, now EC Art . 134, as amended . This provide s for certai n protectiv e measure s in 
regar dd to third-countr y products . The resolutio n of Articl e 115 measure s becam e a necessit y wit h the completio n 
off  th e interna l market , establishe d wit h all of the characteristic s of a singl e nationa l marke t and by the remova l of 
interna ll  frontiers . See preamble , Counci l Regulation , EC No. 518/94 of 7 March 1994, on Commo n Rules for 
Imports ,, OJ No. L 067,10/03/94. 
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controlss to reflect the difference in entry conditions. This would suggest that, not only is an external 
commonn tarif f a prerequisite for  free internal movement, but that individual territor y discretion must 
alsoo be overcome by some institutional mechanism. 

Thatt  it may be more difficul t for  free-trade areas to achieve internal free movement over  time may 
alsoo explain, in part, their  attraction as a legal form for  so many regional proposals. The degree of 
flexibilit yy retained permits members to enunciate free-trade objectives, thus satisfying whatever 
agendaa is motivated by them, but at the same time preserve the options to restrict trade accordingly 
betweenn members at a later  time. Haight was more severe on this point, as he believed that the legal 
formm of free-trade areas dictated that they were inherently preferential, as contrasted to formations that 
weree intended to create customs territories.8 Here, it would be suggested that the potential for 
formationss to result in partial preferences over  time does remain a distinct possibility with the larger 
majorit yy of free-trade areas now in operation or  declared for  formation. In this the role of preferential 
originn rules must also be considered. It is suggested by the above that neither  form of regional 
agreementt  is disqualified by the application of preferential origin rules. A uniform external tarif f 
permitss the conditions for  internal free circulation without the use of origin rules, but this level of 
integrationn is not an apparent requirement of GATT Articl e XXIV . However, since preferential origin 
ruless fall outside the considerations of the provisions of Articl e XXIV , they should also be observed 
forr  the effects their  application may have in regard to the quality of trade coverage obtainable by 
regionall  members. Since free-trade areas remain exempt from the necessity to apply uniform 
conditionss for  entry does suggest that preferential origin rules play a far  more important role in their 
establishmentt  and operation. In this, the design of such rules may also appear  to operate as a key 
internall  instrument for  regulating the conditions of preference between free-trade area members. 

8.28.2 Origin  rules  in  preferential  formations,  bilateral  coverage 
Preferentiall  rules of origin are a required aspect in the establishment of a free-trade area in the 
absencee of a harmonised tariff. 7 The rules established serve in practice to determine the scope of the 
freefree trade area, including the volume of trade that is actually freed between the parties. As indicated 
byy an early OEEC report on origin rules, 

"Th ee solution to these problems wil l not only condition the functioning of a free trade area; it 
wil ll  also, to some extent, govern its actual scope. The volume of goods which can circulate 
freefree of duty within the area wil l depend on whether  these "mixed"  products are given 
exemptionn from duty in a more or  less liberal manner."0 

Thus,, if a narrow definition is adopted whereby products incorporating only a small proportion of 
importedd materials are permitted, the volume of trade wil l be more restricted between the parties.9 

Abovee all, the importance of the rules is also established as they determine which products shall 
receivee preferential treatment and which products shall not.10 

"Too drop the term 'free-trade area' from the vocabulary of commercial policy and, inn practice to limit the use of 
Articlee XXIV to customs unions would reinforce the very foundations of the GATT." Haight, F A (1972), Customs 
UnionsUnions and Free Trade Areas Under GATT, Journal of World Trade, V.6, No. 4, pp. 391403 at p. 401. 
77 "The need to define the origin of products stems from the fact that, in a free trade area, each participating 
countryy retains its national tariff on imports from third countries. This is a special problem, therefore, which does 
nott arise in the customs Union when the common external tariff has come into force." OEEC, Special Working 
Partyy for the Council, (1957), Report on the Possibility of Creating A Free Trade Area in Europe, C(57)5,67 
pages,, Paris, at p. 11. 
88 OEEC (1957), Ibid., at pp. 11-12. 
99 OEEC, (1957), Ibid., at p. 33. 
100 Forrester, Ian S., (1980a) EEC Customs Law: Rules of Origin and Preferential Duty Treatment-Part One, 
Europeann Law Review, V.5, pp. 167-197, at p. 167. 
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Sincee the purpose of preferences is to shift sources of production, the manner in which the rules are 
sett between preference parties determines the extent of that shift. In this respect preferential systems 
generallyy intend to accord the preference for products that have made a (last) substantial 
transformationn within the territory of a preference-receiving country. The techniques employed to 
identifyy this transformation vary between agreements, and combinations of different approaches are 
commonn within single arrangements. The primary categories employed to effect this include value 
added,, specified (list) processes, and change in tariff classification. Each approach presents its own 
policyy considerations and has particular benefits and drawbacks.11 

8.2.18.2.1 The evolution of EEC preferential rules 

Forr the EEC's external regional trade agreements, the approach taken for its regional preferential rules 
wass evolutionary but not necessarily from a restrictive view to a liberal one. The first EEC 
preferentiall  agreement to contemplate such rules was the Yaounde I Covention of 1963.12 The 
impetuss to establish a more formal approach came with the expiration of the first Yaounde convention 
inn 1968 with the simultaneous negotiations of new preference areas with the first generation of 
Mediterraneann Agreements, together with the expansion of the African associations to three English 
speakingg newly independent states.13 This need was raised to deal with manufactured goods as these 
products,, unlike agricultural and other tropical products, were not able to be designated as wholly 
obtainedd within the origin country of their production. 

Althoughh the Community already employed certain general rules of origin on a non preferential basis, 
ass found in Council Regulation 802/68, these rules were not determined to translate well to the 
preferentiall  situation. According to Forrester, the notion of last substantial transformation as it was 
incorporatedd in the Regulation for non preferential rules was not seen to be strict enough for the 
regionall  setting, as 

"anyy product essentially made in the United States or Japan could be finished in the 
beneficiaryy country, shed its United States or Japanese origin and thus gain preferential access 
too the EEC."14 

Inn order to avoid distortion to trade caused by deflection, the EEC resolution disregarded the idea of 
providingg separate rules for each product (too complicated), as well as the use of a generalised 50 per 
centt value added test as applied in the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). Forrester stated that 
thee EFTA approach was rejected due to its unfairness as to cheaper labour countries. He offered the 
examplee that if a Swiss worker applied a single-day's labour to an imported leather product, the test 
couldd be met. The same labour added by a Saharan worker would fail to raise the product value to the 
samee degree.15 

Thee EEC solution was to retain the overall concept of substantial transformation but to indicate this 
changee by comparing the tariff heading of the finished product with that of the non-originating 
components.. Where the heading had changed, with exceptions for certain listed processes, there 

111 See generally , Palmeter , David , (1996) Rules  of  Origin  in  Regional  Trade Agreements,  Leig e Conferenc e 
Papers ,, collecte d in Demaret , P., Bell is, J.F., and Garcia , G, (eds), Regionalis m and Multilateralis m Afte r th e 
Urugua yy Round , Europea n Universit y Press , (1997), Brussels . For free-trad e areas , the tarif f shif t approac h is 
suggeste dd to be the least distortionary , althoug h it is also subjec t to industr y lobbyin g and capture . 
122 1964 OJ 1431, grantin g dut y free treatmen t to a limite d numbe r of products , "originating "  in the Associate d 
states .. I. Forrester , (1980a), supr a not e 10 at 175. Protoco l 3 to the Conventio n contemplate d adoptio n of rules 
withi nn six months , but thi s adoptio n was not accomplished . Ibid . 
1 3 1 .. Forrester , (1980a), Supr a not e 10 at p. 175-6. 
1 4 1 .. Forrester , Ibid. , at p. 176. 
1 5 1 .. Forrester , Ibid . However , see McQueen , Matthew , (1982), Lomé'and  the Protective  Effect  of  Rules  of  Origin, 
Journa ll  of Worl d Trade , V. 16, No. 2, pp. 119-131 at p. 125, documentin g the inclusio n of suc h a test in later 
Lom éé I and citin g the use of valu e added as an internall y discriminator y instrument . 
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wouldd be an indication that a new product had been formed. This new product was therefore entitled 
too receive origin by this final producing country. This was understood to be an easily understandable 
meanss of conferring the principle of last substantial transformation, although it did also necessarily 
raisee the issue of the mixing of inputs and therefore the question of cumulation. According to 
Forrester,, this new problem of mixing inputs from differing sources presented both a negative (loss of 
origin)) and a positive (gaining of origin) facet. Thus, he phrased the salient legal questions as follows: 

-"Iff  a product originates in one country, should processing in another country involving non-
originatingg parts or materials deprive the product of origin, and if so under what conditions? 

-Shouldd origin be acquired gradually in several countries, or should each country have to 
satisfyy the rules individually in order for the end product to be originating?"16 

Whatt is revealed by this two-part description of the origin question is that there is present an internal 
aspectt (gradually acquired in several countries), as well as an external dimension (involving non-
originatingg parts) to origin rule constructions. In the process of analysing the effects of rules, it also 
occurss that a single rule can have implications for both external and internal dimensions. This point is 
developedd below when discussing the primary methods for conferring preferential origin. For the 
externall  aspect, a core consideration is that of deflection to the normal flow of trade caused by 
maintenancee of different tariffs by member countries on imports from sources outside the area.17 An 
externallyy protective origin regime would be according protection in excess of what is needed to 
remedyy deflection.18 

8.2.28.2.2 Origin rules and effects upon internal trade 
Forr internal trade the question should be related to the trade coverage that is sought to be accorded by 
thee agreement. This can be expressed by directing attention to the question of preference as in, which 
goodss shall be considered to be of origin to the preference member and which goods shall not be so 
qualified?? As a preliminary matter, there is also the question of how origin rules by their technical 
sectorall  nature are subject to capture in order to limit the range of goods which may be otherwise 
qualified.. Palmeter recounted a list of "Directly Unproductive Profit Seeking Activities" as provided 
byy Bhagwati.19 As he described, lobbying in free-trade agreements is oriented to 1) increasing one's 
ownn exports at the expense of outside competitors; 2) blocking increased competitive imports from 
withinn the free trade area; 3) tailoring the rules so that one's own multi-country rules benefit from the 
preferencee while competitors do not; and 4) to support rules which effectively block trade as a last 
resort.20 0 

Thiss suggests that origin designation rules appear to be susceptible to domestic capture and may be 
designedd upon occasion to reduce the coverage of internal trade. While a rule may be decipherable 
uponn its face, its underlying intent may be not transparent. The rules are complex by their nature and 
wheree designation is made sector by sector, only firms handling the particular commodities have the 
energyy or resources to have actual insight into the effect of the rules on local production. While the 

1 8 1 .. Forrester, (1980a), Supra note 10 at p. 176. 
177 OEEC, (1957), Supra note 7 at p. 31. 
188 There is a relationship between origin rules which are externally protective in excess of what is required to 
addresss deflection and a resulting internal distortion to trade, since third-party inputs can be denied to a regional 
partner'ss production. This aspect is considered below. 
199 The four activities provided included, 1) tariff-seeking lobbying, which is pecuniary seeking in the shifting of 
factorr incomes, 2) revenue-seeking lobbying which is government transfer of revenues to oneself as recipient, 3) 
monopolyy seeking activities to create artificial rents, and 4) tariff evasion and smuggling. Bhagwati, Jagdish, 
(1987),, Directly Unproductive profit-Seeking (DUP) Activities, in J. Eastwell (Ed.) The New Palgrav e Dictionar y 
off Economics, Stockton Press, pp. 845-847. 
200 D. Palmeter, (1995), Supra note 11 at p. 21. 
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designn of rules may naturally seek to provide the entire regional grouping protection from external 
sources,, it stands to reason that changes in competitive forces internally also may be sought to be 
affectedd by the rules. 

AA brief survey of the leading categories of designating origin will assist in understanding how these 
questionss may be raised for the context of internal regional trade. As the focus is upon origin 
designationn related to the internal shifts of production, the problem of according preference in a 
bilaterall  setting is taken up first. A separate section follows to deal with the added problems of area-
widee designation between two or more regional partners. 

8.2.2.11 Value added 

Ann origin rule may be enacted which is so restrictive in its criteria so as to not permit the flow of 
goodss between the parties in spite of a zero-tariff preference committed as an aspect of the free trade 
plan.. While the parties may have declared such an intent within the context of a free-trade area, the 
originn rule as applied to any particular commodity may operate instead to provide a single party a 
domesticc protective effect from the goods originating in the other member state. This prospect has 
beenn raised as a criticism when value added criteria is applied between territories of differing 
developmentt levels. Generally, it appears to be understood that value or content added requirements 
tendd to favour the higher-cost producer, or to generalise further, the higher-developed regional 
partner.. For an example, in the First Lomé' convention, a value added criteria was applied across a 
rangee of products in addition to change of tariff heading criteria. While this value added requirement 
didd not exceed 60 per cent, and would have been considered to be a neutral criteria between developed 
tradee partners, "by the same token, they are inappropriate for countries at the level of development 
andd with the small size of domestic market previously outlined for the ACP countries."21 

McQueenn suggested that while a restrictive rule may be necessary to avoid trade deflection, that there 
iss possible for each rule an examination of what level of restriction is actually necessary to eliminate 
thee risk of deflection, and not more. As he explained it, where the producing partner's country tariff 
wass relatively high, or where tariffs between the partners were similar, then deflection should not be 
ann issue in any case. If so, it would follow that a rule operating in excess of a measured requirement to 
eliminatee deflection would be indicative of an internally diverting origin construction. 

Palmeterr came to a comparable conclusion in his analysis of the application of value added criteria in 
thee North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) where he claimed that preference eligibility 
wouldd more easily confer origin in higher cost U.S. and Canadian operations than in Mexico. 

"Inn this way, a value added rule may distort economic efficiencies and divert investment from 
wheree it might otherwise occur, and where it may be most needed"22 

Palmeter'ss comment also introduces the notion that the imposition of value-added criteria raises 
considerationss of investment and production location, as capital movement would otherwise be shifted 
ass a result of preference. Where parties are dissimilar in cost structure, an origin rule can be made to 
eitherr respect or undermine the comparative advantage of the lower-cost member producer. Thus, it is 
possiblee that the same rule may act in two ways, first to fashion an external diversion in favour of the 
region,, and then second, to allocate the benefits of diverted production to one regional member 
relativee to another. 

8.2.2.22 List processes or  technical test 

Thee use of denoting specific production or sourcing requirements as applied for the general rule to 
conferr preferential origin has increased in recent years. A technical test can be either a positive or 

211 M. McQueen , (1982), Supr a note 15 at p. 125. 
222 D. Palmeter , Supr a note 11 at p. 11. 
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negativee test, positive where production or sourcing requirements conferring preferential origin are 
specified,, negative where processes that do not confer origin are specified. 

Exampless of how list-processes criteria may be employed to shift internal sources of supply have not 
beenn offered in the literature, but examples have been raised to demonstrate the externally diverting 
possibilitiess for the use of technical tests. That such a rule can play both an external and internal 
divertingg role can be shown from an example for origin-sourcing rules taken from a WTO study. A 
NAFTAA "yarn forward" rule requires that for many clothing products, 100 per cent of all inputs must 
bee obtained from within the free-trade area in order to qualify for the preference. The rule is indicated 
inn the WTO study as externally trade diverting as it shifts supply from external sources to those of the 
regionall  partners since outsiders can no longer supply a partner manufacturer without that internal 
producerr foregoing its regional preference.24 However, it also seems possible that an internal shift of 
productionn can also be accomplished by the same rule in two possible ways. First, internal diversion 
couldd be derived in favour of the end product (downstream) producer in the higher cost regional 
partnerr market. This could occur where the lower cost producer of the end product was diminished 
withoutt access to the cheaper foreign input as a result of the rule. This raises the second possibility, 
thatt the higher cost producer of the input might also extend its production throughout the region as the 
solee regional supplier at least, "up to the point where the origin rule becomes so restrictive that 
producerss opt for the second option."25 

8.2.2.33 Change of tarif f heading 

Althoughh change of tariff heading is considered to be less distortionary for trade and investment then 
thee above categories, the same type of result can be obtained via a rule designating transformation by 
changee of tariff heading. Also offered by Palmeter as a NAFTA example, as between the headings as 
appliedd to tomato paste (HTS 2002.90) and which is turned into tomato catsup (HTS 2103.20). The 
previouss Canada-U.S. free-trade area rule provided that a change in heading between the two 
chapters,, 20 to 21, was sufficient to confer origin. The NAFTA rule however provides an exception 
forr the particular subheading of tomato paste. The result is that third-party imported tomato paste 
processedd into catsup within the region will not accord origin for preferential treatment. Only paste 
producedd within the NAFTA area can be transformed into catsup in a way that will confer free 
movementt for catsup from one member to the other.26 While Palmeter raises this example to 
demonstratee the external trade diversion possible, as for example, Mexico will now replace Chile as a 
supplierr of paste, as above, it is not difficult to consider conditions that would also generate an 
internallyy diverting result. Thus, if only one regional party produces paste, the effect of the rule would 
alsoo be to securee the market regionally as to outsiders, but to also capture the end-product market 
locally.. Likewise for downstream diversion, if Mexico's catsup production relied upon Chilean paste, 
thee same rule which excludes Chile would also then restrict Mexico's catsup production as it would 
noww be required to source its paste from higher cost NAFTA members for all catsup intended for the 
NAFTAA market. The result would be that, even while tomato catsup might be a product declared to 
receivee zero-tariff treatment according to the free-trade area, the preferential origin rule applied upon 
itss primary input might effectively eliminate regional sources of competition. 

WTO,, (1998), Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, Inventory of non-tariff Provisions in Regional Trade 
Agreements,Agreements, WT/REG/W/26, Geneva, p. 11. Comment from the representative from Australia, "He also noted 
thatt the analysis seemed to indicate that the test most often used in RTA's for rules of origina was a technical 
testt rather than a change in tariff heading. ..it was his understanding that a change in tariff heading was usefully 
regardedregarded as the clearest and leastt complex way of determining origin..." WTO, Committee on Regional Trade 
Agreements,, Note on the Meeting of 6-7 and 10 July, 1998, WT/REG/M/18,26 July 1998, para. 20, pp 4 & 5. 
244 WTO Secretariat, Regionalis m and the World Tradin g System , (1996), Geneva, p. 48. 
255 "The second option being the obtaining of the materials from an outside supplier and foregoing the 
preference."" WTO, (1996), Ibid. 
266 D. Palmeter, Supra note 11 at pp. 5-7. 
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Althoughh these examples can only be posed here as hypothetical cases, what should be apparent is 
thatt all of the primary categories of origin transformation can be operated in a manner that would 
restrictt internal producers as effectively as third-country suppliers. For many GATT review parties, 
evenn where new tariff levels were not seen to raise barriers to trade, restrictive origin rules have long 
beenn charged to effectively raise new barriers to trade in derogation of the requirements of GATT 
Articl ee XXIV:5. 27 More recently, the internal prospects have also been noted. For an example, the 
representativee of Korea posed the following in a CRTA meeting held to discuss non-tariff provisions: 

". .. .his delegation wished to advance one thought for colleagues' reflection: that the use of 
preferentiall  rules of origin in RTAs related to the definition of "substantially all the trade: 
(SAT).. It could be argued that the use of preferential origin rules should have a bearing on 
determiningg whether the SAT criterion were met; that is, concern that the stringency of 
preferentiall  rules of origin might have added effect on the patterns of trade and economic co-
operationn amongst RTA parties themselves and between RTA parties and third parties. 
Thereforee to prevent unwarranted disruptions to trade patterns, there was a prima facie case 
forr relating the use of preferentiall  rules of origin to the definition of SAT." 

Thee comment recognises the role that preferential rules of origin play in determining that actual scope 
off  a free-trade area as it relates to the substantially-all trade requirement. It suggests the direction that 
developmentss could take in assigning a rule of origin review feature to the question of internal trade 
coverage,, but also highlights the absence of such a review feature up to the present time. The manner 
byy which GATT reviewing parties for both external and internal aspects have been unable to address 
thee questions raised by preferential origin rules is also indicated, but no more clearly than in the case 
off  overlapping free-trade areas and the issues raised by them regarding the concepts of area treatment 
andd cumulation. 

8.38.3 Origin  designation  and area definition 
Thee question of what type of "area" is being suggested by regional proponents has both a dimension 
thatt is geographic as well as legal in regard to trade coverage. For this aspect the concept of 
cumulationn for either inputs for processes must also be considered. According to Forrester, 
cumulationn rules, 

"statee the terms on which an end product may enjoy originating status even (al)though the 
normall  origin rules would not confer origin on the basis of the work done in the country of 
lastt processing."29 

8.3.18.3.1 Donor country (bilateral cumulation) 

Thee consideration of cumulation must arise initially between any two parties as a matter of whether 
bilaterall  cumulation, or donor country benefit (and thus bilateral area treatment), wil l be provided. 
Thee most restrictive treatment possible is where there is no bilateral cumulation provided between two 

277 First raised in 1961 BISD, Ninth Supplement, European Free Trade Association Examination of Stockholm 
Convention,Convention, Report adopted 4 June 1960, (L/1235), pp. 70-87 at paragraphs 4 through 10. 
288 WTO, Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, Note on the Meeting of 6-7 and 10 July, 1998, 
WT/REG/M/18,266 July 1998, para. 19, p. 4. For the recommendation on a framework for measuring in 
conjunctionn with an Australian proposal for determining SAT see, WTO, CRTA, Statement by the Delegation of 
Hongg Kong, China on Systemic Issues, WT/REG/W/27,8 July 1998, Geneva. The proposal is discussed below. 
299 Forrester, Ian S., (1980b), EEC Customs Law: Rules of Origin and Preferential Duty Treatment-Part Two, 
Europeann Law Review, V.5, pp. 257-286, at p. 266: "A simple problem would concern a stone handicraft, made 
fromm marble quarried in Italy, carved in Switzerland and reimported into the EEC. A more complex example 
wouldd involve a German electric motor shipped to Switzerland for incorporation in the manufacture of a washing 
machinee which is assembled from components originating in Finland, Portugal, Japan and France, then exported 
too the EEC: on what basis may the washing machine receive preferential treatment?" 
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partiess which would permit origin to be obtained. As such, the preference granted is restricted to the 
wholly-obtainedd products of party A or  B, as the materials of A may not be processed in B for  the 
purposee of obtaining preferential origin in respect to the other  partner. The second designation is 
knownn as bilateral cumulation. Between two countries A and B, the inputs provided by either  are 
addedd to the origin calculation. Bilateral cumulation creates "area treatment"  between two parties.30 

8.3,28.3,2 Area constructions, diagonal or full  cumulation 
Althoughh it remains conceivable that bilateral free-trade areas may be formed under  the GATT rules 
providin gg for  no bilateral cumulation, the primar y contemporary issue regarding area designation is 
wheree a single party is common to separate bilateral free-trade area agreements. For  these 
arrangements,, the question that arises is whether  or  not the resulting regional system could be devised, 
orr  should be compelled, to form an area whereby inputs can be traded and/or  processes combined 
acrosss all of the markets concerned. This determination is made by reference to the degree of 
cumulationn that is provided among its members, bilaterally with the common member (the hub 
country),, and diagonally among the partners (the spoke countries). Generally, in the absence of 
positivee cumulation rules connecting the bilateral areas, there is not a legal basis for  inputs to be 
accumulatedd between the lateral partners. 

Thiss question of area-wide design received new attention as an aspect of the North American Free 
Tradee Agreement (NAFTA - U.S., Canada, Mexico) from the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Area 
(CÜSTA).. As according to Wonnacott, 

". .. .an important case arose in North America soon after  the 1989 Canada-US free trade 
agreementt  came in effect. Would Mexico join the FTA.. .or, to get a quicker  and simpler 
agreement,, would it negotiate a bilateral FTA with the United States alone... thus creating a 
hub-and-spokee system (H&S), i.e., a system in which the US hub would have had two 
overlappingg bilateral agreements."31 

Inn such a system of overlapping bilateral agreements without an overall area designation, the trade 
effectss are said to favour  the hub relative to the spokes. Again according to Wonnacott, 

"I nn a H&S, the hub would get two special trade advantages which it would not get under  an 
FTA::  (1) the hub would benefit from the preference it would get in the market of each spoke 
inn competition with the others; and (2) only firm s in the hub would be able to acquire duty-
freefree inputs from each spoke. In short.. .a H& S offers special preferential advantages for  the 
hubb because of the trade barrier s it would leave between spokes."32 

Thiss construction, by accident or  design, of a series of bilateral agreements with a single large country 
att  the hub can present certain negative implications for  the resulting quality of internal trade coverage 
betweenn the parties, primaril y at the expense of the spoke countries. Moreover, Wonnacott, and 
Enderss and Wonnacott, suggested also that a system also has implications, perhaps political, for 
reinforcin gg an already dominant party as, 

Iann Forrester , (1980b), at p. 267. Makin g an earlie r characterisatio n that no longe r applies,  "(U)nderth e GSP, 
product ss of Communit y origi n are treate d as if they were thir d countr y products" . In the absenc e of a genera l 
non-cumulativ ee provision , the same effec t coul d be obtaine d by lis t processe s whic h were insufficien t to confe r 
origin .. Dono r countr y benefi t can also extende d to the good s of onl y one partner . 
311 Wonnacott , Ronal d J. , Trade and Investment  in a Hub-and  Spoke  system  Versus  a Free Trade Area,  The 
Worl dd Economy , Vol . 19, No. 3,1996, pp.237-252 , at p. 237. Accordin g to Wonnacott , Canada' s decisio n to 
engag ee in the NAFTA turne d upon the negativ e consequence s of not participating , wherei n the resul t woul d be a 
U.S.. hub wit h two spokes , Canada and Mexico . Rotterda m Intervie w wit h the author , 1995. 
322 R. Wonnacott , Ibid. , at p. 241. In addition , "Th e hub' s specia l advantage s in trad e woul d translat e into an 
advantag ee in attractin g investment : othe r thing s bein g equal , firm s woul d prefe r to locat e in the hub becaus e thi s 
iss  the onl y locatio n that woul d giv e them free acces s to input s and market s in all participatin g countries. "  Ibid. , at 
p.. 246. 
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"Ann examination of only the obvious special preferences that would be created could lead to 
criticismm throughout the region of the hub for participating in the development of such a 
systemm that would allow the relatively wealthy US or EU hub to increasee its alreadyy dominant 
positionn in its hemisphere by benefiting at the expense of its relatively poor neighbours.. ."33 

Howeverr the selection of the choice of forms, bilateral or multilateral, can also not be presumed to be 
merelyy accidental. If one country has bargaining power in the first place, then its choice of bilateral 
agreementss at the outset is already an expression of this prerogative, perhaps to the extent that the 
partnerss find it necessary to co-operate with this choice. This suggests that considerations can be 
effectedd to determine which level of area treatment if any, should be provided, and that the decision to 
formm a series of bilateral agreements can be reflective of a conscious choice to not establish an area-
widee treatment. 

8.3.38.3.3 The Multilateral European Area proposals (195 7) 
Thiss insight did not surface on first impression in the course of the NAFTA analysis. Rather, the 
questionn of overall area construction was a central issue in the early days of European regional 
integration.. Prior to the formation of the EEC, the OEEC sponsored a working party to consider the 
feasibilityy of a free trade area that would include the developing EEC Customs Union and the other 
memberr countries. At that stage, the desired solution by the OEEC working party was to preserve a 
multilaterall  framework for Europe, even while regional integration would proceed within the EEC. 
Althoughh there was littl e prior experience with free-trade area formations, the OEEC group 
contemplatedd the creation of an overall area, whereby a product would obtain satisfactory origin, 

"iff  it undergoes successive processing in several countries of the area and if the total of such 
operationss is sufficient, according to the definition of origin adopted, to confer the nationality 
off  the area on that product."35 

Thiss early reference precisely contemplated a European-wide treatment for the production and trade 
off  goods throughout the region as defined by its OEEC members. This element was sought to be 
preservedd as the six moved to form their own customs territory. The response of the non-EEC 
countriess within the OEEC to form a "little" free-trade area was further specifically directed toward 
thee desire of those members to seek yet a multilateral European wide formation. In assessing the 
potentiall  for what would later become the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), 

"AA number of reasons are put forward in support of the conclusion that the plan will help 
achievee an accommodation with the Six. It will keep the Seven together and thus maximise 
thee bargaining power of those who want a free trade area, while at the same time forestalling 
thee development of a trading pattern that would rule out a multilateral settlement."36 

R.. Wonnacott , Ibid. , at p.249. From Ender s and Wonnacott , "...a stron g hub like the Unite d States or EU wil l 
havee its alread y dominan t bargainin g powe r increase d if it is negotiatin g wit h one partne r at a time , and may use 
thi ss  to maintai n mor e protectio n (perhap s contingen t protection ) agains t its spok e partner s - at a cos t not onl y to 
thee spokes , but also in many cases , to the hub itself. "  Enders , Alic e and Wonnacott , Ronal d J., (1995, 
preliminar yy version) , How Useful  is  the NAFTA Experience  for  East-West  European  Integration!,  at p. 4. 
344 "By Jul y 1956, politica l and economi c factor s had coalesce d to the poin t wher e formatio n of the EEC was 
imminent...Becaus ee severa l OEEC member s were anxiou s to counterbalanc e the formatio n of the EEC commo n 
market ,, the (OEEC) Counci l establishe d a workin g part y to examin e the feasibilit y of formin g a free-trad e area in 
Europe. ""  Dunlap , James B., and King , Rober t N., (1974) Regional  Economic  Integration  and GATT:  the Effects  of 
thethe  EEC EFTA Agreements  on International  Trade,  Law and Polic y in Internationa l Business , V.6, pp. 207-235, 
att  p. 208. 
355 OEEC, (1957) Supr a not e 7 at 33. 
366 Camps , Miriam , (1959), The European  Free Trade Association,  A Preliminary  Appraisal,  Britai n and the 
Europea nn Market , Occasiona l Paper No. 4, PEP publications , p. 27. The referenc e to a free-trad e area refer s to 
aa Europea n free-trad e area whereb y the custom s unio n woul d be one constituen t territory . "Althoug h it is 
probabl ee that Sweden , and perhap s Switzerland , woul d have been in favou r of the establishmen t of the free 
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Althoughh the formation of the European Free Trade Area would finally not succeed to provide the 
basiss for  multilateral settlement as sought by its advocates until the formation of the European 
Economicc Area (EEA) in 1992, there is littl e doubt that the desire to avoid individual bilateral 
agreementss with the newly formed EEC was a paramount goal: 

"(O)ncee some countries began making bilateral agreements with the Six, others would be 
temptedd to follow suit and, if this happened, a multilateral association would soon become 
impossible.. Instead of a broad free trade area in which each country maintained similar 
relationss with every other  country within the group, a new pattern of trading would be 
establishedd based on an inner  group of countries (the Six) at the centre of the web with ties 
radiatingg out to the surrounding countries."37 

Thiss quotation presents perhaps a first  description of a hub and spoke system, like that described by 
Wonnacott,, for  what could have transpired in the NAFTA. It was joined with a forewarning of the 
potentiall  negative effects on the smaller  partners: 

"(N)ott  only would the small countries, acting individually , be in a weak initia l bargaining 
position,, but they would also be denying themselves, for  the future, the increased strength that 
cann be gained from acting together  or  in concert with the United Kingdom." 

"Furthermore ,, the resulting network of bilateral agreements would not only be inherently 
discriminatoryy against the United Kingdom, but would tend to increase trade with the Six at 
thee expense of the considerable trade carried on by the outer  countries with each other." 38 

Att  the 1969 Hague Conference of the EC Heads of State, the decision was made to reconsider  the 
membershipp applications of certain EFTA states and to begin discussions with those EFTA members 
whoo had not applied. Participants realised then that when the United Kingdom and Denmark would 
enterr  the EEC, that they would adopt the EEC common tarif f and re-impose tariff s on the former 
EFTAA partners. Thus, "i t was evident that some accommodation would have to be reached between 
thee enlarged community and the remaining EFTA countries."39 At that time, three special concerns to 
bee advanced in the negotiations by the EEC and EFTA countries were raised. First, the EEC 
emphasisedd that only industrial products should be covered by futur e agreements. Second, "Th e 
Communityy was also anxious to protect those of its industries in which EFTA countries held dominant 
positions,, such as Sweden in the paper  industry." 40 Third , The Community sought to tighten EFTA's 
liberall  rules of origin, while EFTA members wanted to retain the existing rules in order  that the 
agreementss would cover  more products."41 

Inn retrospect, one can easily say that EFTA parties miscalculated that they could avoid bilateral 
countryy agreements by the formation of its own free-trade area. Having determined not to form a 
customss union, the retention of individual EFTA member external policies effectively eliminated the 

tradee association on economic grounds alone, it seems clear that in most of the countries concerned the 
determiningg factor was not the prospect of economic advantage, but the belief that the formation of the new 
associationn would improve materially the chances of an accomodation (sic) with the Six." Ibid., at p. 27. For 
comprehensivee overview of the European Free Trade Area and its developments over time, see Weiss, F.W., 
TheThe European Free Trade Association after Twenty-five Years, Yearbook of European Law, Vol. 5,1986, pp. 
287-323;; and, Weiss, F.W., The Functioning of the Free Trade Agreements, in Jacot-Guillarmod, Oliver (ed.), L' 
aveni rr  du libre-e'chang e en Europe : vers un Espace e'conomiqu e europe'en ? Schulthess Polygraphischer 
Verlagg AG, Zurich, 1990, pp. 61-78. 
377 M. Camps, Ibid., at p. 24. 
388 Ibid., at p. 24. The concern expressed was not with EEC formation per se, but the manner in which the new 
customss territory would relate to its partners in either bilateral or multilateral agreements. 
399 J. Dunlap and R. King, (1974), Supra note 34 at p. 215. 
400 J. Dunlap and R. King, Ibid., citing 5 Bull. EEC July-Aug 1972 at p. 15. 
411 J. Dunlap and R. King, Ibid., citing The Economist (magazine), Jan. 20,1973, at p. 62. 
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possibilityy of a single external commercial policy and therefore a single bilateral agreement between 
twoo territories.42 What is also indicated in the history is the manner in which bargaining power was 
finallyy reflected between unequal parties both in the selection of a framework for regional trade, ie., a 
seriess of bilateral rather than a single multilateral configuration, and the manner in which rules of 
originn were intended to provide for internal domestic protection. This latter aspect become more 
visiblee as the EC-EFTA territory arrangements were examined in the GATT. 

8.3.48.3.4 Diagonal forms in early European regional arrangements 
Besidess the question of bilateral cumulation between two partners, it is evident that two other forms of 
cumulationn also relate to the composition of area-wide treatment when two or more bilateral 
agreementss provide for a common member. Multilateral (total or full) cumulation occurs where all 
memberss are permitted to add inputs and processing which will act to designate the product as one 
derivingg origin in respect of the larger area.43 This occurs normally by designation to the country of 
lastt processing those operations that were carried out in the other recognised countries. Cited as an 
earlyy form is the preferential trade agreements between the Community and the Maghreb countries, 
whichh were said to allow for total cumulation.44 

Thee far more common and intermediate form for relating multiple agreements with a common 
memberr provides for diagonal (or triangular) cumulation. In contrast to full cumulation, diagonal 
cumulationn allows origin to be achieved by adding together originating materials, but not the value 
addedd contributed by processing. In the absence of any other provisions and in the case where 
bilaterall  or donor country origin would already be provided, the conditions for obtaining origin must 
bee met in the last country of export. This raises a discriminatory hardship where between two lateral 
partners,, the degree of processing in the first country is sufficient to confer its preferential origin, but 
wheree admission is not granted based upon the fact that the second country's contribution was 
individuallyy insufficient to confer its origin. 

Diagonall  provisions can be expansive or restrictive. While the trend now has been developing to 
providee for a more expansive diagonal cumulation throughout the EC, EFTA and CEEC regional 

Thee assessmen t of the countr y position s makes an interestin g historica l footnot e and reveal s the tension s 
betwee nn bilatera l and multilatera l approache s whic h are eviden t in the consideratio n of free-trad e areas and as 
perhap ss reflecte d by the relativ e marke t powe r of the respectiv e members . Thus , "..attempt s to influenc e or 
isolat ee the Frenc h by pressur e on , or appeal s to, othe r member s of the Six were conspicuousl y unsuccessfu l and 
thee belie f that the German Governmen t gave a hig h enoug h priorit y to the free trad e area to ensur e eventua l 
agreemen tt  prove d to be disastrousl y optimistic...Bu t withi n the Six , the Dutc h have alway s been the stronges t 
advocate ss of the broa d free trad e area and no economi c pressur e is needed to stimulat e thei r interest. "  Camps , 
Miriam ,, (1959), Supr a not e 34 at pp. 28 and 29. 
433 "'Ful l cumulation ' is the syste m whic h represent s a mor e advance d for m of economi c integratio n betwee n the 
partne rr  countries . Full cumulatio n provide s for the cumulatio n of processin g betwee n two or mor e countries . 
Accoun tt  is therefor e taken of all processin g or transformaito n of a produc t withi n the trad e zone withou t the 
product ss bein g used necessaril y havin g to originat e in one of the partne r countries . One of the result s of "full " 
cumulatio nn migh t lead to an origi n commo n to all partner s (i.e., the EEA Agreement) . EC Commission , 
Communicatio nn to the Counci l Concernin g the Unificatio n of Rules of Origi n in Preferentia l Trade Betwee n the 
Community ,, the Centra l and East Europea n Countrie s and the EFTA countries . Restricte d and non cited , at p. 5. 
444 EEC Law Handbook , EEC Custom s Law, T-188 (S5/8/93), citin g for Algeria : Regulatio n 2210/78, OJ 1978 
L263/40;;  Morocco : Regulatio n 2211/78, OJ 1978 L264/38; Tunisia : Regulatio n 2212/78, OJ 1978 L265/38, as 
amended .. For description , "A s regard s the applicatio n of the value added test , thi s implie s that all valu e added in 
anyy of the Maghre b countrie s and the communit y wil l coun t in favou r of Maghre b origin , whil e the valu e of any 
component ss or materials  fro m a thir d countr y wil l coun tt  agains t preferentia l origin , unles s thes e third-countr y 
component ss and material s are incorporate d in a semi-finishe d produc t havin g obtaine d the preferentia l origi n of 
onee of the Maghre b countrie s or the Communit y whic h is later used in the manufactur e of the finishe d product. " 
EECC Law Handbook , Ibid . 
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network,, the earlier  formations were heavily criticised for  their  restrictive diagonal limitations. For  an 
EEC-EFTAA member state example, a product processed in Norway would have obtained Norwegian 
originn as to the EEC, but it is exported first  to Sweden for  additional processing. This processing is 
insufficientt  to meet the test for  Swedish origin which would allow it to have the preference to the 
EECC market. Therefore, 

"I tt  wil l - under  the general rules of origin - have neither  Swedish nor  Norwegian origin and 
thereforee would not qualify for  the preferential duty treatment on importation into the 
Communityy (or  any EFTA country except Norway).45 

Thus,, the necessity for  examining the diagonal rules in multipl e free-trade area constructions occurs in 
eitherr  granting (or  failing to grant) an initia l area-wide treatment so that components of origin can be 
countedd together  for  export to either  the common member, or  to other  lateral members. However, the 
creationn of diagonal possibilities for  the lateral partners requires affirmativ e action. As long as free-
tradee area partners initiat e separate bilateral agreements with a common member, in the absence of 
speciall  provisions, there wil l not be any legal basis for  cumulating the inputs, let alone value added by 
processes,, of its various members.46 

Thee EEC-EFTA country solution to this absence of cumulation was to devise a most complex series 
off  rules.47 While a number  of aspects contributed to this complexity, for  Forrester, the most difficul t 
aspectt  resided in their  approach to neutral calculation as stated in Articl e 2.1.A.b of the EC-EFT A 
Origi nn Protocols, This stated, 

"wher ee a percentage rule limits.. .the proportion in value of non-originating products that can 
bee incorporated under  certain circumstances, the added value has been acquired in each of the 
countriess in accordance with the percentage rules and with the other  rules contained in the 
saidd lists without any possibility of cumulation from one country to another."46 

Thee rule applied when a percentage value added test was in place in addition to a change in tarif f 
heading.. The difficult y arose in its interpretation by the Commission and EEC national officials which 
disregardedd any EEC contribution to the product for  the determination of its origin on transfer  to 
anotherr  EFTA country for  later  processing. 

"T oo apply the principle, the value of the EEC component is deducted from the ex-factory 
valuee of the machine in Austria and the resultant diminished value must then be compared 
withh the value of any thir d country parts or  components. The result is that the amount of thir d 
countryy components which may be incorporated into the machine in Austria without 
detractingg from eligibilit y for  Austrian preferential origin is lower  than would be the case if 
thee EEC component counted 'in favour' of preferential origin." 49 

Foresterr  concluded that this application of the rules was not accidental as, 
"Th ee decision to structure the diagonal cumulation rules in this fashion, and to adopt the 
neutrall  cumulation system was not inadvertent. It was a political decision not to accord full 
accesss to preferential treatment to triangular  trade touching two EFTA countries and one 
EEC." 50 0 

455 EEC law Handbook , Ibid. , at T-172. 
4 6 1 .. Forrester , (1980b), Supr a not e 28 at p. 267. 
477 Generally , Forrester , (1980b), Supr a not e 29 at pp. 270-277; EC Law Handbook , Supr a note 44 at T-172-181. 
Originally ,, Articl e 2 of the Origi n Protocol s of each EEC-EFTA agreement , revise d by Decisio n 5/88 applie d by 
Regulatio nn 4274/88, OJ 1988 L381/13, for Norway . 
488 Origi n Protocal , Ibid. , italic s added . 
4 9 1 .. Forrester , (1980b), Supr a not e 29 at p. 274. 
5 0 1 .. Forrester , Ibid. , at 275. 
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Thee apparent effect was to give EFTA parties an option to either compute originn bilaterally between 
ann individual EFTA member and the EEC, or to compute two EFTA contributing states together but 
minuss any EEC contribution. The result of the bilateral agreements and the construction of diagonal 
originn provided was precisely what the EFTA parties were attempting to avoid in the first instance: a 
patternn of agreements which would promote trade to the centre country at the expense of trade and 
processingg between the lateral parties in respect to the centre. 

Thiss result flowed not from the diagonal rules themselves since in the absence of any rules there 
wouldd have been no basis for any diagonal cumulation. Rather, the choice of the legal form of the 
arrangementss designating bilateral agreements with a common member was the source of the 
problem.. As the EEC was the largest partner, so did it also have an interest and the power to conclude 
aa hub and spoke system. As the EFTA parties were smaller trading countries, so was it also in their 
interestt to reach a multilateral solution. 

Inn this sense the proposals made to extend the Canada-U.S. arrangement to NAFTA, and Wonnacott's 
recognitionn of the inferior position of Canada if itt failed to engage the Mexico triangle in an identical 
formationn to match any U.S.- Mexico agreement, presents an analogous situation. As the largest 
partner,, it would not have been adverse to a narrower set of U.S. interests to see a resulting 
constructionn operate as a hub and spoke system. It would certainly however have been adverse to 
Canada. . 

8.3.58.3.5 The unveiling of the EEC-EFT A rules in the GA TT 
Thee first full examination of the EEC's origin approach to EFTA was provided in the review of the 
formationn of the EEC-Austria free-trade area.51 The first objection to the origin rules was based on 
GATTT Article XXTV:4 on the basis that they would operate to frustrate the goal stated to permit free-
tradee areas as a means of facilitating trade between the constituent parties. This was raised due to the 
potentiall  of the rules to frustrate intra-area trade in products that could not meet the various origin 
criteria.. In addition, by depressing this internal trade, it was claimed that there would necessarily be 
raisedd new barriers to third-countries in their exports of intermediate products. In this way, the origin 
ruless to be applied were also claimed to violate Article XXTV:5(b) because their effect was more 
restrictivee to outsiders as in the manner of raising new barriers to trade of other GATT parties. As one 
workingg group member was quoted, the rules "...were so complex and cumbersome as to be a barrier 
too trade in and of themselves..."52 

Inn this characterisation, the ability of restrictive rules to frustrate internal trade as well as external 
tradee was easily recognised as well as the linkage between imposing internal barriers which result in 
thee loss of external trade. In the more detailed examination of the objections, allegations were posed 
thatt some of the rules required content as high as 96 percent (microphones); on one-fifth of total 
industriall  headings (BTN 84-92), the parties permitted only 5% non origin. In other headings a 
restrictivee 20% rule was applied. Origin sourcing was alleged to have been obviously promoted by the 
designn of the rules.53 

Thee EEC defence on these working group comments was reported to have relied upon the necessity of 
originn in order to avoid trade deflection. However, others noted that where the countries involved had 

511 GATT, 1974 BISD (coverin g 1972-73) Twentiet h Supplement , European  Communities  - Agreements  with 
Austria,Austria,  Repor t 10 Octobe r 1973, (L/3900, BISD p. 145. Additiona l identica l reports , (L/3902) Iceland , P. 158; 
(L/3901);;  Portugal , P. 171; (L/3899) Sweden , P. 183; (L/3893) Switzerlan d & Lichtenstein , P. 196. 

GATT,, L/3900, Ibid. , at para . 5. A non violatio n complain t argumen t was also raised . By restrictin g thir d 
countr yy  products , boun d tariff s woul d be nullifie d by the applicatio n of rules of origin . Accordin g to Forrester , the 
EEC-EFTAA agreemen t was subjec t to workin g grou p criticis m not onl y by outsider s but also by EFTA countrie s 
themselves ,, includin g Austria . I. Forrester , Supr a not e 29 at p. 283, his not e 16. 
533 Articl e 23 of Protoco l 3 also appeare d to exclud e the possibilit y for drawback. . 
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similarr  tariffs , then deflection should not have been at issue and such restrictive rules would have 
servedd no purpose in this respect. Also, observers claimed that the rules were more restrictive than the 
comparablee EFTA rules in 335 out of 338 tarif f headings.54 As to the general allegation that the rules 
weree operating in a manner  that was not trade neutral, the EEC response was that a comparison to the 
EFTAA rules was not valid and that the parties were free to adopt any system of their  choice.55 

Thee result of the EFTA association's attempts to reach a multilateral accommodation with the EEC 
wass a series of bilateral agreements upon which positive action was required to install some basis for 
cumulation.. The system that resulted emphasised the bilateral constructions and failed to achieve a 
cumulationn system that would rise to the level of European-area treatment. The review of these 
agreementss in the GATT failed to disclose a basis to clearly challenge the constructions either  on their 
externall  diverting effects or  for  their  internal diverting effects. For  the EFTA partners, this issue 
wouldd not be resolved until the conclusion of the European Economic Area (EEA). 

8.3.68.3.6 Development of the European diagonal area 
Thee EC external regional system developed in the 1990's by a large number  of new agreements with 
thee CEEC's, in the form of the Europe Agreements. These free-trade area agreements were matched 
byy agreements between EFTA parties and several of the CEEC's initiated their  own free-trade areas. 
Thee resulting fragmentation of an overall non-cumulative system began to press Upon European 
producers.. Their  capacity to seek lower  cost production sources in the wider  European area was likely 
frustratedfrustrated  by the very bilateral structures that were generated on behalf of the Community itself and 
thee issue was raised in two European Councils, Copenhagen in 1993 and Corfu in 1994. In a non-
citedd Commission Communication, the advantages of extending diagonal cumulation were described 
ass facilitatin g EC manufacturers to source components in CEEC countries, to spread production 
processess to two or  more involved areas or  countries and export the end-products to EFTA countries 
andd other  CEEC without loss of origin. 

Whatt  has resulted from this recognition in final form is a communication to the WTO notifying the 
Committeee on Regional Trade Agreements of a System of European Cumulation of Origin. 7 

Accordingg to the notice, the implementation of a "new origin network"  has two major  consequences. 
First,, semi-finished products originating in any country of the system and which are further 
processedd or  assembled in any other  partner  country may always be considered as originating 

544 Stressin g the complicate d natur e of the rules , sometime s fou r criteri a were necessar y to meet togethe r wit h 
eigh tt  movemen t certificates . Articl e VIII of the GATT was also suggeste d to appl y to thi s situation . Althoug h no 
rul ee in GATT applie d to preferentia l Rules of Origin , GATT At. XXIV:5(b ) was also brough t int o the discussio n as 
"othe rr  regulation s of commerc e mor e restrictive". 
555 GATT, L2300, para 27-28. The discussio n on the EEC-EFTA rules was develope d incrementall y in the repor t 
onn the EEC Agreemen t wit h Norway . GATT, 1975 BISD (coverin g 1973-74). Twent y Firs t Supplement , EC 
AgreementsAgreements  with  Norway,  Repor t 28 March 1974, (L/3996, BISD p. 83). Here, the objection s were made mor e 
onn the basi s of a legal issu e raise d as to whethe r or not Articl e XXIV:5(b ) shoul d be interprete d more restrictivel y 
thann paragrap h 5(a) for custom s unions , sinc e it does not includ e the phras e "on the whole "  in referenc e to a 
free-trad ee area. 
566 This resulte d in two Commissio n Communication s whic h include d discussio n of diagona l cumulatio n for the 
CEECs.. "Th e Europ e Agreement s and Beyond..." , COM (94) 320 final , 13.07.94. "Follow-u p to the Commissio n 
Communicatio nn on the Europ e Agreement s and Beyond..." , COM (94) 361/3,26.07.94. 
577 WTO, Committe e on Regiona l Trade Agreements , Join t Communicatio n to the WTO on the Syste m of 
Europea nn Cumulatio n of Origin , WT/REG/GEN/N/1,16 November , 1998. The lis t of affecte d free-trad e 
agreement ss is too long to duplicat e here. Include d are Fourtee n EC agreement s includin g the Europea n 
Economi cc Area , ten EFTA membe r stat e agreements , the EFTA Stockhol m Convention , and 13 intr a CEEC 
agreements ,, 38 agreement s affecte d in total . 
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products.. Secondly, originating products can be traded between any of the countries involved 
inn the system.58 

Att this time, there is only very preliminary comment in published CRTA documents regarding the 
neww system regarding its external implications, although some detailed analysis wil l certainly be 
likelyy to emerge as to the system's impact on outside producers. An analysis of the internal aspects 
mayy not emerge, but it is apparent in light of the above that the new system is an attempt to provide 
forr a comprehensive diagonal system for all of the "European" parties that are connected by one 
bilaterall  agreement or another. As such, it must represent an important improvement on the earlier 
situationn and may even be determined to actually resolve the historical problem of a non-multilateral 
Europee raised at the time of the EEC formation by the other OEEC parties, also as discussed above. It 
mayy be now possible to make reference to a multilateral European area. 

However,, before this characterisation is attached, additional features wil l need to be explored. One is 
thee interaction of harmonised protocols and their annexes. For this it would need to be determined 
whetherr any amendments are being formed which introduce new list-process criteria that, while likely 
too receive attention for external trade diversion, may also raise the issue of internal shifting of sources 
off  supply to provide for protective effects. This may also be exhibited if there are changes made to 
valuee added or content requirements. Thus, one indicator of internal diversion would be demonstrated 
byy annexes that are not harmonised even while the protocols that establish the diagonal cumulation 
aree identical through all of the agreements. A second area of investigation would relate to the systems 
effectss on other EC external regional agreements some of which may also be emerging as diagonal 
systems,, including the EC-Turkey customs union, but also the new generation of Mediterranean 
Agreementss and the EC-ACP Convention in the Lomé. This process of consolidating a large number 
off  bilateral arrangements into several multilateral systems with a common centre in the EC may also 
havee implications for internal movement overall. It may reflect the inexorable process of globalisation 
wherebyy producers seek to source production at ever-lower cost. It may also reflect in part a type of 
defensivee response to that same process, as where producers within one regional system are inclined 
too support cumulation, but not cumulations between different systems. Thus, the same issues raised 
abovee regarding the protective effects that were obtainable by the use of single bilateral agreements 
mayy yet be seen to emerge over time by the divisions that are maintained between separated regional 
systems. . 

AA final aspect to be addressed is the question of whether this development toward an integrated 
diagonall  system has implications for the prospects of full or multilateral cumulation. Advancing from 
recognitionn of accumulating origin of goods toward a system permitting origin to be attached to non-
originatingg goods by the accumulation of processing would appear to be unlikely. While it appears 
thatt multilateral cumulation presents the largest opportunity for third parties to introduce their non-
originatingg components into the European market, it is not clear whether the new proposal reduces 
priorr possibilities, or as claimed by the Joint Communication, enhances them by granting a general 
tolerancee rule. Likewise, the delineation of the effects between diagonal regional systems and 
multilaterall  systems on the internal trade of the regional parties has not been discerned in the 
literature.. As a starting point, it is probably suggestible that an integrated diagonal system increases 
competitionn between lateral partners for inward investment for production from outside sources, as 
harmonisedd protocols would allow inputs to be sourced across the internal frontiers without reference 
too the location of final assembly facilities. This would appear to reduce the relative advantage of one 
regionall  member that has already secured a large assembly production to demand that input 
manufacturingg must also occur within its territory. This is a positive development. As to the 
comparisonn of diagonal with full cumulation, in the NAFTA case a number of commentators 
suggestedd a diversionary effect in favour of inward investment and production overall. One can 
assumee that there is a certain tendency for a larger integrated diagonal system to also divert a certain 

Join tt  Communicatio n to the WTO, Ibid. , at para 2. "Befor e the introductio n of Europea n cumulation , tradin g of 
originatin gg product s was seriousl y limited. " 
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amountt  of external trade and investment. This is clearly an external consideration that may or  may not 
bee able to be taken up for  discussion under  the provisions of GATT Articl e XXTV:5 . However, even 
whilee the linkages between external and internal effects caused by origin systems are not yet so clear, 
ann Articl e XXIV : 8 consideration should also be engaged. 

8.48.4 Chapter  Conclusion:  An Article  XXIV requirement  for  origin  rules  and cumulative 
systems systems 

AA point to raise in regard to the creation of regional diagonal systems is the absence of meaningful 
controll  exercised over  the developments by the GATT/WT O review process. If the evolution is 
determinedd to be positive both internally as well as externally, it is noteworthy that market forces have 
apparentlyy made more of a contribution to calling forth the new integration than has any point of 
referencee derivable from GATT Articl e XXIV , either  (5) or  (8). This, in spite of the recognised fact 
thatt  the use of preferential qualifying rules are definitional as to the nature of the area being created, 
itss scope of trade coverage, and its implications for  raising new trade barriers. As noted from the early 
revieww of the EEC-EFTA arrangements above, members have argued for  years that Articl e XXTV 
conditionss are affected by rules of origin designations within the regional proposals. However, Articl e 
XXTVV itself does not state as much for  either  internal or  external requirements and this omission has 
alwayss provided a basis to argue, on behalf of proponents, that preferential rules of origin do not fall 
underr  the purview of GATT review. 

Inn the context of the CRTA, much discussion in the systemic negotiations has turned on the question 
off  whether  origin rules in the preferential setting should be included in the definition of "other 
regulationss of commerce"  (ORCs) as these are prescribed according to Articl e XXTV: 5 regarding 
externall  effects; or  in the alternative, "other  restrictive regulations of commerce"  (ORRCs) as this 
termm iss used for  the internal requirements of Articl e XXIV : 8. While no final opinion is offered at this 
pointt  regarding the applicabilit y ORCs to rules of origin, it is hoped that the discussion above could 
contributee to the simple proposition that preferential rules of origin must be considered as they may 
affectt  the quality of internal trade between members. To the extent that the rules act to define the 
scopee of a free-trade area, the substantially-all trade test would appear  to be raised for  consideration. 

Thiss consideration leads one to consider  how a test would actually be applied. For  this, a Hong Kong 
proposall  provides a starting point, as the following was suggested: 

"(iii). .. .in measuring SAT as a percentage, as proposed by Australia, the base (100 per  cent of 
tradee between the RTA parties) should comprise all intra-RT A trade measured according to 
MFNN rules, while the qualifying proportion of trade (to meet the SAT requirement to be set at 
aa specified percentage) should be measured according to preferential rules of origin." 59 

Thiss raises the concept that a comparison is drawn between trade before and after  formation as a result 
off  the operation not only of declarations for  duty reductions, but also considering the operation of the 
ruless of origin on those trade openings. It also raises intentionally the linkage between internal and 
externall  effects of rules. Where MFN trade is the pre-defining measure applied, then reduction of 
tradee from this level within a free-trade area would indicate that a restrictive rule has been applied 
internally .. This has been suggested above to have potentially adverse effects also on non-members. 

McQueenn proposed that a rule more restrictive than necessary to counter  trade deflection is one that is 
internall yy discriminatory . This would suggest comparing the degree of protection offered by the origin 
rul ee with the difference in individual member tarif f rates. Withi n the matrix of a free-trade area, one 

599 "Thus, the less stringent the preferential rules of origin are for a RTA, the higher percentage of their members' 
intra-RTAA trade will be included towards meeting the SAT threshold." WTO, Committee on Regional Trade 
Agreements,, Statement by the delegation of Hong Kong, China on Systemic Issues, WT/REG/W/27,8 July 1998, 
Geneva. . 
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cann also imagine a complimentary test that would provide a basis to challenge internally restrictive 
rules,, at least from a GATT system perspective. This test would attempt a comparison between the 
originn rules internally applied between members and the quality of internal treatment applied as 
analogouss to GATT Article HI, National Treatment. Thus, one wouldd ask whether the treatment of an 
inputt by a domestic enterprise is more favourable than the treatment given to the like input that is 
appliedd to a regional partner's production. This comparison could be suggested whether or not the 
inputss were of origin to the regional partner, and in respect of any difference in duty treatment as to 
thirdd parties. At the outset this would require that whatever is deemed to be "locally obtained" in the 
firstt member must also be recognised as "locally obtained" as it may be derived from the second 
member'ss territory. This would negate the right of a free-trade area member to impose a duty upon 
anotherr member's inputs of origin as this would be a form of discriminatory treatment "internal" to 
thee area. It may likewise suggest a requirement that the listed processes that do not deny origin 
domesticallyy should not also deny origin regionally. 

Forr these cases there is no issue of deflection, but only the issue of whether or not the input is going to 
bee covered or uncovered trade to meet the Article XXTV:8 test. Any rule applied that eliminates or 
frustratess trade between partners of goods that are wholly obtained should be presumed at the outset 
too be a trade barrier, just as quantitative restrictions are trade barriers. Thus, rules should be examined 
accordingg to Article XXIV: 8 as an aspect of determining whether regional parties are covering 
substantiallyy all of the trade. Just as a plan and schedule discloses the sequence for the intended 
removall  of trade barriers, the plan would also be required to disclose the list of products of individual 
partnerr territory origin that will not freely exchange as a result of the preferential rules. 

Shiftingg to the problem of deflection caused by differing duties applied by members to third-party 
goods,, the additional concept of adopting adjustments only as necessary for the purpose of avoiding 
tradee deflection could be considered. This suggests a framework for origin rules that is derived from 
thee non-discriminatory concept of a border tax adjustment. Thus, for an example. Non-member input 
XX is charged a duty of 30% by member country 'A'. Once admitted, X is freely used in commerce and 
productionn within 'A'. Member 'B' imposes a duty of 10% on the same input and likewise applies it 
forr domestic production. The end-product, as produced in either member territory, is a free-trade item 
ass according to the plan and schedule of the regional trade agreement. Thus, where the 'A and B' free-
tradee area requires a rule of origin to prevent trade deflection or distortion, an internal duty charge on 
thee input would act to equalise the external duties without rendering 'B's final product non-
originating.. This is what rules of origin in principle should seek to achieve, when they are necessary. 
Obviouslyy there are complexities in any scheme to effect tax equalisation, especially given the 
quantityy of inputs that go into modern products. However, at least in theory, a tax equalisation method 
cann be applied where regional members use external tariff duties. More difficult is for those sectors 
whichh are treated differently by each member and not on the basis of tariff duties. Where list-
processess or change of tariff heading are applied to equalise these external differences, these 
approachess may also not provide a ready basis to determine precisely what measure is necessary to 
offsett the deflection, and no more. 

Thee question of overlapping free trade areas is difficult, if for no other reason, than that the limitations 
off  the review function that treats each declaration as a distinct formation to be qualified under the 
GATTT Article XXTV rules. It is easy to imagine that two regional members would strenuously object 
too any review assessing the regional-systemic implications for pre-existing free-trade areas. As the 
GATTT rules now stand, it would appear that the CRTA would have the right to review a free-trade 
areaa proposal as submitted by the members. Between two members, this would not apparently permit 
aa consideration of whether or not bilateral cumulation (donor-country benefit) was being accorded by 
eachh member to the trade of the other. Likewise, in spite of the potential for abuse discussed above in 
regardd to hub and spoke systems, there certainly appears to be nothing in Article XXTV which 
compelss members to qualify multiple free-trade areas as a single area. However, as in the case of the 
Europeann area-wide proposals, where members do seek to create a diagonal cumulation between two 
orr more free-trade areas, it would seem that a new free-trade area formation is being proposed de 
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facto.facto. Reviewing parties should then arguably have the right to determine the geographical scope of 
thiss new area and to apply the Article XXIV tests accordingly to it, including the substantially-all 
tradee test as applied to the larger area. 
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99 Interna l Measures and Articl e XXIV 

9.19.1 Introduction 
Ann argument has been developed over  the last chapter  that members to a free-trade area have a 
practicall  opportunity to apply certain intra-regional trade restrictions that may otherwise be difficul t to 
applyy to the trade of non-members. It appears that a primar y difference between a customs union that 
offerss this possibility is the preservation of individual territor y residual commercial power  that is 
incumbentt  to members of a free-trade area. Thus far, the discussion has centred upon the movement 
off  goods where external duties are not harmonised and the manner  in which origin may be conferred 
betweenn members so as to affect the quality of these movements. 

Thiss chapter  turns to the general question of the WTO legality of internally-applied trade-restrictive 
measures.. The discussion can apply to deviations from most-favoured nation treatment as between 
regionall  members generally, but also to measures in the form of contingent commercial instruments 
suchh as anti-dumping or  safeguards, or  in the form of measures other  than duties as contemplated by 
thee prohibitio n of GATT Articl e XI . The context refers to where a regional member applies a trade-
restrictiv ee measure to another, but which does not also operate to exclude the trade of non-members. 
Sincee the abilit y to discriminate between GATT parties would be essential to the exercise of this 
policy,, the contingent-policy instruments of safeguards and anti-dumping actions should both be 
considered.. However, anti-dumping actions are not especially treated within the provisions of most 
regionall  trade agreements. Since these actions do fall under  the question of permissibility as between 
regionall  members, anti-dumping wil l be treated in the concluding chapter  as a consideration of the 
exhaustivee listing of exceptions according to Articl e XXIV , paragraph 8. While regional trade 
agreementss do often provide for  specialised safeguard procedures and regimes, these instruments and 
theirr  relationship to GATT Articl e XDC are given a further  separate treatment in the next chapter. As 
forr  Articl e XI  types of measures, if a quantitative restriction is not excepted by the operation of GATT 
Articl ee XIX as a qualified safeguard measure, it then falls under  the Articl e XI  prohibitio n and subject 
too its own exceptions or  the exceptions of GATT Articl e XX. Thus, there is a discussion of these 
measuress both in this chapter  and in the following one. 

Thee sequence for  the discussion below wil l be first  to treat the applicability of GATT Articles to 
Articl ee XXI V arrangements generally, and then to consider  the question of bilateral modifications to 
multilatera ll  treaties in the context of GATT and then GATT law under  the WTO. The final section of 
thee chapter  wil l discuss whether  Articl e XXTV acts within the GATT as a provision granting a right 
forr  permissive modification, and if so, to what extent may members suspend the applicability of 
GATTT Articles in the course of their  regional agreements. 

9.29.2 The Applicability  of  GA TT Articles  to  regional  members 
Thee question of whether  GATT obligations apply to trade between regional members can be raised 
wheneverr  treatment between them is different than MFN treatment, but not conducted according to 
freefree trade (zero duty). The question may occur  both in the case where the treatment provided is more 
favourablee than MFN as well as less favourable than MFN, although the focus here is on the latter 
situation.11 At the outset, if Articl e XXTV were interpreted to require free trade for  all the trade of the 
partiess in a completed formation, excepting only those exceptions as listed in paragraph 8 of Articl e 
XXIV ,, then the question would not seem to arise in the same degree. In such a case, regional 

11 The positive-preference aspect asks whether tariff preferences between members short of zero are exempt 
fromm MFN, and/or whether they can be included as coverage for Art. XXIV;8 internal requirements. The 
concludingg chapter addresses this second aspect in reference to the CRTA discussion. 
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memberss would not have a legal right to take measures falling under Articles VI or XIX , since they 
aree not listed exceptions. Article XI and Article XX measures could be applied, but arguably only as 
accordingg to the non-discrimination requirements imposed by GATT Article XHI and XX. However, 
evenn in this strictest of interpretations, there still may be the question of the application of these 
GATTT Articles as to interim agreements. Then the issue would be whether or not transitional 
restrictivee measures employed between regional members must comply with GATT Articles. 

9.. 2.1 Two views of Article XXIV's exceptional nature 

Forr so-called completed arrangements, there is certainly no consensus that all trade must be covered 
byy zero-duty treatment, and so there remains the question of how to treat this "uncovered" trade in 
respectt of a number of possible applications for GATT Articles.2 One view, which was initially raised 
inn Chapter three, is that uncovered trade in an otherwise qualified regional agreement is beyond the 
scopee of the GATT. This would suggest that Article XXIV acts as a type of exception from GATT for 
alll  of the trade activities of the regional members, except for the application of Article XXI V itself for 
thatt trade which must be free in order to qualify the agreement. However, having invoked Article 
XXTVV and been treated accordingly by those procedures, members then become independent of the 
GATTT regime and therefore become free actors to establish their autonomous regional legal regimes, 
att least as applicable to the goods in trade which are of origin to these members. This view would 
providee a broad field of play upon which regional members could act to restrict the movement of 
intra-regionall  trade.3 

Thee opposing view holds that since regional members remain WTO Members, that GATT law, in all 
off  its recognised sources, has a continuing lawful application to the trade of regional members. Thus, 
forr example, where a GATT Article states that "Members shall...", regional members are also 
compelledd to act in accordance with this instruction, or in the alternative, seek to apply an exception 
orr waiver according to the same procedures that govern GATT parties generally. This view would 
characterisee Article XXI V as providing no exception for the deviation from GATT Articles other than 
thosee that members necessarily undertake in order to complete regional integration requirements, as 
directedd by Article XXIV , in order to grant the MFN exception for the positive preferences. 

Eachh of these views of the Article displays its own characterisation of how MFN should relate to 
Articl ee XXIV . For the one imposing a more restrictive exception, Article XXI V would be seen to only 
suspendd Article Fs obligation for certain positive preferences exchanged between regional members, 
andd possibly only where these reductions achieve zero-duty treatment. For a view of the Article that 
providess for an autonomous regime, a consistent interpretation for Article I would suggest that MFN 
iss suspended by Article XXI V in regard to all of the trade of the members, both as to positive and 
negativee preferences enacted between them. Likewise, to the extent that other GATT Articles, such as 
XI ,, XIII , XIX and XX, also impose non-discriminatory treatment obligations, these may be 
consideredd to be either in force or suspended by Article XXIV , depending upon the view taken of the 
scopee of this exception.4 

22 This inquir y coul d be made necessar y whethe r one assert s that coverag e accordin g to Articl e XXIV:8 refer s to 
eithe rr  qualitativ e or quantitativ e criteria , or both . For example , if regiona l partie s were require d to eliminat e dutie s 
andd quota s for x% of thei r trade , then the questio n woul d remain as to how GATT applie s to (100% - x%) of the 
trade .. For qualitative , the treatmen t of exclude d sector s or parts of sector s woul d be considered . 
33 We wil l refer to thi s positio n here as the "autonomou s regime "  view of the Article . 
44 MFN treatmen t may also be the basi s of a legal test if a restrictiv e exceptio n theor y of Articl e XXIV is correct . 
Thiss  test coul d be state d as, but  for  the Articl e XXIV exception , a trade-restrictiv e measur e betwee n regiona l 
member ss would : a) not have been permitte d by GATT rules ; and therefore , b) woul d requir e affirmativ e validatio n 
byy invokin g an exceptio n or waiver . Dependin g upo n the exceptio n invoked , MFN migh t requir e the measur e to 
alsoo be impose d upo n othe r GATT parties . 
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9.2.29.2.2 The example of sectoral agreements 

Too demonstrate these different outcomes, we can consider  the characterisation of sectoral agreements 
raisedd by Schoneveld.5 He stated that the arrangements in question commonly have provisions for 
quantitativee limit s upon certain exports coupled with an agreement to manage exports to insure that 
tradee does not exceed designated quantities. This is accompanied by an additional agreement for  the 
partiess to avoid situations that would call for  express protective measures and finally,  a provision for 
protectivee measures to be installed when they are deemed necessary.6 Whether  or  not one agrees with 
hiss characterisation as to the true intent behind these agreements, a means of determining their  legality 
ass they might appear  within a free-trade agreement is suggested. This would first  consider  whether 
suchh special provisions would be lawful according to GATT in the absence of any reference to Articl e 
XXTV ?? If not, then a second examination could be undertaken to identify which provision within 
Articl ee XXI V would act to validate the measures undertaken according to the sectoral agreement. If 
noo such exception can be located there, then a conclusion can be made, for  this uncovered trade, that 
thee regional members have violated GATT and the measure must be sought to be validated by some 
otherr  exception or  waiver. 

Thiss manner  of proceeding identifies first,  the legal nature of the restrictive measure itself, and then 
subjectss the particular s to Articl e XXTV for  justification . It does not pre-judge the Article' s capacity 
too possibly except certain trade restrictive measures enacted. However, it also raises the preliminar y 
questionn of the initia l GATT lawfulness of certain bilateral arrangements made between GATT or 
WTOO Members irrespective of the Articl e XXI V consideration. Thus, it is necessary to attempt to 
qualifyy bilateral modifications between WTO Members at the outset, and in the context of 
internationall  law provisions which appear  to govern the interpretation of WTO provisions on this 
point.. If it is the case that such modifications are generally permitted according to GATT law, as 
interpretedd according to the rules governing treaty interpretation, then it may be concluded that they 
doo not become unlawful solely because they have been contained within an Articl e XXTV 
arrangement.,, Therefore we turn to the question of such modifications at this juncture. Following this 
treatment,, we wil l return to examine the exceptional nature of Articl e XXI V as it also may entertain 
certainn permissive modifications. 

9.39.3 Bilateral  modifications  in  GA TT (pre-WTO) practice 
Thee issue of whether  bilateral agreements between GATT members are permissible under  the General 
Agreementt  has been raised in a number  of contexts. Here we treat the relationship between safeguard 
agreementss and Articl e IMFN ; Articl e XI  violations made by agreement, and the question of special 
sectorall  agreements, such as some of those concluded in the Tokyo Round as "code"  agreements. 

9.3.19.3.1 bilateral safeguards 

Thiss question has been raised in discussing the relation between Articl e I and Articl e XIX of the 
GATT ,, by asking whether  bilateral safeguard arrangements are prohibited by operation of most-
favouredd nation. The view favouring the applicability of MFN to such arrangements was expressed by 
Dam,, who argued that MFN absolutely applied to the invocation of a safeguard measure irrespective 

55 Schoneveld, F., The EEC and Free Trade Agreements, Stretching the Limits of GATT Exceptions to Non-
DiscriminatoryDiscriminatory Trade?, Journal of World Trade, V. 26, No. 5, pp. 59-78 at 68, citing EEC OJ 1981 L137/21, this 
legislationn as updated is said to have formed the basis for reference by annex in the first generation trade 
agreementss between the EC and certain CEECs, known as the trade and co-operation agreements, and then 
withinn the interim agreement provisions of the Europe Agreements. 
66 F. Schoneveld, Ibid., at p. 69. He uses EC-Thailand, Manioc as his example to draw out the provisions, citing 
OJJ 1982 L 219/53. As he concluded, "In almost all the sectoral trade agreements concluded by the Community, 
particularlyy when the products concerned are agricultural products, these orderly trade provisions are the real 
purposee of the agreements." Here, attention is directed to the inclusion of sector agreements within free-trade 
areass as annexes. 
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off  the particular source of injury.7 He first compared Article XIX with that of Article XXVm 
(Modificationn of Schedules). Dam reasoned that although there was no necessity for the applicant 
party,, under Article XIX, to offer a compensatory readjustment of the tariff schedule,8 MFN must be 
neverthelesss applied upon the initial act of suspension even to those parties who were not contributing 
too the injury. This was based upon his view that, "the general arguments against discriminatory tariffs 
applyy as fully to Article XIX increases as to any other increases."9 Thus, in considering how MFN 
appliedd to Article XIX , Dam viewed it necessary to observe first the original suspension made by the 
applicantt (MFN is required) and then, thee retaliatory suspension made by the affected party. This 
secondd action was distinguishable and not, in his view, subject to MFN control since the only party 
thatt would be injured if MFN was not applied was the party invoking the safeguard in the first place.10 

Dam'ss view could be cited to support the proposition that Article I MFN treatment is required when a 
partyy seeks to revoke any concession on a selective basis, whether this selective treatment is made by 
thee agreement of another GATT party or not. One may counter the position by reference to a contract-
theoryy argument. This would emphasise a party's right, according to simple contract to waive the 
breachh of another. Dam may have granted this possibility in the GATT context by indicating that the 
choicee of retaliation is solely the business of the injured party. However, for him, this discretion could 
nott apply as to the original suspension of a GATT obligation. His view may suggest a determination 
that,, while the GATT presents certain contractual elements, it is also not merely a framework for 
establishingg and conducting bilateral relations.. Rather, the MFN requirement is suggested to be set 
unconditionallyy within the multilateral context and as such, could not therefore excuse the necessity 
forr the original suspension to be made as to all parties as according to the MFN criteria.11 

9.3.29.3.2 Article XI measures 
Thee question of bilateral modification can also be viewed in the context of GATT Article XI's 
prohibitionn of measures other than duties. The issue of whether these suspension are lawful as 
betweenn two parties was nearly addressed on point in the EC's GATT panel challenge to the US-
Japann Semiconductor Agreement.12 This panel found that Article XI's prohibition against measures 
otherr than duties applied to a system of monitoring exports, which were tantamount to restraints, as 

77 Dam, Kenneth W., The GATT: Law and Internationa l Economi c Organization , The University of Chicago 
Press,, (1970), (Midway Reprint, 1977) at p. 100. 
88 An underlying assumption applied that a balancing of concessions would be effected by the retaliatory 
suspensionn of substantially equivalent concessions or other obligations. K. Dam, Ibid., at p. 100. 
99 K. Dam, Ibid., at p. 104. 
100 Dam found this distinction supported in the drafting of the text, where paragraph 3(a) of the Article dealing with 
retaliationn refers to suspension of, "the application (of concessions) to the trade of contracting party taking such 
action."" This reference is absent in paragraphs 1 and 2 dealing with original suspensions. It is also absent for 
emergencyy retaliation. Dam explains this difference as relating to the fact that only in non-emergency (ordinary) 
retaliationn would the contracting parties have the opportunity to review and determine that the retaliatory action 
wass appropriate in not applying MFN. An interpretive note to the Havana Charter is cited by him to support the 
constructionn whereby any suspension according to paragraphs 1 (a), 1(b) and 3(b), "must not discriminate against 
importss from any Member country..." However, the note was not provided in the final GATT provisions. Citing, 
Havanaa Charter, interpretative note, Ad Article 40, in K. Dam, 1970, Ibid., at p. 105, his note 57. 
111nn regard to the effect of breaches, the character of the multilateral treaty has been recognised as having a 
significantt bearing. Sir Gerald Fitzmourice in his third International Law Commission Report (U.N. Doc. 
A/CN.4/115),, adopted an approach for "Legality of Object" Certain multilateral treaties were not of the mutually 
reciprocatingg type, but either interdependent by nature (a fundamental breach by one party would justify non 
performancee by all others and not merely just as to the defaulting party) or integral, where the force of obligation 
wass self-existent, absolute and inherent for each party, "and not dependent upon a corresponding performance 
byy the others." S. Rosenne, Breach of Treaty , Grotius Publications, Cambridge, 1985, at p. 87. Dam could 
appearr to suggest that the initial suspension of MFN constitutes a breach of an integral multilateral agreement. 
122 GATT, 35 BISD 116,1989. 
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enactedd by Japan directed to the EC market. The point at hand would have been treated on these facts 
iff  the EC had also framed a complaint to challenge the legality of Japan's controls as they would have 
alsoo been directed to monitor and restrain its exports to the U.S. market as well. Whether the Japan-
U.S.. bilateral arrangement also violated Article XI in respect to only those two parties would not turn 
onn the question of whether (or why) any third party, like the EC, would bother electing to make such a 
claim.. Rather, the legal issue is raised whether, as between two GATT parties, an agreed-upon 
restraintt consisting of measures other than duties infringes Article XI? 

9.49.4 Vienna  Convention  (VCLT) and Bilateral  Modifications  in  WTO 
Onee can determine from the above that the question of modifications as between two members has 
tendedd to be examined solely in the context of the GATT Articles. With the entry of the WTO, a 
largerr scheme of interpretation appears to frame the issue. While Dam was able to impose Article I 
uponn Article XIX by an analysis of the Agreement's other provisions regarding suspensions, the 
formationn of the World Trade Organisation brings into consideration other instruments of 
internationall  law, as customary international law. For the WTO dispute settlement context, Article 3.2 
off  the Dispute Settlement Understanding provides that this system shall function within the WTO to 
clarifyy the existing provisions in accordance with the customary rules of interpretation of public 
internationall  law. Analysis undertaken from this broader perspective may also be seen to validate 
Dam'ss position. 

9.4.19.4.1 The Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties, Article 41 

Forr treaties constituting the constituent instrument of an international organisation, and for those 
adoptedd by an international organisation, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) 
indicatess by its Article 5 that this Convention shall apply.13 A particular Article of the VCLT appears 
too be directly on point for the question raised above. This is found in VCLT Article 41, titled, 
AgreementsAgreements to modify multilateral treaties between certain of the parties only. This Article provides 
that, , 

"1 .. (T)wo or more of the parties to a multilateral treaty may conclude an agreement to modify the 
treatyy as between themselves alone if: 

(a)) the possibility of such a modification is provided for by the treaty; or 
(b)) the modification in question is not prohibited by the treaty and: 

(i)) does not affect the enjoyment by the other parties of their rights under the treaty or 
thee performance of their obligations; 
(II )) does not relate to a provision, derogation from which is incompatible with the 
effectivee execution of the object and purpose of the treaty as a whole...."14 

Ann inter se agreement was understood by the drafters to the Vienna Convention to be more likely to 
disruptt the object and purpose of a multilateral treaty than a treaty amendment which required the 
participationn of all parties.15 Thus, the condition by which such modifications are permissible under 

133 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, (VCLT), concluded at Vienna 23 May 1969, entry into force, 27 
Januaryy 1980, UN Doc A/Conf 39/28, UKTS 58 (1980), 8ILM 679. The WTO Appellate Body has applied Article 
311 of the VCLT in a number of reports for citing rules of interpretation. 
14VCLT,, Article 41, italics added. The remaining text of the Article states, "2. Unless in a case falling under 
paragraphh 1(a) the treaty otherwise provides, the parties in question shall notify the other parties of their intention n 
too conclude the agreement and of the modification to the treaty for which it provides." 
155 The term inter se was employed by the International Law Commission. The concept of 'modification' is clearly 
distinguishedd from other VCLT Articles dealing with treaty amendments. Inter se being, "...an agreement 
enteredd into by some only of the parties to a multilateral treaty and intended to modify it between themselves 
alone."" Report of the International Law Commission on the Work of the Second Part of Seventeenth Session, 
Monaco,, 1966, Commentary to Article 37, UN General Assembly, 21st Session, Official Records, Supp. No. 9 
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thee Convention are more narrowly prescribed.16 As indicated by the sub-paragraphs recited above, 
theree are two possibilities provided which may grant the right of modification.17 The first is where the 
multilaterall  treaty permits a "contractingg out" by its members, as the possibility of providing for such 
aa modification would be expressly provided by the treaty.18 The second possibility, which is an 
alternative,, is where such modifications are not prohibited by the multilateral treaty. This separate 
possibilityy is contemplated by the Vienna Convention in Article 41 in sub-paragraph 1(b), with the 
additionall  requirements that the rights of other members are not negatively affected and that the object 
andd purpose of the treaty is not frustrated. That the VCLT Article expressly considers both 
possibilitiess of permitted (or) not prohibited suggests some interpretive rules at the outset. If a treaty 
providess an express permissive right to modification, the conditions stated in 1(b) (i) and (ii) are not 
relevantt considerations, as the terms of the treaty itself would control the circumstances by which 
modificationn may be entertained. At the other extreme, if a treaty expressly prohibits modifications, 
certainlyy 1(a) is not applicable. Likewise, the conditions provided in 1(b) (i) and (ii) cannot be raised 
too justify a modification, since the treaty is prohibiting them. 

Iff  a treaty is silent on the question of modifications, containing no articles that explicitly refer to the 
possibilityy of modification as permitted or prohibited, then it would appear that the conditions of 1(b) 
aree able to applied. Otherwise there would have been little point for the drafters to include the 
possiblyy of not prohibited modifications for those cases where the treaty was not expressly 
permissive.. This appears to be the interpretation also accepted by Sinclair, as he stated that, 
"(a)ccordingly,, Article 41 imposes three conditions on the conclusion of inter se agreements, where 
suchh agreements are not contemplated in the original treaty19 In these cases, the assumption is made 
thatt the treaty, since it does not expressly permit modifications, is rather silent on the questions of 
whatt modifications should be permitted. Therefore, the sub-paragraph 1(b) goes on to provide its own 
criteriaa as listed in (i) and (ii). (The final Article expresses a re-ordering of the conditions. In the 1966 
draft,, the provision that the treaty not prohibit modifications was listed as the final requirement, (iii) . 
Thee amendment made it clear that 1(b) applies only to those cases wheree the treaty is not expressly 
permissive.. This change altered the structure of the article that may not be reflected by some of the 
commentaryy directed to the earlier draft.) 

AA more complex situation appears to be presented by the GATT as it is a part of the WTO. Here, 
theree may be certain avenues, Article XXV for waivers, and Article XXIV itself, which appear to 
expresslyy provide certain means for parties to engage in modifications of their obligations, with 
certainn oversight by the Members. If these GATT provisions can be characterised as providing a 

(A/6309/Rev.1),, reprinted in, American Journal of International Law, V. 61, (1967), at p. 384. See also, P. Reuter, 
Introductio nn to the Law of Treaties , Pinter, London, 1989, at p. 104, para. 207: "(l)f on the contrary, the new 
textt were from the outset directed only at some of the contracting parties, this would amount to a 'modification', 
andd this change in terminology involves the application of stricter rules as laid down in article 41." 
188 "Under the present article, therefore the main issue is the conditions under which inter se agreements may be 
regardedd as permissible." ILC Reports, Ibid. 
177 The conference deleted the Internationa! Law Commission's proposal for an article permitting modification by 
subsequentt practice. R.D. Kearney and R.E. Dalton, The Treaty on Treaties, American Journal of International 
Law,, V. 64,1970, at p. 525. 
188 "Paragraph 1(a) necessarily recognizes that an inter se agreement is permissible if the possibility of such an 
agreementt was provided for in the treaty: in other words, if 'contracting out' was contemplated in the treaty." ILC 
Reports,, Supra note 15. For example, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 10 December, 
1982,, Article 311, paragraph 3, whereby inter se agreements are stated as permitted according to certain 
conditions.. U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/122, cited in S. Rosenne, Supra note 11 at p. 85. The vast majority of inter se 
agreementss are unexceptionable. R.D. Kearney and R.E. Dalton, Ibid., at p. 524. 
1 9 1 .. Sinclair, The Vienna Conventio n on the Law of Treaties , 2d ed., Manchester University Press, 1984, 
pp.. 108-9. As for the first provision of Article 41 l(b), requiring that the treaty not prohibit modification, Sinclair 
statedd that, "(t)he first of these conditions is self-evident and unexceptionable." Ibid., at p. 109. One may gather 
fromm this comment that the prohibition contemplated must be expressly stated. 
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permissivee opportunity for modifications, then one could conclude that VCLT Article 41 1(a) is in 
effect.. In that case 1(b) should not be considered as being in effect, because the VCLT Article states 
thesee two possibilities in the alternative. Either a multilateral treaty is permissive, or a multilateral 
treatyy is not prohibiting. Thus, there appears to be a threshold question of whether GATT Articles 
XXVV and/or XXIV fulfi l the conditions of VCLT Article 41 1(a). If so, then any alternative means of 
modificationn undertaken by Members would not be permitted modifications under the GATT, as 
partiess would be unable to invoke any of the possibilities provided for by sub-paragraph 1(b) in order 
too validate them. There is another way of expressing this same construction. If the GATT provisions 
mentionedd do appear to provide certain permissive avenues for modifications, then depending upon 
howw one characterises the exclusiveness of these avenues, it may also follow that non-prescribed 
alternativee forms of modifications are being sought by the object and purpose of the Agreement to be 
effectivelyy foreclosed. In this case, one may say that while the GATT does not expressly prohibit 
modifications,, the overall structure of the treaty may prohibit be acting to prohibit modifications by 
implication. . 

9.4.29.4.2 Permissive Inter se agreements in WTO and GA TT 
Thee Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (The WTO Agreement) does 
nott provide an Article expressly granting the right of two or more parties to enter into a modifying 
bilaterall  agreement. Article X of the WTO Agreement only provides for amendments according to the 
submissionn of proposals to the Ministerial Conference, and men acceptancee of such amendments only 
byy action of the Members. As for the GATT, Article XXX also provides for amendments, but only by 
actionn of the contracting parties. WTO Article XII I does make provision for non-application of the 
Agreements,, but only by reservation at the time of accession of a new Member. GATT Article XXXV 
referringg to non-application imposes the same requirement that such an act of non-application be 
implementedd only upon the act of accession. 

9.4.2.11 GATT Articl e XXV , Joint Action, as modification 

Forr the GATT, Article XXV, titled Joint action, does grant to the contracting parties a right to waive 
GATTT obligations. This may encompass modifications entered by two or more parties to the 
Agreement.. Paragraph 5 of this Article provides that, 

"(I)nn exceptional circumstances not elsewhere provided for in the Agreement, the 
CONTRACTINGG PARTIES may waive an obligation imposed upon a contracting party by 
thiss Agreement..." 

Thiss provision appears to provide an oversight function on behalf of the contracting parties in regard 
too the governing of waivers of GATT obligations. This suggests that modifications containing such 
waiverss of obligations are being granted an avenue of permissibility in accord with the procedures 
statedd in the Article. Thus, where two parties have agreed to suspend a GAIT obligation between 
them,, itt may be suggested that only the contracting parties acting together can "waive an obligation 
imposedd upon a contracting party by this Agreement." The inference to be drawn is that only one 

200 In the 1966ILC Report , the commentar y admit s that ther e is an overla p betwee n the prohibitio n conditio n and 
thatt  one requirin g compatibilit y wit h the objec t and purpos e of the treaty , sinc e an agreemen t incompatibl e wit h 
thee objec t and purpose , "ma y be said to be impliedl y prohibite d by the treaty. "  This coul d sugges t that the 
absenc ee of an expres s prohibitio n in the treat y may not absolutel y foreclos e a findin g of prohibition . Articl e 41 
1(b).. ILC Reports , 1966, Supr a not e 15 at p. 384. This commen t was frame d in the contex t of an earlie r draf t of 
thee Article , then title d Articl e 37. It provide d for thre e cumulative  condition s for sub-paragrap h (b). To paraphrase , 
thatt  the modificatio n in questio n did not (I) affec t the enjoymen t of the othe r partie s of thei r rights  or performanc e 
off  thei r obligations ; (ii ) did not derogat e a provisio n in an manne r incompatibl e wit h the objec t and purpos e of the 
treat yy as a whole ; and (iii ) "i s not prohibite d by the treaty. "  In the fina l accepte d Article , (iii ) was promote d to the 
firs tt  state d conditio n of sub-paragrap h (b), as quote d in the text above . This suggest s that if modification s are not 
prohibited ,, onl y then woui d one procee d to investigat e the othe r state d requirement s (i) and (ii) . 
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partyy cannot therefore have the power to waive an obligation of another. An early working group 
appearedd to have characterised the inclusive (and perhaps exclusive) nature of GATT Article XXV 
alongg these lines as, 

(T)hee Working Party is of the view that the text of paragraph 5(a) of Article XXV is general 
inn character;.. .(and) stating in respect to the analogous provision of the (ITO) charter that, 'it 
wass finally agreed that all the obligations undertaken by members... should come within the 
purvieww of this general provision.'"21 

Iff  so, then one could fairly conclude the GATT, according to Article XXV , has a provision that 
permitss bilateral modifications, subject to joint action. 

Regardingg the practice, examples can likely be cited where two or more GATT parties have not 
notifiedd a modification, grey area measures for example, and perhaps this is even the predominant 
practicee over the year of the GATT. However, examples can also be cited where parties have invoked 
thee Article XXV procedure.22 Either way, the power of contracting parties to engage in the oversight 
off  modifications also has definitely been confirmed on a number of occasions. For one example, the 
Decisionn of the Contracting Parties regarding the Agreements on Trade in Bovine Meat and Dairy 
Productss (1980), made an affirmative determination that those signatories could not amend the 
Generall  Agreement. In addition, 

"3.. The Contracting Parties also note that the existing rights and benefits under the GATT of 
contractingg parties not being parties to these Agreements, including those derived from 
Articl ee I, are not affected by these Agreements."23 

Itt would seem that inherent to the power to secure the rights of non-signatories would also be the 
powerr to determine that the modification was not in accord with the GATT rules. Thus, 
Evenn while GATT Decisions have (consistently) held that a determination of the rights and 
obligationss between bilateral parties is beyond their competence, the question of whether such 
agreementss are consistent with GATT law has rarely, if ever, been foreclosed. For example, 

"(T)hiss Decision by its terms clearly refers only to the determination of the rights and 
obligationss as between the parties to the bilateral agreement and arising from the agreement. 
Itt is, however, within the competence of the Contracting Parties to determine whether action 
underr such a bilateral agreement would or would not conflict with the provisions of the 
Generall  Agreement,"24 

Iff  this is a correct view of Article XXV , then it may be concluded that Members to a bilateral 
agreementt waiving the application of a GATT Article have an obligation to seek the approval of the 
contractingg parties according to joint action. Where such a waiver has not been sought, then the 

211 "GATT, 1953 BISD, 86, recited in J. Jackson, World Trade Law and the Law of GATT, the Mitchie Company, 
Charlottesville,, Virginia, 1969, at p. 544. 
222 Jackson, John H., (1967), The Puzzle of GATT, Journal of World Trade Law, Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 154. As Jackson 
characterisedd the early practice, one category of use for Article XXV was for, "waivers granted for import quotas 
onn agriculture goods (primarily to 'legitimize' prior action otherwise in violation of GATT)." Also for MFN, "an 
actionn in 1951 that may have been a waiver, which 'took note' of US suspension of GATT treatment towards 
Czechoslovakia."" Ibid., citing GATT, 1952 BISD, Vol. II, p. 36. 
233 L/4905,26S/201, para. 3. Quoted in GATT, Analytica l Index, Guide to GATT Law and Practice , 6th Edition, 
Geneva,, 1994, p. 935. 
244 Decision on Margin of Preference, adopted 9 August 1949, reported in Gatt, Analytical Index, Ibid, at p. 671. 
Thee Decision was made in the context of the availability of dispute resolution (Article XXIII) to a party within a 
bilaterall agreement. Similarly, agreements that appear to act as modifications have expressly provided that the 
rightsrights of other GATT parties shall not be affected. Thus, as to the legality of quantitative restrictions permitted in 
thee Arrangement Regarding International Trade in Textiles, (MFA, 20 December 1973), paragraph 6 of Article 1 
states,, "The provisions of this Arrangement shall not affect the rights and obligations of the participating countries 
underr the GATT Gatt, Analytica l Index, Ibid., at p. 320. 
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suspensionn of GATT obligations contained within the modification may, at the least, be voidable at 
thee later discretion of the contracting parties.25 

9.4.2.22 GATT Articl e XXI V as a modification provision 

Thee VCLT by Article 41 1(a) provides for the right of two or more parties to modify the treaty as 
betweenn themselves where the treaty permits such modification. GATT Article XXIV:5 provides that, 

"... .the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent, as between the territories of 
contractingg parties, the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area. ..provided 
that..." " 

Thiss phrase in Article XXIV appears on its face to grant a permissive, but conditional, right for 
memberss who have formed free-trade areas and customs unions to engage in modifications subject to 
thee provisions contained in the Article. 

9.4.39.4.3 Conclusion on permissive modifications in the GA TT 
Identificationn of GATT Article XXTV and XXV provisions regarding the suspension of one or more 
GATTT Articles between two or more parties suggests that GATT has sought to accommodate these 
possibilitiess within the framework of the Agreement, as according to VCLT Article 41 1(a). If it is 
correctt that such modifications are permitted by the GATT according to the VCLT, then the 
possibilityy of invoking the criteria of VCLT 41 1(b), for multilateral treaties which are not permissive 
butt not expressly prohibitive, would not seem to be provided. This is according to the construction of 
thee VCLT Article made above that would only permits the consideration of non-prohibited 
modificationss according to subparagraph 1(b) in the event that subparagraph 1(a) does not apply to the 
circumstancess presented in the treaty. 

Ann objection to this reasoning would be made that, as between two parties, as long as their suspension 
off  GATT obligations does not harm other Members, or other Members choose not to complain, then 
modificationss should be permitted. This argument essentially invokes the considerations of VCLT 41 
1(b)) at the outset (no interference with rights, no diminishing of object and purpose). The difficulty 
withh this position is that the considerations of VCLT 41 1(b) should not be raised in the case where 
thee treaty is otherwise permitting modifications according to its own terms. As above, this is made 
clearr by the construction of the Article as "either/or" between permitting or not prohibiting. At the 
samee time, the disregarding of the construction of the VCLT Article in this manner also belies a view 
off  the multilateral treaty in question, as being merely a framework to engage in bilateral 
arrangements.. If this were the case, then one should ask why the treaty would even provide for any 
conditionss regarding the oversight of bilateral arrangements, as according to Articles XXTV and XXV. 
Rather,, the fact that these provisions are included suggests these permitted avenues for modifications 
aree intended to foreclose other possibilities. Thus to summarise, if the multilateral treaty, by its own 
provisions,, accords an express procedure for modifications, then there would be no need to consider 
whetherr a modification implemented without regard to that procedure has any affect upon the 
enjoymentt of rights of other parties or is (incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. 

Assumingg that one chooses to press the interpretationn that GATT freely permits modifications, some 
vieww of the object and purpose of the agreement appears to be appropriate. For this, we know that the 
GATTT preamble dedicates the Agreement to the expansion of world trade and to the elimination of 
discriminationn in international commerce. In order to achieve these goals, a number of core 
obligationss are stated throughout the agreement. The manner in which these requirements are stated 
suggestss that the object and purpose of the GATT is realised by the imposition of a set of f 

Ass contrasted with void. As from Blacks, "That may be avoided, or declared void; not absolutely void, or void in 
itself."" Black s Law Dictionary , rev. 4th ed., West Publishing, St. Paul, 1968. 
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unconditionall  rules of conduct upon all (not some) of its contracting parties. This is to contrast with 
merelyy establishing a framework for future bilateral relations advancing the expansion of trade.26 

Thus,, GATT Article 1:1 declares that any favour granted by any contracting party.. .shall be 
accorded.accorded. Article XI states that no prohibitions or restrictions other than duties shall be instituted or 
maintainedmaintained by any contracting party. Article XII I specifies the conditions for certain permissible 
quantitativee restrictions, but requires that no restriction shall be applied by any contracting 
party...unlessparty...unless the importation...or the exportation of the like product to all third countries is similarly 
prohibited.prohibited. Likewise, for Article XIX and the WTO Safeguards Agreement, Article 2.2 of the 
Agreementt provides that safeguard measures shall be applied to a product being imported irrespective 
ofof its source. Article 11 of the Agreement prohibits certain measures by stating that a Member shall 
notnot seek, take, or maintain a voluntary export restraint on either the import or export side. 

Whatt is seen from these provisions is a pattern of addressing unconditional obligations to each and 
everyy GATT contracting party (now WTO Member). The obligations, on their face, do not entertain 
possibilitiess for selective application of the rules as to some and not others.27 Likewise the rules do 
nott raise avenues for bilateral suspensions between Members. They do not further appear to be 
optionall  only to the extent that parties agree to be bound by them. Although one may always suggest 
thatt all obligations are only enforceable to the extent that an injured party chooses to take redress, this 
appearss to deny the unconditional nature of the obligations themselves, as they make no such 
referencee to their applicability subject only too redress.28 

Wheree the rules are fashioned as above, it seems difficult to draw an interpretation that the customary 
ruless of international law would endorse the practice of Members to develop modifications by means 
otherr than those laid-out in the General Agreement. Thus, bilateral parties may not argue that all 
modificationss are permitted as long as the rights of other parties are not affected, or that the 
modificationn is not incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. This may well serve as a 
criteriaa for the joint action of the contracting parties in applying GATT Article XXV, but these 
considerationss do not otherwise operate as an independent criteria which serves to endorse a bilateral 
modification. . 

AA final issue regarding Article XXIV is considered.. If this article serves as a permissive right to 
establishh modifications, then what conditions are being imposed upon parties who choose to modify 
accordingg to this Article? What, if any, GATT obligations may be suspended by such a modification? 
Ass drawing from the first section above, this question relates closely to whether Article XXIV allows 
regionall  members to establish a self-contained legal regime within which GATT rules apply only to 
thee extent that members agree to be bound. This would provide the broadest field to engage 
modifications,, and would also suspend any need for regional members to refer to GATT waivers to 
Articlee XXV, as the Article XXIV framework would have already acted to suspend the obligations. 

Thiss poin t is draw n fro m P. Reuter , Supr a not e 15 at p. 103. Askin g the question , whethe r or not a multilatera l 
treaty ,, "ca n be divide d int o a serie s of independen t bilatera l agreement s withou t losin g (its ) raiso n d' être...Som e 
multilatera ll  treatie s go beyon d the framewor k of simpl e reciprocit y and canno t be broke n dow n into a collectio n of 
bilatera ll  undertakings. " 
277 The new WTO Safeguard s Agreemen t does provid e for selectivity , but also accordin g to its own rule s 
regardin gg notificatio n and monitorin g by the Safeguard s Committee . 
288 Ther e is tangentia l suppor t offere d by WTO ruling s on legal standing . Whil e WTO law does not ignor e the 
requiremen tt  of standing , a Member is give n a broa d discretio n in decidin g whethe r to brin g a case agains t 
anothe rr  member . This discretio n appear s to exten d beyon d jus t thos e partie s who can sho w an infractio n of thei r 
direc tt  lega l interes t in the matter . Europea n Communitie s - Regim e for the Importation , Sale and Distributio n of 
Bananas ,, WT/DS27/AB/R , 22 Augus t 1997, paras . 132-138; at para . 136, and concurrin g wit h the panel that , 
"...wit hh the increase d interdependenc e of the globa l economy,.. . Member s have a greate r stak e in enforcin g 
WTOO rule s than in the past sinc e any deviatio n fro m the negotiate d balanc e of right s and obligation s is mor e 
likel yy  than ever to affec t them , directl y or indirectly. " 
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9.59.5 The scope  of  the Article  XXIV exception 
Thee autonomous regime theory for  Articl e XXI V would suggest that the Articl e provides for  a 
completee permission to suspend the GATT' s other  Articles as to all of the uncovered trade between 
regionall  members. If valid, this view would have a bearing on the relationship between GATT and 
regionall  parties, particularl y for  Articles I, VI , XI , and XIX , as they would no longer  be seen to apply 
too regional members who have qualified to take the exception accorded by Articl e XXTV. For  an 
example,, if Articl e XI X is suspended by the operation of Articl e XXIV , then it would follow that any 
sectorall  arrangement, as described above by Schoneveld, would then be rendered lawful by the act of 
incorporatingg it within the framework of a free-trade area agreement. This interpretation would grant 
thee widest possible latitude for  regional members to compose and implement trade-restrictive 
measuress between them. Thus, any case to be made for  applying GATT to the trade of regional parties 
mustt  first  dispel the possibility that Articl e XXI V functions within GATT as a general right to 
conductt  modification, other  than by operation of the Article' s own specialised waiver  provision as 
foundd in paragraph 10.29 

Thee argument for  reading into Articl e XXI V a general power  to suspend other  GATT Articles infers 
thatt  the Articl e operates to grant an exception for  all the preferences that are possible to engage in 
betweenn regional members. This encompasses two categories of possible exceptions. The first  is for 
alll  those positive trade-liberalising preferences exchanged between members in the course of meeting 
thee paragraph 8 requirements to eliminate duties and other  restrictive regulations of commerce. These 
aree the ones that non-members are most concerned about, as they are sought to be excepted from 
MFNN and thereby are not extended to the non-members, with the resulting risk of external trade 
diversion. . 

However,, in order  to validate the autonomous regime theory, a case must also be made that Articl e 
XXTVV provides a more general right  to conduct modifications, as it would also suspend the 
applicationn of GATT rules for  all of the negative preferences that may be applied between regional 
members.. This exception would then allow parties to treat each other's trade less favourably than that 
requiredd as to other  GATT parties according to MFN and other  rules. The obligation to accord MFN 
treatmentt  clearly falls under  this consideration, as suggested earlier  in the chapter, as it also reaches to 
providee a redress under  GATT law for  this negative discriminatory treatment. Thus, If "A "  wishes to 
foreclosee "B "  by raising its import duty only as to "B" , then all other  members become most-
favoured.. "A "  must also seek to foreclose upon everyone. Thus, if Articl e XXTV is to be interpreted 
ass providing a permission to deviate from this aspect of MFN, there must be an interpretation 
advancedd for  Articl e XXI V that would permit negative preferences between regional members as a 
partt  of the exception. 

9.5.19.5.1 Article XXIV's stated objective 

Suchh an interpretation would be a convoluted result for  Articl e XXI V in direct conflict with the stated 
objectivee of the Article' s exception. Paragraph 4 of the Articl e recognises that it is desirable to 
increasee the freedom of trade by certain of these agreements, and views the purpose of such 
agreementss to facilitate trade between their  members. This suggests that regional trade flows should 
bee enhanced as a result of the modification. This purpose would justif y the granting of an exception 
forr  the positive preferences to be exchanged, since the whole purpose of these preferences would be to 
liberalisee the conditions for  intra-regional trade. However, this stated purpose of the article does not 
appearr  synonymous with the concept of restricting trade between constituent members. Consider  the 
widerr  compromise enacted by the Article' s exception. Non-members forego their  right  to receive 
MFNN treatment in respect to the positive preference being engaged, all in order  to facilitate trade 

Thiss allows the contracting parties to waive certain defects in a free-trade area or customs union plan. 
However,, a customs union or free-trade area must yet result. 
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betweenn members. In view of the purpose of the Article, one must query why its provisions would 
thenn go on to grant regional members an additional exception from MFN for measures undertaken 
betweenn them that restrict trade rather than facilitate it? It would seem rather that the right of 
engagingg a modification according to the Article is limited to the purposes expressed by the Article 
itself. . 

9.69.6 Chapter  Conclusion 
Althoughh Article XXTV provides the basis for establishing certain bilateral preferential agreements in 
thee form of free-trade areas, these agreements remain, just as Article XXIV remains, within the 
multilaterall  framework of the General Agreement and the WTO. It does not follow as plausible that a 
regionall  party can derive an exception from Article I or XI by incorporating a trade restriction into an 
Articlee XXTV arrangement. One qualification to this conclusion, however, is that Article XXTV:8 also 
providess its own listing of permitted quantitative restrictions that may be applied between regional 
partners.. As for GATT parties generally, certain MFN considerations continue to apply in the 
applicationn of all of these measures. A consistent conclusion with the above argument is that these 
MFNN considerations also remain in force as between regional members who find it necessary to apply 
thee restrictions.31 

Measuress that fall within GATT Article XEX deserve more treatment, as this Article is not listed in the 
exceptionss provided by paragraph 8 of Article XXTV. Since special arrangements are also often made 
betweenn regional members in the taking of safeguards, the treatment of these regimes will consume 
thee next chapter. As we will see, many of the consideration raised above regarding the application of 
GATTT Articles are also applicable in the context of safeguard arrangements made between regional 
members. . 

300 Such restrictive measures may be argued as necessary on an interim adjustment basis in order to assist in the 
overalll formation within a reasonable time. This does not endorse the continuation of such restrictive regimes 
afterr the interim period. 
311 GATT Article XXIV:8(b) lists as exceptions, Articles XI through XV and Article XX. These Articles also require 
certainn non-discriminatory applications when the exceptions are permitted. 
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100 GATT/WTO safeguard s and Articl e XXIV 

10.110.1 Introduction 
Thee chapter  is dedicated to a discussion of safeguard measures applied between regional members. To 
thee extent that this topic also concerns the continuing applicabilit y of GATT Articles to members of 
regionall  trade agreements, the discussion is not intended to pre-judge the question of whether  certain 
commerciall  policy instruments are lawful as applied between regional members. It will be re-called 
fromfrom  Chapter  Three that an argument has been made that the list of GATT Articles (XI  through XV 
andd XX) found in paragraph 8 of GATT Articl e XXI V is an exhaustive listing. By treating the 
questionn here as to whether  GATT Articles apply to the trade of regional members, one is not 
concedingg that position already developed on the question of the exhaustive listing. Rather, it is 
recognisedd that there is a significant body of opinion that considers the listing of the Articl e to be non-
exhaustive,, and that safeguard and anti-dumping actions are therefore permissible as between regional 
members. . 

Thus,, what is attempted here is to establish two points, regardless of the debate over  the exhaustive 
listing.. The chapter  wil l first  provide a brief note on the GATT-1947 provisions and revisions 
introducedd by the WTO Agreement on Safeguards. What is concluded is that whether  or  not MFN 
appliedd to the original Articl e XDC in the application of a safeguard, the regime established in the 
WTOO has nevertheless become prescriptive by its new provisions. Next, it wil l be shown that 
specialisedd provisions and regimes within regional agreements do deviate in their  legal form from 
certainn GATT and WTO rules. The treatment here will be made by examples as found in the Europe 
Agreementss (EC-CEEC) and for  the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) . As in the 
previouss chapter, at this junctur e of legal developments, it can not be concluded that specialised 
safeguardd regimes employed by regional members in Articl e XXTV agreements act as a legally-
effectivee suspension of Articl e XIX provisions as elaborated by the WTO Agreement on Safeguards. 

10.210.2 GATT-1947 Article  XIXprovisions 
GATT-1947'ss Articl e XIX , titled "Emergency Action on Import s of Particular  Products"  provides 
whatt  is known as GATT' s general escape clause. The Articl e permits a party, in regard to a particular 
product,, to suspend an obligation or  to withdraw or  modify a concession. This is possible for  such 
timee as may be necessary to prevent or  remedy an injury , caused, ". . .as a result of unforeseen 
developmentss and the effect of the obligations incurred by a contracting party under  this Agreement, 
includingg tarif f concessions."  The injur y required for  implementation is that a "product is being 
importedd in such increased quantities and under  such conditions as to cause or  threaten serious injur y 
too domestic producers in that territory..." 1 

Beforee taking action, a party seeking to raise emergency measures must notify the contracting parties 
inn writin g and afford them an opportunity to consult in respect to the proposed action.2 If agreement in 
regardd to the action is not reached, the party seeking the measure shall be free to act. However, the 
affectedd parties shall then be free (within 90 days) to suspend equivalent concessions that are not 
disapprovedd by the contracting parties.3 In addition, there is a provision for  critical circumstances 
wherebyy delay would cause damage difficul t to repair. In this case, although the measure may be 
introducedd without prior  consultation, consultation shall in any case be effected immediately on 

11 GATT Article XIX:1(a). 
22 GATT Article XIX:2. 
33 GATT Article XIX:3(a). 
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takingg action. In this case, the affected party remains free to suspend equivalent concessions as may 
bee necessary to prevent or remedy injury.5 To summarize, GATT-1947 provided a basis for a 
contractingg party to enact emergency measures according to GATT Article XDC. An import country 
mightt raise its tariff or impose a non-discriminatory quantitative restriction when domestic producers 
weree threatened by an unanticipated surge in imports as a result of GATT negotiations. 

Whilee the Article was significantly neglected by the practice of GATT parties favoring bilateral 
exportt restraint arrangements, orderly market agreements and other so-called grey-area measures, its 
requirementss remained in place. The affected party was granted a right, subject to some contracting 
partyy oversight, to retaliatory measures as necessary to adjust the balance of concessions between the 
parties.. In this manner, GATT Article XDC was distinguished by its provisions which granted an 
affectedd party the right to draw compensation for the measure invoked, an aspect that is not found in 
otherr contingent measures permitted by the GATT, such as antidumping or actions for countervailing 
duties. . 

10.310.3 GATT-1994 Agreement  on Safeguards 
Thee WTO Agreement on Safeguards (the Safeguards Agreement) introduced significant changes to 
thee way Article XDC is applied. Overall, a framework for handling emergency measures in the GATT 
iss designated by the Agreement. Aspects of this framework include required notification to a 
committee,, conditions for conducting national investigations, more concise injury tests to be applied, 
aa surveillance mechanism under the authority of a Committee on Safeguards, and a series of 
provisionss that balance the issue of discriminatory application and compensation.6 A striking feature 
off  the Agreement is its declared prohibition on grey-area measures. As contained in Article 11 of the 
Agreement, , 

"Furthermoree a Member shall not seek, take or maintain any voluntary export restraints, 
orderlyy marketing arrangements or any other similar measures on the export or the import 
side.7 7 

Bronckerss has suggested that this provision constitutes a "flat out prohibition of grey area measures,"8 

Ass discussed below, the viability of this ban must also be considered in light of other GATT regimes 
whichh would allow parties to achieve a similar result. One avenue indicated as remaining open by him 
iss that of resolving anti-dumping actions by the use of these similar measures as, ".. .the new anti-
dumpingg agreement still permits certain grey area measures (price undertakings and export bans) as a 
meanss to settle anti-dumping investigations."9 

44 GATT Article XIX:2. 
55 GATT Article XIX:3(b), explaining provisions for preference, Article XIX: 1 (b). 
66 WTO, Annex 1 A: Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods, Agreement on Safeguards. The Committee on 
Safeguardss is established by Article 13 of the Agreement. According to sub-paragraphs (b) and (d), it is granted 
thee authority to determine if the procedural requirements of the Agreement have been complied with on request 
off a Member, and to examine measures covered by Article 11 of the Agreement. 
77 WTO, Safeguards Agreement, Article 11(b). Footnote 4 to the Agreement lists additional "similar measures" as, 
"" export moderation, export-price monitoring systems, export or import surveillance, compulsory import cartels 
andd discretionary export or import licensing schemes, any of which afford protection." However, footnote 3 does 
permitt import quotas that otherwise comply with GATT-1994 to be administered by the exporting party. 
88 Bronckers, Marco, Voluntary Export Restraints and the GATT 1994 Agreement on Safeguards, in Bourgeois, 
H.J.,, Berrod, F., Fournier, E (eds), The Urugua y Round Results , Colleg e of Europe , European InterUniversity 
Press,, Brussels, 1995, pp. 273-279 at p. 274. 
99 M. Bronckers, Ibid., at p. 276, and citing Article 8 of the WTO Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the 
GATTT (Agreement on Anti-dumping). 
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10.410.4 Regional  safeguard  measures 

JJ 0.4.1 Introduction 
AA factor complicating a discussion of regional safeguards is the change noted above in the rules from 
thee GATT-1947 to GATT-1994. This also bridges a large number of interim free-trade areas. For 
safeguardd measures, GATT parties rarely invoked the GATT regime provided in Article XDC 
formally.. With the likely application of MFN and the Article's compensation provisions, a generation 
off  grey-area measures designed to avoid the Article was the apparent result. Where parties would act 
accordingg to bilateral arrangements to provide for some workable safeguard mechanism for free-trade 
areas,, they would hardly be blamed for avoiding a GATT regime that was being avoided by everyone 
elsee anyway. With the changes brought by GATT-1994 for emergency measures, the legality of 
opting-outt of this regime via the provisions of regional trade agreements is not settled. In point, the 
relationshipp between Article XDC and XXIV regarding the legal capacity for regional members to 
engagee regional safeguards could be said to be explicitly unsettled. As Footnote 1 to the Safeguards 
Agreementt states, "(N)othing in this Agreement prejudges the interpretation of the relationship 
betweenn Article XDC and paragraph 8 of Article XXIV of GATT 1994. Thus, there is no intention 
directedd by the drafters of the Safeguards Agreement to interpret paragraph 8 of Article XXIV either 
ass permitting or not permitting the use of safeguards between regional members. As far as the 
Safeguardss Agreement is concerned, the question has been left open. Likewise, it is not explicitly 
providedd that in the event that safeguard measures are lawful to be applied between regional members, 
thatt such measures as applied must meet the requirements of Article XDC and the elaboration provided 
inn the Safeguard Agreement. Since the question of legality is not resolved by the introduction of the 
Safeguardss Agreement, certainly this second question is also left open. Thus, one can also say that 
theree is nothing in the Safeguards Agreement that exempts regional members from complying with its 
requirements. . 

Theree are a number of important Article XDC provisions which are raised to illustrate the importance 
off  this last point. The first is notification, as whether or not regional safeguards must be notified to the 
WTO.. The second is the injury test, as to whether regional parties can provide a basis for injury 
determinationn that is less strict than Article XDC and as elaborated by the Safeguards Agreement. A 
thirdd concerns MFN treatment in determining whether non-members who also contribute to the injury 
mustt also be included in the remedy when a regional safeguard is introduced. A final consideration 
relatess to the legality of certain remedial measures that are now designated as unlawful between 
GATTT parties, since the Safeguard Agreement's Article 1 l(l)(b) prohibition on grey-area measures, 
recitedd above, also applies to, "actions under agreements, arrangements and understandings entered 
intoo by two or more Members." Thus, one inquires whether the application of GATT Article XDC and 
thee Safeguards Agreement is to be considered suspended for regional members who have invoked a 
lexlex specialis safeguard regime? This inquiry is taken-up, however, without prejudice to the possibility 
thatt no safeguards are permitted between regional members as a condition of meeting Article XXTV:8 
requirements. . 

Regionall  members argue that a lex specialis mechanism is necessary because the parties are 
advancingg toward actual free trade as compared to merely conducting trade at MFN levels. Because 
thee risk of disruption is higher, the safeguard mechanism must be specialised to the circumstances. 
Thee following case study regarding the Europe Agreements concluded between the EC and the 
Countriess of Central and Eastern Europe provide evidence of a mechanism designed to deviate from 
thee WTO Safeguards regime. 
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10.510.5 EEC safeguard  regimes  - Central  and Eastern  Europe 

10.5.110.5.1 CMEA and EEC safeguards in the GATT 

AA number of Central and Eastern European countries of the COMECON system acceded to the GATT 
duringg the first half of the 1970's.10 A central issue on the GATT accession of these state-trading 
countries,, and thereafter, was the continued application of quotas by the western economies upon 
CEECC exports. The outline of what came to be a significant dispute in the GATT between the United 
Statess and the EEC, and between the EEC and the CEEC countries, was centred on this problem. It 
remainss documented in the annual and biennial reviews of working parties relating to the Hungarian 
accessionn to GATT. In the Hungarian case, its protocol of accession to GATT called for the 
progressivee removal of quantitative restrictions on Hungarian exports other than for exceptional 
reasonss for the maintenance of quotas by the date of 1 January 1975.12 The issue of removal was 
subjectedd to a series of biennial reviews in the GATT.13 However, the resolution of the quota problem 
wass not successful in the GATT reviews, which increasingly became a forum for third parties to 
criticisee the EEC on this issue.14 The issue between Hungary and the EEC was ultimately resolved in 
thee context of bilateral negotiations outside of the GAIT framework and the attentions of third parties 
inn the working group reviews. While this route had been proposed by the EEC since 1974, Hungary 
hadd long resisted a bilateral solution. According to van den Bossche, there was a general concern 
aboutt bilateralism in the GATT, and a specific concern that, 

"...onlyy the GATT rules could provide Hungary with the necessary protection against 
unfavourablee conditions imposed by the EEC, in the sense that concluding a separate trade 
agreementt outside the GATT would deprive Hungary of its contractual and legitimate 
rights."rights."15 15 

Ultimatelyy the resolution of the issue was formed by the provisions included in the 1988 Trade and 
Co-operationn Agreement between the EEC and Hungary.16 In resolving the Community's interest in 
thee agreement, Van den Bossche cites as one of the goals to be achieved, a safeguard clause to be 
includedd to, "provide adequate protection to the Community's internal market in cases of market 
disruption."11 Due to the extensive GATT history between the two parties leading to the bilateral 
Agreement,, Van den Bossche also segregated its provisions into those which she characterised as lex 
generalis,generalis, where the bilateral provisions are situated into the multilateral GATT context, and "clearly 
indicatingg that the bilateral agreement basically provides an additional, complementary framework 

100 See generally, Huis, Leah, Globalizin g the GATT, The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1992. 
111 See generally, Van den Bossche, A. M., GATT, the Indispensable Link Between the EEC and Hungary?, 
Journall of World Trade, V. 25, No. 3,1991, pp. 141-155. 
122 GATT, 20 BISD, protocol 4,1974. 
133 As cited by Van den Bossche: GATT, BISD S22 (1975), sub 19, p. 57; GATT BISD S25 (1978), sub 10, p. 158; 
GATTT BISD S27 (1980), sub 6, p. 157 and sub 15, p. 160; GATT BISD S29 (1982), sub 10, p. 130; GATT BISD 
S311 (1984), sub 9 and 15, pp. 157 and 159; GATT BISD S33 (1986) sub 22,142. See Van den Bossche, Supra 
notee 11 at p. 146 and her note 27. 
144 van den Bossche, Supra note 11 at p. p. 160, reciting a number of EEC justifications posed for the quantitative 
restrictions,, but most of them oriented to the "exceptional economic situation prevailing, particularly in sensitive 
sectors."" Citing, GATT BISD S27 (1980), sub 4. 
155 van den Bossche, Supra note 11 at p. 151. 
166 The Agreement on Trade and Commercial and Economic Cooperation between the European Economic 
Communityy and the Hungarian People's Republic, signed 26 September, 1988. (popularly known as known as 
thee "new generation" or "first generation agreement", see generally, Horovitz, Dan, EC-Central/East European 
Relations:Relations: New Principles for a New Era, Common Market Law Review, V. 27, (1990), pp. 259-284. 
177 Van den Bossche, Supra note 11 at p. 153, citing the Committee on External Economic Relations of the 
Europeann Parliament, Zarges Report, P.E. Doc A 2-88/86; Article 4 and protocol of the EEC-Hungary 
Agreement. . 
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andd the GATT remains the lex generalis for relations..." This is to contrast with those aspects of the 
agreementt intended to be lex specialis. 

"Inn cases of this type the Agreement is not a complementary, but a substituting, framework in 
thee sense that the Agreement (the lex specialis) has preference over the GATT (the lex 
generalis)™ generalis)™ 

Thuss are provided the "made to order provisions" which reflected the resolution of the EEC-Hungary 
particularitiess which could not be accommodated under the General Agreement. Her conclusion on 
thiss point is that both the inclusion of the safeguard clause and the provisions for dealing with 
quantitativee restrictions were both lex specialis to the GATT Agreement. For safeguards, Article 7 of 
thee EEC-Hungary Agreement provided that a bilateral system of consultations leading to the measures 
too be taken and their duration be implemented in full between the parties prior to any recourse to the 
GATT.199 In regard to removal of quantitative restrictions for the most sensitive products, the 
safeguardd clause applies unilaterally in favour of the Community and, "recourse to GATT is plainly 
excluded."20 0 

Withoutt addressing the GATT legality of these provisions, this example provides a description of how 
aa bilateral agreement seeks to suspend the operation of the General Agreement between two parties. . 
Ass we take this example forward, it is also illustrative to see how the deviation is accommodated in 
Europeann Community law and its implementing legislation which enacts GATT Article XIX . Here the 
evidencee of an approach lex specialis is confirmed by the separate regulatory framework established 
forr dealing with regional safeguards in the European Agreement context, the successor agreements to 
thee first generation trade and co-operation agreements. 

10.5.210.5.2 The general Community safeguards regime 

Att the time of the trade and co-operation agreements, the EC legislation authorising the use of 
emergencyy measures according to EEC Article 113 was Council Regulation (EEC) No. 288/82, titled, 
Commonn Rules for Imports.21 This Regulation provided two procedures for safeguards. The first was 
thee "normal" procedure providing for internal consultation between Member-state authorities and the 

188 Continuing , "(T)hes e references  indicat e how indispensabl e the GATT has been for concludin g the bilatera l 
agreement .. In othe r words , the ultimat e reason s for concludin g a bilatera l agreemen t on - to use early Hungaria n 
terminolog yy - 'alread y contracte d right s and obligations ' appear perfectl y clearl y here."  Van den Bossche , Supr a 
not ee 11 at p. 153. 
199 "(a)l l specifi c bilatera l remedie s mus t have been exhauste d first. "  Van den Bossche , Supr a note 11 at p. 154. 
200 van den Bossch e does not conside r that the provision s of thi s agreemen t woul d for m a patter n for othe r 
CMEAA arrangements . Whil e she note s that the Czechoslovakia n governmen t also made a deman d to eliminat e 
quantitativ ee restrictions , thi s country' s positio n in GATT as an origina l contractin g part y suggeste d that the 
solutio nn for Hungar y whic h grew out of the biennia l review s on its GATT accessio n migh t be uniqu e to Hungary . 
Vann den Bossche , Supr a not e 11 at p. 155. 
211 Counci l Regulation , (EEC) No. 288/82 of 5 Feb 1982, repealed  by Counci l Regulatio n (EC) No. 518/94 of 7 
Marchh 1994 on Commo n Rules for Imports , Officia l journa l NO. L 067,10/03/1994, pp. 0077-0087. The purpos e 
off  the repeal of 288/82 was not directe d to a chang e in the GATT regime , as the regulation  was promulgate d 
prio rr  to the conclusio n of the Urugua y Round . Rather , the legislativ e progra m for the completio n of the EC 
interna ll  marke t made amendment s necessary . As accordin g to the preambl e of Reg. 518/94: "Wherea s in orde r 
too achiev e greate r uniformit y in the rule s for import s it is necessar y to eliminat e the exception s and derogation s 
resultin gg fro m the remainin g nationa l commercia l polic y measure s and in particula r the quantitativ e restriction s 
maintaine dd by Member States unde r Regulatio n (EEC) No 288/82. By thi s tim e the CEEC countrie s were not 
subjec tt  to stat e tradin g provisions . "It is wort h notin g that in the applicatio n of EC safeguar d measure s the 
passag ee fro m the NME (non marke t economy ) to the commo n rule s was alread y effecte d for referenc e period s 
whic hh largel y predate d the entr y into forc e of the relevan t lA' s (Interi m Agreements) . Marescea u M., and 
Montagut ii  E., The Relations  Between  the European  Union  and Centra!  and Eastern  Europe:  A Legal  Appraisal, 
Commo nn Market Law Review , V. 32,1995 pp. XXX-1327 at p. 1351, thei r not e 79. 
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Commission,, and following that consultation, the opening of investigation by the Commission. 
Thiss investigation is accompanied by publication in the Official Journal and, where a safeguard is 
foundd to be necessary, action by the Commission within nine months of the opening of the 
investigation.. Within certain restrictions, interested parties have a right to investigate information 
suppliedd and to supply information. Also, a limited right to be heard is provided. The injury 
necessaryy to justify a safeguard is provided by Article 14 and copies the GATT Article XIX text, 

"(W)heree a product is imported into the Community in such greatly increased quantities 
and/orr on such terms or conditions as to cause, or threaten to cause, serious injury to 
Communityy producers of like or directly competing products." 

AA second procedure permits a faster response by the Commission granting a five-day period for the 
Commissionn to make a decision. Within a month following, a member state may refer such a decision 
too the Council, which can confirm by qualified majority, or may amend or revoke the Commission 
decision.. If after three months there is no Council decision, the Commission measure is deemed 
revoked.255 Thus, an affirmative act of the Council is required to continue the temporary measure in 
force. . 

Whilee the safeguard regulation is dedicated by its Preamble to respect the GATT Article XIX 
provisions,, it also is not intended, according to its terms, to be applicable to bilateral trade agreements 
madee between the Community and third countries. The first point is indicated by the preamble, 
"Whereass it is for the Commission and the Council to adopt the safeguard measures called for by the 
interestss of the Community with due regard for existing international obligations..." The second point 
iss made by Article 18(1) stating that, 

"(T)hiss Regulation shall not preclude the fulfilment of obligations arising from special rules 
containedd in agreements concluded between the Community and third countries." 

Inn regard to the special rules incurred in the Interim Agreements between the EC and the individual 
CEECC countries, these obligations did indeed vary from those provided by Regulation 288/82 and the 
GATTT Article XIX , as they continued, in certain respects, the lex specialis nature of the original EEC-
Hungaryy bilateral settlement. 

10.5.310.5.3 Safeguards in (CEEC) Interim Agreements for Association. 

Thee test for the later Interim Agreements is stated in Article 24 of the Interim Agreement. They are 
permittedd where there is shown, 

1)) an increase in the quantities of imports; 
2)) which cause or threaten to cause injury; 
3)) to domestic producers or, 
4)) a serious disturbance in any sector. 

Whilee this test also follows generally the one provided in GATT Article XIX , there is a clear 
deviationn from the GATT test in regard to the final criteria (4), as it permits a broader sectoral 
treatmentt without reference of injury to producers.26 As a remedy under the Interim Agreement, a 
partyy may take "appropriate"" measures, but Article 27 of the agreement requires that they must be 
thosee which are the least disturbing and be accompanied by a timetable for their abolition. Without 

222 Counci l Regulation , (EEC) No. 288/82, Articl e 4. 
233 Counci l Regulation , (EEC) No. 288/82, Article s 5-7. 
244 Counci l Regulation , (EEC) No. 288/82, Articl e 5(4). "Th e Commissio n may hear the intereste d parties . Such 
partie ss mus t be heard wher e they have applie d in writin g withi n the perio d laid dow n in the notic e publishe d in the 
Officia ll  Journa l of the Europea n Communities , showin g that they are actuall y likel y to be affecte d by the outcom e 
off  the investigation s and that ther e are specia l reason s for them to be heard orally. " 
255 Counci l Regulation , (EEC) No. 288/82, Articl e 14(4)-(6). 
266 It is considere d that thi s may be an agriculture-oriente d provisio n wher e the numbe r of producer s in the secto r 
iss  so larg e as to be non-identifie d via distinc t produce r organisation . 
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furtherr  provisions, this clause would suggest that "appropriat e measures"  would be those same 
measuress as would be accorded by GATT Articl e XDC, the suspension of a concession (suspension of 
aa preference) in the form of a duty increase, or  a quantitative restriction, or  perhaps a minimum price 
orr  price undertaking. 

Whatt  is significant in this regional regime is the role of MFN as to the regional partner. Where 
Kennethh Dam made the case that MFN was legally required by GATT Articl e XDC to be accorded on 
thee original suspension, this is not provided in the regional safeguard legislation. This suggests that 
selectivityy is granted outright to the parties to invoke a safeguard without any reference to whether 
otherr  GATT parties or  other  regional parties share any responsibility for  the underlying increase in 
imports.. For  retaliation, there is no basis in the regional context to apply it at all. What is made 
explicitt  in GATT Articl e XDC appears to be not accorded between the regional parties in any manner. 
Logically,, this may flow from the nature of the free-trade commitment as it differs from the 
contractuall  binding of a GATT negotiated tarif f cut. In the GATT, concessions are equivalent and 
conditionedd upon other  parties' performance of their  promises to engage in tarif f cuts. Where one 
suspendss a commitment by application of a safeguard, the affected party has a right  to withdraw a 
comparablee concession. Free-trade agreements may not exhibit the same type of contractual 
relationship.. Both parties can be said to be dedicated to achieving the end goal of free trade, and 
safeguardss provisions are mutually agreed upon to allow flexibilit y to achieve this end without undue 
markett  disruption. Thus, it may not be unreasonable to prohibi t retaliation that would act to unwind 
thee course of preferences to be given affect over  time. 

Onn the other  hand, retaliation, or  the threat of it, also reflects a certain spirit which reflects the 
mutualit yy of GATT provisions, that what is breached is then capable of being redressed by the 
suspensionn of a concession. While all parties retain the power, this would understandably tend to 
confinee the degree of initia l suspensions undertaken according to the Article . This consideration is 
absentt  between the free-trade parties in this EC-CEEC regional setting, where they have apparently 
agreedd to grant a unilateral right  of initia l suspension without according any right  to compensation. 
Thiss suggests not only that a higher  degree of flexibilit y to apply safeguards has been sought to be 
preservedd by the regional members, but that one party' s unilateral determination of imposing a 
safeguardd can never  operate as a breach of the agreement. This may well reflect the end-point of the 
agreementss in seeking to establish free trade together  with the recognition of the difficultie s of 
adjustingg domestic protection along the way. At the same time, however, it can call into question the 
degreee of free-trade commitment in meeting the substantially-all trade test within the particular 
framework,framework,  since more flexibilit y would permit parties to restrict more trade without incurrin g the risk 
off  retaliation or  the need to generate compensation. 

10.5.410.5.4 Procedural variations 

Onee should also examine the procedural and institutional arrangements provided between the 
Associationn parties. These aspects are not found within the Interi m Agreement, but are provided by 
furtherr  detail for  each individual CEEC party according to the (Commission) Regulation.27 According 
too the Regulation, an EC member state is provided a right  to request a safeguard of the Commission. 
I ff  the Commission decides unfavourably on this request, the member-state may then appeal to the 
Council,, which shall consider  the application on the basis of qualified majority . If the Council decides 
againstt  the Commission (and in favour  of the safeguard), then the Europe Agreement party is then 
notifiedd for  the purposes of joint consultation. The Council can reverse its decision 20 days after 
consultation,, but apparently not thereafter. This procedure is at variance from that provided by the 
generall  Regulation 288/82 (and later  Regulations) While Council action is to be taken by qualified 

277 For Poland , Reg. 518/92 of 27 Feb. 1992, OJ No L 56/3, "on certai n procedure s for applyin g the Interi m 
Agreemen tt  on trad e and trade-relate d matter s betwee n the EEC and the ECSC, of the one part , and the 
Republi cc  of Polan d of the othe r part "  The Polan d provision s are cite d for convenience . They do not vary as to the 
othe rr  Associatio n agreements . 
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majorityy in both instances, in the general procedure inactivity by the Council for three months 
terminatess the measure. There is no corresponding provision in the special CEEC provisions. Also, 
wheree Council does reverse the Commission and endorses the measure, a twenty-day period of 
consultationn is only possible prior to the Council losing its right to reverse its decision or assumedly to 
modifyy it. This 20-day limit is not raised in the generall  procedure and there is no indication that the 
Councill  cannot reverse or modify its own decision at any time. 

Thiss procedure also involves a significant variation from GATT Article XIX in that one party pre-
determiness the necessity of the safeguard and prescribes the measure to be applied prior to 
consultationn with the affected country. The Europe Agreement arrangement reflects an expedited 
proceduree whereby one party has already taken its legislative action, which implementation is 
automaticc within a short prescribed time period, except in the case where the affected party takes 
somee affirmative action regarding the underlying trade problem. The emphasis is not on the joint 
undertakingg to resolve the difficulty, but on a unilateral action taken by one party that must then be 
addressedd by the other. As the non-EC party is notified after the measure is passed, it would seem that 
thee only reasonably response would be to seek to convert the import measure which has already been 
legislativelyy approved into some type of export control measure. 

10.5.510.5.5 Europe Agreement safeguards conclusion 
Thee evolution of the safeguard clause applied by the Community toward Central and Eastern Europe 
wass derived in the context of the GATT accessions of these countries. This was resolved essentially in 
favourr of the preservation of the clause in the "New Generation" trade and co-operation agreements 
concludedd between the EC and several CEEC countries in 1990 and 1991. As these agreements 
becamee outdated by political events, the Europe Agreements were then initiated to form free-trade 
areass between the Community and the CEECs, as individual signatories. These agreements have been 
submittedd for exception to MFN according to Article XXIV . Since GATT Article XXIV is not 
currentlyy interpreted to prevent safeguard measures between free trade partners, the inclusion of 
safeguardd provisions in the agreements is not reviewed by a GATT/WTO working group to determine 
whetherr safeguard provisions should be included or whether provisions, when included, should meet 
particularr conditions. The conclusion that safeguard provisions, as provided, vary from the GATT 
Articlee XIX should however be of interest in the process of review. However, the perspective here is 
likelyy to be directed from the position of whether regional parties can invoke external safeguards 
whilee relieving regional partners of the burden of invoking them. To the contrary, a more likely 
scenarioo is where safeguards are directed internally without any reference to the external trade. This 
mayy satisfy trade interests in the preservation of external trade, but it is problematic for the legal 
conditionss of the exception as located in Article XXTV:8. If Article XIX procedures, old or new, are 
nott invoked by regional safeguard actions, then the facility to enact safeguards is enhanced and the 
transparencyy which the GATT-1994 Understanding has sought to bring to the problem is decreased. 
Overall,, there is always a question whether a regional formation covers substantially all trade. The 
numberr of safeguards enacted between these parties and the degree of trade affected should be 
relevantt to that determination, both during the interim period and after. 

Sincee the European Community is not the only customs territory that operates regional safeguards, we 
turnn now to another example as indicated in the NAFTA context. Here the attention is on the process 
off  notification and whether parties retain a right to self-characterise measures in such a manner as to 
avoidd the possibility of invoking certain WTO Safeguard Agreement prohibitions. 
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10.610.6 NAFTA Countervailing  duty  action:  Canadian  softwood 

JJ 0.6. J Introduction 
Thee Canadian softwood trade issue with the United States has been the basis of a number  of distinct 
actionss before and after  the formation of NAFTA. 28 The first  action commenced in 1982 with a filing 
off  a formal countervailing duty complaint with the United States International Trade Commission 
(USITC)) by the U.S. Coalition for  Fair  Canadian Lumber  Imports. In May of 1983 the International 
Tradee Administratio n (ITA ) rejected the preliminar y rulin g of the USITC in finding that the stumpage 
feee program did not constitute a countervailable subsidy according to United States law.29 According 
too the IT A, since Canada's stumpage program was generally available, it could not be construed as a 
domesticc subsidy. 

AA second complaint was filed by the Coalition in 1986 in order  to seek reversal of the earlier  finding. 
Althoughh there had been no change in either  the nature of the industries or  the management of the 
programm by the Canadian provinces, in this second action the ITA made a positive finding that 
softwoodd lumber  imported from Canada was subsidised through administratively set stumpage prices 
andd via the provision of public resources.30 The subsidy was calculated to equal 15% ad valorem. A 
materiall  injur y finding was made and the CVD duty of 15% was to be applied as from December  30, 
1986.. According to Meilke and Sarker, the market share of Canadian softwood equalled 33% of the 
U.S.. market at the time of the second complaint. No other  producer  country exported to the U.S. 
market.. In 1991, 70% of Canada's production was exported to the U.S.31 TTiis CVD duty did not go 
intoo effect as a result of a bilateral negotiated settlement, known as the Memorandum of 
Understandingg on softwood lumber  between the two governments.32 Effective January 8, 1987, 
Canadaa agreed to impose an export tax of 15% on softwood. On September  3, 1991, Canada 
renouncedd this arrangement after  review of the programs and declared that stumpage fees had risen so 
thatt  there was no longer  a need to collect the export tax. As a response, the United States Trade 
Representativee self-initiated the thir d CVD case. While pending, a 15% import duty would be applied 
forr  contingency protection prior  to administrative findings to be made in the case. These actions 
resultedd in a subsidy and injur y determination on May 28, 1992 that led to an imposed CVD of 6.51% 
add valorem.33 

288 North American Free Trade Agreement, signed at various dates in Washington, Ottawa and Mexico City in 
Decemberr of 1992. International Legal Materials, Volume 32, pp. 289 and 605. The history of the countervailing 
dutyy actions is drawn in part from Meilke, Karl and Sarker, Rakhal, National Administered Protection Agencies: 
TheirTheir Role in the Post-Uruguay Round World, International Agricultural Trade Research Consortium, Working 
paperr #96-1, January 1996, pp. 13-19. 
299 This finding of no countervailable subsidy by the Department of Commerce is commonly known as "Lumber I". 
Thee alleged subsidy related to the Canadian provincial stumpage program. The Department found that the 
advantagee of the system did not inure to the benefit of any specific industry or group in Canada and did not 
providee goods at preferential rates. See for summary, In the Matter of: Certain Softwood Lumber products from 
Canada,Canada, Extraordinary Challenge Committee Memorandum Opinions and Order, (U.S-Canada Free-trade 
Agreement),, ECC-94-1904-01 USA, August 3,1994, Introduction. 
300 Extraordinary Challenge Committee, Ibid. This determination is known as "Lumber II". The finding was based 
uponn a "purported comparison between revenues from stumpage charges and the provincial government's cost 
off administering their stumpage systems." Ibid. 
311 Meilke and Sarker, Supra note 28 at p. 13. They attribute the difference in findings between the first and 
secondd actions to a change in U.S. law permitting subsidised inputs to be considered, and possibly, to a new 
U.S.. provision providing for assistance to complainants in the preparation of their actions. 
322 "The Department thereupon terminated its investigation and declared its preliminary determination to without 
legall force and effect" Extraordinary Challenge Committee, Supra note 29, Introduction. 
333 This determination is known as "Lumber III". This Decision by the Department of Commerce is characterised 
ass a "final affirmative countervailing duty determination." According to the Committee, the Department found that 
thee programs were specific and provided for preferential rates. Extraordinary Challenge Committee, Supra note 
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Byy this point in time, the Canada-US Free-Trade Area (CUSTA) was in force and Canada appealed 
thee US agency determinations to the newly established bi-national panel as according to Article 1904 
off  that Agreement.34 On July 26, 1993, this panel remanded (in part unanimously and in part by 
majority)) the factual and legal findings, and requested the U.S. Department of Commerce to consider 
aa number of factors, including clarification of the appropriate legal standard. After the Commerce 
Departmentt made its remand determination (and increasing its countervailable duty) the bi-national 
panell  ruled again by majority on January 28, 1994 that the subsidy determination was "unsupported 
byy substantial evidence and otherwise not in accordance with the lawQ and the countervailing 
subsidiess could not be maintained."35 Thus, the bi-national panel dismissed the CVD case against 
Canada. . 

Thiss rejection of the third CVD action by the bi-national panel led to a period of unilateral gestures by 
thee United States, including the threat, not acted upon, to bring the dispute under the GATT (Tokyo 
Round)) Subsidies Code dispute settlement procedures. Finally an export restraint was agreed upon by 
negotiationss that were completed as announced on April 2, 1996.36 According to the United States 
Tradee Representative, the five-year agreement provided that, 

"Canadaa has committed to reduce its softwood lumber exports to the United States in 
exchangee for a U.S. commitment to refrain from trade action in this sector"37 

Too administer the export restraint, 
"Canadaa began implementing on April 1 a nationwide program for export licensing and 
permitting,, allowing both countries to track volumes and province of origin." 

10.6.210.6.2 The U.S- Canada measure according to GA TT rules 

Inn determining whether or not the export restraint as agreed by the parties is GATT legal, there is first 
aa need to characterise it. Given that Canada promised by the agreement to implement a control system 
forr export licenses and permits, it would seem reasonable that the action taken was an export 
quantitativee restriction in the form of a voluntary export restraint. As such, GATT's provision of 
Articl ee XI prohibiting measures other than duties should apply in the first instance, subject only to 
Articl ee XI' s stated exceptions. However, "undertakings" are permitted by Article 18 of the WTO 
Agreementt on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. This would permit a voluntary undertaking 
undertakenn by the exporting government agreeing to either eliminate or limit the subsidy or, "take 
otherr measures concerning its effects." According to Article 18.3 of the Subsidies Agreement, if the 
U.S.. has made its preliminary affirmative determinations regarding the subsidy and its injury, then 
perhapss Canada's undertaking in the form of a quantitative restraint might fall under the remedies 
permittedd by way of an undertaking.38 

29,, Introduction . 
344 Prio r to the free-trad e agreement , Canada' s recours e woul d have been accordin g to revie w of the Decisio n by 
thee Cour t of Internationa l Trade (U.S.), and then the U.S. Appellat e Cour t system . Under the U.S.-Canada FTA, a 
binationa ll  pane l of fiv e expert s woul d revie w the Decision . Accordin g to the Agreement , ther e is no basi s for 
appea ll  fro m the panel and thei r decisio n is bindin g upon the parties . Extraordinar y Challeng e Committee , Supr a 
not ee 29, Introduction . 
355 Extraordinar y Challeng e Committee , Supr a not e 29, Introduction . 
366 Offic e of the Unite d States Trade Representative , Statemen t of Ambassado r Kanto r on Finalizing  the Softwood 
LumberLumber  Agreement,  Press Release , Tuesda y Apri l 2,1996. 
377 The specifi c volum e commitmen t fro m combine d shipment s of 16.2 billio n boar d feet to 14.7 billio n board feet , 
plu ss provisio n for additiona l import s to enter at a tax rate of $50/1000 boar d feet . Kanto r statement , Ibid. , at p. 1. 
388 WTO Agreemen t on Subsidie s and Countervailin g Measures , Articl e 18 title d "Undertakings" . "18.1 -
Proceeding ss may be suspende d or terminate d withou t the impositio n of provisiona l measure s or countervailin g 
dutie ss upo n receip t of satisfactor y voluntar y undertakings... " 
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Howeverr in this case, although a determination had been made by the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
thiss determination was not accepted upon review, and the action itself was no longer pending as the 
bi-nationall  panel had not adopted the U.S. determination. As provided according to Article 1904 of 
thee U.S. and Canada Free-trade Agreement, "the Parties shall replace judicial review of final 
antidumpingg and countervailing duty determinations with binational panel review." Thus, as required 
byy Article 18 of the Subsidies Agreement, countervailing duty proceedings were not being 
"suspendedd or terminated" by the acceptance of a voluntary undertaking. As indicated by the USTR 
above,, the measure was being agreed upon, "to refrain from trade action in this sector.." This 
referencee must refer to future trade action, perhaps in the WTO under the Subsidies agreement itself. 
Itt seems clear from the facts that the previous trade action, of which the U.S. determination had been a 
part,, had already been resolved in Canada's favour. 

Thus,, one is presented here with either a violation of GATT Article XI or with a safeguard action that 
mightt fall under the provisions of GATT Article XDC and the WTO Safeguards Agreement. However, 
thiss Agreement, including its prohibition against grey-area measures, is said according to Article 1 to 
applyy to those measures provided for in Article XDC of GATT 1994. GATT Article XIX permits 
emergencyy action for two types of circumstances. As according to paragraphs 1 (a) and (b), either to 
addresss the result of unforeseen developments and the effect of the obligations incurred by a 
contractingg party under this (GAIT) Agreement, or alternatively, for a product which is the subject of 
aa concession with respect to a preference. Thus, whether the problem caused to the U.S. resulted 
eitherr from the operation of GATT bound tariff rates, or due to a preference possibly extended in the 
NAFTA,, Article XIX can apply in principle for the measures.39 

10.6.310.6.3 Article XIX notification of the measure 
Thiss raises the question of whether the voluntary export restraint should have been notified according 
too the Safeguards Agreement and then regulated according to its procedures. One argument against 
notificationn would refer to the illegality of the agreement made. Since the Article XIX understanding 
prohibitss these arrangements according to Article 11, it has been argued that notification would never 
bee required since the arrangement was unlawful. This would seem to be a difficult construction since 
withoutt a requirement of transparency, the Safeguards Agreement and its provisions for monitoring 
wouldd be rendered non-effective. Since the expressed intent of the Agreement according to its 
preamblee is to "re-establish multilateral control over safeguards and eliminate measures that escape 
suchh control", a conclusion that prohibited measures need not be notified would easily undermine the 
objj  ective of the Agreement. 

AA second argument against notification, and submission of the measure for control by the Committee 
onn Safeguards, would relate to the existence of the CUSTA (later NAFTA) as it might have controlled 
withh speciality the rights and obligations between these regional members. Here it could be argued 
thatt NAFTA provides its own safeguards regime which did not in this case result in a referral to the 
Articlee XDC procedure. This is the lex specialis argument. Such an interpretation if correct, would 
providee the widest latitude for regional members to activate restraint arrangements outside the 
purvieww of the WTO Agreement on Safeguards, and further outside the purview of its prohibition on 
grey-areaa measures. For NAFTA Emergency Actions in particular, Article 801 of the Agreement 
providess a set remedy for imports causing injury during the transition period. The parties are 
permittedd to suspend the rate of duty reduction as scheduled by the Agreement, and then to impose an 
increasee in the rate of duty to the MFN rate applicable at the time action is taken or to the immediately 

This ,, unles s the measur e undertake n was "sought , taken or maintained "  accordin g to som e othe r provisio n of 
GATT-1994,, an annexe d Agreemen t or, "pursuan t to protocol s and agreement s or arrangement s conclude d 
withi nn the framewor k of GATT 1994."  WTO, Safeguard s Agreement , Articl e 11.2. 
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priorr to the Agreement, whichever is lesser. Thus, according to NAFTA, an export volume restraint 
wouldd not in any case comply with the provisions of the Chapter on Emergency Action. 

Whetherr or not lex specialis applies to permit regional members to except the application of the 
Safeguardss Agreement turns also on the issue of notification. If notification is required, then the 
Agreementss monitoring provisions and tests and rules governing application among WTO Members 
shouldd also apply. It is clear that the Safeguards Agreement establishes rules for application of 
"safeguard""  measures, which are, "understood to mean those provided for in Article XIX (GATT 
1947)".. What types of measures are at hand? The original Article XDC does not use the terms 
"safeguards",, but paragraph XDC:2 of GATT-1947 requires that before any party shall take an action 
pursuantt to the provisions of paragraph 1, it shall give notice in writing. As indicated above, 
paragraphh 1 (a) and (b) contemplates application both for tariff concessions in accord with the GATT 
andd concessions in respect of a preference. Preference granted within Article XXI V arrangements is 
nott excluded by GATT Article XDC, rather referring only to the action undertaken by a contracting 
party.. Article 11 (c) of the Safeguard Agreement subjects the application of the Agreement and its 
prohibitionn of certain measures only to those measures which are not authorised by other GATT 
provisionss and protocols and agreements and arrangements concluded within the framework of GATT 
1994.. It can be suggested that a safeguard regime which excepts the application of Article XIX and is 
concludedd within an Article XXI V agreement is such an agreement or arrangement". Except however, 
thatt Article XXI V itself provides explicitly for the adoption of such measures only within the context 
off  application of GATT Article XI-X V and XX. In other words, there is no express authorisation 
withinn the Article to adopt measures that fall outside of Article XIX' s control. 

Thirdd is the question of which substantive types of suspensions must be notified. By Article XIX , 
Memberss have arguably obliged themselves to notify (at the latest) upon a decision to suspend an 
obligationn or withdraw or modify a concession. However, this may not be occurring in the case of a 
regionall  framework where a regional preference that is not a GATT concession is at issue. Thus for 
example,, between GATT parties a bound tariff duty of 20% may be at issue for suspension, while 
betweenn regional parties a 0% duty may be under consideration. If the preference has gone beyond the 
GATTT concession, the entire Article XIX Agreement may not be seen to apply in any manner unless 
regionall  parties have incorporated it or have failed to designate a lex specialis provision. 

However,, there is an additional question where the preference being suspended also acts to suspend 
thee underlying GATT MFN concession. Thus as above, if the 0% preference duty is being suspended 
inn favour of a quantitative restriction, then both the preference and the GATT concession are affected. 
Likewise,, if the suspension is made in favour of a duty increase, then any increase above the GATT 
bindingg would also impinge the underlying concession. Perhaps this indicates the dividing line 
betweenn the operation of Article XIX and Article XXIV for these cases. 

10.6.410.6.4 Conclusion on the Canada softwood safeguard measure 

Footnotee 1 to the 1994 Safeguards Agreement states that "nothing in this Agreement prejudges the 
interpretationn of the relationship between Article XIX and paragraph 8 of Article XXTV. This does not 
sayy either that Article XXIV : 8 formations are exempt from Article XDC procedures or that Article 
XDCC procedures apply to regional formations. What can be said is that The Agreement applies to 
WTOO Members and does not by its terms exclude any parties. Article 12 of the Agreement requires a 
WTOO notice on commencements of investigations, the finding of injury, or the taking of a decision to 
applyy a safeguard. Both the U.S. and EU have provisions for these proceduress in their regional 
agreements.. At the point in time when these procedures are invoked according to the regional 
framework,framework, arguably a WTO notice is then required, at least if the action contemplated might result in 
thee suspension of a GATT obligation or in "modifying or withdrawing a concession." Finally, even 
whilee the negotiators did not pre-judge the relationship between the two regimes as noted above, the 

NAFTA,, Articl e 801, para. 1, Supra not e 28. 
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Safeguardd Agreement's prohibitio n against the use of grey-area measures in Articl e 11(b) provides 
thatt  prohibited measures include "actions under  agreements...entered into by two or  more Members." 
Articl ee XXI V agreements were not excluded from this provision.. 

10.710.7 Chapter  Conclusion:  safeguards  and regionalism 
Thee threat of terminating internal trade is most aptly considered in cases of protective measures 
employedd where an exclusion occurs during the operation of an agreement. This may occur  between 
regionall  partners after  the interim period because Articl e XXIV : 8(b) has not been interpreted by any 
consensuss decision of the GATT Contracting Parties or  the WTO members to exclude the use of 
contingentt  protective instruments between regional partners.41 However, where regional parties do 
reservee the right to apply contingent measures internally , there is littl e question that the effect of this 
reservationn would serve as a basis to eliminate trade from the coverage of the free-trade area that 
otherwisee would be subjected to a free movement commitment. Workin g group reviews have 
traditionall yy passed on considering this problem, although retention of contingent commercial power 
betweenn partners does relate to the legal capacity of partners to eliminate barrier s to trade for 
substantiallyy all the trade. A number  of free-trade area working group reviews have raised the 
collaterall  concern of whether  regional partners have a right  to relieve each other  from safeguard 
measuress which remain in place against outsiders, thereby providing for  more favourable treatment 
betweenn regional partners relative to other  GATT partners. Here, attention hass been drawn to the 
reversee scenario where outsiders are not made subject to a measure that is applied by regional partners 
too their  trade internally . 

Sincee dozens of WTO members are parties to regional agreements with special safeguard provisions, 
itt  is not a trivia l matter  as to whether  such provisions are under  the jurisdictio n of the WTO, and 
thereforee covered by the GATT and its Agreement on Safeguards. As indicated in a background note 
byy the WTO Secretariat, emergency safeguards are found in virtuall y all of the 68 regional trade 
agreements,, and for  all of these, only 6 limi t the use of safeguards to the interim period. In nearly all 
off  the 68, increased imports alone can trigger  a safeguard. The majorit y of agreements allow 
safeguardss based on more than a single criterion, and many criteri a posed in agreements are less 
stringentt  than the multilateral rules. Regional trade agreements in general do not specify whether  the 
measuree may be imposed as linked to concessions granted in the agreement. Only a few agreements 
aree said to include parameters referrin g to prevailing GATT disciplines.42 

Thiss is the environment within which the new WTO Agreement on Safeguards has taken effect. Since 
455 of the 68 agreements listed have also taken effect since 1990, one may conclude that GATT 
parties,, if not actively opting out of Articl e XIX , certainly have provided the legal frameworks by 
whichh to accomplish this across a large quantity of their  trade. If lex specialis is permitted to be 
designatedd to relegate the WTO safeguard regime, then one would expect the bulk of safeguard 
actionss to appear  at the regional level and notices to the Articl e XIX procedure by regional parties to 
becomee somewhat more rare over  time. Regional safeguard regimes may require some response that 
cann address surges of imports which occur  as a result of scheduled tarif f decreases. However, this 
doess not make an argument that regional measures should be exempt from GATT Articl e XDC and its 
procedures.. If the regional preference is in fact the cause of the injury , then other  GATT parties need 
nott  be caught by the measure in any case where the new procedures permit certain selectivity. If 

411 The use of anti-dumping between regional partners has not received treatment here. The author has taken this 
issuee up in other publications. See, Holmes, Peter, and Mathis, James, Europe Agreement Competition Policy for 
thethe Long Term: an Accession Oriented Approach, in Rules of Competitio n and East-West Integration , Fritsch 
M.,, and Hansen H., (eds.) Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, 1997; and, Nicolaides, P., Mathis, J., 
EuropeanEuropean Community Competition Rules in the Associated Countries of Central and Eastern Europe: How to 
EnsureEnsure Effective Enforcement, Aussenwirtschaft, V. 51:4,1996, pp. 485-512. 
422 WTO, Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, Inventory of non-tariff Provisions in Regional Trade 
Agreements,Agreements, WT/REG/W/26,5 May 1998, Annex VI, paras. 41-44. 
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externall  trade is a contributing factor, then the WTO Article XIX procedures appear sufficient to 
allocatee safeguards between regional members and non-members alike according to its provisions. In 
thee alternative, if Article XDC has no lawful application to regional parties, then the prospect remains 
thatt regional members will be compelled to pay for the adjustment costs for injuries that should have 
beenn remedied elsewhere. The cause for this diversion of treatment to members rather than non-
memberss would be found in the relative ease of invoking a regional procedure as contrasted to the 
moree rigorous multilateral procedures within the WTO. 

Ass the discussion turns to consider the dispute resolution cases in the WTO, one can determine that 
legall  developments are occurring which appear to press new interpretations of GATT Article XXIV . 
Thesee may well have a bearing on the presumed flexibility of regional members regarding the 
availabilityy of internally trade-restrictive measures. 
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111 Articl e XXIV Panel and Appellat e Bod y Practic e in the WTO 

11.111.1 Introduction 
Inn the previous chapter Five we discussed the two unreported GATT panel cases which applied the 
legall  requirements of GATT Article XXIV to the Lomé Convention.1 As the WTO and its Dispute 
Settlementt Understanding came into force, it was perhaps only a matter of time before a preference or 
measuree enacted in the context of an Article XXTV formation, whether free-trade area or customs 
union,, would be met with a legal challenge. Ironically perhaps, the first WTO challenge did not arise 
inn the context of an MFN complaint regarding the preferences exchanged between free-trade area 
members.. Rather, a customs union formation between the European Community and Turkey provided 
thee context. The question concerned the GATT legality of new quantitative restrictions installed by 
Turkeyy on the trade of a third party, India, all in furtherance of the customs union plan.2 

Whilee this issue concerned the application of external rather than internal measures taken by a 
regionall  party, both the Panel and the Appellate Body dealt at length with the legal nature of Article 
XXIVV as it may serve as a type of exception to other GATT Article violations. The legal position of 
thee Article within GATT and the requirements necessary for a party to successfully invoke its 
exceptionall  nature have been established, arguably for the first time. As an aspect of this 
development,, the relationship between the various paragraphs of Article XXIV , in particular 
paragraphss 4, 5 and 8 have also been discussed. The ordering of these paragraphs is especially of note 
inn the Appellate Body's ruling that paragraph 4 is purposeful by nature but does not establish an 
independentt legal test for the examination of regional trade agreements. In addition, both the panel 
andd the Appellate Body have commenced the process of judicial interpretation of some of the 
substantivee terms provided in the Article's paragraphs. By so doing, the direction of interpretation for 
futuree reviewing parties has been spelled-out for even difficult expressions such as, other regulations 
ofof commerce, and substantially all of the trade. 

Finally,, in a complex and likely controversial determination, the Appellate Body has also arguably 
establishedd a requirement that future panels must undertake a compatibility assessment of a regional 
tradee agreement when a member is seeking to invoke the Article XXIV defence. While this ruling has 
aa number of institutional implications, one such inference, as discussed below, concerns the WTO 
Committeee on Regional Trade Agreements (CRTA) in those cases where the CRTA does not form an 
affirmativee recommendation regarding the compatibility of a regional trade agreement with the 
Article'ss substantive requirements. Such a non decision can no longer be presumed to grant a self 
declaratoryy avenue for regional parties to obtain the benefit of the exception. Rather, invoking 
regionall  parties must be prepared to make their entire case for compatibility before the panel. If so, 
thee practical legal effect of notification of a regional trade agreement before the Council on Trade in 
Goodss may be limited. Regional parties may only be deriving for themselves a future right, together 
withh the commensurate burden of proof, to affirmatively establish Article XXIV compatibility as a 
matterr of first impression before a panel. Perhaps time will tell whether any regional party will ever 
choosee to invoke the Article XXTV defence subject to these terms. 

11 EEC - Member States' Import Regimes for Bananas, DS32/R, 3 June 1993; EEC - Member States' Import 
Regimess for Bananas, DS38/R, 11 Feb. 1994. The other non-reported GATT panel regarding Article XXIV is, 
EEC-Tarifff Treatment of Imports of Citrus Products from Certain Countries in the Mediterranean Region, L/5776 
ofFeb.7,1986. . 
22 Turkey- Restrictions on Imports of Textile and Clothing Products, Report of the Panel, WT/DS34/R, Report of 
thee Appellate Body, AB-1995-5, WT/DS34/AB/R. For purpose of abbreviation, text references throughout will 
referr to the Turkey Panel or Appellate Body. 
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Shortlyy following the Appellate Body Report in the Turkey textiles case, another Article XXTV case 
camee to light, this one dealing with safeguard measures upon footwear taken by Argentina. This case 
alsoo received Panel and Appellate Body treatment with a reversal specifically on the question of 
whetherr Argentina's individual safeguard measures could be attributed to the MERCOSUR customs 
union.. Since the Appellate Body dealt in depth with the requirements of Article XIX as they might 
applyy to a member of customs union, this case outlines some significant terrain for the relationship 
betweenn GATT Articles and Article XXIV . It does not however resolve the question of the legality of 
applyingg safeguards between regional members, even while the Appellate Body reversed the Panel's 
findingg that Article XXTV granted a permissive approach to the question, up to some point where 
substantially-alll  trade would be undermined. For the Appellate Body, the question of safeguards 
betweenn regional members was expressly not ruled upon. 

Thee chapter discussion wil l proceed by outlining the factual aspects as presented in the Turkey 
Textiless and Clothing case and then moving on to the Argentina footwear cases. A brief conclusion on 
eachh case wil l be provided. The commentary seeking to integrate these rulings wil l be made in the 
concludingg chapter of the book, together with a treatment of the remaining systemic issues presented 
forr WTO Members in their review of regional agreements. 

11.211.2 Turkey  - Restrictions  on Imports  of  Textile  and Clothing  Products 3 

Indiaa requested the panel in February 1998 in light of the GATT and the WTO Agreement on Textiles 
andd Clothing (ATC), claiming that quantitative restrictions (QRs) imposed by Turkey on Indian 
productss were inconsistent with Turkey's obligations under GATT Articles XI and XIII , and were not 
justifiedd by Article XXIV. 4 

Thee WTO Agreement on Textiles and Clothing requires, by 1 January 2005, that import countries will 
thereafterr be barred from discriminating between exporters in the application of safeguard measures 
viaa the Multi-fibr e Arrangement (MFA). Although Turkey was a member of the MFA from 1981, at 
thee time of entry into force of the ATC Turkey did not maintain quotas on imports of textiles and 
clothingg (T&C) products. Therefore, Turkey was not able to notify any pre-existing safeguards for 
preservationn under the ATC until 2005. The EC however did notify and therefore retained certain 
quantitativee safeguards according to the provisions of the ATC. Between the two parties, Turkey's 
exportss of T&C products were also under a restraint as to the EC market, and in accord with the MFA 
provisions.5 5 

11.2.111.2.1 Association Agreement, Turkey-EC customs union 

Thee contested measures originated in the context of the Turkey-EC Association Council Decision 
1/955 of March 1995, setting out certain modalities for the final phase of Association between Turkey 
andd the EC for the completion of a customs union.6 This Decision required the elimination of customs 
duties,, alignment of the common customs tariff, and provisions for the harmonisation of certain other 
policies.. The entry into force of the "final phase of the Customs Union" was notified to the WTO in 
Decemberr of 1995 under Article XXI V GATT.7 The Council for Trade in Goods referred the notice 
too the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements (CRTA). Noo finalised examination or finding, either 
negativee or affirmative, was made by the CRTA prior to the dispute being brought by India before the 
panel. . 

33 Report of the Panel, 31 May 1999, WT/DS34/R. 
44 Discussion of Article 2.4 of the ATC is generally omitted in this summary. 
55 Turkey Panel Report, paras. 2.29 and 2.30. 
88 Ankara Agreement, 1963, Turkey Panel Report, para. 2.16. 
77 Turkey Panel Report, para. 2.17. 
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11.2.211.2.2 Measures undertaken 

Turkeyy applied quantitative restrictions from January of 1996 on imports from India for  19 categories 
off  textile and clothing products.8 The QRs for  1996 were allocated on a quarterly basis, upon a semi-
annuall  basis for  1997, and annually for  1998. The actions taken to impose the QRs were made by 
Decreess issued by Turkey' s Council of Ministers and published in the Turkish Official Gazette.9 This 
resultedd following proposals made by Turkey to India to negotiate on a draft memorandum in July of 
19955 for  the purposes of completing, prior  to the formation of the customs union, a series of measures 
similarr  to those already existing between India and the EC. 

Indiaa declined to negotiate on this basis. Turkey went on to effect restraints similar  to those applied by 
thee EC with 24 other  countries. The unilateral measures described above were installed for  T& C 
productss originating from a total of 28 countries, including India.10 

11.311.3 Preliminary  Issues  Before  the Panel 
Thee Panel made preliminar y rulings on a few points that contribute to an understanding of the legal 
identity,, for  WTO purposes, of regional parties and the measures undertaken by them as individual 
WTOO members. 

11.3.111.3.1 Compelled joinder of parties, 

Ass a first  question, Turkey asserted that the EC should have been named as a party to the action as 
broughtt  by India.11 Turkey based its claim here on the point that the Turkey-EC customs union had 
beenn notified to the CRTA as a customs union, and therefore should be represented as such by its 
constituentt  members. The Panel noted that the EC had declined to participate and found that the 
Disputee Settlement Understanding does not allow for  any procedure to join a party other  than third -
partyy rights under  Articl e 10 of the DSU. Thus, "W e consider  that we do not have the authority to 
directt  that a WTO Member be made a third-part y or  that it otherwise participate throughout the panel 
process."122 In addition, the panel noted that the Turkey-EC customs union was not a member of the 
WTOO and could not therefore be subject to any DSU procedure, "as it lacks WTO legal personality".13 

11.3.211.3.2 Attribution of measures, customs union legal personality 

AA related issue presented asked whether  the measures enacted were attributabl e to Turkey, to the EC, 
orr  to the Turkey-EC customs union. On this the panel provided a discourse on the conditions by 
whichh a customs union may be viewed to have a legal personality distinct from that of the constituent 
territorie ss for  purpose of the attributio n of its measures. Such a question should not be seen to turn on 
qualityy of movement within the territory , but rather  upon the degree of sovereignty actually retired by 
thee parties, and as determinable on a case by case basis. 

88 A formula used by Turkey corresponded either to (I) the arithmetic average of imports into Turkey during the 
periodd 1992-1994; or (2), annual amount based on EC imports multiplied by the percentage of the "basket exit 
threshold"" laid down in an EC and India bilateral agreement for 1994, multiplied by the percentage share of 
Turkishh GDP in the EC 15 (2.5 percent). Generally, Turkey Panel Report, paras. 2.37-2.39. 
99 Turkey Panel Report, para 2.33. 
100 Turkey Panel Report, paras. 2.35 and 2.36. 
111 Other preliminary issues were resolved in favour of India and affirmed the preliminary rulings made by the 
panell in the present case. These included an allegation of insufficient description of the measures in order to 
permitt defence and whether India had properly followed consultation rules as required by the DSU. See 
generally,, Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.1. 

Turkeyy Panel Report, para. 9.5, quoting the preliminary ruling. 
133 In support, the Panel cited ICJ cases including the Nicaragua case, Military and Paramilitary Activities in an 
AgainstAgainst Nicaragua (1984), p. 431; and Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauua (1992), pp. 261-262. Turkey Panel 
Report,, paras. 9.6,9.8-9.10. 
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Forr the Turkey-EC customs union, there were no arrangements made for a legislative body with 
constitutionall  authority. While there was an Association Council provided for the customs union, its 
powerss were understood to be limited to action according to unanimity. This indicated an intent by the 
constituentt parties to preserve each party's sovereign right to act independently. Therefore, the 
measuress must have been undertaken by Turkey alone and were attributable accordingly.14 In 
enunciatingg what appeared to be general ruling on this point, the Panel made reference to the 
existencee of the EC customs union and noted, 

"Inn WTO terms, unless a customs union is provided with distinct rights and obligations (and 
thereforee some WTO legal personality, such as the European Communities) each party to the 
customss union remains accountable for measures it adopts for application on its specific 
territory."15 5 

11.3311.33 Panel jurisdiction to investigate Article XXIV measures 

Turkeyy raised a final preliminary issue. It argued that the Panel was without power to assess the WTO 
compatibilityy of any specific measure adopted in the context of the formation of a regional trade 
agreement,, separately, and in isolation from an assessment of the overall compatibility of the 
agreementt with Article XXIV . Such a compatibility assessment was argued to be exclusively within 
thee province of the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements and according to the procedures 
establishedd in Article XXIV. 16 Turkey argued further that the WTO compatibility of an Article XXTV 
agreement,, together with all of its related measures, is a matter to be determined exclusively within 
thee confines of Article XXI V itself and not by any other provisions of the WTO.17 By this argument, 
thee role of a panel to review individual measures was called directly into question by Turkey. If a 
compatibilityy finding is a pre-condition to examining the legality of measures undertaken to form a 
customss union, and if the panel does not have any jurisdictional basis to make an overall assessment 
off  compatibility, then it would follow that the Panel can not take up the question of the legality of any 
particularr measure. 

Thee panel found that WTO dispute settlement can be invoked to challenge a measure adopted on the 
occasionn of a customs union formation. The source for this ruling is found in Article XXIV : 12 of 
GATT-1994,, providing that a panel may examine, 

"any"any matters arising from the application of those provisions of Article XXTV relating to 
customss unions, free-trade areas or interim agreement agreement leading to the 
formation..."18 8 

Forr the Panel, this language meant that it had authority to examine, "one or several measures 'arising 
from'from' Article XXI V types of agreement..."19 

Howeverr for the Panel, this conclusion was not the same as suggesting that a Panel should also 
undertakee an overall compatibility assessment of a regional trade agreement with the GATT. This 
largerr assessment appeared to the Panel to remain the responsibility of the CRTA together with its 
speciall  procedures. Thus, 

144 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.40. Example s of simila r situation s are provide d in the Panel Report' s not e 272, 
citin gg ICJ, the custom s regim e of German y and Austria , for definition , plus the particular s of the Czech and 
Slova kk custom s unio n as an exampl e of regiona l partie s retentio n of individua l independence . 
155 Turke y Panel Report , Ibid . 
166 Turke y Panel Report , para.9.45 . 
177 Indi a characterise d thi s as an argumen t for waive r in assertin g that Articl e XXIV provision s do not constitut e a 
waive rr  fro m othe r WTO obligations . Turke y Panel Report , paras . 9.46 and 9.47. 
188 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.49, emphasi s provide d by the Panel in its quotation . 
199 Turke y Panel Report , Ibid . 
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"(W)ee consider that regional trade agreements may contain numerous measures, all of which 
couldd potentially be examined by panels, before, during or after the CRTA examination, if the 
requirementss laid down in the DSU are met. However, it is arguable that a customs union (or 
aa free-trade area) as a whole would logically not be a "measure" as such, subject to challenge 
underr the DSU."20 

Inn the case at hand, the panel also determined that it was not necessary to rule explicitly on the 
questionn of whether a panel can assess the overall compatibility of a regional agreement. Judicial 
economyy was raised to suggest that the panel need not address the question. Rather, the issue could be 
treatedd as phrased as follows: 

"(I)nn this case, on the occasion of the formation of the Turkey-EC customs union, Turkey is 
permittedd to introduce WTO incompatible quantitative restrictions against imports from a 
thirdd country, assuming arguendo that the customs union in question is otherwise compatible 
withh Article XXIV GATT."21 

11.411.4 Violations  of  GATT Article  XI, XIII and 2.4 ATC 
Onn the substance of India's complaint, the panel found that the quantitative restrictions violated 
Articlee XI and XII I as, "the measures at issue, on their face, impose (QRs) on imports and are 
applicablee only to India.22 In so ruling, the Panel reiterated an earlier ruling on the persistence of QRs 
throughh the era of GATT-1947, and dismissed the notion that QRs could ever attain the status of 
permittedd subsequent practice in derogation or modification of Article XI. 

"Certainn contracting parties were even of the view that (QRs) had gradually been tolerated 
andd accepted as negotiable and that Article XI could not be and had never been considered to 
be,, a provision prohibiting such restrictions irrespective of the circumstances specific to each 
case.. This argument was, however, rejected in an adopted panel report EEC- Imports from 
Hongg Kong."23 

Thee panel went on to list the newly-devised mechanisms installed during the course of the Uruguay 
Roundd in order to assist in the elimination of QRs, including provisions made for the areas of 
agriculture,, textiles and clothing, balance of payments, and safeguards. Obviously, 
"Participants... .recognized the overall detrimental effects of non-tariff border restrictions.. .and the 
needd to favour more transparent price-based, i.e., tariff-based measures.. ."24 

11.511.5 Party  Arguments  and Panel  Treatment  of  Article  XXIV 
Uponn finding of the violation of GATT Articles, the Panel undertook to examine the defence raised by 
Turkeyy that these prohibited measures were permitted by the operation of GATT Article XXIV . For 
thiss analysis, the Panel first established an interpretative framework to guide the examination of the 
Article'ss provisions, as found in general principles of public international law and the law of treaties. 

11.5,111.5,1 General interpretative framework 
Ass recited by the Panel, Article 3.2 of the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding requires that the 
examinationn of GATT Article XXTV must be guided by the principles of customary rules of 
interpretationn of public international law, which includes Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention 

Turkeyy Panel Report, para. 9.53. Thus, the Panel basically ruled that the term "matters" as they may arise 
fromm application of the Article is limited in its definition by the concept of "measures", a limitation on authority 
rejectedd outright by the Appellate Body, as below. 
211 Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.55. 
222 Turkey Panel Report, para.9.66. The discussion of the ATC violation is omitted. 
233 Turkey Panel Report, para.9.64. 
244 Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.65. 
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onn the Law of Treaties. Thus, the Panel determined that Article XXI V should be first interpreted by 
usingg the ordinary meaning of the terms as elaborated by the GATT-1994 Understanding. This should 
bee done in the context and in light of the object and purpose of the relevant WTO agreements. If 
neededd for the purpose of clarification, reference to negotiation history including the historical 
circumstancess that led to the drafting Article XXTV should also be made. In addition, Article XVI of 
thee WTO Agreement indicates that the WTO shall be guided by decisions, practices, and customary 
practicess followed by the contracting parties to GATT 1947 and those bodies established in GATT-
1947.25 5 

Anotherr principle raised was that of the need to avoid conflict in interpretation in the context of the 
WTOO as a single undertaking.26 Thus, the panel chose at the outset to consider that if Article XXI V 
appearedd to authorise measures which GATT Article XI, XHI and 2.4 ATC otherwise would prohibit, 
thatt a resolution must bear, "in mind that to the extent possible, any interpretation of these provisions 
thatt would lead to a conflict between them should be avoided." 

Finally,, the Panel made reference to the principle of effective interpretation in noting that all treaty 
provisionss should be given their full meaning to the extent possible. Application of this principle 
wouldd prevent a panel from reaching conclusions that would lead to a denial of either party's rights or 
obligations.28 8 

11.5.211.5.2 Panel overview of Article XXIV 

Thee Article XXI V recognition of the desirability of regional trade agreements is not without certain 
qualification,, as Article XXTV:4, and as re-iterated by the GATT-1994, both indicate that the purpose 
off  arrangements is to facilitate trade between the parties "and not to raise new barriers of trade to 
otherr Members..." According to the terms of Article XXTV, Members "have a right, albeit 
conditional,, to conclude regional arrangements."29 The linkage between Article XXTV:4 and Article 
XXIV: 55 is made by the word "accordingly" in the first sentence of paragraph 5. This relates back to 
thee previous Article and provides the framework for interpretation of Article XXIV:5 . Thus, 

"thee conditional right to form a regional trade agreement has to be understood and interpreted 
withinn the parameters set out in paragraph 4."30 

Whilee the Panel is not so explicit on the point, the strongest inference that can be drawn from this 
referencee to paragraph 4 is that the Panel made a finding that the purpose of an agreement "not to 
raisee new barriers" constituted a GATT legal requirement not to do so. Having established such a 
requirement,, the issue of conflict between provisions would arise between the paragraph, as 
interpreted,, and especially the requirements of paragraph 8 dictating the degree of internal trade 

255 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.91. 
266 Turke y Panel Report , para 9.92. The Panel recounte d publi c internationa l law material s and earlie r WTO 
casess to establis h the presumptio n agains t conflic t in the interpretatio n of WTO obligations . This propositio n 
appear ss to have playe d a significan t rol e in framin g one of the Panel' s primar y later findings , that Articl e 
XXIV:8(a)(ii )) shoul d be interprete d in a sufficientl y flexibl e manne r in orde r to permi t regiona l formation s withou t 
causin gg violatio n of othe r GATT Articles . This in ligh t of Turkey' s (conditional ) righ t to for m a regiona l trad e 
arrangement . . 
277 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.95. Also , by footnot e 324, the distinctio n betwee n the issu e of conflic t and that of 
lexlex  specialis  is mentioned , as the latter , "whic h is inseparabl y linke d wit h the questio n conflict "  does not appl y if 
twoo provision s deal wit h the sam e subjec t from differen t point s of view , are applicabl e in differen t circumstances , 
orr  one provisio n is mor e far-reaching , but not inconsistent , with thos e of the othe r (citation s provide d therein) . 
288 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.96. It is somewha t clear fro m the Panel' s later applicatio n of thi s principl e that it 
ledd to an erro r of law in the interpretatio n of the relationshi p betwee n paragraph s fou r and eigh t of Articl e XXIV. 
299 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.103. 
300 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.105. 
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liberalisationn to be achieved. Prior to that analysis the Panel proceeded to extensively interpret 
paragraphh 5 in light of the paragraph 4 interpretation. 

11.5.311.5.3 Treatment of Article XXIV:5(a) 
Turkeyy claimed that Article XXIV:5(a) should be read as permitting parties to introduce new 
measuress in the form of other regulations of commerce (ORCs) as long as the overall incidence of 
dutiess and ORCs resulting were not higher or more restrictive after the completion of the formation. 
Thee GATT-1994 Understanding confirmed this view by indicating that an assessment is to be made of 
thee incidence of ORCs . Therefore, such measures undertaken as applied to third parties were not 
intendedd by the GATT provisions to be outright prohibited by Article XXIV:5.31 

AA second argument by Turkey referred to Article XXIV: 5 as it establishes a derogation, but not 
confinedd to any particular GATT rule (such as MFN), but to all GATT rules from which a derogation 
wouldd be necessary in order to permit the formation of a legal customs union. This was demonstrated 
byy the opening language of Article XXTV:5, and as it is similar to GATT Article XX (General 
Exceptions)) in that, "the provisions of this agreement shall not prevent.. ."32 

Indiaa responded that XXJV:5 authorised the formation of a customs union but does not go further in 
providingg any legal basis for adoption of measures otherwise incompatible with GATT/WTO rules. 
Thee article's terms only exempt those measures that are necessarily inherent to the formation of a 
qualifiedd trade agreement, MFN in Article I for example. There is nothing provided in Article XXIV 
thatt would otherwise require a regional member to impose any new restrictions inconsistent with 
GATTT XI, XII I and 2.4 ATC.33 India cited Article XXIV: 6 to support this view as a process for re-
negotiationn and compensation for duty increases iss provided there. But, no such comparable provision 
forr compensating third parties in regard to quantitative restrictions is indicated by that paragraph. This 
shouldd suggest that the imposition of QRs was not contemplated by the provisions as being a 
permittedd ORC under the terms of Article XXIV:5. 

Thee Panel recognised that paragraph 5(a), and as elaborated by the GATT-1994 Understanding on 
Articlee XXIV , provides an "economic" test for assessing whether a customs union is compatible with 
Articlee XXTV.34 Although there is no agreed-upon definition of the term other regulations of 
commercecommerce by WTO members, it is nevertheless clear that the term includes quantitative restrictions. 
Ass determined by the Panel, 

"(M)oree broadly, the ordinary meaning of the terms 'other regulations of commerce' could be 
understoodd to include any regulation having an impact on trade (such as measures in the fields 
coveredd by WTO rules, e.g., sanitary and phytosanitary, customs valuation, anti-dumping, 
technicall  barriers to trade; as well as any other trade-related domestic regulation, e.g., 
environmentall  standards, export credit schemes). Given the dynamic nature of regional trade 
agreements,, we consider that this is an evolving concept."35 

Thee Panel went on to characterise Article XXIV:5(a) as general rather than prescriptive. It authorises 
regionall  formations but it does not contain any provision that authorises or prohibits the adoption of 
importt restrictions that are otherwise GATT/WTO incompatible. In the overall assessment to be 
made,, while the wording of paragraph 5(a) assumes that duties and other ORCs may be more 
restrictivee than before, it does not specify whether such a situation may occur only through 

311 Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.110. 
322 Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.112. 
333 Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.113. 
344 Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.120. This elemen t of the rulin g was affirme d by the Appellat e Body , but it does 
nott  say that all element s of an Articl e XXIV assessmen t are inherentl y subjec t to an economi c assessment . 
355 Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.120. 
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GATTAVTOO consistent actions or may occur through GATT/WTO inconsistent actions. Thus, 
"...wee consider that the terms of paragraph 5(a) do not address the GATTAVTO compatibility of 
specificc measures that may be adopted on the occasion of the formation of a new customs union."37 

Similarly,, the assessment required by the CRTA of a regional trade agreement in regard to its 
compatibilityy with Article XXIV : 5 also does not require the determination of the compatibility of 
specificc measures with GATT rules. On this point the Panel looked to the standard terms of reference 
grantedd to the CRTA, "that the CRTA in its overall assessment, shall not determine the WTO 
compatibilityy of specific measures.*'38 

Inn regard to whether paragraph 5 authorised new QRs upon third-party trade, the Panel employed a 
typee of parallel analysis of both subparagraphs (a) and (b) to conclude that the Article did not so 
authorise.. For free-trade areas, paragraph 5(b) is seen to provide an identical scheme, excepting that 
dutiess and ORCs shall not be higher in each constituent territory. This reflects the absence of a single 
tarifff  formation in a free-trade area. For free-trade area members, they would never have an occasion 
too argue that a formation entitled them individually to impose new QRs on other GATT members in 
harmonizingg external trade, since they are not required to do so in any case. It follows that the 
provisionss of the terms of 5(a) and 5(b) should not lead to different interpretations in terms of what 
thee GATT rules require.39 

Afterr referring to aspects of paragraphs 4 and 6, and together with a discussion whether or not the 
locationn of Article XXI V in Part H of the GATT carried any legal significance,40 the Panel made its 
conclusionn as based on the ordinary meaning of the terms included in paragraph 5: 

"(CC )onsequently, we find that there is no legal basis in Article XXTV:5(a) for the introduction 
off  quantitative restrictions otherwise incompatible with GATTAVTO; the working of sub-
paragraphh 5(a) does not authorize Members forming a customs union to deviate from the 
prohibitionss contained in Article XI and XII I of GATT or Article 2.4 of the ATC."41 

1L5.41L5.4 Treatment of Article XXIV:8 

Turkeyy argued that Article XXIV:8(a)(ii ) requires it as a regional party to impose the same conditions 
too third countries that are applied by the EC to its external trade. This is why the Association Council 

Turke yy Panel Report , para . 9.121. 
377 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.122. 
388 Turke y Panel Report , para 9.122, and note 338. The Panel thus makes a demarcatio n in jurisdictiona l 
responsibilitie ss betwee n the CRTA and an Articl e XXIII Panel . The CRTA is not to be concerne d with legalit y of 
particula rr  measure s and panel s are likewis e not concerne d with overal l assessmen t of the resultin g economi c 
effect ss  of all regiona l measure s taken together . It follow s that a successfu l overal l compatibilit y assessmen t by 
thee CRTA shoul d not exemp t a challeng e as to any particula r measur e as it may violat e a GATT/WTO rule . For 
support ,, the Panel cite d an Understandin g indicatin g that the purpos e of examinatio n unde r paragrap h 5(a) is not 
too determin e whethe r each individua l dut y or regulatio n existin g or introduce d is consisten t wit h all the provision s 
off  the WTO Agreement . Understandin g read out by the Chairma n of the Counci l for Trade in Goods , 20, 
February ,, 1995, (WT/REG3/1). 
399 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.125. It is discusse d belo w the same argumen t can be applie d to XXlV:8(a ) and 
(b)) in term s of the Article' s interna l requirements , sinc e that languag e is also identica l for both custom s union s 
andd free-trad e areas in regar d to othe r restrictiv e regulation s of commerc e (ORRCs). 
400 Turke y argue d that the positio n of Articl e XXIV in Part II of the GATT indicate d a "self-contained "  regim e for 
thee formatio n of trad e agreement s (Articl e XX and XXI are in Part II). Accordin g to the Panel , ther e is no draftin g 
histor yy to illuminat e a lega l effec t of an Article' s placemen t other than the fact that Part II and Part III entere d into 
effec tt  at differen t times . In the Havana draft , Articl e XXIV's predecesso r was liste d in the Commercia l Polic y 
chapte rr  alon g wit h the othe r specia l provisions , includin g Articl e XX. Panel Report , para. 9.132. 
411 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.134. 
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Decisionn of 1/95 envisaged the wholesale adoption by Turkey of the EC commercial policy 
instrumentss as well as its customs code, all prior to the completion of the customs union.42 

India'ss contrary view was that paragraph 8(a) merely acts to define the requirements to be fulfilled in 
orderr to qualify as a customs union within the meaning of the Article. India noted that Turkey had 
reservedd the right in its Association Council Decision to apply differential external measures in other 
areas,, including agriculture, steel and other industrial products, as well as differential regimes from 
thee EC in measures undertaken for actions concerning anti-dumping, countervailing duties and 
safeguards.. Further, there is no stated requirement in paragraph 8(a) that conditions necessary to 
qualifyy a trade agreement must be fulfilled by the regional parties immediately.43 

Turkeyy responded that the India view of paragraphs 5 and 8(a)(ii) was overly restrictive as, 
"... .any interpretation of Article XXIV which could lead to the conclusion that in certain 
circumstances,, WTO Members with diverging external trade regimes were legally inhibited 
fromfrom forming a customs union, is in contradiction with the objective clearly stated in Article 
XXIV^." 44 4 

Turkeyy relied upon paragraph 8(a)(1)'s obligation to cover substantially all trade in its customs union 
formationn with the EC. In order to meet this requirement, turkey must obviously be required to cover 
textiless and clothing products as they together represent 40 per cent of Turkey's exports to the EC. 
Forr these goods to be covered, the constituent members of the customs union must have common 
tariffss and a common foreign trade regime with third countries in accordance with paragraph 
8(a)(ii).45 5 

Thee Panel determined that Turkey was raising two distinct points in this argument. The first was that 
Turkeyy was being required to adopt EC external rules in order to form a custom union compatible 
withh XIV:8(a)(ii). The second was the requirement that Turkey adopt EC external policies as a matter 
off  its own agreement with the EC. 

Thee Panel determined that XXIV(8)(a)(i) was not directly on point in consideration of the case as 
India'ss claim itself was not directed to the internal preferences of the formation. As India's claim 
relatedd to the external regime of Turkey, as it was to result from the customs union formation, 
Paragraphh (8)(a)(ii) was the appropriate sub provision to be considered, since it provides the external 
customss union requirement. 

Forr sub-paragraph (8)(a)(ii), since the panel would interpret in a manner to avoid conflict between 
provisions,, the question at hand was how to interpret the sub-paragraph (8)(a)(ii) together with GATT 
Articlee XI and XII I so as to avoid one being required to yield to the other. The Panel was of the 
opinionn on this point that there was an inherent flexibility within sub-paragraph (8)(a)(ii) that 
permittedd a harmonious interpretation.46 This flexibility was discerned in the use of the term 
"substantially""  within the sub-paragraph as the parties are required to apply substantially the same 
dutiesduties and other regulations of commerce.47 This flexibility may be exhibited further in the 

422 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.135. 
433 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.136. 
444 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.138. The objectiv e being referre d to woul d assumedl y be that referenc e in 
paragrap hh 4 whic h indicate s that the purpos e of a regiona l trad e agreemen t shoul d be to facilitat e trad e betwee n 
thee partie s a formation . 
455 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.139. 
488 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.147. 
477 Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.148.... Also , "whil e partie s have never reache d agreement  on the meanin g of 
thee term , its ordinar y meanin g appear s to provid e for both qualitativ e and quantitativ e element s to be considered , 
thee quantitativ e aspect s perhap s mor e emphasise d in relatio n to duties. "  Ibid . 
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relationshipp between the sub-paragraphs (a)(i) and (a)(ii), which address distinct but "inter-linked" 
policies.. Thus, while the first sub-paragraph may require certain goods in trade to be covered as to the 
internall  requirements, it did not necessarily follow that identical external trade policies in regard to 
thirdd countries need necessarily result. 

"Therefore,, the inclusion of a sector within the coverage of a customs union, i.e. the removal 
off  all trade barriers in respect of products of that sector between the constituent members of 
thee customs union, does not necessarily imply that those constituent members must apply 
identicall  barriers or barriers having similar effects to imports of the same products from third 
countries."48 8 

Whatt can be said to underlay this ruling by the Panel is that the concept of "removal of trade barriers" 
forr the purpose of a customs union formation does not include the required elimination of individual 
memberr rules of origin and the associated use of movement certificates. Free circulation is not 
thereforee a requirement of Article XXI V for a customs union.49 

Thee Panel also took up the role of the listed GATT Article exceptions in sub-paragraph 8(a)(i). This 
provisionn contemplates that certain quantitative restrictions could be maintained between regional 
parties,, as necessary and as described by GATT Articles XI through XV and XX. This suggested for 
thee Panel that even where substantially all trade is provided by the parties, that certain WTO 
compatiblee restrictions in the form of quantitative restrictions can be continued to be maintained 
betweenn them. In relating this to the external requirements of sub-paragraph (8)(a)(ii), 

"Thiss implies that internal quantitative restrictions can be used in the event that only one of 
thee constituent territories has in place a restriction on imports from third countries. If such 
pre-existingg import restrictions were WTO compatible, the maintenance of an internal import 
restrictionn between the two constituent countries would ensure that the protection afforded by 
thee original WTO compatible quota would not be circumvented. The maintenance of such an 
internall  restriction can obviate the need for identical external trade policies."50 

Finally,, the Panel made its holding on interpretation of the second sub-paragraph itself: 
"Consideringg this wide range of possibilities, we are of the view that, as a general rule, a 
situationn where constituent members have "comparable" trade regulations having similar 
effectss with respect to the trade with third countries, would generally meet the qualitative 
dimensionn of the requirements of sub-paragraph 8(a)(ii). The possibility also exists of 
convergencee across a very wide range of policy areas but with distinct exceptions in limited 
areas."51 1 

Inn this, the Panel emphasised that a number of administrative means were also available to insure that 
noo trade deflection would occur while respecting the parameters of paragraphs (8)(a)(i) and (8)(a)(ii). 
Itt recalled that the two sets of policies under the paragraphs were distinct and the relationship between 
themm a flexible one. It was also noted that the Turkey-EC agreement contemplated itself the use of 
originn certificates where agreements with third parties could not be concluded. Therefore, Turkey was 
apparentlyy able to establish its internal coverage obligation under sub-paragraph 8(a)(i) without 
abridgingg the obligation imposed by the following paragraph, or without violating other GATT 
Articles.. Thus, in the Panel's view, "the terms of Article XXIV:8(a)(ii ) do not provide any 

Turke yy Panel Report , para . 9.149, emphasi s added for clarity . 
499 Earlie r the Panel employe d a paralle l interpretatio n of paragrap h 5 (a) and (b) to draw a conclusio n that 
custom ss union s coul d not appl y new restriction s upon thir d parties . The same analysi s was foregon e on the poin t 
madee in the text . If the substantiall y all trad e requiremen t of paragrap h 8 as applie d to free-trad e areas coul d not 
bee interprete d to requir e the eliminatio n of membe r rules of origi n and the use of movemen t documents , then the 
identica ll  provisio n shoul d not be viewe d as creatin g suc h a requiremen t for custom s unions . 
500 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.150. Although , ther e is not an exceptio n liste d in Articl e XI-XV and XX to 
maintai nn interna l quantitativ e restriction s as resul t of a custom s unio n formation . 
511 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.151. 
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authorisationn for  Members forming a customs union to violate the prescriptions of Articl e XI  and XTTT 
off  GATT or  Articl e 2.4 of the ATC." 52 

Thee panel went on to consider  the wider  context in forming its final ruling. After  referrin g to a 
numberr  of preamble provisions in the GATT, Articl e XXI V and the 1994 Understanding, 

"(W) ee read in these parallel objectives a recognition that the provisions of Articl e XXIV. . .do 
nott  constitute a shield from other  GATT/WT O prohibitions, or  a justification for  the 
introductionn of measures which are considered generally to be ipso facto incompatible with 
GATT/WTO. 53 3 

11.5.511.5.5 Additional considerations by the Panel 

Havingg reached this conclusion, the Panel then addressed some final arguments which might be 
characterisedd as affirmativ e defences. This included the issue of subsequent practice, the absence of a 
recommendationn according to Articl e XXIV : 7, and the argument of necessity of violating GATT rules 
forr  the constituting of the Turkey-EC customs union. 

Turkeyy had made the argument that GATT inconsistent measures as to thir d parties had been 
implementedd and tolerated in previous customs union formations.54 Articl e 31.3(b) of the Vienna 
Conventionn (VCLT ) provides that the context of interpretation of a treaty provision also includes, 
"anyy subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the agreement of parties 
regardingg its interpretation."  Consistently, Articl e XVI  of the Agreement Establishing the WTO 
providess that the WTO shall be guided by the customary practices followed by the Contracting 
Parties.55 5 

Forr  the Panel, the more precise standard to be applied in regard to subsequent practice on this point 
wass enunciated by the Appellate Body in Japan - Alcoholic Beverages. This requires a, 

".. .. 'concordant, common and consistent'  sequence of acts or  pronouncements which is 
sufficientt  to establish a discernable pattern implying the agreement of the parties regarding its 
interpretation .. An isolated act is generally not sufficient to establish subsequent practice; it is 
aa sequence of acts establishing the agreement of the parties that is relevant"56 

Thee panel reviewed aspects of the record of working group reviews in the GATT and found that no 
consensuss had ever  been reached on the interpretation of Articl e XXI V in relation to certain other 
GATTT provisions. As indicated by the quotations from working group reviews, expressions such as, 
"somee members felt" , or  "most members were of the opinion"  established the absence of consensus 
onn these practices. In addition, a particular  reference to arguments made within a non-adopted GATT 
panell  report confirmed that there was outright disagreement among GATT parties as to whether  the 
absencee of a previous challenge to a regional formation (and the measures undertaken) constituted a 
tacitt  acceptance that such agreements were in conformity with Articl e XXIV. 58 

522 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.154. 
533 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.163. 
54 4 Turke yy Panel Report , para . 9.164, wit h referenc e to paras . 6.58 to 6.61. 
555 Ibid . 
566 Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.165, and citin g the source s of Sinclai r and Yasseen fro m the origina l note s of the 
Appellat ee Body . 
5i5i  Turke y Panel Report , para. 9.1666, and citin g EEC examination , Sub-Grou p B, workin g group s on EC 
accessio nn of Denmark , Irelan d and Unite d Kingdom , Greece , Portuga l and Spain . 
588 Turke y Panel Report , not e 372, quoting , EEC- Tarif f Treatmen t of Citru s Product s fro m Certai n Mediterranea n 
Countries ,, L/5776, paras . 3.12-3.22. "Th e Unite d States ' statemen t in respons e to the Europea n Communities ' 
argumen tt  was that the failur e of the Contractin g Partie s to rejec t the agreement s did not impl y acceptanc e nor 
didd it constitut e a legal findin g of GATT consistenc y wit h Articl e XXIV." 
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Ass the absence of challenge did not confer compatibility, so should GATT rights also not be denied 
fromfrom the absence of a previous recommendation under Article XXIV:7. Thus, the absence of 
recommendationss to change or abolish import restrictions as they might have been adopted in 
previouss regional formations did not have a bearing on whether third parties could assert their GATT 
claims.. Citing EEC- Imports from Hong Kong, 

"(T)hee Panel considered it would be erroneous to interpret the fact that a measure had not 
beenn subject to Article XXII I over a number of years, as tantamount to its tacit acceptance by 
contractingg parties.59 

Thee adoption of paragraph 12 of the GATT 1994 Understanding on Article XXIV also informed this 
question,, as prior to that time it was not so clear whether specific measures adopted upon formation of 
aa customs union could be challenged under Articles XXII and XXHI. 

Turkeyy argued that it was required to adopt the WTO compatible import measures of the European 
Community.. In the Panel's view, "a bilateral agreement between two Members.. .does not alter the 
legall  nature of the measures at issue or the applicability of the relevant GATTAVTO provisions."60 

Alsoo drawing upon Bananas in, the argument that a panel should defer to a common understanding of 
thee parties rather than examine the content of the trade agreement was rejected there. In this context, 
thee Panel raised for consideration Article 41 of the VCLT, stating, 

"Twoo or more parties to a multilateral treaty may conclude an agreement to modify the treaty 
ass between themselves alone if... (b) the modification in question is not prohibited by the 
treatyy and (i) does not affect the enjoyment by the other parties of their rights under the treaty 
orr the performance of their obligations."61 

Thee Panel did not elaborate on the applicability of this VCLT provision, as it may be applied or not 
appliedd in its relation to the GATT Article XXIV . We have taken this up in chapter Eight of the text. 
Theree is more to say on this aspect and that discussion is reserved for the conclusion of the book. For 
now,, if, as the Panel appears to have concluded, Article XXIV is not lex specialis, nor existing as a 
self-containedd regime,6 then various GATT provisions which function as prohibitions may not be 
lawfullyy suspended by regional parties in regard to their internal trade. 

11.611.6 WTO, Turkey  - Restrictions  on Imports  of  Textile  and Clothing  Products,  Report 
ofof  the Appellate  Bod/ 3 

11.6.111.6.1 Panel findings and issues appealed 
Thee Panel found that the wording of GATT Article XXIV does not authorise a departure from the 
obligationss found in GATT Articles XI and XIII , and Article 2.4 of the ATC. While paragraphs 5 and 
88 of GATT Article XXIV do not specify which measures may or may not be adopted on the formation 
off  a customs union, they nevertheless do not act to authorise violations of GATT Article XI and XIII . 
Therefore,, the Panel, "draw(s) the conclusions that even on the occasion of the formation of a customs 
union,, Members cannot impose otherwise incompatible quantitative restrictions."64 

599 Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.173, quoting EEC-Hong Kong paragraphs 28 and 29. No citation to the EEC-
Hongg Kong panel was provided by the Panel. 
600 Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.178. 
611 Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.181. 
622 Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.186. 
633 22 October, 1999, AB-1999-5, WT/DS34/AB/R 
64 4 Turkeyy Panel Report, paras. 9.86,9.188 and 9.189, as recited in the Turkey Appellate Body Report at para. 
42. . 
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Turkeyy claimed on appeal that the panel erred in its interpretation of GATT Articl e XXTV on a 
numberr  of points. As Articl e XXI V permits (or  requires) the common regulation of commerce by 
customss union members, the adoption by one member of another's legal quantitative restrictions 
shouldd be lawful as long as unified regulations were not overall more restrictive than those applied 
beforee the customs union by these constituent members.65 This flowed in part from Turkey' s assertion 
thatt  Articl e XXIV , unlike GATT Articles XX and XXI , does not grant an "exception"  from other 
GATTT obligations, but rather  accords an autonomous right  to form a customs union.66 There was no 
basiss in law therefore for  the panel to conclude that Articl e XXI V granted derogation only for  GATT 
Articl ee I, most-favoured nation, but not from other  GATT Articles as well. Rather, the text of the 
chapeauu of Articl e XXIV : 5 provided according to its ordinary meaning that, "th e provisions of this 
Agreement""  shall not prevent the formation of a customs union. Therefore, other  provisions besides 
Articl ee I can be excepted in the course of customs union formation.67 

Accordingg to Turkey, this allegation of Panel error  was further  supported by the inherent nature of the 
testt  required under  Articl e XXIV:5(a) . There, an assessment must be made on the resulting duties and 
otherr  regulations of commerce as a whole. The requirement to assess in this manner  would be 
renderedd a nullit y by a panel interpretation that the "introductio n of an otherwise inconsistent measure 
couldd disqualify the customs union even though trade flows were, on the whole, facilitated by the 
conclusionn of the regional formation." 68 

11.711.7 Appellate  Body  findings  and supporting  argument 
Thee Appellate Body adopted Turkey' s arguments in part and reversed the Panel on thee specific 
questionn of whether  GATT Articl e XXI V could justif y measures that were inconsistent with other 
GATTT Articles. Following the Appellate Body's reasoning, a type of "defence"  for  customs union 
partiess to violate GATT Articles as to other  WTO Members could arise where two requirements were 
demonstrated.. First, 

". .. .that the measure at issue is introduced upon the formation of a customs union that full y 
meetss the requirements of sub-paragraph 8(a) and 5(a) of Articl e XXTV . 

Second,, the party must demonstrate that the formation 'of that customs union would be 
preventedd if it were not allowed to introduce the measure at issue."69 

Bothh conditions must be fulfilled . In this case, Turkey had failed to demonstrate the necessity of 
violatingg GATT Articles XI  and XHI  as other  means were available to accommodate the internal trade 
requirementt  imposed by Articl e XXTV:8(a)(i) . On this there was concordance between the Panel and 
thee Appellate Body in noting that Turkey could have adopted rules of origin with certificates of 
movementt  as necessary to avoid the potential deflection of third-countr y goods. This would have 
allowedd Turkey to distinguish between textile and clothing products that were of external origin and 
nott  subject to any harmonised external trade regime. In point, the Turkey-EC Association Decision of 
19955 contemplated this possibility by providing for  use of origin certificates for  Turkey-EC trade if 
needed.70 0 

Inn its overview of Articl e XXIV , the Appellate Body took a different course than the Panel. Rather 
thann viewing the Articl e as sequential, and primaril y flowing from paragraph 4, the pivotal position of 

655 Turkey AB Report, para. 8. 
666 Turkey AB Report, para. 9. 
677 Turkey AB Report, paras. 10-13. 
688 Turkey AB Report, para.14. In addition, the Panel was claimed to have misinterpreted the context of Article 
XXIV:5(a)) in relation to Articles XXIV:5(b), XXIV:4, XXIV:5(a) and (b), and as to the location of Article XXIV in n 
Partt III of the GATT. AB Report at para. 15. Additional arguments made by Turkey are not detailed here. 
699 Turkey AB Report, para. 58. 
700 Turkey AB Report, para. 62, citing Panel Report, para. 9.152. 
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thee exception as it is enunciated in the head paragraph of Article XXTV:5 was first established. Then, 
otherr provisions were referred into the exception as it was stated in order to fil l out the meaning of the 
requirements.. Rather than establish the need to avoid conflict between paragraph 4 and paragraph 8, it 
appearss that the Appellate Body demoted paragraph 4 back into the position of a "purposive" or 
informativee position. The sequence of discussion here will follow that of the Appellate Body Report. 

JJ 1.7.1 The role of the chapeau of Article XXIV:  5 
Thee Appellate Body determined at the outset that the Panel had not given sufficient weight to the role 
off  the chapeau of Article XXTV:5, as the introductory paragraph of this Article functions as the key 
provisionn for resolving the issues at hand.71 In respect of its ordinary meaning, the provision "shall not 
prevent""  is to be read to mean, "shall not make impossible". It was clear therefore that under certain 
conditions,, Article XXIV could grant the possibility of adopting measures that otherwise would be 
consideredd as inconsistent with other GATT Articles. Article XXIV may therefore be invoked as a 
possiblee "defence" to a finding of inconsistency."72 

Havingg set forth the elements of other Article XXIV provisions were drawn into the chapeau by its 
ownn terms, these elements were then taken up by the Appellate Body in turn to assist in the 
interpretationn of the chapeau's requirements for permitting the exception. 

11.7.211.7.2 The definitional requirements of A rticle XXIV:  8 
Thee chapeau of Article XXIV: 5 makes reference to the "formation of a customs union". Therefore, 
anyy inconsistent measures sought to be defended by invoking Article XXIV must be undertaken upon 
thee actual formation of a customs union, and then, only to the extent that such a formation would be 
preventedd if the measuree were not allowed to be implemented.73 Therefore, reference to the definition 
off  a customs union as provided by Article XXIV:8(a) is required in order to determine the 
interpretationn of the Article XXTV:5 chapeau. 

Thee definitional provisions governing a customs union indicate that there are both internal and 
externall  aspects to be considered. For the internal trade requirement, Article XXIV:8(a)(i) requires 
thee elimination of "duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce" (ORRCs) in respect to 
"substantiallyy all the trade" between the constituent parties. While neither GATT Parties nor WTO 
Memberss have ever reached agreement on the meaning of "substantially all trade", the term refers to 
somethingg "considerably more" than some of the trade, even while it is not the same as "all of the 
trade".. Thus, some flexibility was intended for parties in order to meet this internal aspect.74 This is 
indicatedd by the deviations from internal trade coverage that are accorded by the availability of GATT 
Articless XI-XV and Article XX, and all within the text of sub-paragraph 8(a)(i). However, such 
flexibilit yy is not unlimited as, 

"... .we caution that the degree of "flexibility " that sub-paragraph 8(a)(1) allows is limited by 
thee requirement that 'duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce' be 'eliminated 
withh respect to substantially all' internal trade."75 

Ann external trade requirement is also established for customs union members, as "substantially the 
same""  duties and other regulations of commerce must be applied to the external trade with third 

Turke yy AB Report , para . 43, recitin g Articl e XXIV:5 in part : "(Accordingly , the provision s of thi s Agreemen t 
shal ll  not prevent , as betwee n the territorie s of contractin g parties , the formatio n of a custom s union... ; Provide d 
that:... ""  (emphasi s as supplie d in the Appellat e Body quotation) . 
722 Turke y AB Report , para.45 , and not e 13 therein , recitin g scholar s supportin g the poin t that Articl e XXIV 
operate ss as an exceptio n or a possibl e defenc e to claim s of other GATT provisions . 
733 Turke y AB Report , para 46. 
744 Turke y AB Report , para . 48. 
755 Turke y AB Report , para . 48. The questio n of whethe r GATT Article s XI-XV and XX for m an exhaustiv e lis t in 
describin gg the parameter s of flexibility  was not addresse d on poin t by the Appellat e Body . 
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countries,, as according to Articl e XXTV:8(a)(ii) . In terms of qualifying this definitional element, the 
Appellatee Body affirmed and reversed the Panel in part. It agreed with the Panel that the requirement 
hass both qualitative and quantitative aspects, and that flexibilit y was also available here for  parties to 
meett  the requirement. However  contrary to the Panel's view, the Appellate Body found that 
provisionss made for  "comparable"  trade regulations by regional parties would not be sufficient to 
meett  the requirement. Rather, a higher  degree of "sameness"  was called for, as the term 
"substantially ""  was seen in context to qualify the word "same".76 

]]  1,7.3 The proviso requirements of Article XXIV:  5(a) 
Returningg then to the requirements of Articl e XXTV:5 , the chapeau also indicates that the provisions 
off  GATT 1994 shall not prevent the formation of a customs union "provided that"  the proviso of 
Articl ee XXIV:5(a ) is respected, in that the duties and other  regulations of commerce (ORCs), "shall 
nott  on the whole be higher  or  more restrictive than the general incidence"  of the duties and ORCs 
applicablee in the constituent territorie s prior  to the formation. On the question of duties, the 1994 
Understandingg on Articl e XXI V had already clarified that this examination would be engaged as to 
thee actual applied rates of duties rather  than designated bound rates.77 

Forr  "other  regulations of commerce", the Appellate Body agreed with the Panel, "that the effects of 
thee resulting trade measures and policies of the new regional agreement shall not be more trade 
restrictive,, overall, than were the constituent countries' previous policies."  Further, and as also 
determinedd by the Panel, the assessment on this point requires an "economic"  test for  determining 
whetherr  a specific customs union is compatible with Articl e XXIV." 78 

11.7.411.7.4 The 'purposive' requirement of Article XXIV:  4 
Finally,, the chapeau of Articl e XXIV : 5 must also derive its interpretation by reference to the wider 
contextt  provided by Articl e XXIV:4 . As indicated by the Panel, this linkage is disclosed by the use of 
thee term "accordingly"  which introduces paragraph 5 as it follows paragraph 4. This earlier  paragraph 
revealss that the purpose of a customs union is to facilitate trade between the constituent members and 
nott  to raise new barrier s to the trade with thir d countries. The Appellate Body noted that this was 
affirmedd by the 1994 Understanding on Articl e XXIV. As to the legal nature of this provision in its 
relationn to other  paragraphs of Articl e XXIV , the Appellate Body stated that, 

"Paragraphh 4 contains purposive, and not operative, language. It does not set forth a separate 
obligationn itself but, rather, sets forth the overriding and pervasive purpose for  Articl e XXI V 
whichh is manifested in operative language in the specific obligations that aree found elsewhere 
inn Articl e XXIV." 79 

Thus, , 
", .. .the chapeau of paragraph 5, and the conditions set forth therein for  establishing the 
availabilit yy of a defence under  Articl e XXIV , must be interpreted in the light of the purpose 
off  customs unions set forth in paragraph 4. The chapeau cannot be interpreted correctly 
withoutt  constant reference to this purpose."80 

Thus,, whatever  else may be inferred from the obligation to make a constant reference to this purpose, 
thee other  provisions of the Articl e are also understood by the Appellate Body to have already 
incorporatedd these concerns. Therefore, there is no need to consider  paragraph 4 as a separately 
constitutedd legal requirement in order  to apply the exception. 

788 Turke y AB Report , para . 50. We discus s below whether  the same argumen t can be made in parelle l to the use 
off  the term 'substantially ' as it modifie s the word 'all ' in sub-paragrap h (8)(a)(i). 
777 Turke y AB Report , paras . 51-53. 
788 Turke y AB Report , para 55, recitin g PR para. 9.121. 
799 Turke y AB Report , para. 57. 
800 Turke y AB Report , Ibid . 
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11.7.511.7.5 Appellate Body conclusion on the Article XXIV:5 chapeau 

Ass indicated above, the Appellate body concluded that Article XXTV might justify a measure, which 
iss inconsistent with certain other GATT provisions, providing two conditions would be fulfilled. First, 
thee party claiming the defence must demonstrate that the measure being challenged was introduced 
uponn the formation of a customs union that fully meets the requirements of Articles XXIV : 8(a) and 
XXTV :: 5 (a). Second, a party would have to show that the formation would be prevented if it were not 
allowedd to introduce the inconsistent measure.81 Going further at this point, a sequential relationship 
betweenn these two requirements to be established was then noted, as the second condition may not be 
ablee to be met in the absence of meeting the first. As stated, 

"(I)nn other words, it may not always be possible to determine whether not applying a measure 
wouldd prevent the formation of a customs union without first determining whether there is a 
customss union."82 

Thiss appears to suggest a certain sequence of examination, as has been suggested throughout the text, 
whichh would require regional proponents to establish the definitional elements of Article XXTV: 8 
compatibilityy at the outset. However, in posing such a requirement, an institutional question of 
whetherr panels can make such a determination under paragraph 8 would now necessarily arise. 

11.7.611.7.6 Turkey Appellate Body Ruling on the scope of review 

Inn considering its two-step test, the Appellate Body noted that the Panel did not address the question 
off  whether the Turkey-EC arrangement constituted a customs union meeting the requirements of 
Articless XXIV:8(a) and XXIV:5(a). On this point, it noted the Panel's expressed opinion that panels 
mayy not have the jurisdiction to assess the overall compatibility of a customs union with the 
requirementss of Article XXIV . While the Appellate Body explicitly noted that it was not being called 
uponn to rule this question, since neither party had raised the issue on appeal, it then went on to cite its 
previouss ruling in India - Quantitative Restrictions on Imports of Agricultural, Textile, and Industrial 
Products.Products. This August of 1999 Appellate Body Report addressed the similar question of the 
jurisdictionn of panels to review the justification of balance of payment (BOP) restrictions under 
Articl ee XVIH: B of the GATT and the GATT-1994 BOP Understanding.83 

Too clarify the reference made to this earlier case, the Appellate Body in the India BOP case concluded 
that, , 

". .. .the Panel in the present case was correct in interpreting GATT practice as permitting the 
memberr concerned to choose either course of action. Should a member decide to have 
recoursee to dispute settlement procedures under Article XXIII , such action would in no way 
prejudicee the competence of the BOP Committee and the General Council to consider the 
samee matter in accordance with Article XVIII : 12"84 

Thiss would indicate that panels have retained authority according to GATT Article XXII I and relevant 
provisionss of the DSU to rule upon matters arising form the application of the provisions of Article 
XXIV .. This would include those aspects examinable by the special procedures applied by the 
Committeee on Regional Trade Agreements as according to its granted authority8 

811 Turke y AB Report , para . 58. 
822 Turke y AB Report , para . 59, emphasi s in original . 
833 Turke y AB Report , para . 60 and note 25 therein , citin g WT/DS90/AB/R, Adopte d 22 September , 1999, paras . 
80-109. . 
844 WT/DS90/AB/R , para . 97, and holding , "w e conclud e that panels have the competenc e to revie w the 
justificatio nn of balance-of-payment s restrictions . Ibid. , at para. 109. 
855 As accordin g to Articl e XXIV: 12, "wit h respec t to any matter s arisin g from the applicatio n of thos e provision s of 
Articl ee XXIV..."  The India-BO P AB Repor t define d "application "  as used in footnot e one of the BOP 
Understandin gg to mean "us e or employment" . Ibid. , at para . 92. 
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However,, the India BOP Panel had also found in reference to the BOP Committee that, 
"Byy finding that panels can review the justification of balance-of-payments measures, we do 
nott conclude that panels can substitute themselves for the BOP Committee.. .It is also clear 
thatt panels could not ignore determinations by the BOP Committee and the General Council 

AA brief comment is offered at this juncture. The CRTA is authorised to receive notifications and to 
makee assessments on the question of Article XXTV compatibility. Where it has made such a 
determinationn as to a particular regional trade agreement, such a recommendation should be honoured 
byy a panel in assessing the elements of the first test recited above. Where the CRTA has made no such 
recommendation,, one can conclude that a regional party's capacity to assert the Article XXTV defence 
iss directly related to its ability to establish the required Article XXTV elements before the panel.87 

11.811.8 Comment  and conclusion  on the Turkey  Reports 
Bothh reports discussed above can be compared and contrasted to those rendered in Bananas I and II, 
ass discussed in chapter Five. Those reports concerned MFN Article I, as an exception was not granted 
forr an incomplete free-trade area agreement. There, the emphasis was upon interpretation of the 
internall  trade requirements required under Article XXTV(8)(b), particularly the requirement that 
barrierss be removed between the parties to the formation. Here we have a customs union plan and a 
complaintt deriving not from MFN but from Article XI's prohibition against certain measures. 

Bothh sets of reports addressed the role of the dispute settlement procedures as they may be invoked to 
challengee preferences exchanged or measures enacted in the course of regional trade formations. With 
thee undoubted assistance of the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding, and a revised Article 
XXIV:12,, the development on this front is substantial. While the two Banana panel reports made 
referencee to the necessity ofa prima facie review of a trade agreement's provisions, for those facts at 
hand,, no more was required. Arguably the same can be said of the facts presented in the Turkey case. 
Butt rather than draw a narrow view of the panel's authority to oversee a regional formation's 
invocationn of the Article XXIV exception, the Appellate Body in particular has determined a panel's 
obligationss more ambitiously. At the extreme, this would be something akin to "dual track" authority, 
thiss term introduced by the Appellate Body in the BOP case. Additional comments on these 
developmentss are made below. 

Inn outlining the Article XXTV* elements drawn into the paragraph 5 chapeau, the Appellate Body has 
nott only affirmed Article XXTV as exceptional in nature, but has also arguably informed the process 
off  an examination to be applied in order to qualify for the exception. This can be seen to vary 
somewhatt from the approach followed by the Panel, which perhaps emphasised more the desire for 
paragraphh 8 definitions to be interpreted in a flexible manner in order to avoid conflict between the 
variouss GATT Articles in question.88 The Appellate Body appeared to shift attention to the core 
definitionall  requirements provided in Article XXTV:8, as they were found to be incorporated as 
requiredd legal elements by the paragraph 5 chapeau, and in conjunction with that paragraph's own 
provisoo regarding the overall effect of duties and other regulations of commerce. 

888 Ibid., at para. 81, as reciting thee India-QR Panel Report at its paragraph 5.114. 
877 While one could form an argument that a later panel could reject an Article XXIV defence in the absence of 
anyy CRTA recommendation, there is no indication in the Appellate Body Report that such an avenue has been 
leftt open for a later panel. One caveat on the interpretation presented in the text above is in order. In arguing in 
thee BOP case for a principle of institutional balance between panels and committees, India cited unadopted 
Articlee XXIV cases in support of the point. The Appellate Body noted that those cases referred to the relationship 
betweenn Articles XXIII and XXIV, and not as between Articles XXIII and XVIII. Ibid., at para. 100. 
888 For example, Turkey Panel Report, para. 9.147, "...the flexibility inherent in sub-paragraph 8(a)(ii) allows for 
harmoniouss interpretation." 
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Itt can be suggested that the facts at hand in the Turkey case reflect a rather uncommon situation in 
comparisonn to regionalism in the WTO generally. Most regional agreements are free-trade area 
formations.. In these cases the issues of externally-applied measures pursuant to the adoption of a 
commonn external policy are not at issue. GATT Articles XI and XII I would not in these circumstances 
bee called into play. Rather, the more likely basis for a challenge would be concerned with the 
obligationn of Article I for most-favoured nation as WTO members might seek to obtain the positive 
preferencess exchanged between free-trade parties. In the absence of a CRTA recommendation to 
insertt on the issue of compatibility, a consistent interpretation of this Appellate Body Report would 
appearr to require that the future panel must find whether or not a free-trade area has been formed 
withinn the meaning of sub-paragraph 8(b). This suggests that a future panel must be prepared to 
enunciatee in more detail the meaning of "substantially all trade", at least as applicable to the particular 
casee at hand. 

Ass for Article XXIV : 5(b), a free-trade area does not by definition require the establishment of a 
commonn external trade regime. One could conclude that the difficulties suggested for this proviso 
assessmentt in the case of a free-trade area would also not arise. However, a future panel wil l not 
derivee much comfort on this point if it recalls the current Panel's definition provided above for "other 
regulationss of commerce". As free-trade areas become more ambitious in their treatment of regulatory 
matters,, the examination for such external effects could also be challenging. Interestingly, as broadly 
ass the definition was framed, it also did not include the term "rule of origin". One is left to question 
whetherr such rules cannot be determined to be ORCs, no matter their impact upon trade. This 
questionn is explored in some more detail in the concluding chapter. 

Accordingg to the Panel, Article XXI V is not lex specialis to the WTO and does not constitute a self-
containedd regime. The WTO is a single undertaking and Article XXI V is a part of it. Although the 
Appellatee Body does grant regional proponents a conditional right to derogate from GATT 
obligations,, a central basis of Turkey's case throughout was the notion that Article XXTV constitutes a 
speciall  regime allowing parties to invoke a type of waiver as to GATT obligations owed to other 
WTOO members. While the Appellate Body trimmed the panel conclusion on this point, both reports 
aree in substantial agreement and travelled some length to extinguish this interpretation of Article 
XXI VV in the practice. Regional parties who invoke Article XXI V as a defence in the absence of a 
CRTAA determination of compatibility as to their particular formations run a certain legal risk by 
subjectingg themselves to the juridical process when they choose to invoke this defence. Any criteria 
evolvingg from a panel or the Appellate Body in regard to the meaning of the internal trade 
requirementt may be stricter than that which might evolve from the CRTA process. The CRTA is 
intendedd to reflect the circumstances of Members' diplomacy functioning on the basis of consensus. A 
disputee resolution panel is not so charged. This suggests that regional parties should now have some 
greaterr identifiable interest in determining the successful establishment of criteria within the CRTA 
processs itself. 

Finally,, the Panel may have also introduced a new tool in the determination of what measures may be 
permittedd in the course of intra-regional trade. This is captured in the final paragraphs dealing with 
Articl ee 41 of the Vienna Convention (VCLT) governing the conditions by which two parties may 
modifyy as between them the obligations contained in a multilateral convention. The Panel recited the 
Articl ee to indicate that two parties do not have a right to make a bilateral waiver if the modification is 
prohibitedd by the multilateral agreement governing the subject matter. Here, the adoption of 
discriminatoryy quantitative restrictions by Turkey as to India was found to be a violation of Article XI 
off  the GATT, as such measures are prohibited by the GATT. Consider by analogy the situation for 
internall  trade. If a bilateral modification cannot be permitted which would infringe the rights third 
partiess as guaranteed by GATT Article XI, then it may follow that regional members may not likewise 
modifyy the obligation imposed by the same Article XI in regard to intra-regional trade. 

Althoughh it would be easy to dismiss this legal theory of action for the likely absence of 
complainants,, one can also recall from the GATT-1947 practice that challenges to externally applied 
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measuress undertaken by regional formations were also somewhat rare. Nevertheless, an absence of 
casess did not deter  this Panel from concluding that no precedent of subsequent practice or 
acquiescencee had ever  been established. Just as the Panel relied upon GATT-1947 working group 
reviewss to establish an absence of consensus on the legal point, some of these same reviews can also 
bee recalled to identify a lack of consensus regarding the legality of intra-regional trade restrictive 
measures. . 

Ass the WTO jurisprudence developed, an additional case arose concerning the exemption between 
regionall  members for  measures in the form of safeguards. The discussion now turns to this action 
betweenn the EC and Argentina. 

11.911.9 Argentina  - Safeguard  Measures  on Imports  of  Footwear,  Report  of  the 
AppellateAppellate  Body 

JJ 1.9. J Introduction and factual background 
Accordingg to the Appellate Body summary,89 this action resulted from safeguards on certain footwear 
productss applied by Argentina as a result of an investigation and a resolution adopted in 1997. The 
investigationn undertaken and the provisional duties imposed were notified by Argentina to the WTO 
Committeee on Safeguards. On September  1 of 1997, the Committee was notified of the country's 
intentt  to impose a definitive safeguard measure. The EC commenced the action before the Panel 
arguingg that Argentina's measures were inconsistent with a number  of Articles of the WTO 
Agreementt  on Safeguards. The Panel determined that Argentina's measures were inconsistent with 
Article ss 2 and 4 of the Agreement and that there was nullificatio n and impairment of the EC's benefits 
too be derived under  the Safeguards Agreement within the meaning of Articl e 3.8 of the WTO Dispute 
Settlementt  Understanding. On September  14, 1999, Argentina made notification of its intent to appeal 
certainn issues of law. The EC also raised certain points relevant to Articl e XXIV . During the course of 
thee appeal, Indonesia and the United States each filed thir d participant' s submissions.90 

11.9.211.9.2 Issues presented on appeal relating to Article XXIV 

Argentinaa argued on appeal that the Panel had made errors in its legal reasoning concerning the 
interpretationn of the WTO Agreement on Safeguards (the Safeguards Agreement, or  the Agreement) 
ass it related to Argentina's claimed right  (or  obligation) according to Articl e XXI V of the GATT. For 
Argentina,, this Articl e operated so as to exclude its MERCOSUR trading partners from the 
applicationn of safeguard measures. As the Panel itself framed this issue, 

". .. .the essential question is whether  Argentina was permitted under  the Safeguards 
Agreementt  to take imports into account in the analysis of injur y factors.. .and was at the same 
timee permitted to exclude countries from the application of the safeguard measure 
imposed."91 1 

Accordingg to Argentina on appeal, the Panel misinterpreted footnote 1 to Articl e 2.1 of the Agreement 
byy imposing a requirement to apply safeguards to other  customs union members when the 
investigationn of the safeguard action was based upon all sources i.e., including custom union member 
sources.922 The Panel had identified the first  and thir d sentences of footnote 1 to apply to the Argentina 
safeguards,, and had also found that the context of Articl e 2.1 and its footnote was that of Articl e 2.2, 
providin gg that, "(s)afeguard measures shall be applied to a product being imported irrespective of its 
source."933 As the Panel found, 

WT/DS121/AB/R,, 14 December, 1999. 
Generally,, Argentina AB Report, paras. 2-6. 
Argentinaa Panel Report, para. 8.75, recited in Argentina AB Report at paragraph 100. 
Argentinaa AB Report, para. 12. 
Argentinaa Panel Report, para. 8.84, recited in Argentina AB Report at paragraph 102. 
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"Thee ordinary meaning of Article 2.2 would appear to imply that, as a result of a member-
State-specificc investigation, safeguard measures have to be imposed on a non-discriminatory 
basiss against all sources of supply, regardless of whether they originate from within or from 
outsidee of the customs union." 

Onn appeal, Argentina claimed that Article 2.1 of the Agreement comprehensively addresses all the 
conditionss applicable to a safeguard investigation made by a Member who is also a party to a customs 
union.. That there is no stated requirement to impose the measures on customs union members is 
indicatedd by footnote 1, where the fourth sentenced indicated an absence of consensus in the drafting 
off  the Agreement as regarding the relationship between the Safeguards Agreement and Article 
XXTV.966 Argentina cited negotiating history to indicate that while a proposal had been made to 
requiree customs unions to apply measures upon its own members, this proposal was not accepted for 
thee final text of the footnote. Thus, the Panel made an error in incorporating into the Agreement a 
requirementt that had been rejected outright in the process of negotiation.97 

Onn a related issue of appeal, Argentina argued that the Panel, by requiring a match between the 
sourcess investigated for the determination of injury and the sources subject to the application of a 
safeguard,, had introduced a new "parallelism" requirement into the Agreement. No such requirement 
couldd be validated in the provisions of the Agreement. Article 5 of the Agreement only required that a 
measuree may not exceed what is required to remedy the injury. "In Argentina's view, the only 
"parallelism""  on which the Members agreed is that only the market where injury is found can apply 
safeguardd measures."98 

Forr its part, the European Communities endorsed the Panel's conclusion that a parallelism 
requirementt existed as an aspect of the Agreement. Summarising its position, 

"(B)yy taking into consideration imports from MERCOSUR countries for the purposes of 
makingg its injury determination, even though it never intended to impose measures on those 
imports,, Argentina violated its obligation under the Agreement on Safeguards and Article 
XJXXJX of the GATT 1994."" 

However,, at the oral hearing before the Appellate Body the EC objected to the manner in which the 
Panell  had interpreted GATT Article XXTV and Article 2.2 of the Agreement, as it argued that the 
analysiss made of Article XXTV was unnecessary in order to conclude that a parallelism requirement 

944 Ibid 
95 5 Articl ee 2.1 of the Safeguar d Agreemen t reads , "(A ) membe r {footnot e 1) may appl y a safeguar d measur e to a 
produc tt  onl y if that Member has determined , pursuan t to the provision s set out below , that suc h produc t is bein g 
importe dd int o its territor y in suc h increase d quantities , absolut e or relativ e to domesti c production , and unde r 
suc hh condition s as to caus e or threate n to caus e seriou s injur y to the domesti c industr y that produce s like or 
directl yy  competitiv e products. " 
966 Footnot e 1 of Articl e 2.1 reads as follows . "A custom s unio n may appl y a safeguar d measur e as a singl e uni t 
orr  on behal f of a membe r State . When a custom s unio n applie s a safeguar d measur e as a a singl e unit , all the 
requiremen tt  for the determinatio n of seriou s injur y or threa t thereo f unde r thi s Agreemen t shal l be based on the 
condition ss existin g in the custom s unio n as a whole . When a safeguar d measur e is applie d on behal f of a 
membe rr  State , all the requirement s for the determinatio n of seriou s injur y or threa t thereo f shal l be based on the 
condition ss existin g in tha t membe r State and the measur e shal l be limite d to that membe r State . Nothing  in  this 
AgreementAgreement  prejudges  the interpretation  of  the relationship  between  Article  XIX and paragraph  8 of  Article  XXIV of 
GATTGATT 1994. (italic s added for sentenc e four) . 
977 Argentin a AB Report , para . 13 wit h not e 27. 
988 Argentin a AB Report , para . 14. The Panel' s referenc e to parallelis m is foun d at paragrap h 8.87 of the Report . 
Itt  states , "...th e two option s offere d by the footnot e to Articl e 2.1 in conjunctio n wit h Articl e 2.2 impl y a parallelism 
betwee nn the scop e of.. . investigation  and the scop e of the application,  (emphasi s in original) , as recite d in 
Argentin aa AB Report , para . 103. 
999 Argentia n AB Report , para . 27. 
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existed.. Since no claim relating to the legal status of MERCOSUR was made in the case before the 
Panel,, it was not necessary for the Panel to engage in an analysis of the safeguard measures at all 
withinn the context of an Article XXIV arrangement.100 This course undertaken by the Panel resulted 
fromfrom Argentina's argument that Article XXTV (and certain MERCOSUR regulations) prevented it 
fromfrom imposing safeguard measures on other MERCOSUR countries. As summarised by the Appellate 
Body,, following an analysis of Article XXIV, the Panel concluded that Article XXTV:8 did not 
preventt Argentina "from applying safeguard measures to all sources of supply, i.e., third countries as 
wellwell as other member States of MERCOSUR."101 

Indonesiaa concurred with the EC opinion in its third-party appellate submission stating that 
Argentina'ss interpretation of footnote 1 was incorrect, as no safeguard action had ever been taken by a 
customscustoms union. Rather, Argentina had acted independently and on its own behalf. Footnote 1 says 
nothingg about the obligation of a member of a customs union acting individually.102 Indonesia further 
questionedd whether Article XXI V could apply at all to the circumstances at hand, since the members 
off  MERCOSUR had never notified the customs union under Article XXIV of either GATT 1947 or 
1994.103 3 

Inn its third-party submission, the United States referred to the drafting history of the agreement, as 
spelledd out by the Panel, and noted that footnote 1 followed the word "Member" as contained in 
Articlee 2.1. This was done in order to deal with the status of the European Community in the GATT. 
Thee United States also argued that the Panel made an error in referring to Article XXIV , as the 
MERCOSURR had been notified under the Enabling Clause providing for differential and more 
favourablee treatment of developing countries.104 Thus, the reference made by the Panel to footnote 1 
off  Article 2.1 of the Agreement was, "legally irrelevant in this case."105 

11.1011.10 Appellate  Body  treatment  of  Article  XXIV issues 

Basedd upon the submissions, the Appellate Body stated the legal issue relating to Article XXI V as, 
"whetherr the Panel erred in its interpretation and application of Article 2 of the Agreement on 
SafeguardsSafeguards and Article XXI V of the GATT 1994 as these provisions relate to the application 
off  the safeguard measure at issue in this case."106 

11.10.111.10.1 Whether measures were attributable to Argentina 

Centrall  to this question is the role of the non-discrimination requirement on the application of a 
safeguard.. As stated in Article 2 of the Agreement, would this requirement prevail or be inferior to a 
possiblee exception from MFN provided in Article XXI V for certain regional trade agreements? For 
thee Panel, Article 2 appeared to prevail, at least for member specific investigations, as it concluded 
that, , 

"... .in the case of a customs union the imposition of a safeguard measure only on third-
countryy sources of supply cannot be justified on the basis of a member-state specific 

1000 Ibid. The Report states that this matter was raised by the EC at oral hearing and stating that EC had indicated 
theree that no parties had appealed on the apparent presumption made by the Panel that Article XXIV was 
applicablee to the case. 

Argentinaa Panel Report, para. 8.101, receited in Argentina AB Report, para. 104. 
1022 Argentina AB Report, para. 53. 
1033 Ibid. 
1044 Argentina AB Report, para. 64 and 65. The Enabling Clause, "Decision on Differential and More Favourable 
Treatment,, Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of Developing Countries", L/4903, adopted 28 November 1979, 
BISDD 26S/203, as cited in the AB Report, note 57. 
1055 Ibid. 
1066 Argentina AB Report, para. 70 (c). 
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investigationn that finds serious injury or threat thereof caused by imports from all sources of 
supplyy from within and outside a customs union."107 

Onee should clarify that the Panel did not rule that a customs union is prevented from excluding other 
memberss from the application of a safeguard when it acts on behalf of a single member State. Rather, 
sincee footnote 1 permits a a customs union to investigate on behalf of a single member, the parallelism 
requirementt raised by the Panel throughout would require that, as long as other member sources were 
excludedd from the investigation, other members could also then be excluded from the application. The 
difficultyy for the Panel in this case appeared to be a use of an Article XXTV exception that would 
alloww customs union members to contribute to an injury that would then be remedied only by non-
members.. The Panel ruling does not suggest that a customs union acts unlawfully in all cases if it 
excludess application of the measure onn other customs union members. 

Thee Appellate Body took a more pre-emptive course in line with the EC, Indonesia and United States' 
submissions.. It ruled that footnote 1 did not apply at all to the facts at hand. According to it, the 
investigationn and the application of the safeguards were never undertaken by the MERCOSUR 
customss union on behalf ofArgentina, but rather only by Argentina and on its own behalf. The 
Appellatee Body did recognise that the transitional measures undertaken by MERCOSUR decision 
delegatedd the investigation and application of safeguards to the member states individually.108 It also 
recognisedd that according to the same transitional measures MERCOSUR had established and had 
exercisedd the authority of WTO notification for the investigation and application.109 These actions 
weree considered irrelevant in the determination of the application of footnote 1 since, 

"(I) tt is Argentina that is a Member of the WTO for the purposes of Article 2 of the Agreement 
onon Safeguards, and it is Argentina that applied the safeguard measures after conducting an 
investigationn of products into its territory and the effects of those imports on its domestic 
industry."110 0 

Too comment, this is a difficult construction if one considers that footnote 1 expressly contemplates the 
notionn that a customs union may act on behalf of an individual member also in regard to its territory 
andd the injury effects on its domestic industry. To the extent that these elements have been chosen to 
bee emphasised by the Appellate Body, this does not appear to create a meaningful distinction between 
ann action to be covered according to footnote 1, and one that would not fall under that footnote. 
Rather,, the distinction being made by the Appellate Body must be oriented to the question of which 
partyy acted to investigate and implement the measure, i.e., a customs union or an individual member. 
Itt is, however, unclear as to what bearing this distinction should actually have when in the presence of 
aa legal customs union and in the course of determining whether the measure hass been investigated and 
appliedd in a parallel manner. If a customs union is present, then the heart of the issue would appear to 
bee the parallel application as far as the question of discriminatory investigation and application is 
concerned.1111 However, by eliminating the consideration of footnote 1, the Appellate Body also 
convenientlyy avoided any need to determine whether or not MERCOSUR actually is a customs union, 
aa point contested by both the Indonesia and United States submissions, but not the EC. This question 
iss not so easy to answer, if for no other reason, than because of the types of transitional arrangements 

1077 Argentin a Panel Report , para. 8.102, recite d in Argentin a AB Report , para. 105. 
1088 Argentin a AB Report , para . 107, citin g Commo n Market Decisio n 17/96. "Accordin g to thes e transitiona l 
provisions ,, the investigatio n procedur e for the adoptio n of safeguar d measure s was to be conducte d by the 
competen tt  authoritie s of the State Party in question , applyin g relevan t nationa l legislation. " 
1099 Argentin a AB Report , not e 96. The measure s were so notifie d by Urugua y actin g as Pro Tempor e Presiden t 
off  MERCOSUR., as indicate d by the Appellat e Body . 
1100 Argentin a AB Report , para . 108. 
1111 This can be show n by modifyin g the fact s wherei n the custom s unio n framewor k woul d allocat e investigatio n 
too the individua l member , lik e in the case at hand , but then retain the powe r of approva l of the measur e in a 
custom ss unio n institution . Then a measur e authorise d by the custom s by the custom s unio n woul d be applie d by 
thee individua l member . 
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employedd by MERCOSUR. These demonstrate a significant, although perhaps temporary, residual 
commerciall  power  held by the individual members. Here, these retained powers may have appeared in 
anyy case to be sufficient to have the measure assigned to Argentina rather  than to MERCOSUR. 

11.10.211.10.2 The application of Article XXIV to the Argentina measures 
Havingg reversed the Panel and eliminated footnote 1 from any consideration, the Appellate Body went 
onn to treat the possibility of an Articl e XXI V exception for  Argentina's actions as a distinct legal 
issue.. Argentina appeared to have claimed that Articl e XXI V either  excused or  mandated the selective 
application.. The difference between the two issues can be highlighted. Footnote 1, if applicable, 
wouldd have only gone so far  as to authorise a customs union to act on behalf of an individual member 
inn investigating/or  whom the measure may be applied (which territor y may enact the safeguard). It 
doess not say anything regarding upon whom a measure may be imposed. The Articl e XXTV question 
takess up this upon whom aspect by addressing whether  members may be exempted from the 
applicationn of the measures. As the Appellate Body restated, 

"(T)hi ss issue, as the Panel itself observed, is whether  Argentina, after  including imports from 
alll  sources in its investigation of "increased imports"  into its territor y and the consequent 
effectss of such imports on its domestic footwear  industry, was justified in excluding other 
MERCOSURR member States from the application of the safeguard measures."112 

Thee Appellate Body ruled that the resolution of this question was to be found in the context of the rule 
enunciatedd by its earlier  Report in the Turkey textiles case wherein it had been found that "Articl e 
XXI VV may justif y a measure which is inconsistent with certain other  GATT provisions."113 In the 
instantt  case however, 

"A ss Argentina did not argue before the Panel that Articl e XXTV provided it with a defence 
againstt  a finding of violation of a provisions of the GATT 1994, and as the Panel did not 
considerr  whether  the safeguard measures at issue were introduced upon the formation of a 
customss union that fully meets the requirements of sub-paragraphs 8(a) and 5(a) of Articl e 
XXIV ,, we believe that the Panel erred in deciding that an examination of Articl e XXIV : 8 of 
thee GATT 1994 was relevant to its analysis of whether  the safeguard measures at issue in this 
casee were consistent with the provisions of Articl e 2 and 4 of the Agreement on 
Safeguards."114 4 

Too identify the particular  GATT violation in question, a WTO Member, whether  a customs union 
memberr  or  not, would have the power  to investigate imports for  the purposes of undertaking a 
safeguardd measures from all sources. Therefore, the violation of GATT 1994 provisions referred to 
abovee must be based upon the selective investigation and application of the measures upon some 
WTOO Members but not others. As the Appellate Body continued on to investigate the Panel's 
conclusionn of "implie d parallelism" , this GATT violation became apparent from its reading of Articl e 
2.22 of the Agreement. Argentina violated this provision since its safeguard was not "applied to a 
productt  being imported irrespective of its source."115 Thus, the Agreement required that Argentina, 
"appl yy those measures to imports from all sources, including from other  MERCOSUR member 
States."1166 Finally, 

". .. .we find that Argentina's investigation, which evaluated whether  serious injur y or  the 
threatt  thereof was caused by imports from all sources, could only lead to the imposition of 
safeguardd measures on imports from all sources. Therefore we conclude that Argentina's 

1122 Argentin a AB Report , para . 109 
1133 Ibid. , citin g Turke y - Restriction s on Import s of Textil e and Clothin g Products , Appellat e Body Report , 
kWT/DS34/AB/R ,, adopte d 19 Novembe r 1999, para . 58. 
1144 Argentin a AB Report , para . 110. 
1155 Argentin a AB Report , para . 112. 
1166 Ibid . 
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investigation,, in this case, cannot serve as a basis for excluding imports from other 
MERCOSURR member States form the application of the safeguard measures.117 

AA remaining point to clarify was whether this ruling included a conclusion that customs unions were 
withoutt a legal right under Article XXIV to exclude members from a parallel application of safeguard 
measures,, either on behalf of the entire union or for an individual member. In either case all customs 
unionn members would be excluded from the investigation of sources. As the Appellate Body 
indicated, , 

".... we wish to underscore that, as the issue is not raised in this appeal, we make no ruling on 
whether,, as a general principle, a member of a customs union can exclude other members of 
thatt customs union from the application of a safeguard measure."118 

Thatt the possibility remains for a customs union to so exclude one of its own members from a 
safeguardd is also exhibited by the Findings and Conclusions wherein the Appellate Body, 

"(d)) reverses the Panel's findings and conclusions relating to footnote 1 to Article 2.1 of the 
Agreementt on Safeguards and Article XXIV of the GATT 1994, and concludes that 
Argentina,, on the facts of this case, cannot justify the imposition of its safeguard measures 
onlyy on non-MERCOSUR third country sources of supply on the basis of an investigation 
thatt found serious injury or threat thereof caused by imports from all sources, including 
importss from other MERCOSUR member States."119 

11.1111.11 Conclusion  on the Argentina  Report 
Thee Conclusion leaves open the possibility that Article XXTV acts to permit the exclusion of member 
sourcess from the application of a safeguard. The next question to raise is how would members 
validatee a selective application in light of this Appellate Body Report and as it incorporated the test 
formulatedd in the Turkey Appellate Body Report. The next chapter will attempt to address thiss by 
seekingg to integrate the two reports as they also reflect upon the systemic issues outlined by the WTO 
Committeee on Regional Trade Agreements. Assuming that the investigation and application of the 
safeguardd action are handled by the customs union either on behalf of a member or on behalf of itself 
inn its entirety, this issue drops out of the discussion since footnote 1 to Article 2.1 of the Agreement is 
properlyy applied. As we will see, that the case concerns Article XIX safeguards raises some distinct 
issuess for Articles XXIV and XIX that have not been resolved by either the Safeguards Agreement, 
thee CRTA in its systemic treatment of Article XXIV issues, or by any consistent practice developed 
byy regional parties. Finally, although the Argentina Panel was reversed on its treatment of Article 
XXIV ,, some issues discussed by the Panel would likely be revisited where ann Article 2.2 violation 
wass found and the customs union member then properly asserted its Article XXTV defence. 

1177 Argentina AB Report, para. 113 (emphasis in original). 
1188 Argentina AB Report, para. 114. 
1199 Argentina AB Report, para. 151 (emphasis added). 
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122 Part Four : Restrainin g Regionalis m in the WTO 

"I ff  the General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade is to retain a significant influence in world 
tradee policy, a new understanding of the meaning and application of Articl e XXTV is one of 
thee issues that must be resolved. That Article , permittin g the formation of customs unions and 
free-tradee areas, is probably the most abused in the whole agreement and the heaviest cross 
thee GATT has had to bear." 

F.. A. Haight, Journal of World Trade Law, 1972. 

12.112.1 Introduction 
Thee question of regional agreements in the G ATT/WT O has been treated chronologically through the 
text.. Part One covered the pre-GATT historical conditions giving rise to the resurrection of the MFN 
clausee and through the negotiations of the ITO Havana Charter  provisions in Geneva and Havana. 
Partt  Two placed its focus on the years of the GATT prior  to the WTO, with a concentration on the 
practicee of reviews in the GATT working groups assigned to determine the application of Articl e 
XXTVV to specific proposed agreements. Although GATT-1947 dispute panel practice would lead to 
non-adoptedd reports, these panels established the legal reasoning that GATT parties had some right  to 
seekk juridica l review over  the formation of regional agreements, at least when respondent parties 
invokedd a defence based upon GATT Articl e XXIV . The WTO Understanding on the Interpretatio n of 
Articl ee XXI V encapsulated these earlier  panel developments in its new paragraph 12 requirement that 
alll  matters arising from the application of the Articl e were within the purview of the WTO Dispute 
Settlementt  Understanding. 

Thus,, the pattern was set for  the WTO and GATT-1994 whereby judicial developments could move 
aheadd of the stumbling blocks that had infested the GATT review process since the earliest notified 
agreements.. While many of these stumbling blocks could be said to represent the self-interest of 
regionall  members to maintain the status of self-autonomous regimes, others reflect honest and 
complexx differences of opinion regarding the proper  interpretation of the Article' s requirements, and 
thee relationship of the Article' s exceptional nature to the balance of other  GATT obligations. As some 
WTOO cases have now gone through both Panel and Appellate Body review, one can begin to outline 
thee features of a legal interpretiv e framework regarding Articl e XXIV . 

Ass these events have transpired, the WTO standing Committee on Regional Trade Agreements 
(CRTA)) has also continued to attempt to qualify the large number  of submitted agreements with the 
termss of the Article.1 The reports of the CRTA are valuable to assist the conclusion of the text for  a 
numberr  of reasons. First, some of the old arguments from the early GATT years can be documented 
ass unresolved. Likewise, a number  of new complexities have been added by the more extensive nature 
off  regional agreements notified and by the frequent occurrence of overlapping regional agreements. 
Ass we have completed the review of the WTO cases, what is perhaps most interesting by way of 
conclusionn is to survey the progress of the CRTA. Especially on the so-called intractable issues, as 
evidencedd by the reports of the Committee and minutes of the proceedings, one can document good 
statementss for  the various positions retained on Articl e XXIV . As these can be set alongside the 

11 To paraphrase the terms of reference for the CRTA: a) to carry out examination of agreements and to present 
itss report for appropriate action; b) to consider how the required reporting on the operation of such agreements 
shouldd be carried out and to make appropriate recommendations; c) to develop procedures to improve the 
examinationn process; d) to consider the system implications of such agreements for the multilateral trading 
systemm and the relationship between them, and to make appropriate recommendations to the General Council; 
andd e) to carry out additional functions assigned by the General Council. WTO, Document WT/L/127, para. 1. 
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relevantt dispute rulings, one can also attempt to determine what aspects have been arguably clarified 
byy the process of judicial action in the WTO. 

Followingg this, the book concludes with a look to the future of the EC, now the European Union, in 
regardd to its own regional system and as this system must also accommodate itself to the reality of the 
WTO.. Since the history of regionalism in the GATT was framed by the issues presented in the 
originall  EEC Overseas Association, a return to the successor of this arrangement, as it is now 
proposedd to again be constituted as a series of free-trade areas, provides a sense of completing the 
circle. . 

12.212.2 CRT A systemic  issues 
Thee status of the work program of the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements (CRTA) can be 
outlinedd by way of introduction. According to the Committee's Annual Report for the year 1999, as of 
thee end of third quarter of the year, a total of 118 regional trade agreements had been notified to the 
WTO.. 93 of these were notified under GATT Article XXIV. 2 As indicated by the Report, of the 72 
Agreementss under its current purview, draft reports had been distributed and were under consideration 
forr about one-half. While headway had been made in the examination of a number of regional trade 
agreements,, the Committee was unable to indicate that it had finalised reports on any of the 
examinations.3 3 

Besidess the technical and administrative difficulties of reporting and reviewing individual agreements, 
itt is also the case that an absence of consensus in the Committee regarding a number of outstanding 
interpretivee issues continued to delay the review process.4 This leads one to suggest that WTO case 
developments,, as discussed in the previous chapter, can lend some clarity to the settlement of some of 
thee outstanding systemic issues. However in approaching the application of WTO law to the CRTA 
process,, some differences between adjudication and review of regional agreements may also be kept 
inn mind. First, the CRTA is mandated by its terms of reference to carry out evaluation of agreements 
andd to make a report recommending appropriate action. While this implies a judicial action by way of 
takingg a decision, the CRTA process is not a judicial one, but is suggested to be rather political in 
nature.55 It may be offered in this vein that the CRTA operates within an "executive" sphere akin to 
administrativee action that makes factual determinations having possible legal effect in later judicial 
review.. If this characterisation is correct, it can be said that the CRTA is bound by WTO panel and 
ABB law which has lent interpretations that can be applied to the process. However, it is not so clear as 
too how bound the CRTA is in exercising its authority in this more consensual process. Particularly, 
whetherr its "decisions" or recommendations are also subject to "appeal" in the DSU. This is only to 
suggestt that the DSU legal developments may not be comparable to the situation of "lower" court that 
iss clearly bound to apply its higher court rulings for new cases arriving on point. 

22 CRTA, Report (1999) of the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements to the General Council, WT/REG/8,11 
Octoberr 1999, para. 5, attached to this text as Appendix Three. The figure includes accessions and parallel 
notificationss on services arrangements as separate agreements. Fourteen regional trade agreements were 
notifiedd under the Enabling Clause (Decision of 28 November 1979), and eleven under GATS Article V. 
33 CRTA, Ibid., para. 15. The comparable number of notified agreements for 1996 was 32. CRTA, First Session, 
Notee on the Meeting of 21-22 May, 1996, WT/REG/M/1, para. 14. This number would reflect the backlog 
inheritedd by the CRTA as notified prior to establishment of the Committee. 
44 For example, "Two aspects in particular, SAT and ORCs, had been the subjects of lengthy discussions, but 
withoutt any sign of any consensus being reached, and without sign of much willingness on the part of some to 
engagee in the exercise." Statement by Hong Kong, CRTA, WT/REG/M/18,22 July 1998, para. 48. 
55 F. Roessler, The Institutional Balance Between the Judicial and the Political Organs of the WTO, paper 
presentedd at Harvard University, Conference titled, Efficiency, Equity and Legitimacy: The Multilateral Trading 
systemm at the Millennium, June 1-2,2000,26 pgs, at pg. 9. 
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Thus,, while some case interpretations may appear  to have far-reaching consequences for  the CRTA 
process,, the CRTA itself may not be so impressed. However, this same consideration of 
judicial/executivee division within the WTO may also give rise to certain positive extensions of WTO 
case-laww development that would not occur  even in the context of later  cases in the DSU. For 
example,, it is suggested below that the Appellate Body's test for  invoking an Articl e XXTV exception 
mayy apply as well to the rules that govern intra-regional trade. In the DSU context this is an 
acknowledgedd abstraction, as it is difficul t to identify a complainant for  such a case. Not so in the 
CRTAA however, where reviewing parties can determine to apply such criteri a without the presence of 
aa complainant. Overall, it is believed that comparing the cases to the positions of delegates expressed 
inn the CRTA is a helpful exercise. Over  time, it is more likely than not that the legal interpretations 
wil ll  take hold in the CRTA. 

12.2.112.2.1 Interaction between regional trade agreements and the multilateral rules - generally 
Ann earlier  discussion in Chapter  8 referred to two possible views of Articl e XXI V in the larger  GATT 
systemm as either  that of an "autonomous regime"  or  as a "restrictiv e exception."  These distinct views 
havee also emerged in the CRTA. As reported by the Secretariat, one view has held that Articl e XXTV 
onlyy derogates from GATT Articl e IMFN . The other  has held that the Articl e operates as an 
exceptionn from any and all of the provisions of the GATT, provided that the regional members do not 
abridgee the rights of thir d parties to the wider  agreement.6 One proponent of this second view has also 
citedd international law regarding the interpretation of treaties in support. Thus, from the EC, 

"(A)rticl ee XXIV: 4 contained a balance between the legitimacy of forming an RTA and the 
responsibilityy as a 'citizen of the GATT' to do so in a way which did not raise barrier s to 
third-part yy trade. In other  words, where barrier s were lowered legitimately and preferentially 
betweenn the parties to an agreement, the net position of thir d parties should not be affected. 
Thiss was not surprising in light of international law on multilateral treaties, which held that 
generally,, parties to a multilateral agreement could form subsequent agreements between a 
subsett  of the membership of the wider  agreement, varying their  rights and obligations as 
betweenn themselves, provided they did not abridge the rights of thir d countries to the wider, 
underlyingg agreement. Articl e XXI V :4 seemed to do no more than to translate into the 
languagee of trade policy that wider  principle" 7 

Itt  is made clear  from the Turkey Textiles Appellate Body Report that the more restrictive view 
limitin gg the Articl e XXTV exception only to Articl e I MFN has not been sustained. Rather, the proviso 
off  Articl e XXTV: 5 permits the possibility that other  GATT Articles might also be violated by regional 
memberss when the conditions of the Appellate Body's test have been met.8 On first  impression, the 
ECC view above accords with the position taken in this text (chapter  8) where it was argued that Articl e 
XXTVV is a permissive article granting the right  of bilateral modification in accord with the VCLT 
Articl ee 41 1(a). However, there is more at hand here, as also suggested in that chapter. The EC 
summaryy above suggests either  that the criteri a of VCLT Articl e 41 1(b) applies in addition to the 
Articl ee XXI V provisions, an interpretation that would not accord with the structure of the VCLT 
Article ,, or  in the alternative, that Articl e XXTV recites the conditions of VCLT 41 l(b)(i) within its 
ownn terms. If the latter  is being suggested, there is littl e support in the text of Articl e XXI V to support 
thiss view. 

Ass summarise d in CRTA, Synopsis  of  "Systemic"  Issues  Related  to  Regional  Trade Agreements,  Note by the 
Secretariat ,, WT/REG/W/37,15 Februar y 2000, para. 27. 
77 EC Statement , WT/REG/M/14,24 Novembe r 1997, para. 13. It seems clear the referenc e is being made to the 
VCLT,, Articl e 41, as discusse d in Chapte r 8. 
88 As formulated , GATT Articl e derogation s are permitte d wher e regiona l member s have met all the requirement s 
off  Articl e XXIV, paragraph s 8 and 5, and wher e the violatio n or infringemen t is necessar y in orde r to implemen t 
thee regiona l trad e agreement . WT/DS34/AB/R , para . 58. 
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Inn light of the Turkey AB Report, the EC's interpretation of the law on modifications appears 
overstated,, as it can leave the impression that regional members may "(vary) their rights and 
obligationss as between themselves, provided they did not abridge the rights of third countries." This 
wouldd suggest that any agreement is possible between regional members as long as non-members 
weree not affected in their enjoyment. However, this interpretation suggests that there is a separate 
legall  test for GATT violations between members which varies from the test to be applied for GATT 
violationss as to non-members. The better approach is to consider that the test employed by the Turkey 
ABB Report interprets the requirements for modifications developed within the text of Article XXI V 
itself,, and as it applies for members and non-members alike. This would mean that regional members 
aree not given a clear field upon which to suspend the operation of GATT Articles between them. 
Rather,, they must also show: a) that the arrangement overall meets the conditions of paragraphs 5 and 
88 of Article XXIV ; and b) that the infringement between members is necessary in order to complete 
thee arrangement. This application of the test places regional members in the defensive position of 
justifyingg trade-restrictive measures as necessary to complete the requirements of paragraph 8 of 
Articl ee XXTV, a result that is argued here to be an appropriate one.9 For CRTA practice, this also 
suggestss that the act of "contracting out" by regional members may be viewed as limited to the 
unusuall  circumstances of adjustment within prescribed interim periods, or where sub-paragraph 5 
considerationss dictate internally restrictive measures. 

12.2.212.2.2 Relationship between article XXIVprovisions 

Muchh of the CRTA discussion revolves around the relationship between paragraphs four, five and 
eightt of Article as these paragraphs contain the core legal requirements, or are said to inform the legal 
requirements.. Occasionally, the positions of CRTA members who are not active as regional members 
appearr to be fairly consistent. This is the case in regard to the role of paragraph 4 of Article XXI V and 
thee possibility that economic effects are an aspect of a legal requirement. 

12.2.2.11 The legal effect of paragraph 4, the trade-creation test 

Thiss interplay between the paragraphs can be seen in the role that different delegations assign to the 
preamblee provisions of Article XXF/:4. Some parties make the point that while paragraph 4 may not 
actuallyy impose specific legal criteria of its own, it nevertheless informs the provisions overall by 
imposingg certain economic goals within which the legal provisions should be interpreted. Specifically, 
thiss question is whether qualified formations should be made to show evidence of external trade 
creation,, or at least be able to indicate that trade diversion wil l not occur as a result of the elimination 
off  trade barriers between members. Thus, there has been an ongoing question of whether Article 
XXI VV should entertain certain economic tests in conjunction with its legal criteria, and if so, how 
suchh a requirement should relate to the legal provisions. For an example From Korea, 

"(S)incee there was no agreement as to the meaning of the term "substantially all the trade", it 
seemedd the examination of trade effects of RTAs was very important." And, ".. .the 
Committeee should not limit too narrowly the legal reading of paragraph 4."10 

Thee view taken in the present text has been that subjecting Article XXTV to an economic criteria 
underminess the paragraph 8 requirements, resulting in a reading that paragraph 4 supersedes 
paragraphh 8. Some CRTA members appear to have also come to this conclusion. From the United 
States, , 

Thuss for example , wher e regiona l member s include d a sectora l arrangemen t imposin g trad e intra-regiona l 
restrictions .. They woul d be require d accordin g to the Turke y AB test to demonstrat e that the regiona l agreemen t 
nevertheles ss complie d wit h paragrap h 8 coverag e requirements , and if so , that the violatio n was "necessary "  in 
orde rr  to complet e the large r arrangement . 
100 CRTA, WT/REG/M/15,13 Januar y 1998, para . 20. Accordin g to the CRTA, thi s view has been supporte d in 
varyin gg degree s by Australia , India , HKC, Japan and Korea . CRTA, WT/REG/W/37,15 Februar y 2000, para. 34 
andd not e 77. This positio n is simila r to Dam's 1963 argument , that Articl e XXIV:4 shoul d be creativel y re-
interprete dd to provid e for a trade-creation  standard . See thi s text , Part Two Conclusion . 
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"Withh respect to the focus on economic rationale, she stressed that in a legal organization, 
Memberss needed to focus on what they had committed themselves to legally...A key word in 
thatt paragraph (4) was "should"- the language did not read "is to facilitate trade" and "will  not 
raisee barriers"; .. .There was no test in Article XXIV:4, and it was never intended that there 
shouldd be one in it."11 

Thee European Community representative also took the view that legal obligations as expressed took 
priorityy over economic considerations: 

"... .as the United States representative had said, Article XXIV was a set of rights and 
obligationss and part of an Agreement constructed from rights and obligations...The key point 
madee by his delegation earlier was that Article XXIV could not be used to support the 
argumentt that there ought to be an economic test applied in addition to the other rights and 
obligationss contained in the Article in clearer terms.. .The questions arising with respect to 
tradee creation and trade diversion and general questions of economics might fall under the 
headingg of 'what the rules or rights and obligations ought to be'...Article XXIV did not 
supportt economic arguments as a basis for evaluating actual preferential trade 
agreements..."12 2 

Thee question of whether paragraph 4 recites a distinct legal obligation within the Article has long 
beenn at issue. Given the history of debate regarding the role of the paragraph in determining the 
conformityy of agreements, it may be viewed as helpful that the Turkey Appellate Body has ruled that 
thiss paragraph 4 is manifested by the other provisions but does not state a separate legal obligation. As 
reportedd in Chapter 10, the Turkey Appellate Body made a clear ruling on the legal effect of 
paragraphh 4, ruling that it contains "purposive" and not "operable" language. Thus, 

"Itt does not set forth a separate obligation itself, but, rather, sets for the overriding and 
pervasivee purpose for Article XXIV which is manifested in operative language in the specific 
obligationss that are found elsewhere in Article XXIV." 13 

Althoughh it is clear that WTO Members who have been less-active in forming regional agreements are 
amongg those supporting a trade-creation criteria, this view of the Article and its paragraph 4 
requirementss has been rejected. Rather, the legal obligations are understood to control, and as such, 
thee case for restraining future regional agreements in the course of the review mechanism should not 
bee based upon the trade diversion argument. What is given emphasis instead is that the paragraph 8 
requirementss may now be lawfully liberated from trade welfare criteria. This opens the possibility that 
itss requirements may be given a sufficient reading on their own merits in order to determine the actual 
coveragee obligations for regional parties to meet. 

Thiss similar consideration is evident for paragraph 4's relation also to paragraph 5. As the Community 
representativee indicated in the same comment, the view taken of Article XXIV: 4 directly informs the 
requirementss of Article XXIV : 5 as that Article describes the 'outward looking' or external 
requirementss of a formation. Where Article XXTV:4 is not given the gloss of an additional economic-
effectss examination, then it follows that paragraph 5 is essentially a standstill provision, an obligation 
too not raise new barriers to trade of non-members in the form of either duties or other regulations of 
commercee (ORCs). As for paragraph 8, paragraph 5 would also not then be viewed as imposing a 
conditionn upon regional parties to avoid liberalising measures solely because they may generate 
externallyy diverting effects. 

111 U.S. Statement , CRTA, WT/REG/M/15,13 Januar y 1998, para. 24. Similarly , "(T)h e representativ e of Brazi l 
saidd his delegatio n was of the view that the questio n of trad e diversio n or trad e creatio n was not part of the test 
off  conformit y wit h Articl e XXIV..."  Ibid , at para. 21. 
122 EC Statement , CRTA, WT/REG/M/15, Ibid. , para 25. 
13WT/DS34/AB/R,para.57 . . 
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Ass the Appellate Body appears to have cleared away the issue of paragraph 4 and its trade creation 
overtones,, it has also opened the avenue for a more constructive discussion regarding the content of 
thee other paragraphs' obligations and the relationship between these remaining requirements, 
particularlyy paragraphs 5 and 8. 

12.2.2.22 Paragraph 5 and 8, the sequence of findings in examination 

Iff  it is understood that Article XXTV:4 can not expand the meaning of paragraph 5, then the important 
relationshipp between Article XXTV:5 and XXIV: 8 is also illuminated. This text has argued that 
XXIV :: 8 requirements are inherently definitional to the qualification of the exception and function as a 
pre-conditionn to any assessment of external effects which would then be examinable according to 
Articlee XXIV : 5. This view has also been taken up by the European Community in the CRTA minutes: 

"Paragraphh 8 contained the internal definitions or tests which parties forming a customs union 
orr an FTA had to meet in order to benefit form the general derogation contained in the 
openingg sentence of Article XXIV : 5, whereas separately paragraph 5(a) and fb) dealt with the 
relationss between the partners to a preferential agreement and third parties." 

Thee Turkey Appellate Body has also appeared to take a position on this point. The two-part test 
providedd by the AB required first that both paragraph 8 and 5 must be met; and second, that the 
measuree must be necessary in order for the formation to be completed. However, as indicated by the 
AB,, it may not always be possible to make a determination on whether a measure would prevent the 
formationn of a customs union, "without first determining whether there is a customs union."15 This 
determinationn could not be made in the course of an examination of paragraph 5, as this proviso pre-
supposess by its own terms that the exception is being accorded to customs unions and to free-trade 
areas.. This first suggests that whether a regional agreement constitutes a free-trade area or customs 
unionn can be determined prior to its implementation, and by surveying the disclosure of the members 
inn regard to their plan and schedule, according to the requirements established as definitional 
componentss according to paragraph 8.17 

Therefore,, for the CRTA process, there is a strong case to make that paragraph 8 matters should be 
engagedd at the outset. If defects are presented in the qualification of an arrangement according to this 
paragraph,, the process is finished. There is no need in going on to determine whether or not the 
externall  effects of a formation are detrimental if the notified arrangement does not constitute a free-
tradee area or customs union in the first place. Thus, what is suggested is a bifurcated procedure 
wherebyy the first step must be passed prior to a consideration of the second. 

Clarifyingg the sequence of examination between the paragraphs would also contribute to a 
determinationn of what issues should be handled at which juncture. For example, the question of 
whetherr a trade liberalising measure undertaken according to paragraph 8 presents negative external 
effectss would appear not to be appropriate until the second step of the procedure. Thus, if the CRTA 
processs would provide the criteria that would describe a qualified formation according to paragraph 8 
withoutt reference to the external effects, then it would be possible to move on to paragraph 5 
considerationss in the second step. In short, paragraph 8 would be viewed as listing requirements and 
criteriaa that are expected to be undertaken by regional parties and not as a list of requirements that 

144 CRTA, WT/REG/M/16, para . 58, p. 14. From the U.S., "Wit h regar d to the questio n of whethe r Articl e XXIV:8 
wass interna l or external,...sh e woul d argu e it was the piec e whic h governe d the interna l regulation s of the RTA, 
containin gg the definitio n of a custom s unio n and an FTA." 
15WT/DS34/AB/R,para.59 . . 
166 Articl e XXIV:5 reads in part : "Accordingly , the provision s of this Agreemen t shal l not prevent...th e formatio n of 
aa custom s unio n or of a free-trad e area...provide d that... " 
177 This interpretatio n was advance d in thi s text in the introductio n to Part Two. 
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mayy be undertaken by regional parties as long as they do not hurt non-members. Thus, we turn now 
too the particulars of paragraph 8. 

12.312.3 Individual  Article  provisions 

12.3.112.3.1 ArticleXXIV:8 (a) and(b), "substantially-alltrade" 
Ass reported by the Secretariat, a lack of consensus on the meaning of substantially-all trade (SAT) has 
repeatedlyy led to impasse in the examination of regional trade agreements. As described, two 
approaches,, not necessarily mutually exclusive, have been advanced since the GATT-1947 years. One 
iss quantitative, using a type of statistical benchmark to designate a percentage of trade. The other is 
qualitative,, which refers to the notion that no sector (or major sector) could be excluded.19 The 
Turkeyy Panel and the Appellate Body did not address thee meaning of "substantially" on point as to 
thee internal trade requirements of either customs unions or free- trade areas respectively according to 
sub-paragraphss 8 (a)(i) and (b). Rather, the discussion concerned its meaning as found in sub-
paragraphh 8(a)(ii), providing for the common external tariff requirement of a customs union. Thus, the 
termm "substantially" was raised as to the phrase "substantially-the same" duties and other regulations 
off  commerce. With mis distinctionn in mind, the Appellate body affirmed the Panel's view that the 
termm "substantially" in this context provided both quantitative and qualitative elements. If applicable 
too the internal trade context, this would suggest that the CRTA should disband the arguments for an 
exclusivee approach either way, in favour of a combined treatment. While this does not provide a test 
byy itself, it does eliminate the suggestions that one approach should be used in place of the other.20 

Alongg the same analogy between "substantially the same" and "substantially-all" is also the difference 
inn emphasis between the more flexible interpretation advanced by the Turkey Panel as compared to 
thee Appellate Body. Although the AB commenced by repeating Dam's not very helpful quip that 
"substantially""  must refer to something less than "all", but something considerably more than "some", 
itt went on refute the Panel's notion that "comparable" duties and regulations could qualify for the 
requirement.. In this, flexibility is available for regional members, but this flexibility is also limited. 
'Therefore,, in our view something closely approximating 'sameness' is required.. ."21 Thus, 
"comparable""  duties and regulations are not sufficient, and in rejecting this lower threshold, the AB 
alsoo qualified the term "substantially". For Article XXIV:8(a)(ii) , the phrase "substantially the same" 
tradee regulations required a higher degree of "sameness", since the term "substantially" was 
understoodd by the Appellate Body to qualify the word "same". While it was not necessary in this case 
forr the Appellate Body to direct the same emphasis as to the internal trade requirement under sub-
paragraphss 8 (a)(i) or (b), one can fairly sense that the same interpretation would control. Thus, the 
wordd "substantially" would be understood to qualify the word "all" for the purposes of the SAT 
requirementt as well. Although one would certainly not characterise this interpretation as sufficient to 
settlee the longstanding issue over the meaning of the phrase, it does at least generate some guidance in 
supportt of a stronger rather than a weaker requirement. It will remain to be seen whether CRTA 

Ann example of this second view is reflected in a number of comments that continue to assert that regional 
memberss may not prohibit the use of safeguards upon their internal trade. Here is a clear case where the settling 
off internal requirements according to Article XXIV:8 would inform the parameters of Article XXIV:5 
considerations.. For example, Japan comment on the elimination of emergency measures and anti-dumping 
actionss in the Canada-Chile Free-trade area. CRTA, WT/REG/38/M/2, paras. 9 and 10. The issue is discussed in 
greaterr detail below. 
199 CRTA, WT/REG/W/37,15 February 2000, para. 54. There are arguments against using each approach 
exclusively.. For quantitative, regional parties would then have license to exclude a set amount of trade. For 
qualitative,, it is claimed that listing all sectors does not necessarily result in free trade. Ibid., para. 54 (a) and (b). 
200 There are a number of combined approaches that have been advanced in the CRTA discussion on systemic 
issues.. For one example, see Australia, WT/REG/W/22/add.1, paras. 9-10. 
211 WT/DS34/AB/R, paras. 48-50. 
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partiess can derive from this expression a more concrete basis for making examination under this 
criteria. . 

Onee facet that that may be challenged even while a defined standard does not emerge is the situation 
wheree trade in a sector is partially liberalised between members by a positive preference, but the 
remainderr is left "uncovered" (assumedly) at MFN level. Ideally, this should be a transitional 
situationn indicating that parties after the interim period would resolve these partial preferences into 
completee preferences. However, delegate opinions clearly do not agree with this view. For an 
example,, in the Examination of the Interim Agreement between Slovenia and the European 
Communitiess in March of 1998, the United States representative commented that it was difficult to 
discernn whether substantially all the trade was being covered. Additionally, "(S)he saw no evidence in 
Articl ee XXTV that allowed for preferences short of going to zero, and she invited the Parties to the 
Agreementt to react to this. The representative of Hungary responded, 

"...sincee no sector was left out, it was irrelevant whether some sectors were treated in the 
Agreementt itself, or in Protocols, Annexes or separate agreements. It was his delegation's 
firmm view that nowhere in Article XXTV:8(b) was it in any way forbidden to grant preferential 
treatmentt to certain products at a level less than the m.f.n. rate but more than zero. 

Thee EC representative's response concurred with the view of Hungary. 
"Hiss delegation had consistently argued for decades that it was perfectly possible to form a 
freee trade agreement consistent with Article XXIV : 8(b) with preferences contained within the 
agreementt short of elimination. He would go so far as to suggest that that amounted to a sort 
off  consistent subsequent practice within the broader rules of interpretation on international 
law.23 3 

Iff  subsequent practice developed on this point, it did so without acquiescence of a number of other 
GATTT parties. It may well be the case that so-called partial-preferences sectors cannot be included 
underr the concept of "elimination of duties" and thereby be counted as a portion of the trade that has 
beenn dedicated to meet the SAT test. While it is apparent that the EC position on this question has not 
meaningfullyy advanced since the 1958 Overseas Association, it may also be the case that within the 
currentt legal setting this position is tenuous. The challenge would arise to extend, on the basis of 
MFN,, the partial preference to a non-member in regard to a particular product. This would necessitate 
thee Article XXI V defence by respondent and a panel would then have to make the finding that the 
agreementt in question met all the conditions of paragraph 8. It seems possible that that the panel 
wouldd be inclined to subtract the sectors whereby duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce 
hadd not been "eliminated". As in Bananas I and II reports, the panel may also recite the availability of 
thee enabling clause and/or the general waiver provisions of Article XXV as the appropriate alternative 
meanss for these members to proceed. 

Whatt comes forward from both the GATT-1947 panels, but especially the WTO cases, is the explicit 
recognitionn that Article XXI V is a conditional exception, with the burden placed upon the respondent 

222 WTO, Committe e on Regiona l Trade Agreements , Examinatio n of the Interi m Agreemen t betwee n Sloveni a 
andd the Europea n Communities , WT/REG32/M/1,12 March 1998, paras . 13-17, pp. 3-4. Continuin g from the 
Hungar yy representative : "Articl e XXIV:8(b ) talke d abou t eliminatio n of dutie s on substantiall y all the trade , and if 
ther ee were som e dutie s whic h were decrease d but not to zero, it did not mean that that was not in complianc e 
wit hh Articl e XXIV:8(b). "  Ibid at para. 15. 
233 Ibid. , at para . 16. From the EC representative , "...s o far as the provisio n of preferenc e withi n a free trad e 
agreemen tt  shor t of ful l eliminatio n was concerned , ther e was a bod y of consisten t subsequen t practic e withi n the 
WTOO embracin g Member s wel l beyon d the EC and its partners , whic h suggeste d that thei r interpretatio n was a 
reasonabl ee one share d by at least a broad , if not a general , communit y of opinion. "  Ibid. , para. 19. the U.S. 
representativ ee replied , "Whil e she foun d interestin g the commen t on the accepte d body of opinion , she note d 
tha tt  in the WTO for tarif f preference s they were eithe r give n throug h a waive r or throug h certai n provision s of the 
Enablin gg Clause. " 
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whoo seeks to invoke it. This allocation of burden affects the demonstration necessary to validate a 
particularr GATT violation, but it also has impact upon the process of determining an SAT standard in 
thee CRT A, and the legal effects of non-decisions regarding particular agreements. We will discuss 
thiss point further below in the section on institutional considerations, but for now, a single point is 
offered.. The absence of a consensus on the meaning of SAT arguably benefited regional proponents 
inn the past. This may not be the case in the future. 

123.2123.2 Relationship oflisted-article exceptions as to the scope of SAT 
Onee area where more juridical guidance could contribute to defining the SAT requirement is in the 
relationshipp of the excepted Articles of XI-XV and XX as to the term "substantially." Here the 
interpretationn made by both the Turkey reports is not clear as the discussion of the permitted internal 
measuress was only ancillary to the question of externally-applied quantitative restrictions. For the 
Panel,, the exception listing did appear as some evidence of the flexibility intended by the use of the 
termm "substantially".24 The Appellate Body agreed that "some flexibility " was offered, but cautioned 
thatt the degree of flexibility was, "limited by the requirement that 'duties and other restrictive 
regulationss of commerce' be 'eliminated with respect to substantially all' internal trade."25 

Theree may be two views possible for these listed Articles that address a common point as to the 
meaningg of substantially-all trade. One is whether the requirement should be calculated so as to 
deductt from SAT all of the trade that is affected by measures taken according to the listed exceptions. 
Thiss would suggest that the SAT requirement would not constitute a "once-made" determination. 
Sincee regional members could invoke the listed exceptions before, during and after their formation, 
thee amount of trade covered for SAT would necessarily vary over time. In this regard, one may recall 
ann earlier working group review on the Yaounde II Convention (chapter 4.2) whereby the EEC 
expresslyy took this position. There the EEC indicated that it would notify the GATT parties at the 
timee when internally restrictive measures exceeded a level necessary to retain coverage for 
substantiallyy all trade. By this view, regional agreements are necessarily dynamic and may, at any 
pointt in time, be within or without the SAT requirement. This would have implications for challenges 
inn the DSU, since the Panel might necessarily determine whether compliance with paragraph 8 was 
beingg made for the status of the regional agreement at the moment in time that the defence was being 
raised.. There is also an implication for the CRTA review, since it also suggests that CRTA members 
havee a continuing capacity to alter or withdraw any initial recommendations as based upon later 
periodicc reviews. 

Ann alternative view would consider that the listed exceptions in Article XXTV do not relate to the 
meetingg of the SAT requirement at all. Here, the text of paragraph 8 is read to mean that members 
mustt cover SAT, except where necessary for those restrictions permitted in the listed Articles. This 
interpretationn would permit regional members to adopt measures affecting internal trade in the context 
off  the listed GATT Articles, and according to requirements imposed by those provisions for those 
exceptions.. Measures undertaken by members that fell outside the listed Articles would off  course 
remainn a factor in determining the availability of the exception. It would seem that an advantage to 
thiss characterisation is that the legal security of a recommendation in the CRTA would be promoted, 
andd the defence of Article XXTV for a qualified agreement would be more secure in a dispute 
proceeding. . 

Itt seems from the above report quotations that there is no interpretation advanced either way on this 
point.. The argument here, as developed below, is that the second view is more appropriate to the 

244 "We note...th e possibilit y for partie s to a custom s unio n to maintai n certai n restriction s of commerc e on thei r 
trad ee wit h each other , includin g quantitativ e restriction s (...wher e necessary , thos e permitte d under Articles...") . 
Thiss  implie s that even for "substantiall y all trade..."certai n WTO compatibl e restriction s can be maintained . 
"WT/DS34/R ,, paras . 9.146-9.151,at para . 9.150. 
25WT/DS34?AB/R,para.48 . . 
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realisationn of an operable standard to qualify agreements. This would mean that the CRTA undertakes 
ann examination of an agreement prospectively as regarding the final outcome to be achieved by 
regionall  members. This is based upon details of the plan and schedule forwarded by the members. A 
conditionn to this position, however, is that the exception listing of Articles should either be 
determinedd as exhaustive, or alternatively, that non-listed exceptions undertaken between members 
wouldd continue to have a bearing on whether the regional agreement was meeting the SAT 
requirement.. Both for the CRTA and for DSU proceedings, this would infer that the application of 
restrictivee measures between regional members, which did not fall under the provisions of either 
Articless XI-X V and XX, would be undertaken at the risk of the members in regard to future 
challenges. . 

Inn order to compose this argument in full, it is necessary to turn to a more detailed discussion on the 
issuee of the exhaustive listing and incorporate the reports from the Turkey textiles and Argentina 
Footwearr cases. The safeguards example wil l provides the vehicle for analysis. 

12.412.4 Paragraph  8 and the exhaustive  listing 
Thee debate continues in the CRTA over the Article XXIV : 8 listing of exception articles (XI-XV and 
XX) ,, as they may either constitute an exhaustive or non-exhaustive listing. For an example from 
Japan, , 

"Withh regard to. the list of exception in Article XXIV:8 , his delegation's position...was that the 
factt that Article XXI (security exceptions) had not been included indicated that the list was 
nott exhaustive; thus this paragraph should be considered in the context of other provisions 
andd the spirit of the WTO as a whole. Regarding the application of safeguards, it seemed there 
wass discrimination when RTA parties did not apply safeguards to each other."26 

Thee opposing view has been expressed by Australia, that a completed formation should not permit the 
usee of safeguard measures between its members. This view and a middle "permissive" view is 
summarisedd in the EC representative comment. 

"Thee Australian paper seemed to argue that Article XDC measures must not be applied 
betweenn the members of an RTA...His own delegation saw this as permitted but not 
mandatory."27 7 

However,, the EC has also raised the possibility that this conclusion should diverge as between 
customss unions and free-trade areas. Thus, 

"(I) tt seemed that within the customs union the definition only made sense if Article XDC were 
nott included in the list of exceptions in Article XXIV:8(a)(i). There could only be the 
continuationn of safeguard measures in the long run, at the end of the transition period, in 
circumstancess where it was not a proper customs union, as it did not make sense to maintain 
suchh a restriction within a customs union."28 

Thee argument in favour of an exhaustive listing was made in Chapter 3.3.1. To briefly recount, that 
analysiss referred to the placement of Article XXI in the Havana Charter as a general provision, and 
nott within the Commercial Policy chapter where the other exceptions were located, together with the 
regionall  exception itself. Although the text has also acknowledged that there can be differences 
betweenn customs unions and free-trade areas in regard to their respective abilities to eliminate trade 
restrictions,, it has also cautioned that generalisations on this point are difficult. Examples of 
incompletee customs union can be raised, as well as more complete free-trade areas.29 However, 

CRTA,, WT/REG/M/15, para. 18, p. 6. The U.S. position is apparently the same, but not elaborating. Ibid., 
para.. 57, at p. 20. 
277 CRTA, WT/REG/M/14, para. 9, p. 4. 
288 CRTA, REG/M/15, para. 44, p. 17. 
299 See Chapter 7.1. 
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whateverr validity is offered by the EC comment regarding the differences between the two forms, this 
distinctionn is not reflected by the text provisions of Article XXTV:8 (a) and (b), as both contain an 
identicall  listing of exception Articles. Further, drafting history, if anything, suggests more of an intent 
too convey or "extend" the customs union internal requirements to the free-trade area exception, and 
nott to provide for a separate legal regime for the qualification of free-trade areas. Thus, one sees in the 
statedd internal requirements an alignment of the provisions overall for free-trade areas and customs 
unionss on the point of permitted exceptions. 

Thee issue can be stated as whether the listing of Articles is exhaustive as describing only the measures 
thatt can be permitted between regional members. Here, the Turkey Appellate Body only noted that the 
termss of the sub-paragraph provide, 

"... .that members of a customs union may maintain, where necessary, in their internal trade, 
certainn restrictive regulations of commerce that are otherwise permitted under Article XI 
throughh XV and underr Article XX of the GATT 1994."30 

Thiss comment does not say that parties may only maintain such measures, and a determination on this 
pointt was also not at issue. As related in the previous chapter, the Argentina Appellate Body found 
thatt a customs union (or one of its members) violates Article 2.2 of the WTO Agreement on 
Safeguardss (Safeguards Agreement) any time a safeguard is imposed that excludes another member 
fromfrom the application. This follows from the Appellate Body's recognition that Article 2.2 of the 
Agreementt is unequivocal (and pre-eminent) in requiring that safeguard measures shall be applied to a 
productt imported irrespective of its source. This infringement occurs, according to the Agreement on 
Safeguards,, whether or not the measure was applied in a manner parallel to the sources of imports 
investigated.. Thus, Article XDC as elaborated by the Agreement has been interpreted to require that all 
WTOO Members fashion non-discriminatory application of their safeguards, subject of course to the 
detailedd provisions of the Safeguards Agreement. Therefore, to validate any selective application by a 
memberr of a customs union, no matter how parallel the investigation was structured, it seems that it 
wil ll  be necessary for the regional member to successfully invoke an Article XXIV defence. 

Ass recited by the Argentina Appellate Body, and drawing upon the earlier Turkey Appellate Body 
Report,, two conditions must be fulfilled to overcome a finding of GATT inconsistency. First, the 
customss union must meet all the requirements of the Article XXIV sub-paragraphs 8(a) and 5(a); and 
second,, the formation of the customs union would be prevented if it were not allowed to introduce the 
measure.. As a part of sub-paragraph 8(a) regional members must meet the SAT test and eliminate 
dutiess and other restrictive regulations of commerce, except where necessary measures undertaken 
accordingg to Articles XI-XV and XX (the listed Articles exceptions). It appears clear from the above 
descriptionn of the nature of the violation, and the defence necessary to validate a selective safeguard 
application,, that the status of Article XIX as it is omitted from the list of exception Articles is going to 
bee raised directly by the respondent party.31 

Forr a determination on the question of whether Article XXIV allows regional safeguards to be made 
selectively,, it would seem that a resolution of the legal status of sub-paragraph 8(a)*s listed exception 
off  Articles (XI-XV and XX) would be a pre-condition. Since Article XIX is not on the exceptions list, 
theree is a suggestion that customs union members and free-trade area members may not have authority 
accordingg to the requirements to make a non-selective non-discriminatory application of a safeguard. 
Thus,, the issue could be stated as, whether it is necessary for a customs union (or free-trade area) to 
makee a selective application of its safeguard (so that other customs union or free-trade area members 

^WT/DSS^AB/R.parMS . . 
311 It woul d argu e that member s are not permitte d (or required)  to appl y intra-regiona l safeguard s as a conditio n 
too meetin g the paragrap h 8 requirements . In conjunctio n with footnot e one of the Safeguard s Agreement , as long 
ass membe r source s of injur y are subtracted , the condition s of Articl e XXIV requir e that thi s deviatio n fro m the 
Articl ee 2.2 of the Safeguard s agreemen t is necessar y to meet the Articl e XXIV requirements . 
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aree excluded from the measure) in order to meet the requirements as imposed by sub-paragraph 8(a)(i) 
orr 8 (b) of Article XXIV?32 

Thee Argentina Panel addressed this question as Argentina argued that it was compelled by Article 
XXIV: 88 to apply its safeguards selectively and to omit other members. The EC's position was 
contrary,, that Article XXTV:8 requirements on this point were not prohibitive but permissive. The 
Panel'ss summary of the EC position states that, 

"(A)rticl ee XXIV of the GATT permits the members of a customs union or free-trade area to 
decidee whether, when applying a safeguard measure pursuant to Article XDC of GATT 1994 
andd the Agreement on Safeguards, to exempt other members of thee customs union or free-
tradee area from the measure."33 

Thiss view could suggest that the customs union would determine in any particular case that a 
safeguardd would be applied selectively or not. By inclusion, it also would encompass the view that a 
customss union could decide to make all of its safeguards selective or make all of its safeguards non-
selective.. This could occur by a treaty provision or by an authorised institutional enactment. In short, 
thee permissive approach indicates that a regional grouping can treat the selectivity issue as a matter of 
choice,, without the result having any legal implications on the paragraph 8 requirements. 

Thee Panel appeared to identify this question as that one left open by footnote 1 of Article 2.1 of the 
Safeguardss Agreement, as the note states the primary provision is not intended to pre-judge the 
relationshipp between Article XIX and paragraph 8 of Article XXIV . The Panel went on to recognise 
thatt a larger number of regional trade agreements do impose safeguards upon intra-regional trade, 
whilee a few have chosen to prohibit such measures.34 The Panel then ruled outright that Article 
XXIV: 88 did not prohibit the use of intra-regional safeguards: 

"(Althoughh the list of exceptions in Article XXIV : 8 of GATT clearly does not include 
Articlee XDC, in our view, that paragraph does not necessarily prohibit the imposition of 
safeguardd measures between the constituent territories of a customs union or free-trade area 
duringg their formation or after their completion."35 

Thiss conclusion flowed from the Panel's analysis of the Article, wherein the adoption of a safeguard 
measuree in any particular case may not overall undermine the substantially-all trade requirement. This 
wouldd be seem to be an explicit adoption of the position for a non-exhaustive listing, and as it was 
advancedd by the EEC also in the original Overseas Association report of 1958. The Panel did leave 
openn the possibility that an infringement of the SAT requirement could occur by the excessive use of 
safeguardss between members. 

"Thuss we do not exclude the possibility that extensive use of safeguard measures within 
regionall  integration areas for prolonged periods could run counter to the requirement to 
liberalisee "substantially all trade" within a regional integration area. In our view the express 
omissionn of Article XDC of GATT from the lists of exceptions in Article XXIV : 8 of GATT 
readd in combination with the requirement to eliminate all duties or other restrictions of 
commercee on "substantially all trade" within a customs union, leaves both options open, i.e., 
abolitionn of the possibility to impose safeguard measures between the member States of a 
customss union as well as the maintenance thereof."36 

322 This does not mean howeve r that the custom s unio n woul d necessaril y have to includ e the source s of injur y 
cause dd by othe r custom s unio n member s in its investigation . 
333 Argentin a Panel Report , para . 8.94, italic s added . 
344 Argentin a Panel Report , para . 8.96. 
355 Argentin a Panel Report , para . 8.97. 
366 Ibid . 
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Supportt  for  this conclusion by the Panel was found in the difficult y of reconciling the Article' s 
provisionss for  interim agreements with any interpretation permittin g a selective prohibition . Thus, for 
transitionall  arrangements such as MERCOSUR, 

". .. .the temporary lack of full integration of 'substantially all trade"  due to the maintenance of 
intra-regionall  safeguards clauses would still be justifiabl e within this transitional status of the 
customss union. Accordingly, pending the completion of integration within MERCOSUR, the 
requirementss of Articl e XXI V would not force Argentina to apply safeguard measures 
exclusivelyy against thir d countries."37 

Itt  is not clear  why the circumstances of interim arrangements should have any bearing on the issue of 
thee exhaustive listing. A customs union or  a free-trade area plan could be required to demonstrate, at 
thee time of CRT A review, that after the interim period, that selective safeguards wil l be eliminated 
betweenn the members. Since interim agreements are limited by the GATT-1994 Understanding on the 
Interpretatio nn of Articl e XXI V to a ten-year  period, except for  unusual circumstances, transitional 
selectivee measures would normally have ten years to be eliminated as applied to the trade between the 
members.. The factual issue on assessment is whether  the customs union or  free-trade area plan is 
demonstratingg evidence of a commitment undertaken by the members to eliminate intra-regional 
safeguards.. Following the interim period, the arrangement could be assessed anew on the question of 
whetherr  this condition had been fulfille d in fact. Thus, the point that such measures might be 
maintainedd during the interim period would seem to be entirely irrelevant to the primary legal 
question,, that being the legal status of the listing of Articl e exceptions as exhaustive or  not. After  all, 
thee interim period contemplated by the Panel as above is only that: interim. Assuming that a CRTA 
revieww was timely prior  to implementation, there is no reason to conclude that the maintenance of 
interimm safeguards between members should violate the paragraph 8 prohibition , if the exclusion of 
Articl ee XDC from the listed exceptions is a prohibition , or  have any bearing on whether  the 
arrangementt  would ultimately comply with the SAT requirement. 

Thee Panel however  ruled that the omission was not a prohibition , but rather  an option for  regional 
members,, by its statement that, 

"Tha tt  there is no doubt in our  minds that the letter  and spirit of Articl e XXTV: 8 of GATT 
permitpermit member  States of a customs union to agree on the elimination of the possibility to 
imposee safeguard measures between the constituent parties."38 

Thee Panel adopted the argument made for  permissive selectivity that was offered by the EC. Although 
itt  was not expanded upon, this EC position, as reported, highlighted the exceptional and temporary 
naturee of safeguards, and the limitatio n of their  application to only single products. These 
characteristicss could also therefore be examined for  possibly providing some reason for  the omission 
off  Articl e XIX from the paragraph 8 exceptions, while yet remaining a lawfull y permissive option as 
betweenn members, as according to the Panel. These considerations are discussed further  below. 

First,, perhaps the Panel could have located the ambiguity in the paragraph 8 text that would have 
permittedd a finding that the elimination of intra-regional safeguards was only optional as between 
members.. Reviewing the text, 

"8.(a)) A customs union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs 
territor yy for  two or  more customs territories, so that 

(i)) duties and other  restrictive regulations of commerce (except where necessary, those 
permittedd under  Articl e XI , XII , XIII , XIV , XV and XX) are eliminated with respect 
too substantially all the trade between constituent territorie s of the union or  at least 

377 Argentin a Panel Report , para. 8.98. 
388 Argentin a Panel Report , para. 8.99 (italic s added) . But , it then went on to apparentl y indicat e that whil e 
Argentin aa and MERCOSUR may have provide d as much , that they nevertheles s retaine d the optio n of imposin g 
selectiv ee safeguard s when the custom s unio n acts in its entirety . It is not clear how thi s secon d poin t goes to the 
issue . . 
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withh respect to substantially all the trade in products originating in such 
territories..." " 

Otherr restrictive regulations of commerce (ORRCs) are certainly not duties, suggesting that the listed 
Articless qualify the term "other restrictive regulations of commerce". The paragraph thus calls for the 
eliminationn of such regulations of commerce except where necessary for those circumstances covered 
byy the listed Articles themselves. As such, there seems to be no ambiguity in this text as it appears on 
itss face to only permit the use of measures encompassed by the listed Articles. 

However,, one might identify that an ambiguity arises when considering the meaning of necessity, as 
too which events would raise the circumstances of permitting the use of the measures. Necessity could 
bee viewed as a wholly internal phenomenon derived from the trade problems caused by the process of 
regionall  integration between the members. The listed articles would be then be those (only) permitted 
too address these adjustments, and within the context of a final customs union or free-trade area. 
Articlee XIX measures are not one of the remedies permitted. In the alternative, the circumstances of 
necessityy may arise from members taking actions in response to global or external conditions, which 
thenn must also necessarily be applied intra-regionally in order to either be effective, or possibly, to 
avoidd undue harm to non-members in the application of such measures. In this construction all other 
typess of restrictions, including those found for Article XDC or Article VI, would always be permitted 
betweenn members as they may be applied to address intra-regional trade problems, unlike the listed 
exceptionss which must be applied internally when applied at all. 

12.4.112.4.1 The permissive v. obligatory construction 
Hudecc and Southwick carefully framed this may or must question and resolved it in favour of the 
latterr view. This was based upon their examination of the types of measures contained in the Articles 
listing.. These would tend to be globally applied to all parties, would tend to apply across a range of 
productss rather than as to particular products, and would also result from the types of problems caused 
byy imports from whatever source. In all cases, great damage to non-members would result in selective 
applicationss wherein regional members would unfairly fill  the demand caused by the application of 
thee external measures upon non-member sources.39 Thus, their view of the exception listing is that it 
onlyy acts to designate the types of exceptions that must be applied upon intra-regional trade when 
undertakenn at all. One difficulty with this position, as acknowledged by the authors, is that in any 
particularr case, an Article XIX action may also fall within this same rubric, considering the damage 
thatt can be done to non-members where both members and non-members are sources of the injury. 

Theirr view does however fit well with the Panel's finding and the EC's position on the permissiveness 
off  intra-regional safeguards. This is confirmed by Hudec and Southwick's contemplation that, as 
regionall  integration may evolve to an integrated market, that members then may cease to apply the 
listedd measures between them. However, this possibility also suggests an alternative view of the 
exceptionss that would support the exhaustive listing. According to the customs union requirement in 
paragraphh 8, 

"(A)) customs union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs territory 
forr two or more customs territories, so that..." 

Perhapss contrary to Hudec and Southwick, this provision suggests that the exceptions listed in 
paragraphh 8(a) refer to a description of a finally completed customs union. In this completed edifice, 
thee union as a whole or its individual members could certainly continue to encounter the various 
globall  problems described by Hudec and Southwick. However, to the extent that the listed articles 

399 R. Hudec and J. Southwick, Regionalism and WTO Rules, in M. Rodri'guez, P. Low, B. Kotschwar (Eds.), 
Tradee Rules in the Making , Organization of American States and the Brookings Institution, Washington D.C., 
1999,, pp. 47-80. 
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permitt GATT parties (generally) to address such global problems by the institution of measures which 
affectt trade, as they are exceptions to GATT obligations, this does not mean that the listed measures 
themselvess are in essence commercial policy measures. Thus, a completed customs union could yet 
eveneven then permit exceptional measures to be applied between its members, and as would be required 
byy the listed Articles' non-discrimination requirements, also upon non-members. 

Thiss point flows from the limitations inherent in the concept of the substitution of a single customs 
territory,, as this substitution does not infer the transfer of all national economic sovereign power. 
Thus,, member states could reasonably be understood to retain power to intervene for domestic 
agriculturee supply purposes, (Article XI:2, (a)-(c)), retain responsibility over their own currencies and 
externall  financial positions (Article XE), and be responsible for their individual IMF obligations 
(Articlee XV). As important, individual members would be understood to retain national authority for 
theirr own health and safety measures and the other legitimate objectives, all as encompassed by 
GATTT Article XX. 

Whatt does however fall within the concept of substitution of a customs territory are those matters 
dealingg with commercial policy. These are the measures intended to provide a benefit to domestic 
producerss as in the manner of providing for domestic protection. Included here would be tariff duties 
(too be eliminated), and other restrictive regulations of commerce, i.e., measures other than duties, such 
ass quantitative restrictions (to be eliminated). Measures undertaken to address injury for either 
dumpingg or for emergency action on imports should clearly fall within the gambit of commercial 
policy.. Thus, while agreeing with Hudec's and Southwick's characterisation of the listed measures as 
thosee addressing global concerns, the listed exceptions also appear to share a broader framework in 
commonn in that they do not describe measures intended to address commercial policy concerns at all. 
Rather,, they are measures enacted for purposes that remain well within the sovereign domain of 
memberss that would not likely ever be accorded to a customs union by operation of Article XXIV and 
itss requirement of substitution of customs territories.40 Since the Article employs the term substitution 
inn defining a customs union, it would seem more reasonable to conclude that the measures attributable 
too individual territory commercial policy are to be substituted by the customs territory as a whole for 
thee purpose of making consistent external applications. Otherwise, there would not be a true 
substitutionsubstitution of territories, or rather, such a substitution would only be effective for some commercial 
policyy purposes, but not for others. If this reading is correct, then the "permissive" construction 
arguedd by the EC, and as adopted by the Argentina Panel is inconsistent and should be rejected. 

Inn the permissive view, a customs union would be required to establish a common external regime by 
applyingg substantially the same duties and other regulations of commerce to the trade of territories not 
withinn the union (Article XXTV:8(a)(ii)). It would not, however, be likewise obliged to assume any 
authorityy for other commercial instruments that could have the effect of undermining this 
harmonisationn entirely. Individual member-states could continue to operate their anti-dumping and 
safeguardd regimes in respect to other members, therefore necessarily retaining the power to conduct 
individuall  commercial policy as to the trade of non-members. The resulting territory would not be 
givenn the capacity to harmonise these individual measures externally. Alternatively, if the customs 
unionn did have the power to harmonise the application of such measures externally, then one must 
query,, by what legal basis its members would continue to derive an authority to apply such measure 
ass to the other members? To summarise, the unlisted measures are argued here to be prohibited as to 
theirr possible use by individual members as they constitute commercial policy measures that, if 
permitted,, would be inconsistent with the definition of a customs union as it denotes the concept of 
thee substitution of individual customs territories.41 

GATTT Articl e XXI also refer s to matter s that do not fal l unde r the categor y polic y measures , but whic h affec t 
trade . . 
411 However , as suggeste d by Hudec and Southwick , ther e remain s the possibilit y of sever e hardshi p for non -
member ss whic h flow s fro m any constructio n mandatin g that a safeguar d taken by a unio n mus t be applie d 
selectivel yy  so as to exemp t all custom s unio n member s fro m its application . This proble m appear s to be resolve d 
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Thee final argument for the "permissive" construction is found in the provisions of paragraph 8(b) for 
free-tradefree-trade areas. For them, there is no compelled substitution of a single customs territory for 
constituentt territories, but rather only a "group of two or more customs territories..." Since no new 
territoryy is created, these members may retain national commercial power as a matter of law. 
However,, it should be recalled from Chapter two that the free-trade area provisions of Article XXIV 
doo not inform the customs union provisions. Rather, the drafting history is clear that the opposite 
transactionn occurred whereby the United States proposals for customs unions were forwarded at 
Genevaa and settled there. As indicated, the free-trade area notion was not advanced until the Havana 
sessions.. At this time, the listed exceptions were also included and the term "substantially" was 
movedd to its present position as qualifying the term "trade", rather than the term "elimination".42 

Hudecc and Southwick have suggested that this relocation reflected the new flexibilit y required in the 
Articl ee by the insertion of the listing of Articles permitted as exceptions. One could also suggest that 
thee term could have been relocated to accommodate the free-trade area exception. As they indicated, 
thiss is a speculative matter. However, what is not so speculative is the final result in the provisions 
wherebyy the drafters established an identical set of internal requirements for both customs unions and 
free-tradefree-trade areas. Thus, while the possibility was evident that a different list of Article exceptions could 
bee entertained at that juncture to vary the requirements between customs unions and free-trade areas, 
thiss was not done. Thus, if there is any parallel interpretation to be made between sub-paragraphs 8(a) 
andd 8(b), the customs union provisions should be seen to inform those for free-trade areas, and not the 
otherr way around. 

Inn this respect, one can always argue that in order to avoid conflicting interpretations between the 
provisions,, that the customs union requirements should be "read down" to reflect what is only 
possiblee for a free-trade area. Essentially, this is the permissive argument. More convincingly, one can 
arguee by the same logic that the free-trade area provisions should be "read up" to those of the customs 
union.. Since free-trade areas need not form a substitution of customs territories, differing commercial 
policyy measures as directed to non-members would occur as a matter of course. This does not 
howeverr mandate that those same commercial policy measures need to be applied to the trade of other 
members,, nor that they are necessarily permitted to be so applied by Article XXIV . For members 
enactingg such measures, rules of origin would also function as a matter of course to address trade 
deflection,, just as they would be required in any case where there was a meaningful divergence in the 
tarifff  duties applied. 

12.4.212.4.2 Safeguards Conclusion- parallelism and the exhaustive list 

AA remaining point to clarify is whether the Argentina Appellate Body has foreclosed any later 
interpretationn in favour of an exhaustive listing. The AB did conclude that a customs union member 
committedd an initial violation in excluding other members from the application of a safeguard, 
whetherr this application was made in parallel with the sources of investigation or not. As the 
Appellatee Body stated, 

"...wee wish to underscore that, as the issue is not raised in this appeal, we make no ruling on 
whether,, as a general principle, a member of a customs union can exclude other members of 
thatt customs union from the application of a safeguard measure."43 

Thatt the possibility remains for a customs union to so exclude one of its own members from a 
safeguardd is also exhibited by the Findings and Conclusions wherein the Appellate Body, 

byy footnot e 1 to Articl e 2.1 of the Safeguard s Agreement . There it is provide d that a custom s unio n may act on 
behal ff  of a singl e member . Third-part y trad e to the rest of the unio n need not be detrimentall y affecte d wher e thi s 
trad ee is not injurin g the othe r unio n members . 
422 The earlie r draf t stated , "al l tariff s and othe r restrictiv e regulation s of commerc e are substantiall y eliminated" . 
433 Argentin a AB Report , para . 114, italic s added . 
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"(d)) reverses the Panel's findings and conclusions relating to footnote 1 to Article 2.1 of the 
Agreementt on Safeguards and Article XXTV* of the GATT 1994, and concludes that 
Argentina,, on the facts of this case, cannot justify the imposition of its safeguard measures 
onlyy on non-MERCOSUR third country sources of supply on the basis of an investigation 
thatt found serious injury or threat thereof caused by imports from all sources, including 
importss from other MERCOSUR member States."44 

Iff  it is the case that fully fledged customs unions can make meet the requirements of the GATT and its 
Safeguardd Agreement by making selective investigations and applications of safeguards, then a major 
pointt of clarity has already been added to the legal practice under Article XXIV . The introduction of 
"parallelism",, which seems to be installed by footnote 1 to the Safeguards Agreement, calls for equity 
inn the application of safeguards which matches the sources of imports investigated to support the 
action.. If a single member, rather than the union as a whole is being injured, it appears more than 
reasonablee that the trade of third parties to the union should not be disrupted disproportionately. 
Likewisee if the union is injured as a whole, then territory treatment would suggest that its measures be 
appliedd to the territory as a unit. What parallelism requires in this case is that injury caused by fellow 
unionn members be not attributed to third parties. 

Thee possibility of a permissive choice between these avenues for customs unions and free-trade areas 
doess remain problematic in regard to the structure of intra-regional trade. Following the EC position 
expressedd in the Argentina Panel, the union has the option to either exempt or include other members 
inn the investigation and application of safeguards. This discretion can be employed on a case by case 
basis.. However, parallelism itself does not seem to require this step. In the case where other members 
wouldd be required to be exempted from the application of a measure, their contribution to injury 
shouldd also be disregarded. While this may be a burden for transitional unions, for a completed union 
thiss would not seem to be an unreasonable requirement in light of the concept of the substitution of 
territories.. The introduction of the concept of parallel investigation and application appears to leave 
openn the possibility that regional members may also be required to exempt their partners from 
safeguardd actions in respect of the exhaustive list, and that this step can be taken without undue injury 
too third parties. 

Wheree a customs union has retained selectivity as a permissive option, there may be an additional 
difficulty.. This is because the claimant can argue that the respondent customs union was "picking and 
choosing""  which safeguards would be applied globally and which would be applied selectively. Such 
discretion,, whether or not consistent with the requirements of sub-paragraph 8(a), would be at least 
inconsistentt with the respondent's own position that the customs union was compelled to make a 
selectivee application according to the listing of Articles exceptions. Thus, the regional respondent may 
nott have it both ways, arguing on one hand that selectivity is necessary according to the Article, but 
thenn permissive in practice. In this situation, a panel could shortcut any finding that the listing of 
Articless exception was exhaustive by nature. Instead, it could rule that since the customs union at 
handd had sought to preserve the option of selectivity, that it could not also then raise a defence that 
selectivityy was necessary according to the Article XXIV requirements. The practical effect of this 
shortcutt would be similar to a ruling on selectivity itself, since customs unions that had preserved the 
optionn would also have foregone the Article XXTV defence. 

12.512.5 ORCs and ORRCs 
Ann extensive discussion in the CRTA is also engaged over the term "other regulations of 
commerce"(ORCs)) as it is employed in paragraph 5 and paragraph 8(a)(ii), and the term "other 
restrictivee regulations of commerce" (ORRCs) as it is found in paragraphs 8(a)(i) and (b). Issues 
raisedd include whether the two terms are synonymous, and whether they are or not, what types of 
regulatoryy and internal measures can be captured by either. This last question includes the issue of 

444 Argentin a AB Report , para. 151. Italic s added . 
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whetherr rules of origin can be considered an ORC or an ORRC. Again there is a tension between 
regionall  members and non-members on these questions, as internal liberalisation across a whole range 
off  so-called regulatory activities would necessarily have the effect of reducing internal barriers at 
somee possible expense to external trade. 

Thee Turkey Panel offered an ambitious definition for ORCs, which was not rebutted by the Turkey 
Appellatee Body. At least in the context of paragraph 5, 

"(M)oree broadly, the ordinary meaning of the terms 'other regulations of commerce' could be 
understoodd to include any regulation having an impact on trade (such as measures in the fields 
coveredd by WTO rules, e.g., sanitary and phytosanitary, customs valuation, anti-dumping, 
technicall  barriers to trade; as well as any other trade-related domestic regulation, e.g., 
environmentall  standards, export credit schemes). Given the dynamic nature of regional trade 
agreements,, we consider that this is an evolving concept."45 

Thee above definition appears to contemplate the entire range of government actions that can affect 
externall  trade, many internal and regulatory by nature, and certainly broader than the category of 
"measuress other than duties" upon importation in the sense of Article XL46 While broad, since the 
analysiss of paragraph 5 relates to the impact of undertaken measures upon non-members, there is 
everyy reason to believe that the above definition of ORCs would be sustainable. This, at least to the 
extentt that new restrictive regulatory measures undertaken in the course of a customs union or free-
tradee area formation had the effect of raising new barriers to trade of non-members. 

However,, the definition provided above may not find a ready application for the paragraph 8(a)(ii) use 
off  the term ORC, as relating to a customs union formation. If the same test were applied, then the 
adoptionn of the substantially the same duties and ORCs must be undertaken by customs union 
memberss in regard to those factors provided above. This also seems to be an impossible construction, 
sincee it would require customs union members to externally harmonise all of the regulatory measures 
thatt can possibly affect trade. This is far in excess of what a customs union could reasonably be 
understoodd to require.47 

Thus,, one is left with an overwhelming sense that the Panel's definition must either be limited to 
paragraphh 5 considerations, or since the identical term is used in both paragraph 5 and 8, that the 
definitionn is simply overstated as it would define ORCs generally. One other possibility is that the 
definitionn may only be applicable to measure undertaken by regional members that are distinct and 
discriminatoryy as to non-members. Much of the traditional authority held to the view that Article 
XXI VV provides for a derogation only from Article IMFN. Even while the Turkey AB has opened the 
possibilityy for violation of other GATT Articles, Article I in any case acts to subject matters falling 
underr paragraph four of GATT Article III to the MFN obligation. Thus, where one regional party 
accordss internal treatment more favourably to another regional partner, for example by an act of 
recognition,, this is an MFN issue as to the non-member, by operation of Article I. Thus, regional 
partiess can only advance selectively under these conditions if the agreement is qualified according to 
Articl ee XXIV , and assumedly meeting the Turkey AB test for excusing a violation, or falls under 
otherr provisions for recognition that accord certain opportunities without reference to regional 
formations.48 8 

455 Turke y Panel Report , para . 9.120. 
466 GATT distinguishe s betwee n measure s applie d upo n importatio n {Articl e XI) and thos e applie d to importe d 
good ss (Articl e III) See, Canad a - Administratio n of the Foreig n Investmen t Review Act , Repor t of the Panel , 7 
February ,, 1984, L/5504,3OS/140, paragrap h 5.14. 
477 In point , onl y sinc e the ECJ Opinio n of 1/94 has it been explicitl y ruled that the EC custom s unio n has externa l 
exclusiv ee competenc e in regar d to technica l barrier s to trade . 
488 For one WTO analysi s of mutua l recognitio n for conformit y assessmen t procedur e for good s and services , see 
Mathis ,, J. , Mutual  Recognition  Agreements  - Transatlantic  parties  and the Limits  of  Non-tariff  Barrier 
RegionalismRegionalism  in  the WTO, Journa l of Worl d Trade, v. 32, No. 6, Decembe r 1998, pp. 5-31. 
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However,, this is not to say that Article XXTV requires parties to engage in non-tariff barrier 
liberalisationn within the region via external harmonisation of these regulatory aspects, a conclusion 
thatt would be forced if the Panel definition applied also to ORCs as it is found in paragraph 8 (a) (ii). 
Rather,, one would take the view that where regional parties advance liberalisation in the field of non-
tarifff  barriers, this action would not be "necessary" for the completion of the formation according to 
thee requirements of paragraph 8. Further, any measures undertaken in eliminating non-tariff barriers 
shouldd remain actionable according to paragraph 5 where such actions hadd the effect of raising new 
barrierss to trade to non-members. 

AA caveat to this view is that ORCs as defined by the Panel also cannot possibly be equivalent to 
ORRCss as contained in paragraph 8. Unlike the imposition of a quantitative restriction the regulatory 
aspectss considered by the Panel are not easily encompassed in a reasonable definition of "other 
restrictivee regulations of commerce". This limitation is raised outright if one considers that if the 
definitionn were to be the same for ORRCs, then any regulatory matter affecting trade between the 
partiess would be required to be eliminated between them. The drafters certainly had no point of 
referencee to contemplate deeper regional integration. This consideration suggests that ORRCs and 
ORCss are not synonymous, assuming that the Panel definition is now GATT law. If a regulatory 
matterr that is liberalised in the course of a regional formation affects third parties, then the 
considerationn is brought under paragraph 5. If it constitutes a GATT violation, the regional members 
wouldd not be in the position to argue its necessity, as in the case of thee elimination of a tariff duty, 
sincee these matters are not, as argued here, ORRCs, and are therefore not required to be eliminated. 
Thee effect of this interpretation would be to render discriminatory regulatory harmonisation 
actionablee under GATT law. 

Anotherr ORC consideration would relate to the external effects of preferential rules of origin. This 
hass also been raised by working group members through the years and continues as a source of 
commentaryy in the CRTA. One notes that origin rules were not listed in the Panel's definition 
providedd above. A difficulty with forcing the expansive ORC definition to accommodate the external 
effectss of rules of origin is found in the paragraph 5 text. In both paragraphs (a) and (b), there is a 
clearr reference to comparing ORCs at the time of institution to the situation prior to the formation. 
Sincee the preferential rules of origin at issue would not have existed prior to the formation at all, there 
reallyy is nothing to compare, unless one sought to compare the new preferential rules to the non-
preferentiall  pre-existing rules granting MFN treatment. That this has been a fairly intractable 
considerationn might explain the obvious omission from the Panels own definition. However, the 
radicall  proposition to consider is, in the event new rules are more restrictive than the previous non-
preferentiall  rules, whether the burden should be on regional members to indicate why the additional 
restrictionss are actually necessary in order to complete the regional formation. 

Thiss raises the question of preferential rules in conjunction with ORRCs. Since it seems that ORCs 
cannott be the same as ORRCs, one might also contemplate that rules of origin are to be considered in 
thee second term for the purpose of qualifying substantially-all trade. Here there is no obvious 
requirementt of a "pre-formation" comparison other than the expressed duty to eliminate ORRCs. But, 
thiss requirement can also be seen to raise a commensurate duty to "not create" ORRCs anew. Since 
origin-basingg is essential for the definition of the territory for which elimination of duties and ORRCs 
iss to occur, both for customs unions and free-trade areas, whether such rules as applied comply with 
thee SAT requirement would seem to fall under the scope of inquiry governed by ORRCs.49 For an 
example,, consider where a free-trade area contained a declaration liberalising all trade in industrial 
andd agriculture products, but then only recognised as originating products those wholly-obtained from 

Forr  free trad e areas , the remova l of barrier s is to be accommodate d for substantiall y all the trad e betwee n the 
partie ss as to product s "originatin g in suc h territories. "  For custom s unions , the same remova l of barrier s is to be 
accommodate dd for all the trad e betwee n the territorie s of the union , "o r at least wit h respec t to substantiall y all 
thee trad e in product s originatin g in suc h territories. "  Articl e XXIV, paragraph s 8 (a) (i) and (b). 
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thee soil of a member territory. The use of the origin rules in this case would clearly limit the scope of 
thee declaration, and as it would be offered to comply with the SAT requirement. 

12.5.112.5.1 Overlapping regional systems 
Itt was indicated above that the internal trade requirements for free-trade areas and customs unions are 
nott distinguishable according to the provisions. Nevertheless, the functional distinction imposed by 
ruless of origin is persistent in the choice of formations as these rules are a required aspect in any 
formationn in the absence of a harmonised tariff. While origin rules have been long criticised for the 
abilityy to provide a protective effect as to trade with non-members, there is also an aspect of the rules 
thatt can serve internal protective purposes, as discussed in chapter seven. One recalls the following 
comment: : 

"(T)hee solution to these problems will not only condition the functioning of a free trade area; 
itt will also, to some extent, govern its actual scope. The volume of goods which can circulate 
freefree of duty within the area will depend on whether these "mixed" products are given 
exemptionn from duty in a more or less liberal manner."50 

Ass suggested by Faber in the context of the EC-CEEC relationships, the development of full 
cumulationn among pre-existing free-trade partners is a difficult task. This is subject not only to 
internall  protective pressures opposing mixing of inputs in the larger destination market, but also 
withinn the partner markets where even a lesser diagonal treatment can conflict with certain industrial 
promotionn and investment policy goals.51 

Thee possibility for reviewing the quality of cumulation intended within a proposed formation may not 
bebe so far beyond the purview of CRTA review as to be disregarded as a longer term prospect. This 
followss if one acknowledges that the design of the rules determines whether a declared free-trade area 
iss in fact an "area", as this term is also entitled to be defined as a requirement, within which duties and 
otherr restrictive regulations of commerce have been eliminated. Thus for example, if an agreement 
betweenn more than two members were proposed without provisions for diagonal cumulation, this 
mightt also suggest that a free-trade "area" has not been intended to be formed. If this result were a 
possibility,, then the reverse scenario should also be considered. Thus, where a party establishes 
distinctt free-trade areas with multiple parties but providing only for diagonal cumulation, then the 
evolutionn of a regional cumulation system as between all of those members might also suggest that a 
neww and successive free-trade area has been created. 

Itt is more difficult to imagine that the capacity for review could be extended to require a full 
cumulationn among members to a single agreement, even though true "area" treatment does more 
closelyy resemble the quality of movement by free circulation possible to achieve in a completed 
customss union. That this is possible for a customs union is not however equated with a legal mandate 
thatt free circulation be achieved. However, between multiple parties to a single agreement, a type of 
objectionn could be raised if the arrangement was internally bilateral, i.e., if only one territory retained 
cumulationn with two others and these other two did not provide for cumulation between themselves. 
Thiss formation could be treated defacto as creating not a single area, but rather two free-trade areas 
onlyy posing as one. 

"Thiss is a special problem, therefore, which does not arise in the customs Union when the common external 
tarifff has come into force." OEEC, (1957), p. 11. 
511 Dijck, Pitou and Faber, G., (eds), The Externa l Economi c Dimensio n of the Europea n Union , Kluwer Law 
International,, Dordrecht, 1999. "Diagonal" referring here to where the use of materials which is designated as 
alreadyy originating in any of the partner countries is permitted. "Full" cumulation referring here to where 
processingg is permitted to be cumulated between the free trade parties. Both terms can apply to one agreement 
withh more than two parties, or where separate agreements are linked. 
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Thee most difficul t scenario to contemplate upon review, but also pressing as a systemic issue, is the 
resultingg "area"  which may fail to result from multipl e (bilateral) free-trade areas with members 
commonn to more than one arrangement. The power  to examine the overall structure of resulting 
arrangements,, including previously examined formations, would be resisted by proponents, since each 
revieww is likely to be understood as limited to an analysis of the single agreement under  notification. 
However,, when one country is a party to more than one free trade area, the resulting structure of 
overlappingg free trade areas has also been cited for  its potential to provide for  protective effects on 
tradee "between the members". 

Ass some of these questions move to contemplate complex regional structures, it does appear  that the 
limitation ss to the text provisions of Articl e XXI V become more apparent. As the term "rul e of origin" 
iss not even stated in Articl e XXIV , one acknowledges that there is a stretch engaged in the process of 
anyy argument that the Articl e has been given the instruments to address these aspects. As one notes 
thee continuing work engaged to harmonise non-preferential rules as a result of Uruguay Round 
undertakings,, it can only be hoped that Articl e XXTV considerations wil l eventually be brought into 
thiss process. An alternative would be to permit the subject of such rules to be expressly undertaken in 
negotiationss regarding GATT Articles in any later  Round. 

12.612.6 Institutional  considerations 
Thee test for  excusing a GATT violation posed by the Turkey Appellate Body has raised the distinct 
possibilityy for  a Panel to examine the compatibilit y of a regional agreement according to Articl e 
XXIV .. Only a handful of regional agreements over  the history of GATT and WTO have been able to 
derivee affirmativ e compatibility recommendations regarding the requirements of Articl e XXTV . In the 
Turkeyy case, the Turkey-EC customs union was also without a recommendation from the CRTA. The 
Panell  found it unnecessary to undertake such an assessment, instead going forward from the position 
thatt  the Turkey-EC arrangement was arguendo compatible. This coincided with the Panel's opinion 
thatt  compatibility assessments were in any case within the province of the CRTA. This reflected the 
Panel'ss assessment that a division of authority was present between panels and the special procedures 
off  the CRTA. Thus, in a case where the CRTA recommended that a regional formation was 
compatiblee with the requirements of Articl e XXIV , any particular  measures could nonetheless be 
examined,, according to the panel's authority to evaluate particular  measures presented by a claimant. 
Likewise,, the absence of an affirmativ e recommendation would also be irrelevant, at least for  the 
Articl ee XI  measures contemplated in that case, since Articl e XXI V was determined by the Panel to 
nott  provide an exception for  them in any case. 

Sincee the Turkey Appellate Body reversed the panel's findings as to which measures can be excepted 
byy Articl e XXIV , one can see how the AB then moved to the question of the scope of competence for 
panelss to make compatibility assessments. However, there was, arguably, a shorthand prescription 
availablee not undertaken by the Appellate Body. Since Turkey had not obtained an affirmativ e 
recommendationn from the CRTA in regard to the compatibility of its customs union, the defence 
couldd have been dismissed outright in the absence of Turkey' s ability to invoke the exception as based 
uponn an affirmativ e compatibilit y recommendation from the CRTA. This would have recognised the 
jurisdictiona ll  demarcation suggested by the Panel. It would have presented two difficultie s however. 
First,, the question of the compatibilit y of this particular  arrangement was actually not at issue on 
appeall  before the Appellate Body. Thus, the Appellate Body was also limited by the argument that the 
Turkey-ECC customs union was arguendo compatible. This particular  twist may not likely occur  again, 
sincee there is guidance now that the appropriate claimant response to a regional member invoking an 
Articl ee XXTV exception in the futur e wil l be that the formation in question is arguendo incompatible. 
Thee second consideration is more persistent. If, as the Appellate Body argued, Articl e XXI I  and 
XXIII ,, as exhibited in the DSU provisions and together  with Articl e XXTV: 12, compel the panel to 
assesss any matter arising from the application of Articl e XXIV , then complaints against measures as 
welll  as defences of compatibility must all be taken on board to give effect to the rights of WTO 
Memberss to invoke the DSU. 
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Thiss aspect of the ruling is controversial. Not only from a legal standpoint regarding the balance of 
powerss between the judicial and rulemaking functions within the WTO, but also as a practical matter 
inn that a complex analysis required by the Article XXIV provisions may now be required to be 
undertakenn by future panels. However, as to the second point, having determined that panels have this 
power,, one can also see the practical necessity rising for regional members to make their best efforts 
too obtain an affirmative clearance from the CRTA. The alternative course would be to assume the 
legall  risk incumbent by the process of panels making compatibility determinations according to 
paragraphss 8 and 5 on a case by case basis. In point, this appears to be the situation as it stands, but 
withh one clear difference from past practice. The Appellate Body has made it plain, in its description 
off  the two-part test, upon whom the burden of proving compatibility shall reside. Since a regional 
memberr invokes the defence, it is this member which must act affirmatively to establish the point. 
Whilee this ruling was foreseen in the earlier GATT panel cases, now it is explicit. 

Thee panel and AB developments may have also begun the process of shifting the burden to the 
proponentss in an institutional sense as well. This may result in the eventual "judicialisation" of the 
CRTAA special procedure. If one can now say that the legal status of trade agreements remains an open 
questionn in the absence of a recommendation or decision from the CRTA, then regional members 
shouldd be able to calculate the value in seeking affirmative recommendations for their agreements in 
orderr to secure some legal security in a later challenge. Thus, although the weakness of a consensus-
basedd process has worked against stricter interpretations in the past, perhaps this same consensus 
approachh wil l reverse the burden to proponents in the future. If a recommendation or decision is 
necessaryy to secure an agreement from legal challenge, then every party with a vote can demand 
satisfactionn on the agreement's compatibility. Instead of the lowest common denominator being tacitly 
acceptedd as the coverage requirement to be met, a higher threshold could emerge to satisfy review 
parties,, who otherwise refuse to provide their acceptance of the plan. This would suggest that 
proponentss might need to be far more flexible in amending provisions of trade agreements in the 
futuree then they have been in the past and that implementation should be delayed until the Committee 
hass performed its tasks. A final effect on the process may be that the major regional proponents could 
supportt the development of more clear compatibility guidelines within which they can make their 
argumentss for recommendations, since this would permit the processing of notified agreements which 
wouldd result in recommendations. 

12.712.7 Conclusion:  EC Regionalism  in  the new millennium 
Thee conclusion of the Uruguay Round in 1994 found the new WTO operating in a dramatically 
differentt regional environment then when the round commenced in 1986. Not only had the United 
Statess become a major regional actor by concluding Canada and then Mexico free-trade agreements, 
butt the decline of state trading systems unleashed a major foray of regional agreements in central and 
easternn Europe. Additionally, a new round of Central and South American agreements were initiated, 
thiss time with the expressed intent of being outward rather than inward looking. 

AA number of indicators suggest that European Union's external regional policy is developing toward 
tradee agreements of a more comprehensive nature. Detailed examples are being offered by Faber for 
thee Euro-Mediterranean area, and by Stevens for ACP regional trading groups (REPA's) in the Lomé' 
Convention.533 Chapters in this last Part also described advances made within the European system of 

Onee aspect that could be helpful for the CRTA is the Panel's affirmation that CRTA reviews need not be 
concernedd with the legality of individual measures, since these are reserved by operation of GATT law for 
challengee in a later proceeding. See Panel Report, note 338: "(T)he purpose of examination (under) 5(a)...would 
nott be to determine whether each individual duty or regulation existing or introduced ...is consistent with all the 
provisionss of the WTO Agreement..." Citing therein, Understanding read out by the Chairman of the Council for 
Tradee in Goods, 20, Feb., 1995, (WT/REG3/1). 
533 G. Faber, supra note 51. A portion of this conclusion is drawn from Mathis, J., The Community's External 
RegionalRegional Policy in the WTO, Ibid. The author reserves the right to update this conclusion pending final 
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agreementss to establish a single European cumulation network for  originating products. In addition, 
thee profil e of competition policy issues as they affect trade between regional partners and the wider 
rangee of technical barrier s between regional members are also evidence of this evolution. 

Currentt  reports also indicate that the EU external regional policy remains not only active in the post-
Uruguayy Round era, but also capable of extending beyond the traditional geography of European 
regionall  operations, ACP arrangements excepted. This can be seen by references to negotiations for 
EUU free-trade areas with Mercosur, Mexico, South Africa , and suggestions for  preferential system 
exchangess with South or  Southeast Asian territories, to name the more ambitious proposals. If Jacob 
Viner' ss 1950 recital of "propinquity "  as an often-posed justification for  regionalism was accurate then, 
"nearness""  also takes on some expanded meaning in the global economy, as the Union is capable of 
definingg its economic interests globally.54 

Undoubtedly,, as some of these new developments are translated into legal texts for  free-trade area 
agreements,, there wil l be intensive interaction between the Community with its new regional partners 
andd the GATT/WT O review process, as now encapsulated in the Committee on Regional Trade 
Agreementss (CRTA). Thus, it is important to commence an assessment of the possibilities for  the 
legall  environment in which these new agreements wil l likely be seeking qualification according to 
GATTT Articl e XXIV . 

Thee European Commission is now advocating a new round of multilateral trade negotiations. While 
thee WTO Members have been attempting to frame terms of reference for  such a Round, there has not 
yett  been a call from either  the European Union or  the United States to include the GATT/WT O rules 
governingg regional agreements on this agenda. Perhaps this should indicate a degree of satisfaction 
withh progress made thus far  to close the Articl e XXTV loopholes. It may however  suggest that parties 
havee calculated a benefit in the status quo whereby maximum regional flexibility  is preserved for 
futur ee regional plans. If so, the Community, for  its part, might also consider  this additional prospect, 
thatt  a continuing absence of guidelines for  free-trade areas appears to increase the risk of regional 
combatt  with trading partners who have also chosen to become active. For  now, this includes the 
Unitedd States. In the future, larger  Asian territorie s may also appear  to consider  regional strategies. 

Unlik ee its regional influence within the traditional European sphere, these new regional contests wil l 
nott  always grant the EU the superior  hand. For  the United States, this partner  certainly exerts greater 
influencee on certain territorie s than does the Union, whether  these advantages be locational, 
economical,, or  a mix of political and cultural factors. Until now, only the domestic politics of 
Congressionall  fast-track approval have operated as a restraint to a new round of US regional 
declarations.. Besides the U.S., Japan appears to be ready to emerge as a regional actor. It holds a 
greaterr  influence in its region then either  the U.S. or  the European Union. The likely accession of 
Chinaa to the WTO also appears to have regional implications, and there is some indication from 
territorie ss throughout Asia that regional trade agreements may well be part of the political balance of 
powerr  calculations being made there. Thus, while the legal developments discussed above in the 
WTOO are dramatic, economic and political events suggesting the rise of a type of multi-polar  trading 
systemm are also proceeding apace. 

Thesee factors should inform the Community's policy toward regional agreements in the WTO. At the 
least,, the Community wil l benefit from framing its external regional policy by taking into account not 
onlyy the prospects for  its own projects, but also the implications which flow from the regional projects 
off  other  WTO members. For  a more severe characterisation, if the Community and its partners choose 

publication . . 
544 The concep t of "regional" , "..frequentl y reflect(ing ) littl e mor e than a sentimenta l contemplatio n of the 
desirabilit yy  in the abstrac t of close r economi c relation s wit h countrie s wit h whic h ther e were - or it was pleasan t to 
thin kk that ther e were , or coul d be develope d - speciall y clos e ties of sentimen t and interes t arisin g out of 
ethnological ,, or cultural , or historica l politica l affiliations. "  Viner , Jacob , (1950) at pp . 5 and 19. 
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too ignore the opportunity to settle reforms that are possible for Article XXIV , this choice may be 
retrospectivelyy frame the moment when the major WTO members escalated the contest to secure their 
regionall  zones of influence. 

Thee European Commission's expressed advocacy for a development-oriented round should also be 
viewedd in the light of the regionalism issues. If all can agree that the stake of the least developed 
territoriess in the WTO needs to be enhanced and can see a better multilateral system occurring as a 
result,, then the market leaders' regional plans with developing countries should also be viewed in this 
context.. At this point in time, it is apparent that a great number of WTO's least-developed members 
aree reluctant to start a new round without seeing a substantial down payment on the market access 
issuess left over from the last round. If the Community diverts its energy for concessions to the 
formationn of agreements with only a select group of developing countries, a conflict with the interests 
off  the greater set of similarly situated WTO territories will be hard to ignore. This includes not only 
thee question whether the regional plans will undermine the EC's abilityy to deliver a larger set of 
concessionss undertaken in a multilateral round to all the developing countries, but also the future role 
off  the General System of Preferences (GSP) within the WTO. These preferences will be further 
marginalisedd by a new round of free-trade areas. 

AA consistent approach between these posts would look again at the prospects for the General System 
off  Preferences. While from a purely non discrimination standpoint, GSP can always be criticised for 
itss preferential nature. However, it is certainly "multilateral" in the sense that it is already an endorsed 
GATTT mechanism for granting preferences to lesser developed countries without reference to regions, 
permitss for graduation in respect of development levels, and does not require reverse preferences on 
behalff  of the recipients. 

Givenn the legal developments described above, the possibilities of a new negotiating round, and the 
ongoingg development of new disciplines within the WTO, it is possible that the historical approach to 
regionall  formations by the EC can be seen to stand at something of a legal, if not historical, juncture. 
Att the extremes, in one direction lies a continuation of an older policy of establishing incomplete 
preferentiall  systems by declaration in the absence of clear guidelines in the WTO, and perhaps 
withoutt third parties ever challenging these preferences. This route provides the greatest flexibility for 
thee Union to conduct its external regional system to its liking and assumedly, to the liking of its 
regionall  partners. However, it also grants the same policy flexibility to other major actors who are 
alsoo learning their way in world of regionalism. The implications for the flexible approach may not 
onlyy include the prospect of a more strenuous competition between major actors for the formation of 
preferencee agreements with developing and transitional markets. There is also the possibility of a 
greaterr number of developing territories seeking to be become installed as primary "hubs" formed by 
overlappingg free-trade areas with their developed partners. 

Ann alternative to the traditional approach would be to close the chapter on the long and troubling 
legacyy of the Overseas' Association episode once and for all by supporting a new WTO discipline 
overr preferential deviations from the most-favoured nation clause. Building upon the GATT-1994 
Understandingg regarding regional exceptions, this avenue would seek to finally generate a set of 
interpretivee guidelines to give substantive definition to the Uruguay Round Article XXIV preamble 
declaration,, that the compatibility of regionalism with the multilateral system is better insured when 
noo major sector of activity is excluded. 

Inn these choices, one also sees the Union playing two roles, one as a party like any other, seeking to 
implementt its notion of regional systems in a manner it believes to be in its commercial and political 
bestt interests, and in the interests of its regional partners. The other, as a large territory member of the 
WTOO that is called upon to exercise leadership, which together with other members, assumes 
responsibilityy for the direction of activities and reforms to be considered in the WTO. While perhaps 
itt is unfair to place any heightened burden of leadership upon the Union when it comes to the issues of 
regionalism,, it is also a fact that the status of regionalism within the multilateral system today is quite 
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attributablee to previous Community practice and policies. No other party in the GATT system has had 
ass much to say about the qualifications of agreements as a proponent, and arguably, no other party has 
aa higher stake in how others wil l assert these similar interpretations in the future. 

Althoughh a middle way which favours some reforms but not others, depending upon the requirements 
off  the particular regional agreement being advanced, can appear as the most practical course to take, 
thee opportunity for some bolder initiative in the next negotiating round can also be considered. 

Anyy WTO developments that reach for more precise standards for regional trade agreements are 
boundd to influence the design of later regional trade agreements and the manner in which proponents 
goo about declaring them in the WTO. However, the interaction between proponents and the review 
processs generally also suggests that the reverse can also be the case, that the quality of agreements 
submitted,, as declared expressions of GATT/WTO compatibility by the WTO's largest members, can 
alsoo either reinforce or undermine the prospects for advanced interpretations of the rules to emerge. In 
noo area is this more evident than in the declarations for free-trade areas between developed and 
developingg territories, and certainly including those earlier formations to which the EEC or EC was a 
party. . 

Itt is therefore reasonable to inquire whether thee next round of formations between the Union and its 
partnerss wil l see the presentation of agreements to the WTO which, once again, raise intractable 
pointss of interpretation for the GATT rules and the WTO members who are charged with applying 
them.. Another way of asking the same is to inquire whether the Union and its less developed partners 
wil ll  submit free-trade area plans that can demonstrate a commitment to exchanging a complete set of 
preferences.. The alternative is to insist again that reviewing parties wil l deadlock over whether partial 
agreementss between parties of unequal economic development should be judged consistent with the 
GATTT rules. This second course would naturally lead the proponents to argue anew for retaining 
flexibilityflexibility  in the interpretation and application of the rules. This is exactly the opposite of what the 
MFNN principle requires for support at this precarious stage of multilateralism. However the European 
Commissionn chooses to finally advance its arguments for new regional compatibility with the WTO, 
onee would prefer to finally observe that the goal of one evolution, the EC regional system, was not 
necessarilyy accomplished at the expense of the multilateral trading system. 
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Appendice s s 

AppendixAppendix  One:  GATT Article  XXIV 

PARTT HI 

Articl ee XXIV 

TerritorialTerritorial  Application _ Frontier Traffic _ Customs Unions and Free-trade Areas 

1.. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to the metropolitan customs territories of 
thee contracting parties and to any other customs territories in respect of which this Agreement has been 
acceptedd under Article XXVI or is being applied under Article XXXII I or pursuant to the Protocol of 
Provisionall  Application. Each such customs territory shall, exclusively for the purposes of the territorial 
applicationn of this Agreement, be treated as though it were a contracting party; Provided ihsX the 
provisionss of mis paragraph shall not be construed to create any rights or obligations as between two or 
moree customs territories in respect of which this Agreement has been accepted under Article XXVI or is 
beingg applied under Article XXXII I or pursuant to the Protocol of Provisional Application by a single 
contractingg party. 

2.. For the purposes of this Agreement a customs territory shall be understood to mean any 
territoryy with respect to which separate tariffs or other regulations of commerce are maintained for a 
substantiall  part of the trade of such territory with other territories. 

3.. The provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed to prevent: 

(a)(a) Advantages accorded by any contracting party to adjacent countries in order to facilitate 
frontierr traffic; 

(b)(b) Advantages accorded to the trade with the Free Territory of Trieste by countries 
contiguouss to that territory, provided that such advantages are not in conflict with the Treaties of Peace 
arisingg out of the Second World War. 

4.. The contracting parties recognize the desirability of increasing freedom of trade by the 
development,, through voluntary agreements, of closer integration between the economies of the 
countriess parties to such agreements. They also recognize that the purpose of a customs union or of a 
free-tradefree-trade area should be to facilitate trade between the constituent territories and not to raise barriers to 
thee trade of other contracting parties with such territories. 

5.. Accordingly, the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent, as between the 
territoriess of contracting parties, the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area or the adoption 
off  an interim agreement necessary for the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area; Provided 
that: : 

(a)(a) with respect to a customs union, or an interim agreement leading to a formation of a 
customss union, the duties and other regulations of commerce imposed at the institution of any such 
unionn or interim agreement in respect of trade with contracting parties not parties to such union or 
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agreementt shall not on the whole be higher or more restrictive than the general incidence of the duties 
andd regulations of commerce applicable in the constituent territories priorr to the formation of such union 
orr the adoption of such interim agreement, as the case may be; 

(b)(b) with respect to a free-trade area, or an interim agreement leading to the formation of a 
free-tradefree-trade area, the duties and other regulations of commerce maintained in each if the constituent 
territoriess and applicable at the formation of such free-trade area or the adoption of such interim 
agreementt to the trade of contracting parties not included in such area or not parties to such agreement 
shalll  not be higher or more restrictive than the corresponding duties and other regulations of commerce 
existingg in the same constituent territories prior to the formation of the free-trade area, or interim 
agreementt as the case may be; and 

(c)) any interim agreement referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) shall include a plan and 
schedulee for the formation of such a customs union or of such a free-trade area within a reasonable 
lengthh of time. 

6.. If, in fulfillin g the requirements of sub-paragraph 5 (a), a contracting party proposes to 
increasee any rate of duty inconsistently with the provisions of Article n, the procedure set forth in 
Articlee XXVII I shall apply. In providing for compensatory adjustment, due account shall be taken of the 
compensationn already afforded by the reduction brought about in the corresponding duty of the other 
constituentss of the union. 

7.. (a) Any contracting party deciding to enter into a customs union or free-trade area, 
orr an interim agreement leading to the formation of such a union or area, shall promptly notify the 
CONTRACTINGG PARTIES and shall make available to them such information regarding the proposed 
unionn or area as wil l enable them to make such reports and recommendations to contracting parties as 
theyy may deem appropriate. 

(b)(b) If, after having studied the plan and schedule included in an interim agreement 
referredd to in paragraph 5 in consultation with the parties to that agreement and taking due account of 
thee information made available in accordance with the provisions of sub-paragraph (a), the 
CONTRACTINGG PARTIES find that such agreement is not likely to result in the formation of a customs 
unionn or of a free-trade area within the period contemplated by the parties to the agreement or that such 
periodd is not a reasonable one, the CONTRACTING PARTIES shall make recommendations to the parties to 
thee agreement. The parties shall not maintain or put into force, as the case may be, such agreement if 
theyy are not prepared to modify it in accordance with these recommendations. 

(c)) Any substantial change in the plan or schedule referred to in paragraph 5 (c) 
shalll  be communicated to the CONTRACTING PARTIES, which may request the contracting parties 
concernedd to consult with them if the change seems likely to jeopardize or delay unduly the formation of 
thee customs union or of the free-trade area. 

8.. For the purposes of this Agreement: 

(a)(a) A customs union shall be understood to mean the substitution of a single customs 
territoryy for two or more customs territories, so that 

(i)) duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce (except, where necessary, 
thosee permitted under Articles XI, XII , XIII , XTV, XV and XX) are eliminated with respect to 
substantiallyy all the trade between the constituent territories of the union or at least with respect to 
substantiallyy all the trade in products originating in such territories, and, 
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(ii )) subject to the provisions of paragraph 9, substantially the same duties and other 
regulationss of commerce are applied by each of the members of the union to the trade of territorie s not 
includedd in the union; 

(b)(b) A free-trade area shall be understood to mean a group of two or  more customs 
territorie ss in which the duties and other  restrictive regulations of commerce (except, where necessary, 
thosee permitted under  Articles XI , XII , XIII , XIV , XV and XX) are eliminated on substantially all the 
tradee between the constituent territorie s in products originating in such territories. 

9.. The preferences referred to in paragraph 2 of Articl e I shall not be affected by the 
formationn of a customs union or  of a free-trade area but may be eliminated or  adjusted by means of 
negotiationss with contracting parties affected.*  This procedure of negotiations with affected contracting 
partiess shall, in particular , apply to the elimination of preferences required to conform with the 
provisionss of paragraph 8 (a)(i) and paragraph 8 (b). 

10.. The CONTRACTING PARTIES may by a two-third s majorit y approve proposals which do 
nott  full y comply with the requirements of paragraphs 5 to 9 inclusive, provided that such proposals lead 
too the formation of a customs union or  a free-trade area in the sense of this Article . 

11.. Taking into account the exceptional circumstances arising out of the establishment of 
Indiaa and Pakistan as independent States and recognizing the fact that they have long constituted an 
economicc unit, the contracting parties agree that the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent the 
twoo countries from entering into special arrangements with respect to the trade between them, pending 
thee establishment of their  mutual trade relations on a definitive basis.* 

12.. Each contracting party shall take such reasonable measures as may be available to it to 
ensuree observance of the provisions of this Agreement by the regional and local governments and 
authoritiess within its territories. 
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AppendixAppendix  Two:  GATT-1994 Understanding  on the Interpretation  of  Art.  XXIV 

Understandingg on the Interpretatio n of Articl e XXIV 
off  the General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade 1994 

Members, Members, 

HavingHaving regard to the provisions of Article XXIV of GATT 1994; 

RecognizingRecognizing that customs unions and free trade areas have greatly increased in number and 
importancee since the establishment of GATT 1947 and today cover a significant proportion of world 
trade; ; 

RecognizingRecognizing the contribution to the expansion of world trade that may be made by closer 
integrationn between the economies of the parties to such agreements; 

RecognizingRecognizing also that such contribution is increased if the elimination between the constituent 
territoriess of duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce extends to all trade, and diminished if 
anyy major sector of trade is excluded; 

ReaffirmingReaffirming that the purpose of such agreements should be to facilitate trade between the 
constituentt territories and not to raise barriers to the trade of other Members with such territories; and 
thatt in their formation or enlargement the parties to them should to the greatest possible extent avoid 
creatingg adverse effects on the trade of other Members; 

ConvincedConvinced also of the need to reinforce the effectiveness of the role of the Council for Trade in 
Goodss in reviewing agreements notified under Article XXIV , by clarifying the criteria and procedures 
forr the assessment of new or enlarged agreements, and improving the transparency of all Article XXIV 
agreements; ; 

RecognizingRecognizing the need for a common understanding of the obligations of Members under 
paragraphh 12 of Article XXIV ; 

Herebyy agree as follows: 

1.. Customs unions, free-trade areas, and interim agreements leading to the formation of a customs 
unionn or free-trade area, to be consistent with Article XXIV , must satisfy, inter alia, the provisions of 
paragraphss 5, 6, 7 and 8 of that Article. 

ArticleArticle XXIV: 5 

2.. The evaluation under paragraph 5(a) of Article XXIV of the general incidence of the duties and 
otherr regulations of commerce applicable before and after the formation of a customs union shall in 
respectt of duties and charges be based upon an overall assessment of weighted average tariff rates and of 
customss duties collected. This assessment shall be based on import statistics for a previous 
representativee period to be supplied by the customs union, on a tariff-line basis and in values and 
quantities,, broken down by WTO country of origin. The Secretariat shall compute the weighted average 
tarifff  rates and customs duties collected in accordance with the methodology used in the assessment of 
tarifff  offers in the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. For this purpose, the duties and 
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chargess to be taken into consideration shall be the applied rates of duty. It is recognized that for  the 
purposee of the overall assessment of the incidence of other  regulations of commerce for  which 
quantificationn and aggregation are difficult , the examination of individual measures, regulations, 
productss covered and trade flows affected may be required. 

3.. The "reasonable length of time"  referred to in paragraph 5(c) of Articl e XXI V should exceed 
100 years only in exceptional cases. In cases where Members parties to an interim agreement believe that 
100 years would be insufficient they shall provide a full explanation to the Council for  Trade in Goods of 
thee need for  a longer  period. 

ArticleArticle XXIV:  6 

4.. Paragraph 6 of Articl e XXI V establishes the procedure to be followed when a Member forming 
aa customs union proposes to increase a bound rate of duty. In this regard Members reaffirm that the 
proceduree set forth in Articl e XXVin , as elaborated in the guidelines adopted on 10 November  1980 
(BISDD 27S/26-28) and in the Understanding on the Interpretation of Articl e XXVi n of GATT 1994, 
mustt  be commenced before tarif f concessions are modified or  withdrawn upon the formation of a 
customss union or  an interim agreement leading to the formation of a customs union. 

5.. These negotiations will be entered into in good faith with a view to achieving mutually 
satisfactoryy compensatory adjustment. In such negotiations, as required by paragraph 6 of 
Articl ee XXIV , due account shall be taken of reductions of duties on the same tarif f line made by other 
constituentss of the customs union upon its formation. Should such reductions not be sufficient to 
providee the necessary compensatory adjustment, the customs union wouldd offer  compensation, which 
mayy take the form of reductions of duties on other  tarif f lines. Such an offer  shall be taken into 
considerationn by the Members having negotiating rights in the binding being modified or  withdrawn. 
Shouldd the compensatory adjustment remain unacceptable, negotiations should be continued. Where, 
despitee such efforts, agreement in negotiations on compensatory adjustment under  Articl e XXVQI as 
elaboratedd by the Understanding on the Interpretation of Articl e XXVi n of GATT 1994 cannot be 
reachedd within a reasonable period from the initiatio n of negotiations, the customs union shall, 
nevertheless,, be free to modify or  withdraw the concessions; affected Members shall then be free to 
withdraww substantially equivalent concessions in accordance with Articl e XXVin . 

6.. GATT 1994 imposes no obligation on Members benefiting from a reduction of duties 
consequentt  upon the formation of a customs union, or  an interim agreement leading to the formation of 
aa customs union, to provide compensatory adjustment to its constituents. 

ReviewReview of Customs Unions and Free-Trade Areas 

7.. All notifications made under  paragraph 7(a) of Articl e XXI V shall be examined by a working 
partyy in the light of the relevant provisions of GATT 1994 and of paragraph 1 of this Understanding. 
Thee working party shall submit a report to the Council for  Trade in Goods on its findings in this regard. 
Thee Council for  Trade in Goods may make such recommendations to Members as it deems appropriate. 

8.. In regard to interim agreements, the working party may in its report make appropriate 
recommendationss on the proposed time-frame and on measures required to complete the formation of 
thee customs union or  free-trade area. It may if necessary provide for  further  review of the agreement. 

9.. Members parties to an interim agreement shall notify substantial changes in the plan and 
schedulee included in that agreement to the Council for  Trade in Goods and, if so requested, the Council 
shalll  examine the changes. 

10.. Should an interim agreement notified under  paragraph 7(a) of Articl e XXI V not include a plan 
andd schedule, contrary to paragraph 5(c) of Articl e XXTV, the working party shall in its report 
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recommendd such a plan and schedule. The parties shall not maintain or put into force, as the case may 
be,, such agreement if they are not prepared to modify it in accordance with these recommendations. 
Provisionn shall be made for subsequent review of the implementation of the recommendations. 

11.. Customs unions and constituents of free-trade areas shall report periodically to the Council for 
Tradee in Goods, as envisaged by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT 1947 in their instruction to 
thee GATT 1947 Council concerning reports on regional agreements (BISD 18S/38), on the operation of 
thee relevant agreement. Any significant changes and/or developments in the agreements should be 
reportedd as they occur. 

DisputeDispute Settlement 

12.. The provisions of Articles XXI I and XX m of GATT 1994 as elaborated and applied by the 
Disputee Settlement Understanding may be invoked with respect to any matters arising from the 
applicationn of those provisions of Article XXIV relating to customs unions, free-trade areas or interim 
agreementss leading to the formation of a customs union or free-trade area. 

ArticleArticle XXIV: 12 

13.. Each Member is fully responsible under GATT 1994 for the observance of all provisions of 
GATTT 1994, and shall take such reasonable measures as may be available to it to ensure such 
observancee by regional and local governments and authorities within its territory. 

14.. The provisions of Articles XXI I and XX m of GATT 1994 as elaborated and applied by the 
Disputee Settlement Understanding may be invoked in respect of measures affecting its observance taken 
byy regional or local governments or authorities within the territory of a Member. When the Dispute 
Settlementt Body has ruled that a provision of GATT 1994 has not been observed, the responsible 
Memberr shall take such reasonable measures as may be available to it to ensure its observance. The 
provisionss relating to compensation and suspension of concessions or other obligations apply in cases 
wheree it has not been possible to secure such observance. 

Eachh Member undertakes to accord sympathetic consideration to and afford adequate 
opportunityy for consultation regarding any representations made by another Member concerning 
measuress affecting the operation of GATT 1994 taken within the territory of the former. 
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AppendixAppendix  Three:  Committee  on Regional  Trade Agreements  Annual  (1999) 
ReportReport  (extracted) 

(***  indicates deletion for  this extract) 

WORLDD TRADE 
ORGANIZATIO N N 

WT/REG/8 8 

111 October  1999 

(99-4279) ) 

REPORTT (1999) OF THE 
COMMITTE EE ON REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENT S 
TOO THE GENERAL COUNCIL 
Chairman::  Mr . Krirk-Kra i Jirapaet (Thailand) 

I.. INTRODUCTIO N 

Thee terms of reference of the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements (CRTA) are: 
"(a)) to carry out the examination of agreements in accordance with the procedures and terms of 
referencee adopted by the Council for  Trade in Goods, the Council for  Trade in Services or  the 
Committeee on Trade and Development, as the case may be, and thereafter  present its report to the 
relevantt  body for  appropriate action; 
(b)) to consider  how the required reporting on the operation of such agreements should be carried out 
andd make appropriate recommendations to the relevant body; 
(c)) to develop, as appropriate, procedures to facilitate and improve the examination process; 
(d)) to consider  the systemic implications of such agreements and regional initiatives for  the 
multilatera ll  trading system and the relationship between them, and make appropriate 
recommendationss to the General Council; and 
(e)) to carry out any additional functions assigned to it by the General Council." 

Att  its first  meeting in 1999, the CRTA elected Mr . Krirk-Kra i Jirapaet (Thailand) as Chairman of the 
Committee.. Mr . Chul-Ki Ju (Korea) continued to serve as Vice-Chairman until his departure from 
Genevaa in Summer 1999. The two other  Vice-Chairmen were Mr . Guillermo Gonzalez (Argentina) 
andd Mr . Andrew Stoler  (United States). During 1999, the Committee held four  sessions, each 
includingg examinations of some individual regional trade agreements (RTAs) and discussions of 
systemicc and general matters (see Attachment 1). A number  of informal consultations have also been 
held,, in an effort to reach conclusions on agreements under  review. 

** * 

EXAMINATIO NN OF REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENT S 
Too date, 118 RTAs have been notified to the GATT/WTO : 93 under  GATT Articl e XXIV ; 14 under 
thee Enabling Clause; and eleven under  GATS Articl e V. The Committee has currently under  review a 
totall  of 72 agreements. The examination of 64 of these agreements has been referred to the Committee 
byy the Council for  Trade in Goods (CTG), seven by the Council for  Trade in Services (CTS) and one 
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byy the Committee on Trade and Development (CTD). Draft reports on the examination of 30 
agreementss are currently under consideration; for 31 other agreements, reports are being drafted or 
factuall  examinations are currently underway. There are eleven RTAs for which factual examination 
hass not yet started (see Attachment 2). 
Inn the context of the examination of 41 individual agreements, the Committee also considered the 
Systemm of European Cumulation of Origin, which modified or replaced earlier rules of origin 
provisionss in those agreements. At the 23rd Session of the CRT A, held in July 1999, the Chairman 
stressedd the urgency of completing the reports on the examination of 30 RTAs for which the drafting 
processs was already engaged. The drafting of six of these reports made progress during 1999, but the 
Committeee has so far been unable to finalize any of them. 

REPORTINGG ON THE OPERATION OF AGREEMENTS 
Too fulfi l item 1(b) of its Terms of Reference, the Committee had adopted, on 20 February 1998, 
recommendationss to the CTG, CTS and CTD, later adopted by these three bodies, with respect to how 
requiredd reporting on the operation of RTAs should be carried out. In order to operationalize the 
reportingg on RTAs notified under GATT Article XXIV, the Committee accepted the Secretariat's 
proposedd timetable for biennial reporting in 1999 (see Attachment 3). By October 1999, the 
Secretariatt had received (and was processing for distribution) the biennial reports of the following 
RTAs:: Caribbean Community and Common Market (CARICOM), Central American Common 
Markett (CACM), Czech Republic-Slovak 
Republicc Customs Union, and European Free Trade Association (EFTA), EFTA-Czech Republic, 
EFTA-Slovakk Republic, and EFTA-Turkey. 

SYSTEMICC IMPLICATIONS OF REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS AND INITIATIVE S FOR 
THEE MULTILATERA L TRADING SYSTEM AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THEM 

Underr item 1(d) of the Committee's Terms of Reference, the Committee made use of Members' 
writtenn submissions and informal papers prepared by the Secretariat (see Attachment 4). hi 1999, the 
workk of the Committee under this item was built upon questions raised in written contributions by the 
delegationss of Hong Kong, China and Japan, which attempted to identify the issues that have arisen 
fromm the interpretation and application of individual provisions of GATS Article V and considered 
possiblee linkages between GATS Article V and GATT Article XXIV . A further submission on GATS 
Articl ee V by the European Communities and their Member States was circulated on 21 September 
1999.. Discussions in the Committee focussed primarily on the interpretation of individual provisions 
inn GATS Article V, particularly in regard to the scope of "substantial sectoral coverage" and 
"substantiallyy all discrimination". Some Members noted that some of 
thesee issues were also being considered in the Council for Trade in Services; however, other Members 
feltt that they should be considered in the Committee as part of the systemic debate. 
Att the CRT A's 22nd Session, it was agreed that a synoptic paper would be prepared by the Secretariat, 
basedd on the "Checklist of Systemic Issues" (document WT/REGAV712) and summarising, on a 
factuall  basis, the discussion that had already taken place on the issues. A first draft was circulated to 
Memberss by the Secretariat on 22 September 1999. As a further contribution to the work of the 
CRTT A, the Secretariat has distributed two updates of the informal paper entitled "Basic Information 
onn Regional Trade Agreements Notified to the GATT/WTO and in Force" (updated on 22 April and 
222 September 1999). 

FINALL REMARKS 
Thee Committee has made substantial headway in the factual examination of a number of RTAs, but 
hass been unable to finalize reports on any of these examinations. Progress in this regard was slowed, 
interr alia, by disagreement among Members on the interpretation of certain elements of those rules 
relatingg to RTAs, as well as on procedural aspects. Similarly, the Committee is not in a position to 
makee recommendations to the General Council under item 1(d) of its Terms of Reference. 
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ATTACHMEN TT 1 
Individua ll  RTAs examined in 1999 
Twenty-Firstt  Session - 10-11 February 1999 

EC-Principalit yy of Andorr a 
Turkey-Hungary y 
Hungary-Israel l 
Turkey-Romania a 
Israel-Czechh Republic 
Turkey-Israel l 
Israel-Slovakk Republic 
Turkey-Lithuani a a 

Twenty-Secondd Session - 29-30 Apri l and 3 
Mayy 1999 
EC-Sloveniaa (Interi m Agreement) 
Israel-Slovakk Republic 
Slovenia-Latvia a 
Turkey-Hungary y 
Slovenia-Lithuania a 
Turkey-Romania a 
Slovenia-Estonia a 
Turkey-Israel l 
EC-Principalit yy of Andorr a 
Turkey-Lithuani a a 
Hungary-Israel l 
CEFTA A 
Israel-Czechh Republic 

Twenty-Thir dd Session - 1-2 July 1999 
Slovenia-Latvia a 
Turkey-Hungary y 
Slovenia-Estonia a 
Turkey-Romania a 
Latvia-- Czech Republic 
Turkey-Israel l 
Lithuania-Czechh Republic 
Turkey-Lithuani a a 
Latvia-Slovakk Republic 
Estonia-- Czech Republic 
Lithuania-Slovakk Republic 
Estonia-- Slovak Republic 
Hungary-Israel l 
Turkey-Czechh Republic 
Croatia-Slovenia a 
Turkey-Slovakk Republic 
Israel-Czechh Republic 
EU-Tunisiaa (Med. Agreement) 
Israel-Slovakk Republic 
Turkey-Estonia a 

Twenty-Fourthh Session - 22 September  and 8 
Octoberr  1999 
EC-Sloveniaa (Interi m Agreement) 
EC-Principalit yy of Andorr a 
Latvia-- Czech Republic 
Croatia-Slovenia a 
Lithuania-Czechh Republic 
Estonia-- Czech Republic 
Latvia-Slovakk Republic 
Estonia-- Slovak Republic 
Lithuania-Slovakk Republic 
EU-Tunisiaa (Med. Agreement) 

ATTACHMEN TT 2 
RTAss for  which draft reports on the 
examinationn are currently under  consideration 
(30): : 

ANZCERTAA (Services) EC-Bulgaria IA EC-
Czechh Republic IA EC-Enlargement (Goods) 
EC-Enlargementt  (Services) EC-Estonia FTA 
EC-Hungaryy IA EC-Hungary EA (Services) 
EC-Latviaa FTA EC- Lithuani a FTA EC-
Polandd IA EC-Poland EA (Services) EC-
Romaniaa IA EC-Slovak Republic IA EC-
Slovakk Republic EA (Services) CEFTA 
EFTA-Bulgari aa FTA 
EFTA-Estoniaa FTA EFTA-Hungary FTA 
EFTA-Israell  FTA EFTA-Latvi a FTA EFTA-
Lithuani aa FTA EFTA-Poland FTA EFTA-
Romaniaa FTA EFTA-Slovenia FTA Iceland-
Faroee Islands NAFTA (Goods) NAFTA 
(Services)) Norway-Faroe Islands Switzerland-
Faroee Islands 

RTAss for  which reports are being drafted or 
factuall  examinations are well engaged (31): 

Canada-Chilee FTA Canada-Israel FTA Czech 
Republic-Estoniaa FTA Czech Republic-Latvia 
FTAA Czech Republic-Lithuania FTA Czech 
Republic-Turkeyy FTA EC-Faroe Islands EC-P. 
off  Andorr a CU EC-Slovenia IA EC-Turkey 
CUU EU-Tunisia Euro-Mediterranean Agr. 
Europeann Union (Services) Israel-Czech 
Republicc FTA Israel-Hungary FTA Israel-
Slovakk Republic FTA MERCOSUR Poland-
Lithuani aa FTA Romania-Moldova FTA 
Slovakk Republic-Estonia FTA Slovak 
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Republic-Latviaa FTA Slovak Republic -
Lithuaniaa FTA Slovak Republic-Turkey FTA 
Slovenia-Croatiaa FTA Slovenia-Estonia FTA 
Slovenia-Latviaa FTA 
Slovenia-Lithuaniaa FTA Turkey-Estonia FTA 
Turkey-Hungaryy FTA Turkey-Israel FTA 
Turkey-Lithuaniaa FTA Turkey-Romania FTA 

RTAss for which factual examination has not 
yett commenced (11): 

EC-Palestiniann Authority FTA Faroe Islands-
Estoniaa Estonia-Latvia-Lithuania FTA Israel-
Sloveniaa FTA Kyrgyz Republic-Moldova FTA 
Kyrgyzz Republic-Russian Fed. FTA 
Kyrgyzz Rep.- CU Russian 
Fed./Belarus/Kazakhstann Kyrgyz Republic-
Ukrainee FTA Kyrgyz Republic-Uzbekistan 
FTAA Slovenia-F.Y.R.O.M. FTA Turkey-
Bulgariaa FTA 

ATTACHMENTT 3 
Schedulee for the Submission of Biennial 
Reportss on RTAs in the Course of 1999 

Reportss due on 15 May 1999 (10) 
Australia-Neww Zealand Closer Economic 
Relationss Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA) 

ATTACHMENTT 4 
Listt of Documents on Systemic Issues (1999) 

***  (balance of report is omitted) 

Australia-Papuaa New Guinea Agreement 
(PATCRA) ) 
Caribbeann Community and Common Market 
(CARICOM) ) 
Centrall  American Common Market (CACM) 
Czechh Rep ./Slovak Rep. Customs Union 
Europeann Free Trade Association (EFTA) 
EFTA/Czechh Rep. 
EFTA/SlovakRep. . 
EFTA/Turkey y 
Unitedd States/Israel 

Reportss due on 15 October 1999 (14) 
Europeann Communities (EC)/Algeria 
EC/Cyprus s 
EC/Egypt t 
EC/Iceland d 
EC/Israel l 
EC/Jordan n 
EC/Lebanon n 
EC/Malta a 
EC/Morocco o 
EC/Norway y 
EC/Certainn Non-European Countries and 
Territoriess II (PTOMII) 
EC/Syria a 
EC/Switzerlandd and Liechtenstein 
EC/Tunisia a 
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Samenvattin g g 

(Summaryy in Dutch) 

Artike ll  XXI V van het General Agreement on Tariff s and Trade (GATT ) is de dikwijl s 
ingeroepenn bepaling die voorziet in de vestiging van vrijhandelszones en douane-unies. Dit boek 
onderzoektt  de vereisten aangaande de 'interne handel'  van zulke verbanden in paragraaf 8 van 
artikell  XXIV. De betekenis van begrippen als 'het wezenlijk deel van de handel'  ('substantially 
alll  trade') en 'andere de handel beperkende regelingen' ('other  restrictive regulations of 
commerce')) is nog niet opgehelderd in het recht van de GATT, net zomin als de lijst 
uitzonderingsartikelenn die in paragraaf 8 wordt genoemd. Het boek stelt dat de interpretati e van 
dezee vereisten directe gevolgen heeft voor  het functioneren van het multilateral e handelssysteem, 
omdatt  zij  gezamenlijk het bereik bepalen van de regionale uitzondering op het 
meestbegunstigingsbeginsel.. Interpretaties die een hoge mate van preferentiële handel tussen 
ledenn van regionale handelsverbanden bevorderen vormen een garantie dat de effecten van 
regionalee verbanden als afwijkingen van de meestbegunstiging binnen de perken blijven. Ook 
zullenn interpretaties die de voortdurende toepassing van GATT regels op leden van regionale 
verbandenn bevorderen het voortschrijdende multilateral e handelssysteem tot voordeel strekken. 

Deell  I van het boek behandelt voorkeursregelingen in de internationale handel vóór  de 
totstandkomingg van de GATT regels, tot en met het ontwerp van het Verdrag van Havana voor 
eenn internationale handelsorganisatie, zowel wat betreft de uitzondering voor  douane-unies 
waaroverr  werd onderhandeld in Genève (1947) als die voor  vrijhandelszones waarover  werd 
onderhandeldd in Havana (1948). De uiteindelijk e uitzondering voor  regionale handelsverbanden 
hingg nauw samen met 'standstill'  bepalingen ten aanzien van het meestbegunstigingsbeginsel 
voorr  reeds bestaande preferentiële regelingen. Uit de historische stukken blijk t dat the ontwerpers 
dee bepalingen voor  douane-unies wilden uitbreiden tot vrijhandelszones, teneinde 
ontwikkelingslandenn flexibilitei t te geven om preferentiële regelingen te treffen. 

Deell  II  bespreekt de praktij k ten aanzien van de regionale exceptie onder  GATT 1947. Aandacht 
wordtt  besteed aan rapporten van werkgroepen die regionale handelsverbanden onderzochten op 
hunn verenigbaarheid met artikel XXIV. Veel van de nog altij d niet opgeloste vragen werden aan 
dee orde gesteld in het onderzoek van de associatie met de overzeese gebiedsdelen van de EEG uit 
1958.. Besproken werden toen reeds hoe 'substantially all trade' te meten, het probleem van 
omgekeerdee preferenties die van ontwikkelingslanden verlangd werden en of de lijst met 
genoemdee GATT artikelen (XI-X V en XX) uitputtend was bedoeld. Deze kwesties werden ook 
besprokenn tegen de achtergrond van economische overwegingen: moest paragraaf 8 worden 
uitgelegdd in het licht van het probleem van externe handelsverleggingen? Dit tijdvak wordt 
beslotenn met een bespreking van twee niet gerapporteerde uitspraken van GATT 
geschillenbeslechtingspanels.. In het kader  van de preferenties van de EEG en haar  lidstaten ten 
aanzienn van bananen in het Lomé IV verdrag hebben deze panels een begin gemaakt met de uitleg 
vann een aantal begrippen en meer  in het algemeen met de vaststelling van de verhouding tussen 
geschillenbeslechtingg onder  artikel XX m en regionale verbanden onder  artikel XXIV . 

Deell  m behandelt de regionale exceptie in het WTO tijdperk . De verplichting in artikel XXIV : 8 
omm 'andere de handel beperkende regelingen' tussen leden van een regionaal verband te 
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verwijderenn lijk t betrekking te hebben op onder andere oorsprongsregels in vrijhandelszones, 
onderlingee niet-tariffaire belemmeringen, en interne vrijwaringsmaatregelen. Ónder de nieuwe 
WTOO regels voor geschillenbeslechting hebben panels en het Beroepsorgaan tot nu toe tweemaal 
dee gelegenheid gehad artikel XXI V te onderzoeken. Hun rapporten vormen de basis voor de 
toekomstigee interpretatie van de exceptie voor regionale verbanden. Het Beroepsorgaan heeft in 
Turkey-TextilesTurkey-Textiles bepaald dat de exceptie in artikel XXIV voorwaardelijk is. De partij die haar 
inroeptt moet aantonen dat het regionale verband volledig in overeenstemming is met de vereisten 
inn de paragrafen 5 en 8 van artikel XXTV en dat de strijdige maatregel noodzakelijk is voor 
tenuitvoerleggingg van de regionale overeenkomst. Deze test werd herhaald door het 
Beroepsorgaann in Argentina-Footwear in verband met een non-discriminatiebepaling in de WTO 
overeenkomstt inzake vrijwaringsmaatregelen. Op basis van deze uitspraken van het 
Beroepsorgaann stelt dit boek dat een dergelijke test ook van toepassing zou moeten zijn wanneer 
regelingenn tussen leden van een regionaal verband worden beoordeeld. De bepalingen van het 
Weenss verdrag inzake verdragenrecht over wijzigingen in multilaterale verdragen worden 
onderzochtt op hun relevantie voor het beoordelen van regionale verbanden onder artikel XXTV 
GATT. . 

Hett laatste deel brengt verband aan tussen de geschillenbeslechtingspraktijk en het werk van het 
Committee on Regional Trade Agreements (CTRA), dat zich bezighoudt met rapporteren over de 
zogenoemdee 'systemic issues'. De auteur concludeert dat het Beroepsorgaan in feite de bewijslast 
vann verenigbaarheid met de WTO bij de voorstanders en deelnemers van regionale verbanden 
heeftt gelegd. Interpretaties van artikel XXI V die neerkomen op een hogere drempel mogen in de 
toekomstt verwacht worden, wanneer deelnemers van regionale verbanden positieve 
aanbevelingenn van de CRTA moeten vragen. Dit is een welkome ontwikkeling aangezien 
belangrijkee WTO leden bij veelomvattende regionale overeenkomsten zijn betrokken, zowel met 
elkaarr als met minder ontwikkelde WTO leden. 
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